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Abstract:
The effects of anxiety and its symptomatic manifestations were considered deleterious to individual
enhancement and, in general, to society. A description of Active Emotive Therapy (AET) was offered
as a therapeutic focus for practitioners who work with these unfortunate victims of excessive neurotic
anxiety.

A primary purpose of thoroughly investigating AET was to stimulate other practitioners to determine
the advantages and shortcomings of the concepts expressed in this paper. Purported effectiveness of
AET, conditions conducive to therapeutic application, descriptive results of AET, recorded client
concerns, behavioral outcomes, and characteristics of counselors were conceived. Scientific research,
learning theory, philosophical orientations, personality theory, and therapeutic insights that form the
foundations of AET were based on selected writings of practitioners in the field of counseling.

Descriptive data were collected via a F-Sort instrument and the Bernreuter Personality Inventory (BPI)
and summarized in terms of a client-centered emphasis of therapeutic implications. Collected data were
described in terms of individual clients, therapeutic applications and perceived descriptive results,
including client self-reports.

Each entity was considered against a matrix of emotional honesty, affection, and empathy, the essential
therapeutic components of AET. The descriptive science of emotional honesty may lend a focus to aid
inhibited people seeking therapy to regain a natural healthy spontaneity. The fundamentals of AET
were applied to clients ranging from severely neurotic individuals to people who wished to lead a more
effective life. These clients included an alcoholic, teenagers involved in drugs, and a housewife who
was unable to function effectively. The out comes of therapy, as measured by the BPI, F-Sort,
self-reports, and empirical behavioral changes were evidenced in terms of freedom from drugs, alcohol,
and other negative symptomatic behaviors.

Conclusions based upon four components: completing of emotions syllogisms, self-concepts, and
excitatory exercises were as follows: A healthy excitatory mind is able to complete emotions, operates
with positive syllogisms, has a realistically positive view of self, and is congruently spontaneous. An
unhealthy inhibited mind suffers from incomplete emotions, operates with negative syllogisms,
maintains a negative view of self, and is limited in terms of spontaneity and congruence.

Recommendations for further research were offered under the following categories: client-centered,
existential, educational, bibliotherapeutic, and scientific. In all, forty-four suggestions for additional
research were indicated. Hopefully, in keeping with the spirit of scientific investigations, these citations
will lead to further vigorously pursued scientific clarifications. 



The Mind is an Enchanting Thing

is an enchanted thing
like the glaze on a 

katydid wing
subdivided by sun 
til the nettings are legion 

Like Gieseking playing Scarlatti;

like the asperyx owl
as a beak, or the 

kiwi's rain-shawl
of haired feathers, the mind 
feeling its way as though blind 

walks along with its eyes on the ground

It has memory’s ear
that can hear without 

having to hear.
Like the gyroscope’s fall 
truly unequivocal

■. because trued by regnant certainty

it is a power of
strong enchantment. It 

is like the dove-
neck animated by 
sun; it is memory’s eye; 

it’s conscientious inconsistency.

It tears off the veil; tears 
the temptation, the 

mist the heart wears,
from its eyes, - if the heart 
has a face; it takes apart 

dejection. It’s fire in the dove-neck’s

iridescence; in the 
inconsistencies 

of Scarlatti.
Unconfuslon submits 
its confusion to proof; it’s 

not a Herod’s oath that cannot change.

Marianne Moore (Matthiessen, 1950:771-72)
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ABSTRACT

The effects of anxiety and its symptomatic manifestations were 
considered deleterious to individual enhancement and, in general, to 
society„ A description of Active Emotive Therapy (AET) was offered as 
a therapeutic focus for practitioners who work with these unfortunate 
victims of excessive neurotic anxiety.

A primary purpose of thoroughly investigating AET was to stimu
late other practitioners to determine the advantages, and shortcomings 
of the concepts expressed in this paper. Purported effectiveness of 
AETi,- conditions conducive to therapeutic application, descriptive 
results of AET, recorded client concerns, behavioral outcomes, and 
characteristics of counselors were conceived. Scientific research, 
learning theory, philosophical orientations, personality theory, and 
therapeutic insights that form the foundations of AET were based on 
selected writings of practitioners in the field of counseling.

Descriptive data were collected via a F-Sort instrument and the 
Bernreuter Personality Inventory (BPI) and summarized in terms of a 
client-centered emphasis of therapeutic implications. Collected data 
were described in terms of individual clients, therapeutic applications, 
and perceived descriptive results, including client self-reports.

Each entity was considered against a matrix of emotional hon
esty, affection, and empathy, the essential therapeutic components of 
AET. The descriptive science of emotional honesty may lend a focus to 
aid inhibited people seeking therapy to regain a natural healthy sponta
neity. The fundamentals of AET were applied to clients ranging from 
severely neurotic individuals to people who wished to lead a more effec
tive life. These clients included an alcoholic, teenagers involved in 
drugs, and a housewife who was unable to function effectively. The out
comes of therapy, as measured by the BPI, F-Sort, self-reports, and 
empirical behavioral changes were evidenced in terms of freedom from 
drugs, alcohol, and other negative symptomatic behaviors.

Conclusions based upon four components: completing of emotions,
syllogisms, self-concepts, and excitatory exercises were as follows: A
healthy excitatory mind is able to complete emotions, operates with 
positive syllogisms, has a realistically positive view of self, and is 
congruently spontaneous. An unhealthy inhibited mind suffers from 
incomplete emotions, operates with negative syllogisms, maintains a 
negative view of self, and is limited in terms of spontaneity and 
congruence.

Recommendations for further research were offered under the 
following categories: client-centered, existential, educational,
bibliotherapeutic, and scientific. In all, forty-four suggestions for 
additional research were indicated. Hopefully, in keeping with the 
spirit of scientific investigations, these citations will lead to 
further vigorously pursued scientific clarifications.



Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

Perhaps the most unfortunate people in our society are those, 

individuals :who, for a.variety of reasons, find life to be a-seething 

and desperate ineffective passion. The■uncomfortable world of these 

pathetic victims of emotional conflict and confusion is a world of 

perpetual worry, fear, and anguish. These tormented beings rarely 

experience the zest of life and although frequently found to be both, 

intelligent and creativej appear dull and listless due to their silent 

existence of internal•strife.

Bruno Bettelheim philosophized about the emotional problems 

facing twentieth-century.society:

Never before have so many had it so good; no longer do we 
tremble in fear of sickness or hunger, of hidden evils in 
the dark, of the spell of witches. The burden of killing toil 
has been lifted from us, and machines, not the labor of our 
hands, will soon provide us with nearly all we need and much 
that we don!t really need. We have inherited freedoms.man has 
striven after for centuries. Because of all this and much 
more we should be living in a dawn of great promise. But now 
that we are freer to enjoy life, we are deeply frustrated in 
our disappointment that the freedom and comfort, sought with 
such deep desire, do not give meaning and purpose to our 
lives (1960:vi).

Bettelheim continued:

With so much at hand that generations have striven for, 
how bewildering thqt the meaning of life should evade us.
Freedoms we have, broader than ever before. But more than 
ever before most of us yearn for a self-realization that eludes 
us, while we abide restless in the midst of plenty. As we
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achieve freedom, we are frightened by social forces that 
seem to suffocate us, seem to move in on us from all parts 
of an ever-contracting world (1960:vi-vii).

Existential conclusions drawn by Bettelheim were:

The tedium and dissatisfaction with life are becoming 
so great that many are getting ready to let freedom slip 
out of their hands, They feel it is all too complicated, 
too difficult to hold on to it, and to themselves. If 
meaning has gone out of their lives, then at least they 
wish not to be responsible for it, to let society carry 
the burden of failure and guilt (1960:vii).

Focusing on the problem, Bettelheim concluded:

Just how to achieve self-realization, to preserve 
freedom, and adapt society to both, seems increasingly 
harder to know; it is felt as a central, overwhelming 
problem of our dby (1960:vii)«

Many authors of psychological theory as well as practitioners in 

counseling and psychotherapy point to anxiety, with all of its varied 

ramifications and causes, as being the one single component common to 

all sufferers of emotional stress (Mowrer, 1940). Anxiety has no
r

apparent respect for age, sex, race, status, or heritage. Whether it 

be a youngster in a classroom of underachievers, a teacher whose 

effectiveness has diminished, a father whose family and marriage . 

appears doomed, a housewife whose daily existence is one of continual 

boredom, a teenager who has found escape in drugs, or a young man of 

thirty whose only emotional relief is found in consuming large amounts 

of alcohol, the basic emotional influence common to all of these 

sufferers is anxiety.
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Neurotic anxiety is a learned behavior, "not an instinctive or 

natural response" (Symonds, 1946:138). Andrew Salter (1961) expounded 

upon the fact that what we have learned we can unlearn. If Salter's 

formulation is accepted, then it becomes apparent that the ineffective 

behavior that produces neurotic anxiety can be unlearned and. changed, 

even though the root or cause of the neurotic anxiety varies greatly
O

with different individuals. • Neurotic anxiety is a learned phenomena, 

resulting from an individual's improper response to and/or continued 

mismanagement of traumatic experiences, imagined traumatic experiences, 

or a series of many varied but significantly threatening life exper

iences .

When a person's emotional life becomes controlled by ways and 

means of disguising, lessening, and suppressing neurotic anxiety, one 

has to wonder how much more abundant and enhancing life might become 

if that psychological energy were focused on the more positivd process 

concerned with the goal-directed enhancement of the organism..

Along with the immediate family, the effects of neurotic 

anxiety are felt throughout society. Schools, social agencies, the . 

world of work, and other societal institutions directly or indirectly 

feel the consequences. This being the case, early and effective means 

must be made available so that the individuals affected by this 

significant problem can be offered constructive assistance.
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Statement of the Problem

The problem of this study was to describe the historical,■ 

scientific, philosophical, and insight foundations for Active Emotive 

Therapy, based on the writer’s internship training, counseling exper

ience , and research presented by noted practitioners in the field of 

counseling. The problem was also to measure as descriptively as 

possible the empirical effects of the application of selected and 

synthesized concepts, ideas, and practices of Active Emotive Therapy 

with selected clients who have expressed a variety of concerns and 

emotional discomforts.

This research was undertaken with the intent that many original 

concepts, ideas, and practices of the counseling and education staff 

members of Montana State University in Bozeman, Montana may hopefully 

gain greater recognition in the field of counseling and education. By 

means of this recognition, it is hoped that increased pragmatic applica

tion may result by other counselors and educators who may feel congruent 

with the particular orientation of Active Emotive Therapy.

Purpose of the Study

Carter V. Good confirmed that:

The need for personality studies has long been acutely 
experienced. The relative dearth of sound studies indicates 
a hiatus between theory and observation, between practice and 
performance. There needs to be an effort to supplement tradi
tional objective instruments with systematic behavioral obser
vation and description (1966:306).

z
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The purpose of this study was to study an active emotional 

approach to counseling and possible therapeutic effects in as des

criptive a manner as possible. This paper was not written to imply that 

counselors in Active Emotive Therapy have now accumulated a body of 

absolute knowledge which will solve all the problems confronting the 

world of mental health workers. Much more knowledge is needed in this 

field. In the opinion of C. P. Gberndorf, "practically no articles have 

been devoted to the results of therapeutic treatment" (1950:394). Fred 

N. Kerlinger agreed with Oberndorf by stating that: "It is striking

that emotions, one of the most important parts of man's life, have not 

been studied to any great extent" (1965:577).

Donald Blocher humorously entertained the notion that counseling 

was like kissing. "It is an activity that is so intrinsically interest

ing that few people take the time to evaluate its consequences" (1966: 

222). The writer hopes that this paper will add to counseling knowledge 

in a small way. The purpose of this discussion was to stimulate others 

to test the described phenomena, to refine what was found useful, to 

discard entities which were found wanting, and in general to help in 

determining the particular advantages and shortcomings of various 

methods and procedures.

Research containing the therapeutic use of the components 

synthesized in Chapter 2 has never been recorded with the population
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which was studied in this project. Most of the research concerning 

ideas, concepts, and practices inherent in Active Emotive Therapy has 

been focused on isolated and unique individual theories. A careful, 

study of these isolated theories revealed sonic apparent similarities.

A need existed to pragmatically synthesize these apparently germane 

entities, thought to be therapeutic by this writer, and actively apply 

them and describe their effects in concert with actual cases.

Additionally, many original concepts, ideas, and practices of 

the counseling and education staff members of Montana State University 

have never been synthesized in writing. This task was done with the 

intent that these concepts, ideas, and practices may hopefully gain 

greater recognition via increased pragmatic application by other thera

pists who may have experienced and who may feel congruent with this 

particular orientation.

Need for the Study

For the first, time in history, according to J. F. T. Bugental 

(1965;377), much attention was being given to understanding and influ

encing individual human experience and behavior. Some people have 

questioned whether society as a whole can afford the luxury of indi

vidual psychotherapy. However, Bugental stated: "I am convinced that

society cannot afford the wastefulness of being without individual 

psychotherapy" (1965:378). About one-half of the hospital beds in the
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country are occupied by mental patients. Approximately one out of 

every ten persons spends part of his life in a mental institution 

(Ruch, 1953:198).

Herman Hesse poetically phrased his opinions about the problems 

facing mankind:

Now it happens a whole new generation is caught between 
two ages, two modes of life, with the consequence that it 
loses all power to understand itself and has no standards, 
no security, no simple acquiescence (1957:113).

Rollo May (1953) attributed the widespread anxiety of modern times to a

state of disunity and traumatic change in our culture.

Dr. Judd Marmor, Director of the Rsychiatry Division of Cedars- 

Sinai Medical Center in Los Angeles, California, felt that mental 

health workers had a prime function in today's technological and scien

tifically advanced society. That function was to help change belief 

systems and attitudes which were not congruent with actual practice.

Dr. Marmor urged that the mental health professions write, work 

actively, and challenge established mores when such mores were inter

fering with optimum mental health and human self-realization. This 

work should be an attempt to replace outmoded value systems with other 

more man-centered criteria that have greater adaptive usefulness 

(1971:18-19).
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General Questions to be Investigated

General questions to be answered will be as follows:

1. How can Active Emotive Therapy be defined in a descriptive

manner?

2. Why does Active Emotive Therapy purport to be therapeu

tically effective?

3. How may Active Emotive Therapy be appropriately applied?

4. Under what conditions, environmental and empathetical, 

may the various emotive factors be best put to use?

5. What are the descriptive results concerning the actual 

application of Active Emotive Therapy from an empirically pragmatic 

point of view?

6. What are the verbalized concerns of clients at therapy's

onset?

7. What are the recorded concerns of clients during the 

therapeutic process?

8. What are the observed behavioral outcomes of clients in 

terms of symptomatic relief from various emotional discomforts and 

concerns at therapy's termination?

9. What characteristics and qualifications are important 

for counselors involved in Active Emotive Therapy?
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General Procedures

The problem will be investigated using the following procedures; 

In Chapter I an introduction to the problem will be presented, a 

statement of the problem will be given, the need and purpose of the 

study will be clarified, and general questions to be investigated will 

be considered. General procedures will be described, limitations 

acknowledged,,.and a definition of terms deemed appropriate will be given.

A descriptive presentation of selected literature will be found 

in Chapter 2 which is deemed pertinent to the four basic foundations 

of Active Emotive Therapy. These foundations will be in the form of 

four broad categories: science and learning theory, philosophical

foundations, Rogerian personality theory, and therapeutic insights.

The foundation sections will be preceded by a brief historical sketch 

in acknowledgement of historical indebtedness. Apparently germane 

entities from each foundation will form a pragmatic synthesis of thera

peutic implications. A summary of the four foundations, based on ideas, 

concepts, and practices of Montana State University staff members, the 

writer's counseling and teaching experience, and selected writings of 

noted practitioners in the field will conclude the second chapter.

The introduction of Chapter 3 will put forth the focus of this 

research, which is a client-centered therapeutic description with 

research as a barometric indicator. Population description and sampling
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procedures will be described and contaminating variables noted. Des

criptive data collection, in terms of logistic schedules, client self- 

reports, evaluation logs, F-Sort and Bemreuter Personality instru

ments, audio and video tapes and machines, and client perceptions of 

what they found to be most meaningful in therapy will be amplified as 

integral entities to the participatory empathy of therapy.

Organization of data will be a descriptive presentation of 

three major formulations:

1. Client description.

2. Therapeutic applications and justifications.

3. Observed behavioral outcomes as a result of therapeutic- 

applications .

There will be no formal statistical hypotheses. A descriptive pre-

and post-comparison will be presented in terms of therapeutic proce

dures and exposures concerned with client progress or lack of pro

gress regarding symptomatic relief from various expressed concerns and 

emotional discomforts.

Precautions taken to assure accuracy in this research will be 

noted. Factors felt contributory to accuracy will be: video and audio

recordings, client feedback, daily evaluation logs, and stringent 

supervision by the counselor supervisor and chairman of this research 

at Montana State UniversityClarification will be continually made
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throughout this paper to guard against possible misinterpretation of 

Active Emotive Therapy as a mechanical technique approach to therapy.

Chapter 4 will be concerned with the description of data 

collected, within the context of. the therapeutic process. The appendix 

will contain copies of therapeutic tools. Data will be put forth in 

terms of individual clients, therapeutic applications, and perceived 

descriptive results of therapeutic applications.. Empathetic impli

cations, participant congruence, and multiple therapy descriptions will 

be given attention as a matrix against which Active Emotive Therapy 

must be considered.

Chapter 5 will be concerned with a summary,conclusion and 

review of therapeutically meaningful observations, and recommendations 

for further research. A primary intent of this research was to 

stimulate and provoke further study, questioning, and analyses of the 

descriptive results of Active Emotive Therapy.

Limitations

Perceived limitations of this study were concerned with the 

following entities:

1. Library resources at Montana State University in Bozeman, 
Montana may have qualified the selected review of. literature.

2. Facilities of the Counseling Laboratory in 317 Traphagen 
Hall are acknowledged as a possible clinical restriction.

3. The mechanical equipment available at Montana. State 
University in Bozeman, Montana in terms of audio tape recorders, closed
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circuit television recorders, and audio and video tapes may have been 
a possible constraint.

4. Counseling medias such as Daily Logistic Schedules, Feeling 
Diaries, Client Self-Reports, and Evaluation Logs were perhaps delin
eating.

5. Instruments used in the counseling context, the F-Sort and 
the Bernreuter Personality Inventory, may also have been a limiting 
circumscription.

6. A further limitation was evident in the client population 
of the immediate geographical area of Southwestern Montana which may 
or may not have been amenable to Active Emotive Therapy.

7. Agency-referral and self-referral, with appointments 
arranged through Dr. S. G. Simpson, supervisor of counseling and 
chairman of this research, may have had restricting limitations.
J . .Kunce and W. Anderson performed research that showed that perceived 
counselor-client similarities may influence referrals (1970:102-106).

8. The time element of the 1970-1971 calendar year is stated 
as a qualifying limitation.

9. Minimal'environmental' intervention and other factors may 
have added to demarcations inherent in this research. Blocher (1966: 
218) felt that limitations in environmental and hereditary backgrounds 
and social opportunities are real in a client's life and no counselor 
would be able to change them to any great degree.

10, A further limitation was the fact that a longitudinal 
study of each client concerning the permanence or non-permanence of 
behavior change was not performed.

11. A concluding limitation is acknowledged in the preparation 
of the writer as a researcher, and the preparation of the writer as
a counselor. Human error may have been a limiting consideration.
J. Ruesch and G. Bateson stated that even though relatively new, 
inexperienced counselors may lack years of experience, they were 
sometimes fresher in interest and had less stereotyped responses 
(1951:256). Robert Katz felt that a given therapist was- often more 
empathetic and more effective with one client than another, even exper
iencing different degrees of empathy from one hour to another in a 
counseling relationship with the same client (1963:108).
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Definition of Terms

The following terms are descriptively defined for purposes of 

pertinence and clarity:

Accurate symbolization. The hypotheses implicit in awareness 
that will be borne out if tested by acting on them (Rogers, 1959:198)„

Actualizing tendency. This is the inherent tendency of the 
organism to develop all its capacities in ways which serve to maintain 
or enhance the organism. It. involves not only the tendency to meet 
what Maslow terms deficiency needs for air, food, water, and the like, 
but also more generalized activities. It involves development toward 
the differentiation of organs and of functions, expansion in terms of 
growth, expansion of effectiveness through the use of tools, expansion 
and enhancement through reproduction. It is development toward 
autonomy and away from heteronomy, or- control by external forces 
(Rogers, 1959:196).

Anxiety. Phenomenologically this is a state of uneasiness or 
tension whose cause is unknown. From an external frame of reference, 
anxiety is a state in which the incongruence between the concept of 
self and the total experience of the individual is approaching symbol
ization in awareness. .Anxiety is the response of the organism to the 
"subception" that such discrepancy may enter awareness, thus forcing 
a change in the self-concept (Rogers, 1959:204) .

Autokinesis and schizokinesis. Autokinesis is the term for 
the ability of the organism to develop, to acquire new responses on 
the basis of old stimulations and their traces, and to change its 
relationships to the old stimulations without the aid of any new 
external stimulation. It is the antithesis of schizokinesis. Auto
kinesis is a dynamic quality, a progressing elaboration rather than 
a static mechanism. It can have both a therapeutic as well as a 
pathological implication (Gantt, 1953:157).

Availability to awareness. When an experience can be symbol
ized freely, without defensive denial and distortion, then it is 
available to awareness (Rogers, 1959:198).

Awareness. The symbolic representation (not necessarily in 
verbal symbols) of some portion of our experience (Rogers, 1959:198).
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Congruence. Indicates an accurate matching of experiencing and 
awareness. It also covers a matching of experience^ awareness and 
communication (Rogers, 1951:47).

Congruence, Congruence of self and experience. This is when 
the individual appears to be revising his concept of self to bring it 
into congruence with his experience, accurately symbolized. If this 
were completely true of all self-experiences, the individual would be 
a fully functioning person (Rogers, 1959:205-206).

Consciousness. The symbolization of some of our experience 
(Snygg and Combs, 1960:12).

Defense, Defensiveness. The behavioral response of, the organism 
to threat, the goal of which is the maintenance of the current structure 
of the self (Rogers, 1959:205).

v Distortion in awareness, denial to awareness. An observed
phenomenon that material which is significantly inconsistent with the 
concept of self cannot be directly and freely admitted to awareness 
(Rogers, 1959:205).

Empathy. Sympathetic imagination, sympathetic understanding 
which refers to nonverbal communication and to the apprehension of 
inner emotional states. To see with the eyes of another, to hear with 
the ears of another, and to feel with the heart of another. It 
connotes a form of personal involvement and an evocation of feeling 
sharing. It may include either imaginative or somatic responses or 
both. It is a sense of genuine participation (Katz, 1961:1), Also:
To 'perceive the internal frame of reference of another with accuracy, 
and with the emotional components and meanings which pertain thereto, 
as if one were the other person, but without ever losing the "as if" 
condition (Rogers, 1959:210).

Excitation. A matter of emotional freedom, honesty of response, 
and the content thereof (Salter, 1961:33). Excitation is like rain; 
it may wet everybody through and through, but it certainly clears the 
atmosphere (Salter, 1961:179).

Experience (verb). To experience means simply to receive in 
the organism the impact of the sensory or physiological events which are 
happening at the moment. Since there are varying degrees of complete
ness in symbolization, the phrase is often "to experience more fully in 
awareness" thus indicating that it is the extension of this process 
toward more complete and accurate symbolization (Rogers, 1959:197-198).
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Experience (noun). This term is used to include all that is 
going on within the envelope of the organism at any given moment which 
is potentially available to awareness. It includes events of which 
the individual is unaware, as well as all the phenomena which are in 
consciousness. It includes the psychological aspects of hunger, even 
though the individual may be so fascinated by his work or play that he 
is completely unaware of the hunger; it includes the impact of sights 
and sounds and smells on the organism, even though these are not in 
the focus of attention. It includes the influence of memory and past 
experience, as these are active in the moment, in restricting or 
broadening the meaning given to various stimuli. It also includes all 
that is present in immediate awareness or consciousness. It is a 
psychological, not a physiological definition (Rogers, 1959:197)»

Feeling. A mode of replying to a situation and transforming it 
as a projected new world. There are as many feelings as there are 
situations, and the situation is created by the mode in which the person 
has accepted it, i.e. by his chosen projection (Buytendijk, 1950:130).

Feeling, experiencing a feeling: It denotes an emotionally-
tinged experience, together with its personal meaning. Thus it 
includes the emotion but also the cognitive content of the meaning of 
that emotion in its experiential context. It thus refers to the unity 
of emotion and cognition as they are experienced inseparably in the 
moment, in the immediate present. The individual is then congruent- in 
his experience (of the feeling), his awareness (of it), and. his 
expression (of it) (Rogers, 1959:198).

Ideal self. Denotes the self-concept which the individual 
would most like to possess, upon which he.places the highest value for 
himself (Rogers, 1959:200).

Incomplete emotions. Feeling states or moods which have not 
been experienced and/or described on three congruent levels: the
emotional, the intellectual, and the visceral. Incomplete emotions 
are generally not available to conscious awareness and may not be 
semantically expressed.

Incongruence between self and experience. A discrepancy 
frequently develops between the self as perceived and the actual exper
ience of the organism. Thus the individual may perceive himself as 
having characteristics a, b, and c, and experiencing feelings x, y, and 
z. When such a discrepancy exists, the state is one of incongruence 
between self and experience. This state is one of tension and internal

15
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confusion, thus producing discordant or incomprehensible behaviors.
Thus the neurotic behavior is incomprehensible to the individual 
himself, since it is a variance with what he consciously "wants" to do, 
which is to actualize a self no longer congruent with experience 
(Rogers, 1959:203).

Inhibition. Excessive self-consciousness based on excessive 
consciousness of other people. It is emotionally dishonest and 
secretive and causes worry about the past and the future. It is 
paralysis of the emotions and living death (Salter, 1961:53-54).

Openness to experiences. When the individual is in no way 
threatened, then he is open to his experience.. To be open to exper
ience is the polar opposite of defensiveness. It signifies that every 
stimulus, whether o-rginating within the organism or in the environment, 
is freely relayed through the nervous system without being distorted or 
channeled off by any defensive or. protective mechanism or behavior 
(Rogers, 1959:206).

Organismic valuing process. An ongoing process in which values 
are never fixed or rigid, but experiences are being accurately symbol
ized and continually and freshly valued in terms of the satisfactions 
organismically experienced; the organism experiences satisfaction in 
those stimuli or behaviors which maintain and enhance the. organism 
and the self, both in the immediate present and in the long range 
(Rogers, 1959:210).

Perceive, perception. Perception is that which comes into 
consciousness when stimuli, principally light or sound, impinge on the 
organism from the outside. A hypothesis or prognosis for action which 
comes into being in awareness when stimuli impinge on the organism.
We are making a prediction that the objects from which the stimuli are 
perceived would if checked in other ways, exhibit properties we have 
come to regard from our past experience, as characteristic with what 
we are perceiving (Kelly, 1955:243).

Phenomenology. Neither a science of objects nor a science of 
the subject; it is a science of experience. It does not. concentrate 
exclusively on either the objects of experience or on the subject of 
experience but on the point of contact where being and consciousness 
meet. It is, therefore, a study of consciousness as intentional, as 
directed towards objects; as living in an intentionally consititued 
world. It is a study of phenomena (Th&venaz, 1962:20).

i-
'-siV

\
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Positive self-regardo Denotes a positive regard satisfaction 
which has become associated with a particular self-experience or a 
group of self-experiences, in which this satisfaction is independent of 
positive regard transactions with social others. The individual becomes 
his own significant social other (Rogers, 1959:209)„

Psychological adjustment. Optimal psychological adjustment 
exists when the concept of the self is such that all experiences are 
or may be assimilated on a symbolic level into the gestalt of the 
self-structure (Rogers, 1959:206).

Psychological maladjustment. When the organism denies, to 
awareness, or distorts in awareness, significant experiences, which 
consequently are not accurately.symbolized and organized into the 
gestalt of the self-structure, thus creating an incongruence between 
self and experience (Rogers, 1959:204).

Role playing. The acting out of an assigned personal or 
social situation for a brief period of time by two or more individuals 
who have been assigned specific roles. The method tends to briî g out 
motives, needs, and attitudes that are below the social surface. The 
keynote of role playing is spontaneity. The counselor himself can 
play one of the roles. The possibilities are limited only by the 
ingenuity and energy, of the researcher (Kerlinger, 1965:535) =

Self,. Concept of self. The organized, consistent conceptual 
gestalt composed of perceptions of the characteristics of the "I", or 
"me" to others and to various aspects of life, together with the 
values attached to these perceptions. It is a gestalt which is 
available to awareness though not necessarily in awareness. It is a 
fluid and changing gestalt, a process, but at any given moment it is 
a specific entity which is at least partially definable in opera
tional terms by means of a Q-sort or other instrument or measure 
(Rogers, 1959:200).

Self-Experience. Any event or entity in the phenomenal field 
discriminated by the individual which is also discriminated as "self", 
"me", "I", or related thereto. In general, self-experiences are the 
raw material of which the organized self-concept is formed (Standal,
1954:24).
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Subceive, subceptlon. This construct signifies discrimination 
without awareness. It appears that the organism can discriminate a 
stimulus and its meaning for. the organism without utilizing the higher 
nerve centers involved in awareness. It is this capacity which permits 
the individual to discriminate an experience as threatening, without 
symbolization in awareness of this threat (McCleary and Lazarus, 
1949:171)o

Surreptitious teaching. Imparting information to others, 
especially clients,, in a manner that does not appear to be. direct 
teaching or direct giving of information and advice. It is compas
sionately and empathetically putting people in a situation which they 
can't get out of except by thinking and experiencing.

Threat. The state which exists when an experience is perceived 
or anticipated as incongruent with the structure of the self (Rogers, 
1959:204).

Unconditional positive regard. If the self-experiences of 
another are perceived by me in such a way that no self-experience can 
be discriminated as more or less worthy of positive regard than any 
other. "To prize", irrespective of the differential values which one 
might place on specific behaviors, One accepts non-judgmentally, even 
though approval might not be felt of specific behaviors. It is 
effective in bringing about therapeutic change, for the client so 
regarded can start a gradual process of self-acceptance, leading to 
congruence and effective functioning. (Rogers, 1959:208).

Vulnerability. Refers to the state of incongruence between 
self and experience.1 When incongruence exists - and the individual is 
unaware of it, then he is potentially vulnerable to anxiety, threat, 
and disorganization (Rogers, 1959:200-201).

Summary

The possibilities of life becoming more enhancing and fulfilling 

for the unfortunate humans who are suffering from anxiety and its 

various manifestations will hopefully be considered in this paper. The 

description of Active Emotive Therapy and its therapeutic and helping
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implications, a creative gestalt of many therapeutic entities put forth 

by practitioners in the field, will be attempted. Further research is 

called for concerning■various entities of this paper found lacking or 

entities that were useful hypotheses promising for further explorations, 

Due to the problems of anxiety and alienation facing mankind in the 

1970*3, this study appeared to be urgently needed,

A descriptive approach to the basic foundations of Active 

Emotive Therapy will be used. Questions as to therapeutic procedures 

and applications and empirical descriptive results will be answered. 

Procedures were concerned with descriptive clarifications and compar

isons throughout this research„ Limitations were noted so as to guard . 

against this paper being misperceived as a mechanical panacea to all 

emotional problems. Terms are defined for purposes of clarification„ 

Consideration is now given to Chapter 2 in which four basic 

topics will be considered as a foundation for Active Emotive Therapy.

A brief introduction precedes the foundation descriptions,



Chapter 2 ..

REVIEW'OF-RELATED" LITERATURE

During the course of Chapter 2, the reader.will rperhaps■notice 

several basic therapeutic,foundations being built as the,basis for 

Active ,Emotive Therapyo One foundation is that pf science and,learning 

theory, basic .to any theoretical.approach. The second foundation ;is- 

that of philosophical orientation, without,which, a theory.may have 

little substance.. A third foundation is that of Rogerian personality 

theory, inherent in many counseling approachesA fourth and final . 

foundation is formulated on various factors leading to therapeutic 

insightj often considered basic to therapeutic growth and personality 

change.

Upon these,four cornerstones, so to. speak, a ,rationale, may-be 

formed, pointing to the scholarly soundness of Active Emotive Therapy. 

The foundations are preceded by,a brief historical,sketch and a summary 

of five mainstreams of.counseling practices in acknowledgement of 

previous theoretical indebtedness. The historical sketch'and.main-r 

stream summary were intended to serve as a.backdrop for the four 

following sections. -

The reader may r.also notice many apparently germane entities 

from each foundation gradually forming a pragmatic -synthesis .of thera- - 

peutic implications; Instead of,previously isolated and unique individ

ual theories, ,a gestalt .seems to be created from^basically harmonious,.
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ideas, poncepts, and practices. This gestalt is termed by the writer 

Active Emotive Therapy. ,

The organizational-headings•for Phapte^'2 are listed below:

HISTORICAL SKETCH

Historical,Background.

Five Historical Evolvements

Psychoanalytic. 
Existential-phenomenology;. 
Rational psychotherapy. 
Client-centered counseling. 
Behavioral counseling.

SCIENCE AND LEARNING THEORY

Words and Learning 

Inhibition and Excitation ■

Semantic Therapy

Imagination and,Self-Image

Bibliotherapy

Adlerian Concepts

The Excitatory Personality

The Inhibitory Personality .

Relearning and-' Dlsinhlbition in Therapy
I . ■ ■

Learning Excitatory Reflexes
' 'I '

PHILOSOPHICAL FOUNDATIONS 
Existential-Phenomenology.
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ROGERIAN PERSpNALITY THEORY -

Nineteen Propositions.

THERAPEUTIC INSIGHTS OF THE DESCRIPTIVE 
SCIENCE OF EMOTIONAL HONESTY

'

Completing Emotions■ •

Loneliness.
Affection.
Anger..
Grief.•
Apprehension.
Spontaneity-anticipation.

Syllogisms

Beta process. 1 
Shoulds, oughts, musts,

Self-Image

Four kinds of intelligence.
Forgiveness.-
Four. internal controls.
Apperceptive schema.•

Excitatory Exercises

Logo

Gestalt .of Usage

Descriptions of cliepts, therapeutic -applications, and empiri

cally perceived thepapeptic outcomes (in terms of symptomatic relief 

from expressed concerns), found in Chapter 4, are solidly based on 

the foundations built in the secqnd chapter. The recommendations 

for further research and the writer's conclusions, found in Chapter 5,
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are also built upon the historical, the-scientific, the philosophic, 

and the insight entities which Chapter 2.presented.

The first concern to-be treated in this, chapter is a brief 

historical survey. This background may serve as an acknowledgement of 

previous work in the field and is intended to form a,backdrop for that 

which follows..

,-'i
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HISTORICAL'SKETCH

Historical Background

Some.of the earliest available data on emotional disorders and 

man Is concern with his own mental problems may be traced back, to the 

Greek civilization of 500 B.C.,. Geor^ene Seward (1956) commented that 

man thinks about himself only when he becomes aware of difficulties 

about himself. The Greeks had developed a.society which w^s very 

much concerned with personal.end■social difficulties. In this respect, 

the Greeks were.forerunners of Western civilization of the past five 

hundred years. Two periods, the Greek civilization, (and to a lesser 

degree, their successors, the Romans), and Western civilization have 

been noticeable among the periods in history when man seemed to deal ■ 

with and emphasize the operation and disorders of the mind.

In the historical opinion of Wallace Ferguson and Geoffrey Brunn 

(1962:40), early.man felt that both physical and mental disorders were 

the result of some.outside force. Hippocrates may have changed much of 

the superstitious.and unscientific thought of his day by seeking the 

reason for disorders within the person rather than in some spiritual 

phenomena. Some of the Greek philosophers, according to J , F'„ Grimm • 

(1838:19), felt that mental illness should be dealt with in a humane 

manner,.rather■than with fear, suspicion* and punishment.
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The Romans, inheritors of the Greek civilization,- renewed and 

expanded upon the theories of Hippocrates and several of the Greek 

philosophers. Mental disorders were viewed not only as residing within 

the person in a natural manner but also as being related tti the victim!s 

surroundings. By the time of -the decline of the Roman .Empire, the 

science of mental health had progressed to a point which, it would not 

reach again for a thousand years (Millon, 1969:6).

After the collapse of Roman, civilization,'mental disorders were 

again regarded as the result of evil spirits, related to, Satan and

other anti-God forces.. A period,of witchcraft,, exorcism, and dempn-
!

ology ensued as the church,*s power prevailed. In an attempt, to explain 

physical and mental disorders, maladies were attributed to. the devil. 

Mexltally disturbed people were viewed with fear and loathing. Treatment, 

of the emotionally upset consisted of burning, incarceration, and
I

bloodletting (Millon$ 1969:6-7).

With the Renaissance came a new and broader view of mental 

disorders. Johan Meyer was one of .the first persons in modern history 

to denounce the theories of witches j, demons; and Satan as the cause of 

mental disorders. Because of. his.efforts to have mentally disordered 

people treated in a humane and natural way, Meyer is often referred 

to as the father-of modern psychiatry (Millon, 1969:7). Although he . 

did not develop any particular theories regarding the treatment of
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mental disorders, Meyer attacked the myth that mental illness was 

related to demonology and satanism.

The French Revolution ,afforded,the physician, Phillippe Pinel, an 

opportunity to treat mental, patient's .in a new and radically different 

manner (Palmer and Cotton, 1971:311). The repression and confinement 

of the dark and depressing dungeons, and prisons were replaced by. sunny  ̂

pleasant hospitals which afforded the. patients freedom and revitaliza

tion. The results were a marked ,improvement in patients, which eventu

ally led to. a higher rate of cures. The success of Pinel's experiment 

led to the, establishment of the Salpetriere hospital which was to become 

the training ground for several, later notables in the field of psycho

therapy such as Jean Charcot and.Sigmund Freud,.(Millon, 1969:9). ■

The latter portion of the nineteenth century brought about ah 

apparently new approach, to mental illness. Some of the first movements 

of this approach involved the recognition,of the unconscious,mind.

Franz Mesmer - introduced fhe idea of using .hypnosis to cure mental dis- . 

orders. Mesmer's technique was later adopted by. Charcot and Hippolyte- 

Marie Bernheim, two leaders in th,e field of French psychotherapy. In ■ 

addition, Charcot developed many, theories which influenced.Freud 

(Millon, 1969:19).. ■

During the Victorian .Era, -Freud's contributions consisted of work 

in hypothesizing the role and meaning of the subconscious ,,.various, 

formulations concerning anxiety, and speculations upon the manner in,
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which the unconscious mind was reflected in actions and behavior. 

According to Ernest Jones, Freud was "one of the first of the modern 

psychodynamic psychotherapists" (1957:134) .

Some theorists in the psychotherapeutic field apparently still 

seem to fqel that Freud's views defined /the outer IIpiits of psycho

therapeutic theory, As early as 1911, however, associates of Freud 

began to form theif own practical formulations, and schools of thought.

In Millon's opinion, Carl Jung and Alfred Adler were among the early 

practitioners.to diverge from Freud and develop individual theories 

(1969:23). Subsequent developments revealed that there would be no 

single school of psychotherapy. Each individual, while perhaps 

patterning himself to a degree on others, was a school unto himself, 

neither duplicating nor being duplicated (Patterson, 1966) .

Although this uniqueness remained apparent In psychotherapeutic 

history, there are perhaps a number of majof trends which have developed 

in the field of psychotherapy (Millon, 1969) . %he most notable of 

these groups may be summarized briefly as:

1. Social Neo-Freudians. Several of the most prominent people

in this group were: Karen Hprney, who was recognized for her work

with anxiety; Erich Fromm, who dealt with aociefy and mental disorders; 

and Harry Stack Sullivan, who was concerned with interpersonal behavior 

and communications.

2. Ego Neo-Freudians. Several major figures participating fn
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this movement were Heinz Hartmann, ,David Rapapport, .and Eric Erickson,

3. Phenomenological-Existentialists. Several leaders of this 

movement were ..Carl Rogers and Rollo May.. This movement's philosophical 

orientation was based on the works of philosophers, theoristsi and 

practitioners such as Soren Kierkegaard, Edmund. Husserl;, Martin 

Heideigger, Jean Paul Sarte, Gabriel :Marcel, and many others. The 

Phenomenological-Existentialists appeared to have had a profound impact 

upon the field of psychotherapy due to the fact that they apparently 

made the greatest departures from the traditions established by Freud 

and his followers.

4; . Neo-BehavLorists: This group.has seemed.to gain scientific

stature and recognition in recent years. The Neo-Behavioristsbelieved 

that the scientific laboratory work of Ivan Pavlov, V. M. Bechterev, 

and other learning theorists demonstrated that man was the result of 

what he learned; Man could be cured of his mental disorders through 

the unlearning of what he had previously been taught,' Several major 

representatives of this group were B. F. Skinner, Joseph Wolpe, Hans 

Eysenck, and.Andrew Salter (Millpn, 1969),

The trends mentioned above appeared to be evolving in several 

different and varied directions; During the psychotherapeutic history 

of the 1970's there developed several; definitive evoIvements; five 

schools of mental health work, all-of which in some shape or form-grew 

from these early investigations.- The following section will briefly

i
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describe the five definite- evolvemerits in terms of characteristics • 

common to each approach.

Five Historical Evolvements

The ■ salient characteristics of each historical evoIvement ..are 

briefly summarized below:

Psychoanalytic< Examples- of the psychoanalytic: school, 'according 

to Patterson (1966), Urban and Ford (1967); ,Arbuckle „(1963), and 

Blocher (1966) were: , the psychoanalysis of Freud, analytic psychology 

of Jung, individual•psychology of .Adler, humanistic ,psychoanalysis of 

Fromm, Korney's neo-Freudian sociological school,- and ,.the interpersonal 

theory of Sullivan. Certainly - the listed examples; of. the psychoana

lytic approach did not all represent strictly Freudian-oriented 

practices. Adler,. Korney,- Jung, Fromm, and Sullivan were examples of 

the previously mentioned individual creative uniqueness apparent in the 

revisal of of break from,strictly Freudian ,theories.. This last group 

of therapists might have been more accurately categorized as "neo- 

Adlerians" and will be dealt ..with'in'more'detail .later in this paper.

However, there seemed to be certain basic assumptions ,.underlying 

a strictly Freudian psychoanalytic approach based upon the following 

general categories:

I. - Man appears to have been deterministically governed.by 

agressive instincts (Freud, 1949:14). Man?s nature was basically bad,
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the opposing forces within - him - creating his basic unhappiness (Freud, . 

1938a:26) Since man was thus determined, he was not .free.

Freud's picture of.-mian-.is basically an ugly one.
Man;is‘pushed by demonic, destructive, animalistic
forces (Ford.and Urbanj 1967:177).

2. - Life itself cannot be lived without'a constant effort to 

maintain a balance between internal instincts- and impulses of .id (which- 

has no morals and is,not conscious) and.social demands and limitations 

of super ego, the moral voice of culture and environment present from 

birth (Freud, 1938b:'533) . Freud suggested that it was advisable-"to 

keep instincts and impulses as low and as constant as possible" (1955: 

9). Ego was the arbitrator, the balance between id,and superego so that 

behavior did,not lead "to immediate gratification and the sufferance .

of undesirable and.severe social consequences"' (Jones, 1957:436).

3. ■ Sexuality and its development from infancy.to adulthood was 

considered central in personality formation and.growth (Freud, 1938a: 

587). . Psychological problems resulted from a fixation upon or regres

sion to an earlier sexual stage, the development of which had been. 

blocked or thwarted in some way (Freud, 1958a:219) . ■.

4. ' ■ Using the technique of free association, the,job of Freudian 

therapy was to unearth, explain, and.pull together.the repressed uncon

scious, events, past happenings, and characteristics which, the therapist 

felt was controlling the patient's life (Freud, 1958b:134). The 

patient was usually, lying on a couch and. the psychiatrist sitting out of
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sight in a detached position from which he could observe the patient
I

(Ford and Urban, 1967:168). Positive or negative transference, in 

which the. patient identified wi£h the psychiatrist, sometimes developed 

and had to be resolved.

5. The major procedure used by the therapist was that of intel

lectual explanation or interpretation, maintaining complete neutrality 

in the process (Ford and Urban, 1967:169).- Ironically, Freud himself 

had stressed the predominant irrationality of man and had taken umbrage 

with the rational scientific views of the Victorian period (1957).

The psychoanalytic approach seemed to be.based upon a pessimistic 

point of view. Man, as an unwitting victim, had little choice but to 

struggle against.id forces.he was born with and against super.ego 

forces he had no,hand in choosing. . D. Arbuckle stated--tha-t-;.Gal-ileo, .by- 

postulating a sun not man-centered universe started to breach the 

"smug security" of man’s.world; Darwin,continued the rift with his 

conceptions,concerning man’s evolutionary background; Freud concluded 

the break.by-making man a,creature of sexual -instinct.(1970;180).

Existential-phenomenology. As will ;be pointed out,in more detail 

later- in this paper, existentialism was essentially philosophic in its 

orientation. It was an attitude towards life, rather than a technique-

oriented, limited school of therapy. Several ,lsading philosophers in\
the field-of existential thought were Soren Kierkegaard, Karl Jaspers, 

Martin Heidegger, and Jean Paul Sartre. Rollo May and Adrian van-Kaam
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were examples, of contemporary existentially-oriented therapists. 

According to Jacques Maritain:

Existential thought arose specifically just over a 
hundred years ago in Kierkegaard's violent protest 
against the reigning rationalism of his day, Hegel's 
"totalitarianism of reason" (1939:33).

Vast variations in existentially-oriented practices and phil

osophies could be seen as on a continuum, with Sartre's pessimism on 

one end and G. Marcel's optimism on the other (Patterson, 1966:445). 

There are, nevertheless, certain aspects or emphases that appeared to 

characterize existential therapies and distinguish them as a group from 

other approaches.

1. Man was free; he was therefore responsible because he could 
Ichoose. According to May and van Kaam:

Self-consciousness' itself— the person's potential for 
awareness that the vast complex, protean flow of experience 
in his experience— -brings in inescapably the element of 
decision at.every moment (1957:78).

Certainly environmental and hereditary influences played some restrict

ing role but did not deterministically dictate one's manner of living. 

The moment-to-moment choices created man's existence, followed by 

essence or meaning.

2. Man must accept responsibility for his choices because such 

is the nature of freedom. Such personal responsibility leaves man 

fundamentally alone in his choosing state. "Man cannot escape his 

sense of.responsibility" (Frankl, 1955:60). Being alone also implies
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not-being. . According to Paul Tillich, there, were four main sources of 

existential anxiety: the threat of death of fate, the experience of

guilt and condemnation, the confrontation of.emptiness and meaningless

ness, and the threat of loneliness and isolation (1958).

Map was aware of the fact.that he must die and must confront.this . 

basic fact of life if he was to live.;. "Live as if you were living for 

the second time and had acted as wrongly the first time as you,are about., 

to act.now" (Frankl, 1955:73),. The Bible advised existentially: "He

that findeth his .life shall lose it:/, and he that -Ioseth his life shall 

find it" (Matthew;-X:XXXIX).

3. The very temporality of.life gave it meaning as a continuing, 

flowing process; life was not a static product. "The meaning of human 

existence is based on its irreversable characteristics" (Frank!, 1955: 

73). Meaning for man.intended.a constantly flowing state of transition, 

of emergence, of evolving, much.like Roger's "process of becoming."

Being was not something statically given, but was.constantly developing. 

Therapy, stated L. Binswanger'-, .must be a process 'also,'an‘ encounter or 

"beingstogether" (1956:144).

4. The therapeutic goal of. existentially-oriented counselors was 

freedom and its concomintant responsibility, based on,the belief that 

man can transcend the immediate environmental situation if the thera

pist- participant in the client's world encouraged a genuine encounter 

and self-awareness (May, 1958:50).
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5. PmpJiasis ■ in therapy was placed on the existential moment; The 

moment was,a. composite of feelings from the past as they affected the 

present moment's emotions and the future as it was perceived as a hope

ful, creative fiction. If man created his responsible freedom in

moment-to-jnoment choices; he could not.do otherwise than live in that
! :

moment, if he >as to be',an authentic human.being,. " Focus was placed, 

therapeutically,' on the "here and now" (Pattdrson* 1966:449) . The 

client was understood as a ."being-in-the world" of the present moment, 

held Binswanger (’1956:87). What was or might be was not the primary 

concern in existential therapy. A primary concern was what--is. D. Ford 

summarized existential therapy's concern with the. moment:,

We recognize that a counselor cannot deal with the 
entire behavior stream at the same time. We know . that a 
counselor can only work with behaviors as they occur in 
the present. For example, it is not childhood experiences 
or traumas which disturb the adult, but presently occurring 
memories and related emotions which do so. Therefore, 
when certain,behavior continues to occur.over time; one may 
assume that something is going on in the present (1963:233).

Rational psychotherapy. Albert Ellis was perhaps the main 

advocate of a [rational therapy. '• Rational psychotherapy seemed 

intellectually-oriented and focused upon the ,words and .thoughts of 

clients., but not necessarily their.emotions. Several main points' 

appeared to be characteristic components of rational therapy,

I. According to Ellis, mental stability was in direct proportion 

to a person's ability to logically think his way out of problems that ,
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misguided emotions got him into in the first place. " Man was,uniquely. 

a rational being, not an emotional, one. Happiness and competence 

followed from rational•thinking-and'behavior-(1962:7).

2. Cognitive evaluation of events determined whether or not ,

environmental events will be causative of stress, psychic tension,'and 

resultant - emotional problems. Ellis quoted Epictetus, a Stoic philos- 

oper,and Shakespeare’s Hamlet to illustrate his cognitive-'evaluation 

beliefs: "Men are not disturbed by things but by the views which they

take of.them." and: "There.is nothing either good or bad but thinking

makes it so" (1962:54).

3. Therapy's- primary function, as stated,by Ellis, was to, 

directly teach the client to. view his behavior .from ,a scientific point ■ 

of view. Authoritarian-type analysis of the client's self-defeating,

illogical patterns of thought was conducted so that ,the client could
... ' .

bring himself to. think rationally and logically (1962:61). Ellis felt ' 

that emotional therapeutic approaches wasted time' (Patterson,. 1966:115). 

Ellis placed primary emphasis on getting "to,"the core ,,of the patient's
I ' ■ 1

il]jo|gical thinking to, induce him to cogitate more rationally" (1962:95). 

The therapist served as "a frank counter-propagandist to the nonsense 

believed by the patient" (1962:94). .

4. Past events were not as important .,as one's present rational' 

evaluation of events. A pattern of irrational thinking, engendered ,. 

by illogical ideas about past experiences, caused mental irrationality
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and insecurity.. Rational.therapists would not dig up past history in,a 

client's, life but would directly and dialectically attack inaccurate 

pictures of past events. (Ellis, 1958:45-49). ■

5. The experiencing relationship between client and counselor 

was,not an important emphasis in rational therapy (Ellis, 1957:38-44). 

Rational therapists felt that their primary.job was to change irrational 

attitudes, to rational ones and that the best way.to do.so was by direct 

verbal attack, using didactic, logical, persuasive methods. Rational 

therapy believed that the client's illogical thinking was so ingrained 

that the client could not change it by himself (Patterson, 1955:114). 

Active directive teaching of client by counselor summarized the rational 

therapeutic relationship (Ellis, 1962:36).

6, Man did have the capacity to be rational. A client could

learn .to think correctly and•logically about.his .feelings if properly
;

instructed by a logical and rational counselori Cerebral processes 

controlled emotions (Ellis, 1958:49). Happiness, competence^ and 

effectiveness were gained when the rational nature of man was fully and 

logically developed,and disordered behavior and emotions were extin

guished by the perpetuation of correct logic and intellectual reasoning 

(Patterson, 1966:109).

Client-centered counseling.. The client-centered counseling of 

Carl Rogers grew out of his initial approach to therapy which was 

previously termed non-directive. Rogers' theory was a constantly
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on "becoming" through evolving experience and research. However, there 

appeared to be several basic assumptions inherent in -Rogers! client- 

centered counseling.

I. The therapeutic relationship described by'Rogers between 

client and counselor was of basic and primary importance. In order for 

therapeutic growth and change to occur, the ^relationship must be marked 

by sincere warmth, genuine acceptance, real empathy, and honest con

gruence (1947:87-95). Relationship characteristics were not learned 

techniques or procedural -formulations,but-should be an integral,part 

of the therapist's personality (Rogers, .1951:20-22). . The therapist 

himself, in order for congruence;.warmth,' acceptance, empathy to evi

dence. themselves, must be a fully-furietioning, adjustive person in his 

own,right. Client perception of therapy was positively.influenced by. 

a healthy therapist personality (Patterson, 1966:414) .- 

According to Joseph Samler' s...research:

The choice of,values underlies behavior, and counseling 
is concerned with the exercise of choice along.lines lead
ing to more■adequate 1 functioning and greater comfort in - 
living in terms of specified values (1960:32).

Samler (1960) also felt that the counseling relationship was an

important learning situation where,values were implicitly at the heart

of the relationship. The value of the client as a human being,

37
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expressed'̂ y an.accepting; concerned counselor;-was instrumental in 

effecting a change in the'client's self-concept, his values, and his 

behavior..

2. > Establishment of rapport was the responsibility of the 

counselor. The social bond of therapy, in Rogers’ view, probably an- 

experience heretofore unkpown to the client,, must be initiated by the 

counselor and was an affectional bond with- defined limits (1947:86).

The affectional bond was believed by Rogers to be therapeutic 

because of the nonyjudgmental stance. ' The structure of ,the limits, 

enabled the client to make effective use of. the therapy situation 

and to feel secure (1947:98)..

3. Emphasis was placed on1 the, phenomenological point of view.

A person's perceptions of the moment,were - directly related to his 

behavior, Rogers utilized the internal subjective world of a client 

as the basis for empathetic. understanding of a client (Patterson, 

1966:432). The essential point of therapy was to understand the way 

the client may make."more adequate differentiation" between the self 

and its relationship to. the external world (Syngg and Combs, 1949:130). 

Phenomenological understanding was based on a,key concept, listening. 

According to S.'Hayakawa:

Listening does not mean simply maintaining a polite silence 
while you are rehearsing in your own.mind the speech, you, 
are going to make the next time you can grab a conversa
tional opetiing. Nor does listening mean waiting alertly for 
the flaws .,in the other fellow's arguments so that later 

. you can mow him down. Listening means trying to see the
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problem the way the speaker sees it which means' 
not.sympathy, which is .feeling for him, but empathy, 
which is experiencing with'him. Listening"requires 
entering actively and imaginatively into another 
fellow's.situation and trying to understand a frame, 
of reference different from your.own (1962:73);

4. Man, conceived Rogers, contained positive potential for. 

actualization, development, and growth. Man was not determined or 

trapped. He had the ability to change,and to remodel his perceptions, 

both of self and environment (1961:90). ■ Mdn had choice. The indi

vidual had the capacity for self-regulation and control, when provided 

with reasonable conditions for growth, just as a garden,seed woulcl 

grow and.develop naturally with proper sun, rain, and soil (Koch, 1959: 

221). Anti-social behavior resulted from the thwarting of basic 

spontaneous impulses, not from any. inner evil force. ,

5. The coupselo.r was client-centered and concentrated his full 

empathetic attention oh the whole, person of the client.. . A counselor,., 

if client-centered in the basic sense, may■at-times■appear somewhat 

directive, but he did not concern the client with a declaration of 

counselor-oriented advice or judgement. Basic counselor philosophy, 

involved a deep respect for the client as an individual, belief in the 

inner self-directedness potential of the client,, and perception of.the 

client as worthy and significant in his own ,right-. (Rogers,. 1951:20^22).

6. Emotional^level participation in and.reflection of the 

inner world of the client was felt to be therapeutic. Emotional
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participation released and.freed'the client to be truly himself through 

self-exploration and .understanding (Rogers,, 1961:80), Therapy was.not 

a problem-solving or advice-giving process (Pattersonj 1966:417).

Therapy was, rather, "a process whereby.man becomes his. own organism—  

without self-deception, without distortion"(Rogers, 1961:103). The 

counselor did hot impose his perceptions on the client, even though 

the counselor may expose his values simply by being authentically 

present (in existential terms) in the therapeutic relationship. 

Authenticity will be discussed in.the existential-phenomenology section 

of this paper.

Behavioral•counseling. Arbuckle pointed out that while behav

ioral counselors were generally learning theorists, the entire gamut of 

learning theory counselors would not-necessarily view themselves.as 

strict behavidrists .(1970:183). Overlap did occur in learning theories . 

and behavior modification,,as in the case ofB; F. Skinner. (1953).

Four,names often included in the area of behavioral counseling were 

John Dollard, Neal Miller, Joseph Wolpe, and■Andrew Salter. Even, 

though behavioral theorists differed..in many practical.respects, 

several common'points of behavioral ,counseling may. tie noted.

I. Individuals were primarily viewed as compilations - of sets of 

behaviors, rather than as. human-gestalts. Traditional stimulus res

ponse psychology structured.most.behavioral counseling practices.
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During therapy, new behavior was formed, or shaped, by reinforcing 

behavior which approached the desired .response. (Skinner, 1953).' Past , 

causes were not .,important, only current behavior.

2. Client behavioral change would.occur if the counselor mahip-r 

ulated the conditions surrounding the desired behavior responses apd 

provided conditions optimal for positive behavior change and ignored, or ■ 

did not reinforce, the negative behaviors. According to I. Krasderji the 

counselor could, by his reactions to the verbalizations of the client, 

influence verbal behavior and therefore other behavior (1962:62); J< 

Greenspoon's studies in this regardwere well known (1950)(1955).

E-. Phillips and C.yMattoon stated.

The situation with extinction, or "uncovering",■ as 
psychotherapists are prone to call it is similar^ The 
learning theory'equivalent o.f catharsis, or uncoveripg, 
is the desensitization process of presenting in a new 
context, the counselor's,office, the old stimuli that 
evoked anxiety or terision responses; . This permits non
reinforcement, leading to extinction ,of the old, neurotic 
behaviors, and a building up of a,new set of discrimina
tions that are relatively hon-rpathological (1961:31).

3. The medical model of doctor and patient held for behavioral, 

counseling (Wolpe, 1966), The client may verbalize his goals, but the 

path to ,those'goals was ,determined by.the counselor. The - counselor 

took responsibility for and control of the therapeutic situation. To 

use Krasner's term, the counselor became a "social reinforcement., 

machine" (1962:62).. The counselor shaped ,.the behavior of a client by
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using a number of techniques which revealed approval of what the client , 

may be discussing (Patterson,'1966i139).

4. ' The humanness of the therapeutic relationship was not. 

stressed. The therapist was.mainly concerned with overt behavidr 

rather than attitudes and feelings. (Patterson-, 1966:140).' However, 

research has indicated that optimal learning of desired responses 

occurred when..the therapist was interested^ attentive, concerned, and 

understanding (Krasner,.1962:62). Oftentimes such interest and under

standing were, considered as generalized ■ reinforcers, or according to .. 

Oilman and .Krasner* as threat or stress reducers to be performed in 

accordance with research procedures (1965:34).

. In summary, five basic theories of counseling existed during 

the 1970's, with psychoanalysis holding the oldest position and with 1 

existentially-oriented attitudes as relative newcomers. Behavioral 

theories appeared relatively new-but their roots went back to Russian 

research of the late'1800's and.early 1900's. Rational and client- 

centered therapies occupied the centdr of the-chronological stage;. 

Prominence of the five theories was.not perhaps without justification.

Consideration has been given to a brief historical background 

sketch, and;five evolvements of counseling practices,

Attention yill next be turned to.the scientific roots of learning 

theories and therapeutic implications of a person's progress from
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inhibiting behavior patterns to excitatory .emotional health.. A. brief 

introduction p^eceeds the scientific considerations J

• SCIENCE M D  LEARNING' THEORY

Many different social and personality theorists have chosen 

different aspects of,human.beings as the basis for their theories.

Freud spoke,of "id" as the mind’s "primitive" basis, a "seething 

cauldron" of Uncontrolled instincts,.(1943;105).. Vilfredo Pareto thought. 

man's fundamental psychic power,cam# from."non-rlogical.residues'-'., a 

force beyond'rationalism (Bartlett, 1968:814). Carl Jung mentioned 

man's repressed "animal instincts", a non-rational-entity (1928:27).

Otto Rank talked about the fundamental irrationality of the human being, 

the emotional patpre of man-.(1945:113).

Some one-half million years have gone into the evolution of the. 

human species for homo sapiens to exist as we know him.today. Our 

horizontal ancestors .existed one hundred million years prior to this , 

(Kurten, 1972). .Scholars apd practitioners in the field of'human behav

ior and ethologists have.,-therefore j given ■ careful consideration to- 

the original - animal structure of, man - (Me gar gee ■■ and Hokans tin, 1970).

Consider, .for example, a mistreated animal as a case in point.

If a horse were,beaten and whipped into submission by a cruel master, 

and developed a digestive disorder, would"a psychologist say thq.t the - 

horse had an " inferiority'complex”? . Would a sociologist call his..
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stomach problems a "conversion of symptoms"? Would a psychiatrist ana

lyze the problem as "an unconscious holding to'his neurotic behavior"? 

All three men would probably;say that- the mistreated horse had simply 

been "trained" in such an unnatural way that digestive problems 

developed (Salter, 1961:5).

However, there may be theorists .who hold that to associate any 

human behavior with that of the horse, dog, or other animal is a gross 

over-simplification, perhaps even a bit insulting. Certainly mani' the 

insulted theorists would say, with his ability to verbally articulate 

and his ability to manipulate his environment, would not.be amenable 

to.such primitive training or learning. Yet these same theorists would 

readily agree that if one touches a hot stove burner often enough, or 

even once for that matter, the resultant pain and burn would probably 

discourage one from similar future activity.

Perhaps the same might be consistently true if .a child was. 

reprimanded for a particular, behavior. Beat'the child enough, either 

physically or mentally, and a.particular behavior will perhaps not be 

repeated, This is a principle held by some parents.and educators.who 

seek to control the behavior of youngsters by such ,means. In a pre

facing essay, F, W. Crqokshank.wrote:

A form of cruelty is practised in thousands of godrfearing 
homes• throughout'the land, a thousand'times•more,disastrous 
in its effects than any of the physical-cruelties so earnestly 
fought down.by societies for the protection, of children. This 
cruelty is the cruelty of.discouragement and terrorization
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exercised by well-meaning parents who would nourish a child's 
soul and mind upon the mouldy crusts of;Hebraic" legality and 
putrid scraps of demonology and" superstition-'saved from'medieval 
hagiologies; This cruelty, this terrorization, this fear and 
sense of sin even in innocence, is one of the most stimulating 
foods of neurosis and disease,■and'the most, deadly poison to 
a simple, joyous, active, naturalj-intelligent, and sympathetic 
child-like life in relation to1the-community (Adler; 1929ixxxiv).

Evolutionary, ethological, or learning therapy' principles^TCd"

not come into being with the intent of denigrating the status of the

human,race. In fact; the therapeutic approach formulated by Andrew 

Salter was based on the firm scientific principles of Pavlov's work 

(Salter, 1961:1). The above mentioned scientific fields of study 

believed that science was not concerned, with vague methods, meta

physical abstracts, complicated -systems,., and unprpvable assumptions.

H. C. Warren supported the scientific view in his definition of the

principle of economy::

The scientific method is naturalistic.' It denies the 
supernatural and declares that all phenomena", are - traceable 
to natural causes; . It -uses. as.few concepts as possible.
The simplest available explanation should be preferred, 
that is, the one which invplves the fewest"or least complex 
related concepts that are adequate ■ (1934 :217.) .

The scientific concepts of reflex therapy were built on the 

solid foundation,of laboratory,facts. Under controlled conditions, 

mice, men,, children, and dogs were studied extensively. Salter spoke

of the combination of his,laboratory findings and his applied

experience:
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Therapeutic methods built on the firm-scientific bedrock 
of Pavlov can;keep-out of the Freudian metaphysical quicksands, 
and help ten persons, in•the'time-that^the'Freudians are getting 
ready to "help" one (1963:10).

According to E, Roy John's work, human beings learned certain 

behaviors:

Acquired processes permit'the-individual"to adapt to, and 
benefit by, his unique personal life experiences. The nervous 
system is thus"endowed'with plasticity of response, enabling 
the organism to establish adaptive behaviors. Behavior can 
be.altered by changes in the novelfy of stimuli, by the results 
of environmental events or particular responses, and by associations 
based upon the similarity, dissimilarity, or contiguity between 
stimuli. These and other changes in behavior resulting from the 
accumulation of experience . are classifed as - learning (1961: 451.).

Results of this learning may result in negative behavior. Many people, 

learn negative, behaviors and end .up in.therapy. However, these nega

tive patterns may be.removed and replaced with positive ones; This is 

one,of the main tasks of therapy, as John's research indicated:

Learning, or defects in learning, can result in maladaptive 
as well as adaptive behaviors. Many emotional disorders .may be 
the result of inappropriate learning, undesirable, experience, ■ 
or other social malfunctioning.■ Much.of psychiatric treatment 
can be viewed as the attempt to establish conditions conducive 
to learning adpative behaviors, or unlearning maladaptive 
behaviors (1961:451),.

The essential theme of learning therapy;'suggested Salter, was, 

"emotional honesty" (1961:43). The value of emotional,honesty, ,its 

use in.therapy, and other implications will be amplified further in 

this chapter, A concept of ancient lineage, closely congruent "with 

emotional honesty is.that,of emotional catharsis, defined as;
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A purification or purgation of'the:emotions that brings- 
about" spiritual ■ renewal■ or release* from'.tension; elimination of 
a complex by bringing it -to consciousness'and ■. affording it ■ 
expression (Stein, 1961:132).

Rogers felt that:

We have learned,that catharsis not,only:frees the individual 
from those conscious fears and guilt feelings of which he 
is aware, but that,,continued, it ,ĉ n bring to light more 
deeply buried attitudes which also exert.their influence on 
behavior , (1942:21-22).

The recognition of emotional honesty, with its many implications 

and ramifications draws one closer to realizing, some age-old dictums 

in addition to catharsis, used as therapeutic formulations, which were, 

in fact,effective in bringing about behavioral change. Philosophical 

suggestions of emotional honesty incorporated such concepts as:

I. "Know Thyself" (Inscription at.the Delphic Oracle)

(Bartlett, 1968:68). If a human being knows himself, emotionally, the \ •
path leading to self knowledge is emotional honesty with oneself.

2.. "You shall know the truth and .the truth shall make you 

free" (John VIII: XXXII.) . If, through emotional honed ty., one learns 

to know the truth about, oneself, emotional freedom may result.

3. : "To thine own self be true. And - it must follow, as the. 

night the day, thou cans’t not then be.. false to any man" (Hamlet. I, 

iii, 75) (Shakespeare, 1953:1005). ■ If a ,person learns to■know:the 

emotionally honest truth about.himself and becomes free, then rela

tionships with other human beings are natural,-. healthy, and . ethical.
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4. "As a ■ man thinketh in his heart so-is ~ he'1 (Proverbs 'XXIII: 

VII). A human being cannot be other than himself, even if artificial

attempts are made to;.disguise his true self .- Seif-knowledge and
!

emotionally honest self-discovery leads to being as one is in his heart.

5. Congruence', a Rogerian concept, summarized:.age-old dictums. 

When heart, mind, and body ■ are ,,operating iritermeshed and in harmony, 

congruence and mental well-being may result.

6. ■ Self-trust, a Rogerian formulation shared by Salter, can 

result when, a person knows himself, in an ".emotional Iy honest fashion • 

and■becomes "free to know.what■is in his heart and is free, therefore, 

to trust himself.. '

7. Spontaneity, an Adlerian term also shared by Salter and 

Rogers, can result from a congruent trusting self-knowledge. Behavior 

may be childlike, totally in harmony, with shlf and environment;

Joseph Wolpe and Arnold Lazarus believed that behavioral change 

concepts were "...probably as old as civilization— if we consider 

civilization as "having begun when.man first did things to further the 

well-being of other men" (1966:1). Learning, or relearning, need not 

have a dehumanizing connotation.; In part; this presentation,will.seek, 

to clarify issues and concepts of therapy that are  ̂when examined- 

carefully, very similar in interest and essence. Several issues and 

concepts that will be considered in this chapter are: words and

learning, inhibition and excitation, semantic therapy, imagination.and
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self-image,, bibliotherapyj Adlerian concepts, the excitatory personal

ity, relearning and disinhibition in therapy; and learning excitatory 

reflexes. The first entity of science and learning theory to be 

considered is that of words and learning.

Words and Learning

In this section, an attempt.will be made to indicate how and to 

what extent human beings -respond in an holistic manner to both.non

verbal communications and verbal communications.

Classical laboratory experiements of Ivan Pavlov (1927) will be 

considered first . Pavlov found that when a hungry dog was ..given a' 

piece of meat immediately.after a bell was rung and when the association 

of bell and meat was repeated often enough, he could produce a flow of 

saliva with, the ringing of the-bell. The dog had learned to associate 

the bell with the meat. The meat-bell combination was called a condi

tioned reflex but is frequently termed en "associative reflex."

Actually? the dog did more than salivate at the ringing of the bell.'

The dog pricked his ears; turned his head toward the source of food, 

and ' made anticipatory' chewing movements .■ Notice the apparent holistic 

effects of the stimuli in this case. The entire organism responded to 

the bell to some degree. "The organism reacts as an organized whole to 

the phenomenal field" (Rogers, 1951:486).

The above experiment illustrates the crucial fact that learned- 

reflexes do not involve volitional -thinking; The dog-rsubject mentioned

49
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above was automatically responding to the non-genuine stimulus of the 

bell once the learning was woven into the reflex (Salter, 1961:2)„• The 

question raised by Pavlov's rather conclusive work-was:, How effective 

would this type of learning be with human beings?

C V. Hudgins.conducted a 'classical experiment involving human 

beings (1933:20-29). . Hudgins cho.se. the pupillary reflex of the eye for 

experimental purposes, a reflex that is unquestionably involuntary.

The eye's pupil responds to light by contraction.' When the light is 

removed, the pupil dilates.

Hudgins began his experiment by shining a light into the sub

ject '.s eye and,simultaneously ringing a bell, quite-parallel to 

Pavlov's work  ̂ After several hours of training, the sound of the bell 

alone made the eye's pupil contract

On the basis of.the above work,. Hudgins tried a second experi

ment in which the subject was more involved-on a physical level* based 

on the fact that the more a subject is physically and emotionally 

involved in learning the better the learning facilitation.• Hudgins 

taught his subjects to turn on the light and'ring the bell themselves, ■ 

after the command "contract", was given by Hudgins. -

After several sessions, Hudgins gave-only the command -"contract." 

The word alone without'the bell or light produced an involuntary and 

substantial pupillary contraction.. Interestingly enoughj such 

pupillary cqnditiqniiig lasted between fifteen and ninety days.
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We are in a strategic, position to develop a sound under
standing of the deepest "wells'prings of human behavior when 
we-recognize-that the-essence-of - the-"unconscious mind" is 
conditioning (Salter, 1961:5).

Hudgins went on to perform additional experiments, parallel to 

previous work, with interesting modifications:' Hudgins further in

volved the subjects actively by having them say the word "contract" 

themselves while they simultaneously closed the circuit which rang the 

bell and turned on.the light. In a short time, saying the word 

"contract j" in isolation,.made.the pupil - contract. A logical exten

sion of. saying the word "contract" aloud was to whisper the word 

"contract," then to think the word "contract," both activities 

producing again.a non^volitional reflex of pupillary contraction..

An important point,to note was that even though several subjects 

in Hudgins' experiment were psychologists"who■were aware -of the experi- , 

ment's intent ..and made ■ conscious . efforts to resist learning the pupil

lary responses, their learnings were as significant.as those.of the 

uninformed - subjects. . The possibility exists, then, of building control 

through learning that otherwise cannot be consciously controlled.

Salter stated that: "Words are used to ring bells of associative 

reflexes" (1961:6).. A hypnotherapist, for example, might say, "Your 

eyes are getting so heavy, etc." The hypnotist appears to be.trying 

exactly the same ..thing that Hudgins accomplished in his experiments, 

that is, to ring bells of associative reflexes. The word."heavy," for
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example, carried with it an actual feeling or connotation■of heaviness 

that had long been part of the client's or subject's past experiences 

and learning (Salter, 1963b).

Obviously for man; speech provides conditioned stimuli 
which are just as real as any other stimuli. At the same.. 
time, speech provides stimuli which exceed in,richness and 
many-sidedness any,of the otherj allowing comparison neither 
qualitatively nor quantitatively with any conditioned stimuli: 
which are possible,in animals. Speech, on account of the 
whole,preceeding life of.the adult, is connected up with all the 
internal and external stimuli which can reach the cortex, 
signalling all of them and replacing all of them, and therefore 
it can call forth all those 1 reactions.of•the-organism which 
are normally determined by the actual"stimuli themselves 
(Pavlov, 1941:113).

The.difference, between Pavlov's and Hudgins' work.and the 

hypnotist's role is that Pavlov arid Hudgins established learned 

reflexes in the laboratory, while the hypnotist was using learnings 

from his subject's everyday exposure to past.experiences,and environ

mental events.

As Salter commented:

What are words but the bells of conditioned reflexes?
Through persistent associations from infancy; the word "cloud" 
means "cloud" and in fact has a "cloud-like" quality (1961:5-6).

If Salter's definitions are accepted, then it is possible' tq expect

sensations and.even bodily reactions"from words such as love, hate;

test, fail, difficult, and death. If someone commented, ."I hate

youI" or "Yqu will fail!", would it be reasonable to expect a reaction

to these words? According.to learning theorists, a reaction would
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indeed be a reasonable expectation .for wordsj symbolizing early, child

hood learnings, advoke associative reflexes.

The unique individuality of each human being is not neglected 

in the. associative reflex argument "Failure" may represent one thing 

to one person and.an entirely different thing.to another person;

Rogers felt that1 a human .-being responds td the entire perceptual 

reality surrounding him as that individual‘perceives and experiences' 

it. Such a fi,eld .of perception is reality for that person; whether or 

not the perceptions: coincide with "true" reality or not (1951:484.)'.

Many people have a background of environmental experiences in .which, 

a life of ..productive happiness and social effectiveness and usefulness 

has not.been ..realized.

Again, these unhappy people.often come to therapy and it is, 

in the opinion of Freida Fromm-Reichmann (1950), the job of the 

therapist to encourage a process of effective and assertive living and. 

experiencing that will.provide for. such, persons whatever conditions 

these people believe.to be,necessary to lead a useful, productive, 

and happy existence. In therapy, H. W. Wall and R=- E 0- Campbell. ■ 

indicated:

The individual discovers that there are concrete 
instrumental responses which he can,employ"successfuly■to 
cope with his problems.• The experience.of planning the use 
of new, more effective behavior may begin the creation of. 
new habits, of handling future difficulties on his own'without. 
a therapist (1970:247).
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Another Russian researcher  ̂V. M. -Bechterev, realised.the 

reflex role that words may play in ,human existence:

Every word, being a sign; is, in accordance with the 
associative-reflex scheme,' associated' as 'a !.secondary, stimulus, 
either with an external of internal stimulus, or with some state; 
posture, or movement of the individual. ’ The’word" consequently 
plays the role of an external association established ,for an 
external influence or a certain inner state-' (1928:186). '

At this point., one can.begin to realize the potential founda-r 

tions o f a  behavioral model•developing based-upon the initial response 

potential the entire organism has with the development of words or 

feeling states via the use of repeated words, especially language 

closely aligned.with,intense self-oriented emotion, such ,as: "I will

fail," "I can!t■succeed," "I am unworthy,"

Albert Ellis (1962), in rational therapy; and the ReVi Norman 

Vincent Peale (1952), in positive thinking power, have elaborated in . 

some.detail on the word response potential ,by claiming that man was ,.a 

rational beipg. and could eliminate most, emotional disturbance or unhap

piness by learning to think -rationally, If a man learned.to think 

positive thoughts, behavior improved.

The scientific work of D. G. Ellson with auditory experiments 

served to. further illustrate the effects and significance of words or 

symbols on the learning of behavior, specifically visual and.auditory, 

aspects of learned .behavior (1941:1-20)»
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Ellson placed his subjects in armchairs.■ Attached to-the arm■ 

of the.chair was a light. Ellson sounded a musical tone two seconds 

after turning the light on.' The tone was.two octaves above middle. C

and started out as a very faint sound. Gradually, the volume of the> '
tone was, increased, until it ,reached-a .loud intensity, after which it. 

faded as it had come." This tone, as the unconditioned stimulus, was 

paired with the light, the conditioned stimulus, for sixty trials. 

Thirty-two of the forty subjects used in.this experiment reported 

hearing the tone when the light was turned on.' After this, Ellson 

would turn the light on arid.not sound the tone. Eighty percent of the 

subjects could not distinguish, between.when the tone was actually 

sounded and when it-was not..

Thus, "words, sounds, images, meaningful gestures, facial 

expressions; verbal and non-verbal clues represerit ,the key-toxlearning 

either positive, healthy, and natural behaviors or negative, unhealthy, 

poor behaviors. Verbal and non-verbal expressions represerit,,the 

means for removing the negative learnings and replacing them with 

positive natural learnings. , . . . . . . . . .  ,  ;.
• - v .  '. :\;

Consideration ntiw turns to possible results- of either positive 

learnings or negative learnings in .terms of excitatiori and .inhibition.

Inhibition and Excitation
A

The nature-nurture argument has been raging for decades., 

Heredity does indeed determine.many things such as certain physical
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characteristics„ However, environment "is the only thing that can be 

actively effected after birth. Salter stated"that "heredity provides 

the phono,graphj but - environment builds the record library of the brain" 

(1961:33). Dr. S. G. Simpson, of Montana State University, noted that 

the brain was analogous to a tape recorder with the predominantly 

emotional etchings of the environment recorded on the tape.

The human infant, learns much earlier than formerly given 

credence. Jerome Bruner of Harvard's Center for Cognitive Studies has 

found that infants are born with programs of goal-oriented actions in 

the human mind for the intelligent use of hands, eyes, and tools and■ 

use these programs for learning (Pinesj 1970). The infant's "behavior 

when born is excitatory, healthy, and natural but when parents, begin 

to inhibit the baby, trouble begins. The excitatory healthy and 

natural responses become unhealthy,inhibited, and unnatural responses 

(Salter, 1961:33). .

Children are•given the appropriate equipment to effectively . 

deal with life and its varied and unpredictable events. Many kinds 

of ineffective learning occurring in early, childhood make., in many 

cases, coping with life's many traumas nearly impossible for many' 

unfortunate, people. According to Rogers, May, Salter, Abraham Maslow,- 

and others, therapy.is, at its best, the.return of a person to his 

naturally free state. Perhaps this return is reflected in the .
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essence of the Biblical statement: "Except'ye become as little

children, ye shall not enter into the kingdom of heaven" (Matthew,

XVIII:III).

The Biblical intent was in direct opposition to childishness„ .

A person who does not experience this type.of rebirth, or does not 

retain his child-likeness, would tend to be.questioned in.terms of 

whether or not he is subsisting as an adult with inappropriate learn

ings that were initiated in his life'.as a child. In effect, such 

subsistence is the epitome of childishness. Weller Embler seman

tically defined childishness, as opposed to child-like naturalness.

Learning to call, things by the names that general agreement 
has bestowed upon.them is an elementary exercise of the mind, one 
which we associate with the education of small children. The 
first step in teaching a child to talk usually consists of a 
fond parent’s pointing to. an object, and repeating a word, such' 
as "cow," ar^VKorsej" or "dog." The purpose of this exercise 
is, of course, to teach the child to connect the word with the. 
thing. And when finally the little one himself points with 
his finger and says "cow," the happy parents' applaud with 
pardonable, pride. It is thus that the learning process, proceeds—  
with the picture books that make cows so very .cowlike, with 
trains, and other vehicles, with edible substances, with heat 
and cold, with the names of relatives, and.so on. As we know 
from this experience with children, the mere accumulation of 
name words is but a beginning, a first faltering, unsure 
step toward knowledge. •. There are some people who, intellec
tually at. least,, and.usually emotionally, never seem to rise above 
or go beyond the mere naming of things, which for them constitutes 
knowledge, even truth. They haven't the least notion about' 
description (1962:219)

Pavlov’s dog.learned to. salivate when the bell rang. Similarly, 

a baby.learns that certain behavior on his part produces certain
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responses from humans in his environment„ -The- baby learns"responses■ 

and behavior. If each natural action of the child is met with a "no" 

or a "don't," or even a physical blow,,such responses are parallel 

to hitting Pavlov's dog on the head with a stick each time it evidenced 

the natural response of salivation. To use Pavlov’s terms, when the

bell was rung to signal the appearance of the meat, the saliva flowed,
.

an excitatory reflex. When the bell.was rung again.and again but not 

followed by meat (punishment)the saliva stopped flowing, an inhib

itory reflex (1927:373-374).

Experimental laboratories often cited the development of 

neuroses in their animal subjects resulting from punishment of or 

inhibition"of natural healthy responses (Masserman? and Kum, 1946) ■ 

(Wolpe, et.al., 1964). Pavlov believed that "all the highest nervous . 

activity, as it manifests itself in the conditioned reflex, consists 

of a continual change of these fundamental processes— excitation, 

inhibition, and disinhibition" (1941:126).

The processes of excitation, inhibition,, and disinhibition in

human behavior are therapeutically meaningful-when: considering how 

neurotic reactions may be effectively treated. Excitation, according 

to Salter, is the basis of life itself,. The human species, in Salter's . 

view, would never have survived the process of'evolution had it 'been 

inhibited (1961:34). Rogers (1961) gave an insightful example of the
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/ harmonious intertwining of intellect,, viscera, and.emotionsa condition, 

resulting from total congruence, with, his description of the hungry • 

infant.found on page 232. Rogers described the consequences of inhi

bition: •

Psychological maladjustment exists when the organism denies 
to awareness significant sensory and visceral experiences,, which 
consequently are not.symbolized'and organized into the gestalt . 
of the self-structure. When this situation exists, therq is 
a basic or potential psychological tension (1951:510),

Survival is a poor thing at best, in the face of such tension.,

However, many hunans have learned to mistreat their natural 

excitatory responsiveness and find Salter's idea that "evolutionally, 

speaking, we are stomachs that grew more complicated" (1961:34) insult

ing and repulsive. Human beings who have been taught to. be inhibi

tory and to distrust emotional expression arid.excitatory behavior • ' 

believe that they can think their way out of an emotiopal problem, a 

non-volitional, response, created by learning. But Salter had no doubt 

that "the human animal, intelligent as he may be, can no .more, think 

his .way out:of an emotional problem than the. monkey in the zoo",(1961: 

35); Joseph Wolpe and Arnold Lazsrus amplified the, emotional level of. 

learning and the consequent, impossibility of. intelle'ctualizing a 

solution to an emotional problem:

Almost universally, anxiety is a prominent constituent of 
neurotic reactions;.and since,anxiety involves a primitive 
(subcortical) level of neural organization, its unlearning, 
can be procurred not by purely intellectual action, logical,,
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argument, rational insight, but by a process that involves 
this primitive level. (1966:12).

In fact, one can think too much, as humorously reflected by E. Craster:

.A centipede was happy quite 
Until a frog in fun
Said, "Pray, which leg comes after which?"
Which raised her mind to such a pitch 
She fell distracted in a ditch 
Considering how to run (1937:155).

An animal’s normal responses have no degree of objectivity.

Salter (1961) was of the opinion that even the twisted, unhappy
/-

person is "normal," in the light of what has happened to him. Humans 

do not usually live up to their ideals, they live according to what 

they have learned. "Early environment is the sculptor's chisel,"

/ suggested Salter (1961:35). Perhaps the most flagrant injustice re

garding early learning is the teacher-parent who instructs his child 

directly or subtly to mistrust his natural responsiveness and 

spontaneity. An example of this overprotective rejection can be seen 

in.the teacher who does everything for her pupils and never trusts them 

to try new experiences on their own, subtly implying that they are not 

capable, of doing it themselves.

Dr. Willis Vandiver, professor at Montana State University, 

discussed a pilot program conducted in Three Forks, Montana in which 

great pains were taken to encourage emotional spontaneity and independ

ence in poor readers. Dr. Vandiver pointed out that significant gains
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were observed in reading and other academic.skills, as well as in 

socially appropriate behavior sequences. Adler described the pampered 

or rejected child:

The fate of those individuals whose social contact is poor, 
who have lost.real interest in the"lives'of others is caused 
by a social problem. Difficulties in marriage, for example, are 
very often learned from parents who were hot happily united; and. 
such a person gathers confirmation from his environment and 
from literature (1929:48).

Kahil Gilbran offered his poet's wisdom to parents and 

teachers on ways to avoid overprotection:

Your children are not your children. .
They are the sons and daughters of Life's longing for itself.
They come through you.but not.from you,.
And though they are with you yet they belong,not to, you..

You may give them your love but not your thoughts,
For they have their own thoughts. .
You-may house, their bodies but not their souls,
For their souls dwell in the house of tomorrow, which, you,cannot 

visit, not.even in your dreams..
You may strive to be like them, but seek not,to make them 

like you.
For life goes not backward nor,tarries with yesterday.

. You are the bows from which your children as living arrows 
are sent,forth.

The archer sees the mark upon the, path, of the infinite, 
and He bends you with His might.that His arrows may go 
swift and far.

Let your bending in the, archer's hand be for gladness;
For even as He loves the arrow that flies, so He loves 

also the bow that.is stable ,(1958:17-18).

An individual's life philosophy and his responses to events .

are the product of feeling-training, in other words, how he has been
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taught by the responses of family and.environment. Unrealistic 

philosophies of life and neurotic reactions 'to events change with , 

emotional re-education that occurs, or should occur, in therapy. 

/According t:o Horney-r-neurotic behavior entailed the complex patterns of 

perceiving, thinking and feeling that the person has acquired toward 

various people and things, that is, his attitudes. Neurotic patterns 

of behavior resulted from an insidious and chronic process, beginning 

in the person's childhood. It was not■the symptoms that represented 

the neurotic's problem; rather, his personal orientation was.at fault

(1937:26).

Emotional re-learning is necessary because purely rational 

thinking of correct and happy thoughts based on extrinsic ideals does 

not.cure. Only by learning healthy, natural emotional habits can an 

individual think and feel good. Rogers wag of the opinion that the 

more trust a .person has in his total emotional.organismic responsesi 

| the more.useful the responses become as guides to thinking, not the 

other way around (1961:22) .

Salter (1961) stated that we are the results of the way other 

people have acted to us. Sullivan speculated that since the child has 

no data for appraising himself or his performances except what:he 

learns from significant others, he tends to. accept their judgment 

as to his worth and their evaluation of his performances. Hencej.the 

self of a human being comes to be made up from others and one becomes
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personified .in the early experiences with, others-'(1947:44)■. Salter 

held that "we are the reactions of having learned or associative 

reflexes, and carry pieces.of past realities around with us" (1961:36)„ 

Embler clarified:

Information about ■ oneself - is very nearly the hardest... 
information to get ..and may require the sufferings of .Oedipus 
and a lifetime to. achieve. Our-"selves" lie buried deep, like 
hidden,treasures, and the maps we.have drawn up about:ourselves 
are not so easy to. follow as those we-..have "made .of the public 
highways. Because we know so little about ourselves, or because 
the information we have got .is so .garbled, .we have to ask 
ourselves over and over again.what-our condtic.t1 should be in 
this or that•predicament (1962:225). .

R. W'; T.enfield,:. director of Montreal.'.-Neurological’Institute j. 

discovered-a recording mechanism in a small area of the brain which 

apparently recorded,everything that1 a person has ever* • experienced,, 

observed, or learned (Maltz, 1960:22)., Human beings retain what they 

have■learned; Pieces of the past may be constructive, as is.the case 

with an emotionally excitatory person,, or operate destructively, -as = 

is the case with an emotionally inhibitory person.‘ Negative or positive

habit patterns may control a person's ,actions and responses.- . Salter
I

confirmed - that our will power is dependent'upon our previously learned‘ 

reflexes (1961:36). - E. S-. Glenn, a semantlcist, pointed out the.fact 

that ."people think,- have a personal philosophy, and . act in accordance 

with definite methods or.patterns of habitual thought" (1962:47).

Previously learned habits are not-learned intellectually.

Humap beings feel by. doing and do by feeling, net.by rational thinkipg.
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Human,beings do not act because of intellectual reasonsj but for 

emotional and visceral reasons. From emotional habits grow a human 

being’s reasons and rationale. The important part about.learning, 

Salter attested;was:

...othat it is not at all an intellectual process.
Whether we like it or not, the brain case has been permeated 
by the viscera. Life would be impossible if we had to 
think to breathe, feel, digest, blink,'and keep- our hearts • 
beating (1961:36).

Personality then ,is not a question of.intellectual logic but rather 

a question of feeling. Many people may be very bright intellectually 

but perhaps not very interesting. Emotional training, advised Salter 

(1961) ; makes the difference. Individuals who are allowed to, be 

naturally spontaneous as children will probably.be emotionally 

interesting adults. The reverse' is perhaps also possible.

In opposition to bright but uninteresting adults, children, 

with their emotionally outgoing spontaneity, are quite interesting 

and entertaining. Again the Bible lent support to the child-like 

(not childish) state: "Suffer the little children to come unto me,,

and forbid them not: fbr of such is the kingdom of God" (Mark X:XIV)

Adler also recognized child-like spontaneity:

If we realize anew the profound verity that, unless 
we become,as little children, we cannot I), enter the 
Kingdom of Heaven; or 2) attain happiness or mental 
stability here on earth (1927:14)..
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Dro G. Stefanich, professor at Montana State•University, stated that 

according to Piaget's conceptions, !'the pre-operational, child lives in 

the moment and does not dwell in the past or future=" Moment-to-moment 

awareness is thought by many theorists to be a primary criteria of 

mental health. .

Children are excitatory and usually, as a result, not destroyed 

by events or experiences, as an inhibited adult would-be, "Children 

'fall apart'' repeatedly and unlike Humpty-Dumpty, grow together again" 

Senn, 1950:1) .- A -human infant is born free but his parents j teachers,

environment)and others•sometimes put.him in emotional chains by 

inhibiting his natural responses for socially acceptable but unnatural,

unhealthy reasons, J, Bugental cited some social violations of 

"actuality,." his 1 existential :term, similar to. excitation: .

Don't let bad breath hinder your career; He' ought to be 
ashamed to feel that way; This lipstick will make you more 
lovable; Nice girls don't.even know about such things; She was 
so brave, she didn't.even cry; If -he weren't so lazy, he'd 
make more'money; If you loved me, you ,wouldn't ,say■that;
Wash your face, or people- won!t 1like you; Say your prayers, dr 
God will punish you (1965:397). ,

showed-that boys are.under heavier environmental pressures than are 

girls. At all age ranges, men outnumber women in coming to psycho

therapy, in suicide rates,, in psychosomatic illnesses, and in alcoholism

Research -statistics of E. A. Strecker and F. T . Chambers

rates (1972:42).
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Bugental•described one.social source of such inhibition,.especially for 

males, that is, the "philosophy of cool;"

The philosophy of cool is not new. When I was an early 
adolescent^ my ideal was a moyie actor who"personified the 
same distorted value. He would'sit'carefully placing his 
finger tips together.; while the most horrible news was given 
him. His man might.announce something like:■ "I beg your 
pardon sir, the house is on fire and your family has deserted 
you, taking your entire fortune;" At'which-our herb would 
smile disarmingly and say, "Oh yes, thank you,Jarvis, and' 
now bring in the tea, will .you?" In real life such people 
are.to be found in every mental hospital of course.■ The 
cool philosophy is a schizophrenic,philosophy. Only death 
is truly cool; Life is wari% even hot. Full life is 
experience, dynamic and involved (1965:389).

Excitation is,such a basic law of human life that individuals 

will seek ,any means of■gaining excitation, even,when,a neurosis has , 

resulted from the inhibition of natural emotional expression. Alcohol 

is one chemical means of liberating inhibited emotions. In the World ■ 

Health Organization's 1972 report on alcohol (Fort; 1972:110), it was 

found that there are 100 million users of alcohol in the. United States, 

an example that illustrated how thoroughly our culture is inhibited.

Most' people, when asked to reflect upon .the times when .,they, 

felt the happiest, remember the times when they spoke up without' 

thinking, when they,did not try to force things to happen, when honesty 

innermost feelings were being expressed in a natural excitatory way.

So often,people want to rationally understand!the root'of their 

problems. They want to know the reasons why they are twisted, 

misdirected,- ineffectual, and emotionally upset., Salter contended.
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that■"hundreds of different causes produce the same fundamental depri

vation of excitation" and that "finding and exploring the situations 

that have caused a problem in an analytically, rational manner does 

nothing to facilitate the cure." (1961:137). Only through emotional, 

honesty will the old unhealthy learned patterns disappear and be re-. 

placed by.new, healthy, positive patterns. The cause of the problem 

is unimportant;

Emotional.honesty is often misunderstood'by gome people as a 

license for chaotic and destructive behavior;'•But the actual intent 

of emotional honesty is self-knowledge— and responsible freedom,' .

Living in society.perhaps does demand, a certain degree of.inhibition, 

just as a pleasant pet dog is indeed house-broken, A well-adjustive 

person will have the basic inhibition to permit-him to live effectively 

in society, just as a 'house-broken dog is well"enough trained to not. 

ruin the, carpets. However, the .well-adjustive person has no extra- 

inhibition and ■ excitation,. "The,solution of all problems of the self, 

comes from unbraking the individual's behavior with, other people," was 

the counsel of Wolpe, et.al. (1964:24).

Excitation does not produce a world of undisciplined jungle. 

brutes. Salter, (1961) described an excitatory.individual as one who 

expresses■his•emotionally honest feelings openly, and effectively and 

harbors no buried and festering hatreds.. The excitatory individual
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need not carry an unexpressed grudge because he;expresses feelings on 

the spot and has no need to .be hostile. ' The - excitatory individual■ 

is sincerely open and spontaneous and leaves no residue of suspicion 

or question of how he . felt. or where he stood behind hinii . Gordon 

Allport described:

People who.are■self-aware, are not,given to the ponderous 
habit of passing blame to others'for what is their own 
' responsibility— they know their own capabilities arid,short
comings (1954:436). -

The reader is referred to Rogers ’ description of the lion ,world, (found 

on page 109 of this paper) which illustrated the responsible ..freedom 

of a spontaneous, emotional honesty. '

Conversely, the excessively inhibited individual, also por-. 

trayed,by Salter (1961), is constantly preoccupied with unexpressed 

feelings, especially hatreds apd grudges. He nurses imagined or.real,, 

social slights, is childishly selfish and turned'inwards, brooding 

about his easily bruised feelings. •. An -inhibited person has been, 

taught t;o tutn away from expressions of love for such expressions, he 

thinks,1 may be-hurtfril.. The iuhibited pefsoriality is usually afraid 

of other people, of responsibility^ of decision making because he is. 

proportionally afraid of his own self. This fear is due to the fact . 

that;his self-knowledge is non-existent and based on, iriaccurate and 

inappropriate'learnings. ■



) Fear of self may be evidenced in peculiar ways such as

aggression, extreme self-centeredness, and inconsiderate behavior. An 

inhibited person usually feels the'need to worry constantly and feels 

exaggerated frustration due to his lack of psychological skills'and his 

resultant inadequacy in solving problems that face him. Emotionally 

inhibited people cannot listen to their own experiences, much less, to 

that of others. According to F. J . Roethlisberger: "The biggest block .

to personal communication is man's inability to listen intelligently,
I
i understandingly, and skillfully to another person" (1962:46).

A review of the essentials of learning-as experienced by human 

beings indicates that words or symbols, representing emotional experi

ence. are powerful motivators,of feeling states or moods. Further 

observations point out that feeling states and moods greatly govern our 

thought processes, which in turn are frequently accompanied by visual 

pictures or images.

Before encompassing the imagery aspect, the writer would like 

to present some further theoretical formulations concerning the impli

cations of words and general semantics as they are concerned with, human 

behavior.
r

Semantic Therapy

A concise way to express the assumptions put forth by semantic 

therapists is to acknowledge the perception that people become

69
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emotionally upset and.disorganized because they have failed to properly 

identify their experiences with"the appropriate and emotionally accurate 

semantic label. -S. I. Hayakawa stated that:

General semantics is the study of the relations between 
language, thought, and behavior'between how we talk, there
fore how we think, and therefore how we;act™(1962:vii).

In other words, from the semantic point of view, an affect gains mean

ing only.when it is conscious. In an ideally, balanced and efficient 

human,nervous system, the emotions are translated into ideas and vice 

versa with equal facility. The semantic reaction,.a reflex action, of 

a given individual should be capable of being transformed with conscious

ness and acted upon.quickly and easily, the very.reverse of the present 

situation in human experience, wrote Alfred Korzybski .(1941:206),

According to Eric .Erickson:. "Language is an additional ..(to non

verbal) but most significant resource,for transmitting, as -well as for 

camouflaging feelings, thinking, actions" (Mairer, 1971:218). May 

agreed with the.semanticists when .he stated-that:. "Our society is sick 

because it has lost■the language by which it communicates with the 

meaningful crises of life" (1969:14)..

Severin Schaeffer, in his,study of teaching general semantic 

translation of emotions into words, believed that personal responsi

bility for feelings and subjective knowledge is best obtained by 

teaching people to appropriately express feeling states with words.
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Schaeffer found-that most of his students could readily understand 

semantic concepts but■"had never been able to express personal feelings 

as fully in their previous experience as after they experienced'seman

tically appropriate verbalizations of personal feelings" (1970:32).. ' 

Another study pointing to the need for-appropriate semantic. 

description was. done ,.by R. H„ Comb and J„'Li. Harper. They found that 

"labeling" and improper semantic description-affected'the educator's ' 

perception of.exceptional•children. Labels applied to psychopathic; 

schizophrenic, and cerebral palsied children resulted in'more'negative 

ratings by educators than,when,the same children were unlabeled but 

were described ,with appropriate ' descriptive -semantics (1966-67:56)'. -

Studies done by T0 Shapiro, A 0 Rqbefts, and B0 Fish ;on institu

tionalized -schizophrenic, children, have revealed that speech patterns 

in these severely disturbed ,children,were.retarded,in'length and■ 

expansivepess„ The rigidity of speech,patterns was also significant0■ 

The researchers felt that this semantic rigidity pattern limitation was 

a reflection of the need the disturbed children felt "to protect them

selves somehow from a.world, that was perceived by them as very hostile . 

and threatening" (1971:421-440).

The unadvantaged child’s language,, according to • S. H 0 Houston, 

was not adequate for academic needs or.school'environment- because of 

its limited vocabulary, simple and inflexible syntax, or other
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deficiencies. language of the unadvantaged was not adequate for 

extracting the information needed from the environment„• The counselor^ 

advised Houston, must understand this semantic limitation., By sharing 

the feelings of the child and phrasing the feedback properly, semantic 

alteration and behavior change could occur (1971:233). Teenagers may 

find satisfaction in,the power,of properly phrased and sincerely 

expressed verbal expressions,-. cited M. Joos., Teenagers :in therapy 

discovered that there was such a thing as a "rhetoric of persuasion 

within his family and circle,of friends," as opposed, to anti4social 

behavior (1964:208), •

Hayakawa, in commenting on the significance of Korzybski1s 

contributions to semantics, summarized the above,conceptions of words 

and learning:,-

Korzybski introduced into the study of human behavior an, 
entirely new area of inquiry, namely, the role of language in 
shaping the content of the human psyche.and the influence of. 
that process on human problems and behavior (1962:x).■

There.ape several other general concepts in the field of 

semantics which are relevant to the field of counseling. - Two esper- 

cially important points are dealt with in C. E. Osgood's definitions 

of intensionality and extensionality,

Intensionality describes a person reacting or perceiving ■ 
in an intensional fashion when he tepds to see. experience in 
absolute and unconditional terms,- to over-generalize, to be 
dominated by concept or belief, to fail to anchor his reactions 
in space and time, to confuse fact and evaluation,, to rely upon 
abstractions rather than upon reality-testing (1954:197-198).
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• Extensionality describes the person'when he is reacting or 
perceiving in an.extensional■manner-as seeing experience-in limited, 
differentiated terms, to. being aware of-the-space-time anchorage of 
facts, as being dominated by facts; nq.t'by' concepts,' evaluating 
in multiple ways, being aware of different levels of abstractions; 
and testing his inferences and abstractions against reality 
(1954:199-200) /

Sullivan felt that proper-semantic"symbolization was crucial 

in the formation of a healthy personality. In discussing the human■ ' 

organism and its interpersonal relations at various.stages of,develops . 

rnent, Sullivan emphasized the child's capacity to.deal.with various 

types of symbolization in his reactions to his environment.’ The goals 

of human behavior remained the same throughout all the stages, .the 

pursuit of satisfactions and security. The means to the goals; however, 

the methods of.pursuing the two basic purposes, depended, in Sullivan's 

view, upon the individual's growing capacities in the various develop

mental stages to understand and manipulate-symbols in his social 

environment (1949:102);

Therapeutic examples in,the writer's experience of semantic 

implications were seen in the relief experienced arid significantly 

changed reactions wh%n a person can clearly and semantically, describe 

his emotional experience of, for example, anger,' An emotionally honest, 

semantically accurate (description appears refreshing to a client; as 

opposed to his previous reaction to anger which was. generally punching 

someone in the nose, cursing, slamming doors,, etc.- From this empirical
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observation,'a reasonable hypothesis■could.be'entertained involving 

the phenomena that feelings-are a language attempting to communicate 

something, once that language is described for what it is trying to 

communicate, Jung (2̂ 964) believed that if one deciphered the messages 

from the psyche, it was possible to come,face to face with the creative 

sources of existence,and to unfold thereby the deepest meanings of life.

A person comes to realize that he, can, experience : his. anger -by 

semantic description and"discovers■ that-this method is effective both, 

in his social environment and in his inner psychological world. Social 

effactivity becomes a very enhancing experience as the individual 

feels more,in control of his environment and of previously negative,, 

frighteningly mysterious feelings. Lazarus submitted his thesis 

that appropriately expressed anger tended to break a depressive cycle. • 

He found that the development of openly expressed "righteous- indig

nation" rather than."self, blame" appeared to, coincide with the elimin

ation of depression ,and'suicidal feelings (1968:61).

An emotionally descriptive, semantic experiencing of anger - 

helps the individual acknowledge his.feelings as belonging to him, to- 

be. more in control of situations, and thus more competent.. A person 

had no further need to fear himself and his possible reactions,. which 

previously upset his own psychic equilibrium-and that of society, ■ 

because he knows he can trust himself, to express anger, or any other■ 

emotion for that .matter, in a very effective, non-destructive manner,

) ■
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A naturalistic observation Rogers-has made concerning semantics 

has to do with the importance which the client comes to attach to . 

exactness of symbolization.- The client wants just the precise word 

which for him.describes the feeling he. has experienced:, An approxi

mation on the part of the therapist- did'aot do, Rogeirs discovered. ,

"And this is certainly for clearer communication with himself, since 

any one of several words would convey the meaning equally, well to 

another" (1961:130), A possible barometric.indicator of therapeutic 

change away from inhibition and towards ,excitation and emotional 

honesty, found in research studies by L, J.- Braaten," was : a ■ significant 

movement, in verbal communication of the client, from-nonself-to self. 

There was an'increase of emphasis upon immediate expression of feelings, 

more on private, inner self rather than-the interpersonal self. It 

was.no longer "they" did it to me, but-rather "I" can do. something 

about things myself. Braaten felt that- the individual - cannot hope for 

better adjustment, until be - faced up to. his P̂ n' self, until the client‘ 

owned his own behavior. Once the client.realized that the solution to, 

his .problems "lies not so much in - society as it does in his relation 

with his own intimate self., he was well on - the road, towards greater 

satisfaction with life" (1961:20-23).

A person's view of the world in general,.or more specifically, ■ 

of himself and.his immediate environment:was thought to play a.critical 

part in over-all behavior patterns of inhibition -or.excitation.
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Imagination and Self-Image■

Maxwell Maltz (1960) was perhaps ..the best, known authority in 

the field of self-image psychology.  ̂ However; his work was'an.imagina

tive synthesis of an old.and honorable German scholarly tradition 

(Boring, 1950). Working within the disciplines of German psychology., 

and the science of cybernetics, Maltz sought out answers to the 

puzzling phenomena of.self-image influence' upon and creation of. 

personality and what happens simultaneously inside, the human nervous.■ 

system.

Cybernetics, which grew out of the work'of physicists and 

mathematicians, has to do with teleology, that'is> goal-rstriving, 

goal-oriented behavior of mechanic,al systems. Cybernetics explains 

what happens and what is necessary in the. behavior of mechanisms. 

Cybernetics comes from a Greek,word.which,means literally "the 

steersman," and regards the human brain,, nervous system, and muscular 

system, as a highly complex "servo-mechanism," an automatic goal- 

seeking- machine which "steers" its way to a target or goal by use. of 

feedback data and stored information automatically correcting course . 

when.necessary (Stein, 1967). '"Innate processes subserve the essential 

functions necessary .to maintain the health and integrity of the. 

organism, fulfilling requirements,common to all members of a species" 

(John, 1961:451).
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Psychocybernetic theory hypothesized'.that the human; brain' and., 

nervous. system and., the entire organism was engineered to react auto

matically and appropriately to the problems and'challenges in the 

environment.. An example of .this given by Maltz (1960) might be a 

hiker seeing a bear on the hiking trail. The fear response is bothI
automatic and appropriate and triggers bodily mechanisms of.the hiker.. 

The heart beats faster, adrenalin pours into the blood stream to 

stimulate the muscles, breathing rate.increases'and the oxygen supply 

goes up. Bodily functions unnecessary:to running away automatically 

shut down' (Dunbar', 1935). • The hiker reacted because of what he thought, 

believed or.imagined the environment to be:' A belief or idea.from the 

outside environment was the causative ;agent"for the alarm.reactions.

The above bear could have been an actor in a costume. If the hiker did 

not know this, or believed that what he saw was indeed a bear, whether 

it was in reality or not, the.fear reaction would have been the same;■ 

Messages (such as the bear) are brought from the environment via nerve 

impulses from the various sense organs, and are decoded, interpreted, 

and evaluated in the brain and made known to human heings in the form■ 

of ideas of mental images. The research of E. -R. John' (19.61) proved 

that the nervous,system is endowed with plasticity of response;. Neural 

mechanisms act as intermediaries in the retrieval of stored information 

and its interaction with present experience.
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Maltz stated that:..

Your nervous.system cannot tell the-difference between an 
imagined experience, and-a, "real"' experience'; In either case, 
it reacts automatically to. information "which "you .give to it,,from, 
your fore-r-brain= Your nervous system reacts appropriately to 
what you think or imagine to be true (1960:32).; -

The theories of psychocybernetics did not intend to insult - the human.

being by relegating him to the status of a computer but rather to

emphasize the creative power of built-in.goalTseekihg mechanisms;
A,. M. Freedman■ and'H . ■ I„ Kaplan cited a"Rankian"-concept of will

similar to cybernetic, drives.. Will, as perceived by Rank, was a

positive guiding force for the organization and integration of self.

which utilized creatively the instinctual drives (1967:374). Many

people have been taught .,to use these drive mechanisms negatively but '

may instead .learn .to use them positively to relearn realistic,

emotionally honest ..habit patterns,.

Dr= Daniel Ferguson;.chief of mental hygiene at the Verteran's 

Hospital in St; Paul,. Minnesota brought to a medical.' symposium a 

forty-five year old yogi master from Southern India ‘who made a series 

of authenticated demonstrations of the power of mind over matter.

He was able to lower his heartbeat so that - an electrocardiogram 

measuring its rate registered "a heart fluttering at a maximum'rate" 

for seventeen seconds which should have caused him to pass out, but 

did not, He was able to raise and lower the temperature,of his hand
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by ten degrees in ten minutes and to speed his heart' rate from sixty 

six to ninetyr-four beats per minute in the same space of time. ■ 

Ferguson's research findings emphasized the "fantastic power'of mind 

and matter and the intricate interwoveness of the visceral, the 

emotional, and the.intellectual aspects of the organism" (DeAnza 

College, 1971:17).

The automatic creative mechanism must have a target,, a clear 

individually appropriate vision at which to aim; If the target is 

inconsistent.with self, true abilities, or aspirations, distorted 

and unrealistic behaviors will occur. Concomintantly, if images and 

ideas concerning self are distorted and unrealistic, environmental 

reactions will likewise be inappropriate (Cantril, 1957:119).

According to Prdscott Lecky:

The personality is seen as a "system of ideas," all of 
which must seem ..to be. consistent with each other or the . 
organism will reject learning or actions which seem 
inconsistent (1961:4).

Maltz further amplified this concept with an example:

If a scar on,the face enhances the self-image as is the 
case with a German duelist, self-esteem and self-confidence 
are increased;. If a scar on the face detracts.from.the 
self-image, as in the case of a. salesman,, loss of self
esteem, and self-confidence, results (1960:11).

The imaginative and imagery process may help create new 

attitudes based on healthy and realistic ̂ needs which can result in 

positive action and behaviors. Most,inhibited personalities are
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already hard .at work using their visual'imagery and'imagination in 

self-defeating, unrealistic, incongruent ways, creating faulty social 

relationships and a negative perception of self. Perhaps these 

inhibitory persons have been taught to view themselves in a negative 

way. Crookshank observed:

It is terrible to see how a single unclear idea, a, 
single formula without meaning, lurking in a young man's 
head, will sometimes act like an obstruction of inert 
matter in an artery, hindering the nutrition of the brain, 
and condemning its victim to pine away in the fullness of 
his intellectual vigor and in the midst of plenty (Adler, .
1929zviiiX

If then, actions, feelings, behavior, even abilities are 

consistent with self-image, which is one's own idea, attitude or 

belief about one's self, then why can't the negative momentum (and 

momentum it certainly is) be therapeutically turned in a positive 

direction? Menninger Clinic has done extensive work in relief of 

psychosymatic symptoms which has been reported as successful 

because relieved suffering frees the person for a more normal pattern 

of behavior (DeAnza College, 1971).

Dr. Elmer Green, head of Menninger's psychophysiology 

laboratory, reported on experiments made to teach sufferers of 

migraine headaches and other disorders without known organic causes 

how to relieve their own distress.

Green discovered in the research that migraine patients 

could stop the headaches or alleviate their intensity by increasing
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the temperature in.their hands. "Biofeedback" equipment indicated 

that■such temperature rises were indications of-the degree to. which 

the involuntary nervous system was.relaxed; . Migfaine .patients had- 

been taught, by using simple devices on which"a ■meter indicated 

temperature rises and by. employing auto-hypnotic phrasesj to alter 

their blood flow and lessen their migraine suffering (DeAnza College, 

1971:17). Maltz cautioned that:

The aim of self-image psychology is not to creatb'a 
fictitious self which is all powerful, arrogant, egotistic, 
all-important.- Such is as inappropriate'and unrealistic as 
the inferior image of self (1960:43).

But Maltz also advised:

I cannot believe that it brings any "glory" to Godwhen 
his children go around with a hangdog-expression, being 
miserable, afraid to lift up their heads and."be somebody" 
(1960:44).. .

Several examples of the imaginative and visual imagery 

process used in a positive, self-enhancing realistic direction are 

given below: /

R. A. Vandel., (1955) in a controlled psychological experiment, 

proved that mental practice in throwing darts at a target improved 

aim as much as actually throwing darts. Professor H.. Campbell, music 

professor at Montana State University, mentioned that:Arthur Schnabel, 

the,world, famous concert pianist, hated practicing, and did very little. 

Schnabel claimed that he practiced "in his head." Rubenstein could 

learn a score on an airplane on the way to. a concert appearance.-
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Psychocybernetics invaded the field of sports due to its effectiveness

in helping athletes to improve their natural abilities. Gene Mauch,

(1970) manager, when asked why Carl Morton, pitcher for the Montreal

Expos, had become a big league winner replied, "psychocybernetics

and his attitude." William Shakespeare portrayed the negative power

of visual imagery and imagination in The Tempest. Prospero tells

Miranda how his brother, the false Antonio, usurped his dukedom

because Antonio came to actually see himself as the real duke, rather

than as a temporary substitute:

Not only with what my revenue yielded.
But what my power might else exact, like one 
Who having into truth, by telling of it,
Made such a sinner of his memory.
To Credit his own lie, he did believe
He was indeed the duke (I, ii, 102) (1953:5).

Therapy which takes advantage of the momentum of visual 

imagery and imagination does not intend to make Rubensteins, Schnabels, 

Mortons, or Antonios out of clients. The intent was succinctly 

phrased by Melvin Powers:

It is imagery that sets the will in motion, not 
vice versa. People who concentrate on will power are 
putting the cart before the horse. Take care of today, 
the moment, (imagination); and tomorrow (the will), will 
take care of itself (1965:14).

The basic reason why positive, moment-to-moment imagery can be 

successful is that imagination and visual imagery, used realistically 

and with emotional honesty, complement the goal-directedness and 

natural enhancement with which human beings are born.
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Powers conceptualized a bi-polar process which"he felt 

operated in each human being. One side of the process was the realis 

tic pole that is experienced by.external-,conditions, characterized.by 

perception of real objects, reasoning, and.problem solving. The 

other side was the imaginative pole as determined by' inner- needs., 

and characterized by-imagery, many kinds, of play, fantasy, dreams, 

and wishful thinking based on values, attitudes and.beliefs. Mental 

images. Powers suggested, are responsive to natural needs (1965:6). . 

In order to use,the enhancing power of the imagination, all the. 

senses can be used  ̂ the entire organism should be involved. Charles

Barebouin commented , on the use of five senses ..in the! imagination
- 'I

process:

Because visual images are usually, the strongest and most 
frequent it is easy to overlook other ,needs.. Nevertheless, 
if attention is given to them, .auditory, tactual, thermal^ 
olfactory, kinaesthetic, gustatory, and other sensory images, 
they are.readily useful in creating specific positive and 
powerful imagery (1954:198).

The conclusion in psychocybernetics was the importance of making 

these pictures as vivid and detailed as possible.

Powers quoted an anecdote that appropriately summarized 

visual imagery and imagination:

Imagine five men looking at the same plot of ground.
One is a farmer and he is wondering what the soil can be 
made to produce. A second is an artist, who sees the 
color and contours of the ground, and wants to paint it.
The third is.a realtor, who considers how the ground would
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subdivide and what bulldozing and pipe-laying are necessary.
The fourth is a city assessor who is using the land only 
to figure a basis for taxation. ' The fifth man remembers 
he played baseball on this same soil.as a boy; and he is 
filled with tender and haunting memories (1965:11).

Each human being selects, according to his attitude, from the outer

environment what his attitude directs him to select. Each person

gets from this same environment, what he wants and needs to get.

Consideration is now given to one possible entity which might 

therapeutically be used in order that a person may gain more fully 

what he wants and needs.

Bibliotherapy

Bibliotherapy seems to have an unusual capacity to offer to 

individuals some means of identifying with people whom they elect 

to use as models for their own self-image structuring or restructuring. 

Appropriate stories, books, poems, and other literature are offered ■ 

to the client as part of therapy. The phenomena of identification 

and structuring is a very dynamic occurance observed with uncanny 

regularity in young children and young adults. The use of biblio- 

therapy with the adult client is equally as effective, especially 

if the model is particularly congruent with expectations the client 

may deem important or essential to himself.

Research done by Ronald Rovin has shown a relationship 

between maturity, identification patterns, and reading interest
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(1967:144)o The relationship of these factors can be used to thera

peutic advantage by the use of bibliotherapy, wherein .reading 

material deemed appropriate for each individual client is assigned 

if the client seems amenable„ Bibliotherapeutic concepts were found 

by the writer to be very effective with teenagers. Poetry was very 

popular with these young girls. Another client found the book, _! .

Never Promised You a Rose Garden, instrumental in learning that normal 

human beings experience all emotions and that therapy did not render 

one insensitive and immune to depression, fear, or anxiety. All 

human emotions could be experienced and effectively expressed. An • 

alcoholic client found great impetus and meaning in Maltz's Psycho

cybernetics , especially the sections on negative visual imagery. 

Clients seem willing to accept certain ideas and concepts of a noted 

author in preference to being told about them by a counselor. This 

acceptance facilitated learning. Perhaps bibliotherapy is one form 

of therapeutic surreptitious teaching.■

A relatively fulfilling perception at this point is perhaps 

best expressed by an Adlerian statement that gives prime significance 

to the essentials of imagination and creative movement.

Do not forget the most important fact that not heredity 
and not environment are determining factors. Both are 
giving only the frame and the influences which are 
answered by the individual in regard to his styled creative 
power (Ansbaucher, 1956:Frontspiece).
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Consideration of Adlerian implications follows =

Adlerian Concepts

Alfred Adler may be regarded as the originator of the system 

commonly referred to as Individual Psychology, one major deviation 

from Freud's psychoanalytical movement„ (individuum = indivisible) 

(Stein, 1967:725). Adler's initial association with Freud was broken 

in 1911 because of Adler's opposition to Freud's stress upon the role 

of sex in human behavior and emphasis.on drive-impelled causation.

The name. Individual Psychology, was meant to imply that man's mind 

is not, as Freud had suggested, locked in a struggle between conscious 

and unconscious forces. Each individual represents a unified and 

self-consistent whole, as Crookshank confirmed:

Mental disease is no "entity" that attacks us, but a. , 
dissociation of the. functional unity of the individual.
The nature of the individual's problem is social in 
nature and a demonstration of the unity of health and 
harmonious concert of the entire organism (Adler, 1929b:xiii)„

The holistically perceived individual, according to Adler, is 

striving toward a goal which floats before.him. No man could be. 

understood without reference to his usually unconscious goal, much as 

a drama could be understood only in the light of its finale. The 

goal,a person shaped for himself, and the characteristic ways he 

struggled to. reach it,, were what Adler termed his style of life (1927) .
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Not only was Adler (1927) one of the first to break openly 

with the Freudian system, but he was one of the first to emphasize 

many therapeutic points, several of which are summarized: (I) The 

role of interpersonal experience in human development, (2) The 

building and maintance of the self-image, and (3) The subjectivistic 

phenemonoIogical position.

I am convinced that a person's behavior springs from 
his opinion. We should not be surprised.at this, because 
our senses do not.receive actual facts, but merely a 
subjective image of them, a reflection of the external 
world (Ansbaucher, 1956:182). ■

Individual•Psychology stressed the creative power of the 

individual. The human individual is seen as the "novelist" of his 

own character, not as a helpless product of his heredity, or environ

ment. Such a concept anticipated self-realization personality 

theorists. The late Abraham Maslow remarked: "For me, Alfred Adler

becomes more correct year by year" (Scarf, 1972:10). Rollo May 

studied with and was profoundly influenced by Adler. May's.work (1959) 

contained major traces from Adlerian theory in its insistence that 

a person's.need for self-esteem, or self-worth largely determines a 

person's actions.' When this need is used in a socially constructive, 

way, May speculated, the creative personality was evidenced.

Similarly, the movement of existential psychiatry towards 

viewing a person as the sum of his choices, or what Sartre (1939)
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called his projections, is: much the ,same as seeing man in terms of. 

his style of life. Adler believed that neurosis.sprang■from the, 

individual's misguided or thwarted attempts ..to adapt to. the 

environment which in human terms -is always the social environment.

Adler's early, work (1917) on organ inferiorities, with its . 

insistence on the unity of body and mind, was.the precursor.of modern 

psychosomatic.medicine (Scarf, ,1972til). This work gave us the 

concept of inferiority complex and ,aggressive drive, not-to be 

interpreted in,a negative way, but in the sense of a positive, social,; 

goal-directed drive to, overcome inferiority. Adler's notions,of 

human interrelatedness, that vision of.a shared community of.feelings' 

and values which ,he called social interest," were interrelated with 

this goal-directed striving of the organism to overcome inferiority ■ 

and to develop all the creative and individual-potentialities present, 

in the personality. 1

Erickson also appeared to.have been influenced by Adler's 

theories as shown in,the following excerpts

The child is seen as the driving force, pushing forward■ 
incessantly, creating for himself new horizons of skills, 
knowledge, and emotional maturity (Mairer,. 1971:205) -

and:

The child is a unique organism who strives primarily to, 
establish his own style.and sphere of living. Adaptive 
potential in each human being,is rooted in each individual's 
emotional make-up (Mairer, 1970:222).
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Erickson contended that the affective (emotional) processes furnished 

the basic motivations for all human behavior (Mairer, 1971:203).

Jung’s emphasis on the use of creative imagination to bring 

unconscious, hidden feelings to the conscious surface was compatible 

with Adlerian concepts. Additionally., Jung worked on the positive 

aspects of personality, the strong points, so to speak, which appeared 

congruent with the Adlerian concept of using perceived inferiority 

to therapeutic advantage (Fordham, 1953). Adler (1929c) believed 

that the individual experienced powerful mental urges towards repair

ing perceived weakness and inferiority and therefore concentrated 

attention on the weak spot. Examples of successful adaptive struggles 

that succeeded were: Beethoven, who suffered from congenital ear

disease; numerous painters with defective eyesight; and Demosthenes, 

a childhood stutterer who became one of the greatest orators.

On the other hand, the inability of nature to correct a 

defect may result in neurosis and other psychological disease. : The 

discouraged individual might withdraw from the demands of life to 

Aeek greater security in isolation. The child, for example, who 

failed for a variety of reasons to adapt.to his environment in the 

normally healthy assertive way,that Adler conceptualized, became the 

neurotic who sought to dominate the environment in unnatural
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unhealthy ways. Seen from this vantage9 the neurotic symptoms repre

sented not the sexual dilemma Freud had hypothesized, but a misguided 

attempt to compensate for feelings of inferiority.

Impressions, which emerge by necessity from an original 
feeling of inferiority, evoke an attitude of aggression, the 
purpose of which is the overcoming of a great insecurity.
In this attitude of aggression are found all attempts- of 
the child which promise an enhancement of the self-esteem.
All neurotic phenomena originate from these misguided 
preparatory means which strive toward the final purpose of 
superiority. They are psychological readiness for initiating 
the struggle for self-esteem (Ansbaucher, 1959:108-109).

The important biological.fact, in Adler's terms, was not the 

child's instinctive sexual, behavior, but his smallness and help

lessness in relation to the larger people around him. Homey (1937) 

leaned heavily on this concept in her work. Adler also viewed anger 

in terms of how the improper expression of.it could lead to social 

manipulations, in terms of aggressive control over other people 

(1929a:29). Adler pointed out the curious social returns, the 

protective aspects of neurosis and psychosis, the ability to screen 

oneself from the demands of life, and to dominate others by exploiting 

one!s own symptoms and weaknesses (1929b :80-84).

In 1911, Hans Vaihinger's book. The Philosophy, of 'As If', 

had a profound effect on Adler. The theme of Vaihinger's book was 

that man, in order to avoid drowning in a sea of facts, creates 

systems or ways of looking at things which he then assumes are "true."
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The fixing of the zero point would be an example. People determine 

the zero on a Fahrenheit scale and then behave "as if" it actually 

existed. People draw meridionals and parallels on the face of the 

globe, and then proceed."as if" these lines had a counterpart in 

reality. While they do not,.they are useful fictions. People's 

lives, to say nothing of their sanity, often depend upon their 

behaving "as if" their fictions were true.

In the unhealthy personality of a person possessed with the
!

feeling that he is a worthless human being, a negative self-image 

develops and the "as ifs" operate as strong, negative, and.blind 

beliefs and values. The negative beliefs and values will be considered 

later on in this paper in the form of syllogisms.

Adler (1972c) suggested that all human behavior, thought, 

and feeling proceed along the lines of "as if." In other words; in 

earliest childhood each person, as part of his striving to adapt to 

the. environment and overcome.his weaknesses, creates for himself an 

idealized goal of perfect adaptation and then struggles towards it 

as if this goal alone represented success, security, and happiness.

If, for example, a child had learned to hold a negative view of 

himself, an unrealistic and inaccurate self-image, his apperceptive 

schema, or view of the future, may be too narrow and rigid. For 

example: "I must be a medical doctor on March 14, 1987, in such 

and such a hospital, no other,, doing a specific speciality." A
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more flexible, broader, and realistically healthy goal .might be 

stated in terms of "I want to help people who need help."

Adler felt.that the human mind shows an urge to capture into 

fixed forms, called fictions, that which is chaotic, always in flux, 

and incomprehensible. Serving this urge, the child quite generally 

uses a schema in order to act and find his way= In developing the 

schema, the child projects before him his goalj his unique vision 

of that thing which would overcome all obstacles and bring,him perfect 

security. With the ideal in front, a line of direction is established. 

From then on, everything the individual chooses to see, and the. way: 

he feels about those things, falls into place.accordingly. This is 

the prototype which becomes the individual's style of life.

Everyone carries within himself an opinion of himself 
and the problems of life, a life-line, and a law of 
movement which keeps fast hold of him without'his under
standing it or giving himself an account of it. The law 
of movement in the mental life of a person is the decisive 
factor of his individuality (Ansbaucher, 1956:195).

According to Adler (1927c), the key to a man's behavior is 

that hidden purpose toward which all his strivings are directed.

Causes, powers, and the like cannot serve as explanatory principles, 

the final goal alone can. Experiences, traumas, sexual development 

mechanisms cannot yield an explanation, Adler argued, but the 

perspective in which these are regarded, the individual way of seeing 

them can do so. In other words, it is not necessarily what happens
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to a person, but that person's,reaction .to and handling of the 

particular event or situation. For example: If a man believed that 

his mother had been a monster and blamed all. his later failures on 

that fact, it mattered little whether she was objectively monstrous 

or not. The effect was the same, for in that individual's schema, she

WcLS »

Adler's central idea was that life is always essentially a 

movement toward better adaptation to the environment and in man 

adaptation assumes a psychological aspect. That is, by struggling 

forward to achieve their imaginary goals,, people lift themselves by 

their own bootstraps, so to speak. Adler believed the great force 

motivating all human acts to be.a ■"striving from a felt minus, 

toward a felt plus situation; from a feeling of inferiority towards 

superiority, perfection, totality" (1927c:36). A western cowboy 

saying humorously illustrated Adlerian goal-directed striving: "I

ain't what I ought to be, I ain't what I'm going to be, but I ain't 

what I was»"

Neurosis was, in Adler's view, a species of maladaptation.

The great issue in neurotic illness, Adler maintained, was not what 

had happened in the past to cause it but where was it heading. What 

particular goal was the client achieving with his symptoms? If the 

counselor can use this insight into the client's inner world
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descriptively, the counselor can best see what neurotic needs are not 

being met'in a naturally healthy way,and perhaps see how. the needs, 

could be better met-by alternate ways of relating to the environment. 

Adler's relating to the environment did not imply.robot-like con

formity J instead the connotation of assertive, effective, and emo

tionally.honest confrontation of life and.events was intended. The 

insight into neurotic symptoms and their protective achievement goals 

creates a'more.positive atmosphere for therapy. The counselor does 

not need to feel as hopeless or as confused by a client's apparent , 

inexplicable symptoms or life style,

An -example of this insight might be an alcoholic client who 

was,possessed with the feeling that ,others were constantly judging 

him in - a negative way,, that people were all "backstabbers ,'■ that they 

were continually looking down their noses at -him and degrading him,

especially when he was in a drunken ,stupor. Negative imaginative
/

momentum was.used positively in therapy to imagine himself, as

"showing" these judging people by.the following,imagery:

I can,show.those pitiful frightened people that I 
have been to the bottoiji, I've wallowed in the gutter, 
and I've come back up to!the top by my.own hard Work 
and initiative. I can show them that I can handle life 
effectively when I am sober, that I.can be naturally 
excitatory and spontaneous, that I can handle anything 
they might say about me or to me .faith emotionali honesty.
I .can whip the world without, cocktails, and they can't.-

i

V
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Adler's ideas (Scarf, .1972) were found to be pragmatic and 

eminently workable by the professionals on the firing line, so to 

speak, such as teachers, social workers, and counselors. In other 

words, Adler was a practitioner. Adler (1931) became convinced that 

each individual must be seen as part of his larger social whole, that 

life is first and foremost social life. No counselor is able to 

completely determine the meaning of any experience if he fails to 

consider the experience in relation to society.

Human psychological life is not.capable of doing just 
as,it likes, but is constantly confronted with tasks which 
have arrived from somewhere. All these tasks are inseparably 
tied up with logic of.man's communal life (Ansbaucher, 1956:128).

In Adler's view, true contact with others counteracted a 

person's tendency,to form the kind of irrational fictitious goal 

which would lead to his isolation and estrangement. The neurotic, 

in his fruitless striving for self-esteem, mistakenly exploited 

those around him.

Every neurosis automatically turns against allowing my 
community feeling to develop. The demonstration of illness 
and its contingent arrangements by the neurotic are'specifically 
necessary to him in order that I) they may serve as excuses 
when life denies the longed-for triumphs; and 2) that all 
decisions may be postponed; and 3) that what is gained may 
appear more nobly gained since gained in spite of adversity 
(1929a:49).

I
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For example, a child may feel himself hopelessly surpassed by his 

older brother. The neurosis which the child developed was a pro

tection from the painful consciousness of this inferiority.

The neurosis was the adoption of an attitude which 
signified to him: "If I were not anxious, if I were not
ill, I should be able to do as well as the others. If my 
life were not full of terrible difficulties, I should be 
the first" (1929a:50)

By means of this attitude, an inhibited person was still able 

to feel superior, for the decision of his worth and value was placed, 

beyond proof, in the realm of possibilities. His chief occupation 

in life was to look for difficulities, to find means of increasing 

them, or at least of increasing his own sense of their gravity. The 

most ordinary difficulties of life, common to everybody, were carefully 

collected by him and kept upon exhibition. He did. this more to 

impress himself, than'others, but naturally other people take his ■■ 

burdens into account and do not expect so much of him. Any success 

he may have, moreover, was magnified by this heavily-advertised 

handicap, so that it becomes his most:useful possession. By it he 

won.his way to a privileged life, judged by,a more lenient.standard 

than others. At the same time, he paid the costs of it with his 

neurosis, attested Adler (1929b:5-6).

The counselor's role, maintained Adler, was.to give the 

client experience of an empathetic nature with another person. The
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client was then helped to transfer to others this awakened social 

feeling, which was there naturally and from birth but which had been 

distorted or buried (1929:20).

When a person operated on private logic, negative blind 

beliefs, and unexamined values, he became ill, useless to himself 

and to society. All failures in life, thought Adler, such as 

neurotics, psychotics, criminals, drunkards, problem children, 

suicides, perverts, and prostitutes were failures because they are 

lacking in social interest. Human failures in life approached the 

problems of cooperation, friendship, and sex, without the confidence 

that the problems could be solved, because failures were afraid of 

themselves (1929c:33). Fromm (1956) believed, that love for 

self is not incompatible with love for others; rather, the two are 

interdependent. Modern culture has produced individuals who cannot 

love themselves, and who, therefore, cannot love others.

Individuals who are possessed with a negative self-image, and 

whose minds subconsciously operate with incorrect and negative 

beliefs and values, feel that effective handling of their social 

environment is impossible. The meaning neurotic individuals give to 

life is a selfishly private meaning isolating them from others. 

Interest stops short at their own person. Dr. S. G= Simpson, 

professor at Montana State University, described ,the inhibited mind as
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the "inwardly-turned mind" which is truly selfish and unrespon

sive to environmental stimuli or to the needs of others. An 

inwardly-turned mind feeds on negative thought patterns and .blind 

beliefs and is amplified by a negative self-image. An inhibited 

mind cannot complete its natural emotions and can certainly not 

be responsible to its natural needs or to the needs of others.

It is the individual which is not interested in 
his fellow men who does the greatest injury to others,
It is from among such individuals that all human failures 
spring (Ansbaucher, 1956:161).

Adler's therapy (1929a) reflected his personality, 

ebullient, friendly, warm, and active. In order to aid a client's 

understanding of his mistaken life style and the real nature of 

his goal, Adler (1929a) felt that the therapist must empathet- 

ically perceive the client's emotional world. By slowly, elabo

rating on these topics and gently elevating blind beliefs and 

unexamined values into conscious knowledge, Adler believed that 

the unconscious materials could then be dealt with, could be 

handled more effectively, and need no longer be a frightening 

mystery, an unimagitiable and terrifying,unknown, blindly- 

dictating force.

The cure or reorientation is brought about by a . 
correction of the faulty picture of the world and the 
unequivocal acceptance of a mature picture of the 
world (Ansbaucher, 1956:333).
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Adler (1929c) confirmed that the crucial part of the thera

peutic process was the client’s learning to relate to the counselor 

and subsequently becoming able to extend that warm feeling outwards 

to others, to increase his feeling of belonging, of his humanity,. 

so that he is able to begin to cooperate.

The task of the physician is to enable a patient to 
realize what he is doing, and to transfer his egocentric 
interest to social life and useful activity (1929c:40).

The dependency and transference often referred to in the Freudian

literature is not a therapeutic problem in Adlerian theory, "What

the Freudians call transference is merely social feeling. The

so-called Freudian resistance is only lack of courage to return to

the useful side of life," indicated Adler (1929b:73). The counselor

becomes a temporary guidepost in the client's struggle back to mental

health and in the client's natural reaching out towards others.

In conjuction with the growth of cooperation, an important 

goal of Adlerian therapy was to work for the welfare of others, which 

served as a strengthening of the neglected or distorted social 

interest. Adler encouraged his clients to work in schools with the 

disadvantaged and in many different helping relationships» Adler 

often took his•clients to his home to, give them a pattern of concept 

of a healthy spontaneous family in cooperative operation (Adler, A.,

■ 1939). The helping cooperative aspect of Adler's therapy provides 

a barometric indicator of therapeutic growth which seems to

<

< ■
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frequently occur during the therapeutic process. The writer has 

observed teenagers begin, naturally and on their own momentum, to 

reach out in a helping way to others. They begin to tutor in the 

mentally retarded classes, to help in the local nursery school; adults 

begin on projects to help at elementary schools, they enroll in 

college classes for an eventual social work goal.

John.Evans and John Cody confirmed that the same personality 

qualities achieved in counseling were the same characteristics for 

which our society-at-large was reaching, Characteristics such as 

empathy, congruence, and positive regard were psychological terms for 

qualities which the whole,of society was concerned with achieving. 

Evans and Cody had no doubt that perhaps the central issue in 

counseling was whether or not counselors acted effectively and in 

time to correct the dehumanizing aspects.of our. society.

A question arose in Evans and Cody's validations that 

concerned whether or not ..counseling "did any good" for the whole, of 

society. Did personality improvements generalize? Evans and Cody 

stated that skills learned in a counseling setting did indeed transfer 

to similar and dissimilar situations at a statistically significant 

level (1963:427-432).

Basically, Adler was speaking of an essential process of
Isocialization that the client may•go through during therapy. The
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socialization process is something the client has failed to learn 

sufficiently during his development because he has held on so anxiously 

to his self-protective devices„ . By reaching out to others in a 

helping way, when, their initially confused emotions become more 

organized, clients seem to learn, without being taught, that their 

own self-interest is really best served if their behavior benefits 

others as well as themselves.

Dr. S» G, Simpson, professor at Montana State University, 

once said that the skillful counselor's best books are his clients, 

that is, the skillful counselor can learn a great deal from them. 

Perhaps the learning concept might be phrased "he who teaches others 

teaches himself." This is a dynamic part of therapy. To extend this . 

premise further, the writer found with adolescents in therapy, when 

they attended a weekly group session, as well as their own individual 

therapy hours, and were involved in a helping relationship with 

others less fortunate than themselves, they seemed to develop insight 

into the dynamics of their own human behavior at a quicker rate.

J. Kohler, et.al. have termed this phenomena the "helper therapy 

principle" (1972:10). The authors spoke of the social and emotional 

effects of the helper therapy principle. They described the extent 

to which a helping experience permits a child or adult to overcome 

his own reticence. A helping, person may develop a sense of functional
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usefulness in society, of making a difference in the life of somebody 

who comes to depend on him, of being able to fight against and overcome 

the sense of social isolation and functionlessness that seizes people 

in our technological,society.

A model or pattern seems to be.emerging at this point which 

might be summarized by the following schema:

Words and■Symbols 

Moods

Thought Processes■and Visual Images 

Xhe schema will be amplified throughout this paper..

The scientific experiments of Hudgins, Ellson,. and.Pavlov■ 

have concluded that■human;beings do learn behavior in a non-volitional 

manner. Words and symbols are a primary means by which such learning 

takes place and.are the main cultural purveyors of moods or feeling 

states. Inhibitions can,result from negative, unnatural learning. 

Semantics play a crucial role in communicating words and symbols which 

in turn represent moods or feeling states. Mopds are extremely 

influential upon the thought processes of human beings. Attitudes, 

beliefs, and.values are intertwined in the thought processes resulting 

from feeling states.

The research of A. R. Luria offered insight concerning the 

creation of the beta process., wherein attitudes, beliefs,' arid values 

become distorted in the human mind and lead to a seemingly
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For example, Luria1s law of the decreased action of the functional 

barrier led to therapeutic techniques to weaken, by excessive emotional 

excitation, the functional barrier which was a cortical property, 

involving regulation of activities by inhibition (Luria, 1932)„ Brief 

consideration is given here to Bettelheim's conceptions of words and 

childhood learnings which may lead to negative perceptions of and 

convoluted interpretations of words and. symbols, which is Whab happens 

in the creation of the beta process„

The parent may verbalize encouragement, but may 
unconsciously recognize that he must swallow a personal 
repugnance, and this may express itself in a too eager 
encouragement or a too eager joining of the child in his 
activity (messing with sand, for example). The child, 
in a personal conflict between his desire to get dirty and 
wish to live up to his parents' demands, will feel that •

' the adultj too, is in conflict, no matter what the adult 
says out loud. This will tend -to make the child more, 
rather than less doubtful, and in any case make him 
suspicious of the adult who speaks one way and seems to 
feel quite another. Any child is apt to respond less to 
the adults' overt behavior than to what he senses is• 
different.about it when compared with that persons' more 
uqual•behavior (Bettelheim, 1950:18-19).

Salter's advice on being emotionally honest would have stood the above

parent in good stead, whereas the emotional -dishonesty helped create

a beta mind. The beta process will be considered in more detail in

the closing section of this chapter.

Entire schools.of therapy and treatments have been built on 

separate aspects.of the model structure of Words and Symbols,- Moods,
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Thought Processes and Visual Imagery. For example, medical doctors, 

when confronting a severe depressive case, may often prescribe a drug 

to break a mood. Medical doctors usually do not concern themselves 

with other aspects of the schema. Our culture finds temporary and 

artificial relief from oppressive or unpleasant moods via alcohol, 

tobacco, and drugs.

Rev. Norman•Vincent Peale1s work (1952) dovetails into the 

thought process aspect of the pattern schema. If one does indeed think . 

positive, natural, and individually appropriate thoughts, in accordance 

I with realistic goals, behavior change will result. Therapeutic relief 

may be obtained when a client learns to view a half glass of water as 

"half full" rather than "half empty."

We are far 1 from denying that other schools of psychiatry 
have their successes in dealing with neuroses, but in our 
experience they do so less by their methods than when they 
happen to give the patient a good human relation with the 
physician, or above all to give him meaningful and sincere 
encouragement. It is a fact that a Cou&, or a visit to Lourdes 
sometimes'improves a person's attitude to life to a consid
erable extent (Adler, 1929a:40).

The semantic therapists concered themselves with the words and 

symbols aspect of the schema, pattern. As an instance, Korzybski 

attested that if a person-can properly label an occurrence, distortion 

' or intensionality will not result (1941:10). '

I Ellis, the systematizer of rational therapy, concentrated his

( therapeutic treatment on the thought process segment of the schema.
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or think themselves into neurotic states„

Human beings normally become emotionally, disturbed 
because they are born:with- biological predispositions which 
make it.easy for them to think crookedly or irrationally; and. 
because they biosocially acquire illogical'and nonsensical 
thoughts, philosophies, or attitudes (Transcript: I).

Ellis conceived of human emotion itself as largely a biased, prejudiced

kind-of thought„ Rational therapy-holds that people can be,taught to

change their negative and disturbed feelings by changing the thoughts

that almost invariably underlie these feelings; - Ellis stated that:

People literally talk themselves into neurotic states by 
telling themselves illogical and irrational.sentences, or 
ideas, which- they havd previously learned from their parents, 
their culture, and have internalized and keep ceaselessly 
repeating (TranscriptI) .

A rational emotive therapist would emphasize analyzing the client's 

current problems and concretely showing him that such problems arise not 

from past events or external situations but from his present irrational 

attitudes, towards or illogical fears about these.events and situations 

(Patterson, 1956:116) 0 :

. The chief source of human misery is seen, in the emotional 
responses, which are hot evoked by.the actual circumstances' 
of an individual?s environment, but by the way in which he 
reacts to these circumstances (Blocher, 1966:36)„

These reactions to situations are in turn mediated almost 

entirely by the particular value system.or philosophy of life, that an 

individual has•learned, A concerted attack is made on the irrational
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beliefs that are disclosed in the course of the interview and upon the 

attitudes which underlie actions = The counselor literally teaches the 

client howto observe his unconscious 'illogical thinking and how 

instead, to think logically„ The client "is usually encouraged, urged, 

or commanded into emotionally reeducating activity, based - on the belief 

that words change thoughts which change behavior. The clients are 

induced to think and act in a manner that will lead to truly rational 

convictions, and.hence, '"thoroughgoing emotional and behavioral changes" 

(Ellis, Transcript: I).

Other practitioners consider'emotional and behavioral.changes 

from a. different point of view. Consideration now turns to ..the 

emotionally excitatory,personality of Salter (1961).

The Excitatory Personality

Recognition of an excitatory personality can be based primarily 

upon a.spontaneous, outgoing, emotionally honest approach to life and., 

to peopleo- Remembering the story , of the centipede, the fact .emerges 

that•logic cannot guide the emotions. Logic and'a ■purely intellectual 

approach to emotional problems can only create more'inhibition.

Salter's dictum, "Self, control comes from no control at all" (1961:42)., 

might be. reworded to read: . "Emotional self-control comes from no. 

conscious rational control at all." Such a potentially baffling 

statement, requires amplification,
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An excitatory mind does not have to,logically: weigh and .worry
•I

over every word or action before commencing.. However, his snap judg

ments, whims, and'improvisations are not manufactured from thin air; 

Judgments and initial responses are true expressions of his rpal and. 

total self, which he knows well and of which he is not afraid. Accord

ing to.Salter, expressions of the total healthy individual are reflex 

actions of experience and hunger (1961:43). Maslow, in his study of 

"self-actualizing" people, has noted characteristics also found in 

hungrily excitatory human beings.

SelfTactyalized people have a wonderful capacity to 
appreciate again and again, freshly and naively, the basic 
goods of life with awe, pleasure, wonder, and even ecstasy, 
however stale these experiences may be for other people 
(1954:214).

Maslow further amplified the concept of excitatory self-actualizing 

individuals who are concerned with what is, not what was,or should be:

One does not complain about water because it is wef, 
nor about■rocks because they are hard, As the child looks 
out.upon the world with Wide, uncritical,and innocent eyes, 
simply noting and1observing what is the case, without either 
arguing the matter or demanding that it be otherwise, so does 
the self-actualizing person look upon human^nature both in 
himself and in others (1954:207).
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The excitatory hunger of the actualized person pan be under

stood as the person who only wants what.is coming to him (Salter, 1961: 

42).. The seed in the garden takes all the soil nutrients if needs for ■
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growth, but .does .not take more'than■it needs. A Biblical dictum was 

congruent with the excitatory hunger concept:

Consider the lilies of the field, how they grow; they 
toil not, neither do they spin. Even Solomon in all his 
glory was not arrayed.like one of these. Take therefore.no 
thought for the morrow: for the morrow shall take thought ■
for the things of itself. Sufficient unto the day is today 
(Matthew VIiXXVIII, XXIX). '

A healthy hunger.of self-actualization can only lead to self-mastery, 

knowledge of self , and to mastery, of the environment. Self-actualized 

persons do have control over their own inner worlds and the outer 

environment because they know how to live one day, one moment at a time, 

with positive socially beneficial effects.

Contrary to the honest emotional expression of hungers, the 

inhibitory personality tends to be suspicious of the urges, hungers, 

and impulses of the mind. Freud (1943) helped further this suspicion 

especially when.he spoke of things like the seething cauldron of the 

uncontrolled id. If full and honest expression were allowed, so think 

inhibited people, all varieties of evil would ensue. Nothing, Salter, 

Rogers, Adler, Maslow and.other practitioners believe, could be 

further from the truth. Each of these men■have seen clients go from 

inhibition to excitation and have observed the altruistic and social 

nature of man emerge. ■ The writer has taken the liberty of quoting 

extensively from Rogers who humorously clarified the fact that fears 

of excitation creating trouble are ungrounded.
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An even more common reaction to the path of life I have been 
describing is that to be what one truly is would mean to. be bad, 
evil, uncontrolled, destructive„ It would mean to unleash some 
kind of a monster on the world. This is a view which is very. 
well known to me, since I meet it in almost every client. "If 
I dare to let the feelings flow which are dammed up within me, 
if by some chance I should live in those feelings, then this . 
would be' catastrophe." This is the attitude, spoken dr unspoken, 
of nearly every client as he moves into the experiencing of the 
unknown aspects, of himself. But the whole course of his exper
ience in therapy contradicts these fears. He finds that gradually 
he can be his anger, when anger is his real reaction, but that 
such accepted or transparent anger is not.destructive, He finds 
that he can be his fear, but that knowingly to be.his fear does 
not dissolve him. He finds that he can be self-pitying, and it 
is not "bad." He can,feel and be his sexual feelings, or his 
"lazy" feelings, or his hostile feelings, and the roof of the 
world does not'fall in. The reason seems to be that the more he 
is able to permit these feelings to flow and. to be in him, the 
more they take their appropriate place in a total harmony of his 
feelings; He discovers that he has other feelings with which 
these mingle and find a balance. He feels loving and'tender and 
considerate and cooperative, as well as hostile or lustful or 
angry. He feels interest and zest and curiosity, as well as 
laziness or apathy, He feels courageous and venturesome, as well 
as fearful. His feelings, when he lives closely and acceptingly 
with their complexity, operate in a constructive harmony rather 
than sweeping him into some uncontrollably evil path.

Sometimes people express this concern by saying that if an 
individual were to be what he truly is, he would be releasing the 
beast in himself.. I feel somewhat amused by this, because I 
think we might take a closer look at-the beasts.. The lion is 
often a symbol of the "ravening beast." But what about him? 
Unless.he has been very.much warped by contact with humans, he 
has a,number of the qualities I have been describing.■ To-be. 
sure, he kills whpn.he is hungry, but he does not go on a wild 
rampage of killing, nor does he overfeed himself. He keeps his 
handsome figure better than some of us. He is helpless and' 
dependent .in his puppyhood, but he moves from that to independ
ence. He does not cling to dependence. He is selfish and self- 
centered in infancy, but in adulthood he shows ’a reasonable, degree 
of cooperativeness, ̂ and feeds, cares for, and protects his young. 
He satisfies his sexual desires, but this does not mean that he 
goes on wild and lustful orgies. ' His various tendencies and urges
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have a harmony within him. He is, in some basic sense, a 
constructive and trustworthy member of the species ,fells Ieo. •
And- what I am trying to suggest is that when one is truly and 
deeply a unique member of the human species, this is not■ 
something which should excite horror. It means instead that 
one lives fully and openly the complex process of being one of 
the most widely sensitive, responsive, and creative creatures 
on this planet. Fully to be one's own’uniqueness as a human 
being, is not, in my experience, a process which would.be 
labeled bad. More appropriate words might be that it is a 
positive, or a constructive, or a realistic, or a trustworthy 
process (1961:163-164).

In reality, nothing could be.more,socially or individually 

destructive of well-being than inhibition. According to G. Strang, 

the maintenance of mental health or excitation is important for the 

following reasons:

1. Undeveloped talent is expensive to society; it represents 

a lost contribution.

2. Misdirected ability or talent, as in the case of the 

criminal or mentally disturbed leader, constitutes a social menace.

3. Intelligence and talent can be misused for aggressive, 

destructive purposes, if mental health is not maintained.

4. The maladjusted individual himself fails to attain the 

deep satisfaction that accompanies self-fulfillment and service to 

others (1951:131).

An excitatory personality usually shows a legitimately sincere 

and natural interest in other humans but may not.necessarily be a 

"social butterfly" and belong to every organization ,in town. Maslow
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commented that the self-actualized and adjustive personality finds 

pleasure in being alone with himself (Goble, 1970) „ This is a person 

who has learned to befriend himself.. A person will learn to.befriend 

himself when he becomes emotionally free to respond honestly because he 

learns that his true self is really quite satisfactory. Salter said: 

"Excitation is a matter of emotional freedom, honesty of response; and\ 

the content thereof" (1961:43).

Excitatory personalities care little about the judgments of 

others for they - have experienced the fulfilling joy of responding 

sincerely and honestly to others on a completely open, emotional level. 

The excitatory person need not worry about guilt concerning hypocrisjf 

or untruths. When a person is emotionally honest, his memory need not. 

be excellent for he has no reason to remember emotional half-truths dr 

lies he may have told— there will be none. Rogerian congruence leaves 

no room for hypocrisy or separation of self from environment or self 

from conception of self.

An excitatory person will probably .seek out others in a natural 

magnetically attractive way.but not as a planned reconnaissance, for it 

is by sharing his emotions with others that the most satisfaction may be 

gained. Sullivan's theory was based .on social ,communication and inter

action.
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Mental health, meaningful■only when it refers to interpersonal 
adjustment, is that balance among these factors of social
ization and communication which permits a positive progression 
in .terms of the total situations through which the individual 
lives (1964:10)=

Emotional articulation, appropriately phrased semantically, is the hall

mark of the excitatory personality. Cruel satire is not a necessary 

part of the excitatory repetoire. Satirical and cruel social behavior 

is contained only in minds that are packed full of resentful and 

hostile feelings which have not found appropriate and honest expression.

Guilt is not carried around for long by the excitatory person

ality because if he feels a hatred for someone, or something, he 

expresses it with appropriate timing and semantic skill. Even if the 

excitatory personality is angry at God and believes that something was 

unfair, he expresses how he.feels to God. He believes that such is 

the purpose of prayer— true, emotionally honest communication with a 

supreme being. Churches teach that God is capable of seeing our inner

most thoughts and feelings, so why not be completely honest and natural 

with Him?

The opposite personality of inhibited individuals, in the 

opinion of Salter (1961), even goes so far as to shield his true feel

ings from God, as well as from every human being in his life, which 

results in many guilt feelings, values awash with confusion, and 

mental tensions. Ironically, inhibitory personalities perceive of

\
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themselves as incapable of harboring hate, fear, resentment, lust, and 

other so-called "bad "̂ or "unacceptable" emotions« ' Instead of express

ing emotions, either positive or negative, which all, human animals 

experience; the inhibitory personality will deny that they exist or 

cover them.up with an artificial facade.

The excitatory person does not give refuge to psychic tensions. 

His natural energy is then able to express itself in enthusiastic work. 

An emotionally free human makes decisions rapidly and welcomes serious 

responsibility. The novelist, Henry James, was aware of the choice 

inherent in excitatory freedom and the decision-making possibilties of 

responsible freedom, as shown by this brief excerpt from Portrait of a 

Lady:

"You are too fond of your liberty," said.Mrs. Teuchett to 
her niece, Isabel. "Yes, I think I am very fond of it,"
Isabel replied, "But I always want to know the things 
one shouldn’t do." "So as to do them?" asked her aunt.
"So as to choose," said Isabel (1951:397),

"Above all," Salter stated, "the excitatory person .is free of anxiety;

he is truly happy" (1961:49)

Salter emphatically stressed that:

Unless the overwhelming proportion of humanity, is freed 
from its shackle of inhibition, and made considerably more 
excitatory, the earth may be doomed, to fear, hatred, hypo- . «
crisy, misery, war, and destruction. Only through excitation 
can.we achieve mastery.of ourselves. . Only through excitation 
can we eliminate,the fundamental unhappiness that haunts the 
entire earth (1961:46).
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The reader might wonder how a child's •natural excitation can. 

be nurtured and .not ,..inhibited „ Elsie Martins had several suggestions =

To develop and foster creativity and freedom, parents should assist the■ 

child to become aware of his surroundings pnd inspire in him the confi

dence, to express what his senses tell him. ■ What the child absorbs 

through his organism will be communicated in any end product (1951:33).= 

Rhonda '.Bacmeister added to the,concept of encouraging,creative 

excitation.= The • creative child usually lives in an environment where 

feelings may•be expressed■freely. The-parents valued the children's 

spontaneity and, sincerity above nice appearance, 'pretty manners, .good, 

grades, and popularity. Independence was encouraged (1963:14)= • An ■ 

excitatory,personality will find greater creativity in life, not less.

If-the poet R= Rilke had visited with Salter rather than a Freudian ■ 

psychoanalyst, he probably would not have made' the following statement 

before withdrawing from therapy: "If my devils are.to leave me, I am

afraid my angels will take flight as well"'(May, 1961:122). Rilke 

probably remained,inhibited by his devils.

Contrasted to. an excitatory personality was that of the inhibi

tory personality. The former enjoyed positive past learnings and the
' \

latter did noti- \
\

The Inhibitory,Personality

For purposes ..of optimal physical health, it is crucial for
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the body.to have regular bowel movements= If such were not possible 

for some reason of ill health, the body would become extremely sick.

A parallel situation exists for the mental health of the organism. 

Feelings generated must be continually vented if psychological residues, 

poisons, and ulcerations are not to occur. ' Salter felt that the 

inhibitory personality suffers fundamentally from emotional consti

pation, "Childhood encounters, conventions, breeding, manners," claimed 

Salter, "all contribute to this inner withholding, amounting to 

emotional hypocrisy" (1961:47).

In our,industrial culture, as W. H, Whyte has pointed outi 

there - are1 enormous pressures to acquire characteristics .which are 

expected of the "organization man;" One should be fully a member of 

the group, should subordinate.his individuality to fit into the group 

needs, and should become "the well-rounded man who,can handle well-

rounded men1' (1956:103). ' In a study of student values in the UnitedI
States, Paul Jacob .summarized his findings by saying:

The main overall effect of higher education upon student 
values is to bring about general acceptance of a body of 
standards and attitudes characteristic of college bred men 
and.women in the American community. The impact.of the 
college experience is to socialize the individual, to 
refine, polish, or "shape up" his values so that he can 
fit comfortably into the ranks of American college alumni'
(1956:6).

l i - i  i

Negative and artificial childhood learnings restrict the natural flow 

of honest emotional expression throughout ,the course of a person's life.,
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Patricia.Sexton supported the concept of inhibition by society 

in her study of the American school system. Sexton found disturbed 

behavior much more common among males than females. Seventy percent 

of successful suicides are male. Sexton centered the blame on our 

schools, which she claimed are oriented to a feminine society. Very 

few male teachers are found in elementary schools. Women are allowed 

to break down and cry. It is accepted when a woman screams and gets 

her tension out of her system. Males are not allowed to do this, for 

they are supposed to be strong and independent, and are trained not 

to. show emotion (1970:23-24). Many, cultural forces contribute to the 

formation of emotional inhibition.

Additional characteristics of the inhibitory personality were 

amplified by Salter. Adversity is dwelt upon, brooded about, and all 

the while concealed, along with other emotional responses, by the 

inhibitory personality. Behavior so hidden is logically explained and 

rationally condoned even though social relations with others and 

affectionate responses to the opposite sex are awkward. Road blocks 

between heart and tongue are kept in good repair by the emotionally 

constipated (1961:48). Wolpe and Lazarus described the inhibitory 

personality in terms of interpersonal anxiety and correlated functional 

inadequacy.
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To outer view, such people range in profile from fawning 
syncophants who.seek to ingratiate themelves obsequiously 
with everyone to. timid souls, obsessively and distress
fully concerned about conforming to "proper" and "correct" 
behavior patterns,. Some nonassertive persons are secretive, 
undemonstrative, and aloof. • They may confuse warmth with 
effusiveness and may regard all emotional expressions as 
being sickly and immature. • They may hide behind asinine ■ 
grins, vacuous handshakes, false compliments, and other 
hypocritical modes of expression, sometimes allegedly 
because theyare "good for business." There is in all a 
lack of integrity of expression of basic feelings and 
emotions (1966:38-39).

Salter indicated that:

The inhibitory are simultaneously too selfish, 
being wrapped up in themselves, and not selfish 
enough, because they do not fight for their emotional 
,rights. Theirs is.not a sympathetic.consciousness, 
because that comes from a true awareness of the wprld"
(1961:48).

Inhibited people are.easily bruised but they are not sensitive. The 

inhibited person's mind is so inwardly turned that he expresses either 

nothing or everything except how he really feels.. .

A major preoccupation for the inhibited individual is acceptance 

from the social environment. An artiffcal definition of social 

acceptance is used as a rational justification for continuing to be 

inhibited. For example: "Oh, I have to be nice to that terrible man

because I have.to be polite. I don't dare tell him how I really feel 

because something terrible would happen if I did." Perhaps inhibited 

people have learned as children that inhibition was protective and 

aided:survival because if impulses were acted upon, punishment ensued, 

just as if a healthy dog was hit on the head whenever he salivated.
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Negative and unnatural learnings' from childhood may persist 

into adult life. The reader will remember Erickson’s statement concern

ing the generalization of childhood learning into adult life, creating 

the childish behavior of the inhibited personality. A harsh glance, 

a reprimand, an overlooked letter, an imagined slight, stick in their 

minds. The more inhibited people try to shake experiences of hurt off, 

the more firmly the experiences become stuck. "They do not vomit forth 

nauseating emotional food," Salter observed,"they try to digest it and 

it makes them sick" (1961:49). The inhibited personality's hampering 

self-consciousness is based upon an excessive consciousness of other 

people's judgments, imagined or real. The work of Charles Cooley and 

G. H. Mead relating to judgment will be considered later, specifically 

the concepts of social judgment as a mirror of self.

"Nobody is discontented with himself unless he is discontented 

with his relationships with others" (Salter, 1961:49). Sullivan 

found interpersonal relationships to be either negative and contribut

ing to emotional distortion or else creative and conducive to emotional 

well-being.

Men can be distinguished from plants and animals by the 
fact that human life requires interchange with a cultural and 
social environment. Man requires interpersonal relationships 
or interchange with others. It is a rare person who can.cut 
himself off from mediate and immediate relations with others 
for long spaces of time without undergoing a deterioration in 
personality (1953:32).
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Dr. S. G. Simpson, of Montana State University, has spoken of his dis

belief in the so-called "generation gap." Instead, Simpson pointed 

out.a "self-gap." If a person cannot-handle his social environment 

in an effective and assertive manner he may instead react to social 

judgment and threat with reactive aggression or passive withdrawal. . 

Self-trust and confidence become non-entities in that person's view 

of self.

J . Wolpe (1958) has shown that assertive responses, not 

passivity or aggression, inhibit or weaken anxiety previously exper

ienced in specific interpersonal relationships„ According to Robert 

Alberti and Michael Emmons:

When a person becomes more able to stand up for himself 
and do things on his own initiative, he reduces appreciably 
his former anxiety or tenseness in key situations, and 
increases his worth as a person (1970:8).

Apologies flow freely and excessively from the inhibited person. Yet

the poison of internal resentment may be harboured for years before

asking for a salary raise, for example. Inhibited people are those

who buy something just to escape from a s^les clerk's pressures and

later are unhappy with themselves for not being more assertive and

those who tip with largesse and then.complain about the custom of

tipping, but not in the presence of the waiter.

Inhibited behavior like the above mentioned buying and tipping, 

perpetuates feelings of worthlessness, self-disgust and creates a
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self-gap because such behavior is unnatural, Alberti and Emmons 

contended■that "each person has the .perfect right naturally to be and 

to express himself, and to feel good— not■guilty— about doing so, as 

long as he does not hurt others in the process" (1970:13), Assertive 

behavior is self-fulfilling while passive or aggressive behavior is 

self-limiting. Intellectual honesty typifies the inhibited person

ality but emotionally he may be untruthful. Courtesy expressed by 

the emotionally constipated person is usually not sincere. People find 

it difficult to know, what is really on the mind of the inhibited person 

or how he ,really feels about things. True feelings are guarded with 

Fort Knpx security (Salter, 1961:50).
. ' i

Continual and perpetual worry over the past and the future 

characterize inhibition in human behavior. Plans, analyses, and long 

deliberations are considered before any environmental or social 

encounter. Difficult to forget for the inhibited person is the past 

punishment for the expression of a natural response. Inhibited people 

have learned that punishment is painful and will seek protection from 

the repetition of’hurtful experiences. But a vicious dilemma is 

created. To use Salter's words: "When emotions are inhibited, the

excitatory reflexes, are unable to help the organism." It is no wonder 

that inhibitory•personalities are afraid of social contacts, environ

mental situations, and"themselves. They have no responses on which 

they can rely to help them, "Inhibition is paralysis; life is
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excitation" (Salter, 1961:50). "Analysis is paralysis" was Dr. S. G. 

Simpson's, of Montana State University, amplification of Salter's 

phrase. If detailed analyses of every action, thought, and social 

participation must precede every natural response to the environment,. 

the person may become immobile and paralyzed, due to the artificial 

analytic inhibition of what is natural. Every experience that comes 

into the. world of.the inhibited person is weighed with intellectual 

care, yet he often characterizes himself quite harshly as being "dumb 

and stupid." Such a person is afraid of his actual self because the 

self of an inhibited person is an unexamined mystery. The mind cannot 

tolerate a mystery,and seeks.to know what is. Concentration is-, 

difficult, for an inhibited person and.as a corollary, the inhibited 

person may be.accident prone because there is no attention given to 

the events of .the moment. The organism cannot protect itself.

According to Salter, "the poor achievement evidenced by 

inhibitory people is not,a matter of intelligence, it is a question of 

freedom" (1961:51). The choice of James' previously cited heroine 

is not a.part of the buried mysteries of self and experience residing 

in the inhibited personality,. . A child who is inhibited by well- 

intentioned parents or teachers has fewer chances for happiness because 

self-sufficiency is seldom, if ever,encouraged. A child so-inhibited 

will enjoy few independent and age-appropriate experiences that build
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self-trust.and'self-sufficiency. An over-protective, parent may be. 

subtly saying: "I'll do it for you.because you aren't.good or capable

or smart enough to do it by yourself." Salter concluded that inhibition 

and self-reliance "are at opposite ends of the street" (1961:51).

Adler pointed to the pampered child syndrome ■as one.of the most devas

tating to creative self-direction:

The spoiled child, being in a position where it receives 
too much from.others, never proves its own,powers to itself.
The spoiled child usually contains quite unusually intense • 
feelings of insecurity because he has never learned to trust 
himself (1929a:36)=

Salter, the practitioner, found the low self-sufficient 

individual a "therapeutically discouraging problem" (1961:51)..

Treatment must be commenced with great delicacy and caution. However, 

once a low self-sufficient inhibited individual begins to experience. 

excitatory phenomena, he usually progresses steadily, enjoying to the 

utmost this new life experience leading to knowledge of self and a 

lessening of incongruent distortion. Subsequent acceptance of and 

trust in one!s total organismic self, may result when excitatory, 

behavior is experienced by a previously inhibited person.

Salter's feelings regarding the inhibited are capsulated in 

the phrase: "Inhibition is living death" (1961:43) . One is reminded

of Plato's age-old dictum: "The unexamined life is not worth living"

(Republic, 1945:8). The inhibited person has learned habit.systems
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of inadequacy which generates more inadequacy. The inhibited person

ality works at what he,knows best.— frustration. Inhibited personal

ities have developed the brake habit.. They suffer from a hundred 

different difficulties but from one related basic problem. Bluntly 

put, the inhibited personality is a stereotype, consumed with basic 

fear of self. May was of the opinion that conformity in our particular 

society, where an individual is but a collection of mirrors, reflecting 

what everyone else expects, is the "great,destroyer of selfhood" (1953: 

77). Therapy consists of making this carbon copy of unhappiness an 

individual. The uniqueness naturally appropriate to each human being 

can only be gained through a creative equilibrium between inhibition 

and excitation based on a thorough self-knowledge.

Ironically enough, people who are inhibited seldom are aware 

of the condition. Discomforts of inhibition are often expressed but 

feelings have been so highly and completely rationalized that true 

emotions are difficult for them to identify. The reader is reminded 

of the centipede and the philosophy of cool. Inhibited people are 

suspicious, evasive, and actually afraid to discover what their true 

emotions might show because they are mistrustful of themselves.- They 

have only imagined with mysterious fear what their ,true self might be, 

again, the unexamined life. The paradox of therapy lies in the 

question:. Is emotionally inhibitory discomfort more uncomfortable than 

the prescription of emotional honesty? Only the client can answer this
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question. The Rev. Hervey W. Macferren, Presbyterian Minister,

Bozeman, Montana in an April 2, 1972 Sunday Bulletin, had the following 

interpretation of John's Bibilical verse (XIViXIX) to offer the 

inhibited personality:

Let us crawl out of our tombs and prisons. There is a 
world of light and freedom waiting. The higher and more secure 
we build the barricades of care and. caution, to protect our
selves, the deeper we dig the grave we call life. Have faith 
in the Giver of life and let life be free.

Consideration is now given to how life can be free and excita

tory in the following section describing relearning and disinhibitiop.

Relearning and Disinhibition in Therapy

The principles of excitation ,apply to every psychological 
problem, no matter how remote.they may first appear. It will 
be found that the imprints of particular experiences that 
may have caused the problem are discarded when the individual 
develops greater excitation (Salter, 1961:59).

Rogerian congruence, Sullivan's association. Homey's self-realization, 

Alder's spontaneity, Wolpe's assertive desensitization, Maslow's 

self-actualization and the Delphic injunction of "know thyself." ■ are 

all relatively congruent with Salter's principles of excitation,

Salter , (1961) had several key approaches which he seemed to. 

find quite, effective in disinhibiting the inhibited personality. Most 

of the therapeutic process involves an active experiencing by the 

client.• The job of acquiring excitation necessitates work and involve

ment by the client, who participates actively in his own cure as he
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starts the gradual process of owning his feelings and behavior. When 

the client leaves therapy, having acquired excitation in.place of the 

previous inhibition, the "cure" belongs to the client, not to the 

therapist or society. , The fact that the client can realize that he 

has done it on his own, the fact that he has learned without being 

taught, helps create an intrinsic motivation and self-pride.

Phenomenological support for personal active experiencing 

was.based on the field concept of the organism responding to events 

as perceived from.an organismic center. "All behavior, without 

exception., is a function of -the behaver's perceptual field at the 

instant of behaving" (Combs, 1965:1). Behavior for the organism is an 

active process and so should be therapy. All of the therapeutic tasks 

are hallmarked by emotional honesty. Society does not define this 

honesty, the client’s feelings do. Self-definition of honesty leads 

to gradual delineation of and examination of self, a restoration of 

congruence between real and ideal self, and a reduction of psychic 

tension. ■

G. R. Mayer and J, J. Cody’s studies used Festinger's theory 

of cognitive dissonance as research verification for two complementary 

entities: Rogers' incongruence and Adler's equilibrium. Festiriger's

concept was.that dissonance increased the likelihood of change due to 

the tendency to reduce resulting tension by lessening incompatibility
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of perceptionso Rogers spoke of dissonance as a discrepancy between . 

the self as perceived (ideal) and.the self as experienced (teal). • A 

discrepancy or dissonance may upset Adlerian psychic equilibrium. 

Counseling implications , of these congruent ..concepts .may be seen j 

according to Mayer and Cody, in the importance of a..threat-free atmos

phere wherein the client may experience a sharing by the counselor 

of what•the client is thinking and feeling. The heretofore negative 

handling of dissonance or incongruence by either maladjustment, denial, 

or distortion of sensory and visceral experiences or manipulation of 

the situation may be .verbalized and brought to consciousness . •

Adaptation of behavior by modification of personal perceptions as a , 

result of the intrinsic motivation in,a positive. Creative, and 

effective way becomes possible (1968:169-172)„ : Clients are urged to 

"be honest about your feelings whether it is polite or politic; be 

an emotional brpadcaster, not a receiver; don't degenerate into logic; 

don't be a hypocrite, if you don't agree with something, say so"

(Salter, 1961:60).

Salter viewed symptoms as. manifestations of a person's ability 

to shake off experiences of threatening emotional.content, due to. the 

sticky fly paper of inhibition (1961:60). Sullivan, it will be 

remembered, regarded behavioral symptoms as. anxiety manifested in a 

distorted fashion. ' Once the anxiety is expressed, Sullivan's parataxic .
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distortion, Rogers .incongruence,and Salter's inhibition will lessen.

The entire organism will be positively affected as a.result,not just 

the symptom.- The relearning of excitation which replaces the previous 

inhibition is not isolated symptom therapy. Salter stated: "This is

not symptom therapy, for it is the balance between inhibition ,and 

excitation that determines the extent to which an individual partici- . 

pates in life" (1961:60). The reader will remember Adlerian and 

Sullivanian concepts of the participatory social nature of.man as being 

therapeutic.

The question of symptom relief versus root cure is not a.young 

one among psychotherapeutic arguments. The particular root tb be cured, 

once discovered, seems to depend upon the school of therapy conducting 

the search for the root;, Wolpe confirmed that "behavior therapy is. 

effective in all neuroses and not only in unitary phobias" (1966:11). 

Wolpe believed that this.was true because the natural responses of 

healthy, relaxed, assertiveness gradually, replace the unnaturally 

protective responses of anxiety. Natural behavior tends • to perpetuate 

itself in all areas of the client's life and environment.

In the acquisition of emotionally honest excitation, the only 

root to be discovered is the client himself, ■ He must only know 

himself. Therefore, it might be said that this therapeutic individ

ualization appeared to be the most scientific and undoubtedly the
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most humane approach— humane because human beings and their basic 

natural needs are the key concern. In Rogers’ opinion: "It seemed

clear that the self was an important element in the experience of the 

client, and that in some sense his goal.was to become his real self" 

(Rogers, 1959:201).

However, even though Salter’s disinhibition and excitation 

relearning are not considered symptom therapies focused on.one narrow 

behavioral response, as is true of certain behavior modification 

techniques (Blackham and Silberman, 1971)., symptomatic relief does 

indeed result. According to R. - P . Knight's research listed below, 

this symptomatic relief is the primary desire of clients. The 

humaneness of relearning excitation is basically client-centered.

Simply stated, clients want to feel better. Knight's criteria of 

therapeutic change are as follows:

1. Symptomatic improvement..

2. Increased productiveness at work

3. Improved adjustment and pleasure in sex

4. Improved interpersonal relationships

5. Enhanced ability to handle ordinary psychological conflicts 

and reasonable reality stresses (1941:434).

Naomi Golan found that most clients were primarily interested 

either in minimizing discomfort or handling after-effects, of actions
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and interactions, Regardless of the nature of the problem they were 

asking for symptomatic relief or for reduction of external pressures. 

First and foremost a client desired symptomatic relief. People were 

usually not■concerned with Oedipal-complex explanations'or analyses of 

personality (1969:389-394). F. H. Kanfer's findings supported learning 

therapies' results statistically:

The majority of patients coming to clinics and seeking 
relief from crippling emotional and interpersonal problems, 
or from difficulites with particular circumscribed symptoms, 
may be better helped by variations of learning therapy (1966:48).,

During the course of his practice, Salter (1961) has found the 

time-consuming, inaccurate and painful childhood probing and analysis 

of childhood events neither essential nor expedient. ' Such practices 

become unnecessary once excitation is experienced. Excitatory person

alities do not need either the protection or secondary gains of 

neurotic behavior. Adlerians would say that■spontaneity, produced even 

greater natural gains more enhancing and conducive to goal-directed 

behavior than any single neurotic behavior secondary gain.

May (1969), both as a theoretician and practitioner, would 

agree-with Salter. May was less concerned with dredging up the past 

of a client than locating the- immediate obstacles that thwarted a 

person's potential for a satisfying life. May was a "here and now"

practitioner whose message was that man must reaffirm his basically
I

human qualities in the present moment and not simply cater to his
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biological needs. Therapy must be concerned with what is. May called 

for an emphasis on experienced love, rather than empty sexual activity, 

on intentionality rather than a passive running with life. May (1969) 

believed that man can win the battle not by repressing the forces felt 

within himself but by. harnessing them to all that is highest in his 

nature. May's conceptions appeared congruent with Adler's concepts of 

striving to overcome perceived inferiority and with Jung's emphasis 

(1928) on the creatively positive aspects of the individual.

In certain cases, Salter requested a client to recollect a 

feeling which still burdened the client at particular times. Salter 

then proceeded to replace this negative feeling with a positive one 

while the client is in a very relaxed non-threatened state, "Mtiods 

carry memories in-their wake," indicated Salter, "and when a feeling 

is recaptured, the original stimuli come surging back" (1961:65-66). 

Once the original spurce pf the burdensome feeling is clearly under

stood, the client is. helped to vividly imagine himsqlf in the previous 

traumatic situation, while he is within the relaxed, accepting thera

peutic setting and to gradually replace the previously negative 

response with a positive outcome and positive emotional response to 

the trauma. • The client learns to practice this process on his own. 

Wolpe (1958) used a similar procedure in his reciprocal inhibition 

approach, R, Dengrove has in fact successfully treated grief reactions
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whether due to death of a loved one, separation, or desertion, by 

systematic desensitization. He commenced by having the client visual

ize the person or the lost object in a series of formerly happy and. 

pleasant contexts. Then under conditions of deep muscle relaxation, 

the client and therapist slowly moved forward in time, gradually 

progressing to the events of the loss (Lazarus, 1968:34).

Alberti and Emmons' work (1970), which recommended assertive 

social behavior, was compatible with Salter's replacement and Wolpe's 

desensitization. ■ Self-pride and self-worth, replaced former feelings 

of worthlessness and anxiety. The key to understanding these compat

ible entities is that assertive, relaxed, healthy behaviors are more 

natural and are perceived by this organism as enhancing as opposed to 

the tension, anxiety, and incongruence which are not states natural 

to the human being. Inhibition is unnatural, excitation is natural.

Carter Good has picked what he felt the most significant from 

the work of Rogerian research in terms of client improvement when 

the inwardly-turned mind moves to a more outwardly-turned state as 

excitation replaces inhibition, assertiveness replaces anxiety, and 

relaxation replaces tension:

I. Change or movement in therapy, as revealed in the type of 
verbal comment presented by the client from talk about his ■ 
problems and symptoms, to insightful statements.showing some 
self-understanding of relationship between his past and current 
behavior, to discussion of new actions in accordance with 
a new understanding of the situation.
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2. Changes in the client's perception of and attitude 
of self: more adequate person, increased worth and greater
possibility of meeting life, draws more on experiential 
data, more realistic appraisal of himself, relationships, 
and environment; tends to place the basis of standards or 
values within himself rather than outside (1966:131).

Complementary to disinhibition in therapy is the concept of 

relearning. Consideration now is given to how this new learning may 

be acquired.

Learning Excitatory Reflexes

Salter has found success with six basic, interdependent, and 

comingled exercises in the therapeutic process of increasing excitation. 

Usually, practicing of one.exercise will produce results with the 

others, but if all six exercises can be practiced, therapy may be 

expedited (1961:91).

Excitation, or emotional.freedomj gained by the six exercises 

is not .an easy panacea. ' The experience of even trying an exercise may 

be an initially threatening one. Freedom to be oneself is sometimes 

perceived as a frightening responsibility and an individual may move 

toward it cautiously and fearfully. This fear is not surprising in 

light of the fact that clients generally do not trust themselves. They 

have been taught to be afraid of themselves.and their.natural responses. 

Self-trust and self-knowledge may result from practicing the following

described exercises..
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The first discipline is feeling talk. .Feeling talk is the 

spontaneous utterance of an emotion that expresses feeling. Since man 

is a word-using animalt his basic means for excitation is through 

speech. Semanticists would find this concept agreeable. Feeling talk, 

as described by Salter, "is the same as being emotionally outspoken" 

(1961:97). In short; the person is to say how he feels about things, 

such as: "The meal was wonderful.", "This coffee is like dishwater.",

etc,"

The "golden rule" of therapy is to tell.the emotional.truth, 

even if there, is a possible,risk of social upsets. However, there is 

nothing wrong in honoring and observing social formalities and con

ventions if a person really feels congruent in so doing. The key 

concept here is choice. Rogerians have observed the person gradually 

moving away from social expectations - and moving in the direction of 

a personal orientation towards.social customs and amenities. Ration

ally premeditated utterances must be discouraged. A client.is advised 

by Salter to say what he feels when he feels it (1961:99). Alberti 

and Emmons', (1970) assertive practices are successful due to the fact 

that they are based on feeling talk. How else can. a person be 

assertively effective socially unless .emotionally honest feelings are 

expressed with semantic propriety?

The second practice is named facial talk: From the Hudgins,

experiments, it will be remembered that learning is facilitated with
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honest physiognomonic. expression of how you feel. Feeling talk exer

cises are not intended to /have the client snarl like a fierce tiger or 

grin like a hypocritical Cheshire cat. However, when something hurts, 

"or makes you feel sad or happy, look that way," demanded Salter.

"Don’t be a poker face; show your feelings" (1961:99),

The third rule of conduct is to contradict and attack. Never 

pretend to agree with something when disagreement is really felt. 

Externalize feelings even if they don’t have an intellectually- 

supporting basis. "There is no social harm in stating that you don't 

'think' a certain way, you just 'feel' that way," confirmed Salter 

(1961:99). A person who practices the third exercise will not obstruct 

intelligent conversation or the workings of society. Statements of 

feelings phrased in a semantically appropriate way concerning an issue 

will probably make the conversation more stimulating. The client will 

probably become a more interesting person, both to himself and others. 

Emotionally honest contradiction saves conversations from intellectual 

nit-picking and does not devastate the conversationalists involved 

because personal feelings, properly expressed, need not be judgmental 

or aggressive. Behavior that is emotionally honest and assertive goes 

against the inhibiting advice phrased humorously: "Even a fish would

not get into trouble if it kept its mouth shut ̂"
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The next, and fourth technique, is the deliberate use of the 

word "I," Personalization of feelings, accomplishments, and shortcom

ings helps a client to gain identity and to own his behavior. So , 

often clients have been taught that the use of "I" is selfish and vain. 

This is not the intent of the fourth exercise. ' According to Rogerian 

concepts, owning of feelings and actions, not denying, repressing, dis

owning them, or attributing them-to, others, is-a hallmark of mental 

health and congruence (1961).. Gilbert Wrenn found that changes in self- 

acceptance .were accompanied by increased acceptance of others. This 

in turn was .associated with independently appraised improvement in 

social adjustment and personality integration on a statistically 

significant level (1958:104-109).

To express agreement .when ,praised - is the -.next, discipline. When 

someone praises a client,, the client is to agree with their praise and 

respond in turn with emotionally honest credit that is due him. 

"Increased emotional freedom,is experienced when a person.finds his, 

self-praise accepted by his,environment," said Salter (1961:100). In 

light of this, a person should volunteer self-praise when he feels.it 

is justified. Again, the .gap between the real and .the ideal.self is 

gradually closed by the owning of feelings and behavior. Most people 

have had the experience of giving a sincere compliment and hearing a 

response to the effect "Oh, this dress is just an old rag." Sincere
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feelings of the giver of the compliment may then be denigrated by such 

an aggressive, but socially sanctioned, response. According to S. 

Rosenmanj once the discrepancy between real and ideal self is minimized, 

clients tend to make more positive statements about self (1955:271-278).

Improvisation is the sixth and last rule. This rule of conduct 

discourages methodical planning and recommends that one moment at a 

time be experienced (Salter, 1961:101). Since the mind is capable of 

living only a moment at a time with effectiveness, improvisation is 

more efficient than perpetual worry about the future or regret about 

the past. The wasted energies spent on past worry, future apprehensions, 

and the inhibiting results of planning are now used to focus on the 

issues pf the moment. ■ The mind is always working regardless of whether 

it is deliberately forced to do so.or not forced to do so. All that 

the mind requires is a goal.or target, according to psychocybernetic 

principles. The natural intelligence of the mind, when free from 

apprehension, regret, anxiety, and worry, will figure out the details 

appropriately and efficiently.

The sixth exercise enables a person to learn to trust his mind, 

emotions, and total self. A person can learn to let his mind work for 

him-instead of bothering and worrying his mind, thus decreasing 

efficiency, social effectiveness, and increasing inhibition. Most, 

clients have been taught to put the cart before the horse, a complete
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reversal of how the mind was intended to work. Many people have had 

the experience of waking up in the middle of the night and clearly 

realizing the solution to a previously pressing and tangled problem.

The mind had been working at the solution all .the time and when the 

person stopped pressuring the mind, the solution presented itself.

Salter has found in his practice that "psychology deals not 

with the.brain but the heart," and that-"thought is the smokescreen of 

the-emotions" (1961:101). A person need not worry about intellectual 

honesty or society when he follows his true emotions. "We must adjust 

not to society but to ourselves" (Salter, 1961:103). Wolpe and 

Lazarus suggested that artificial adherence to social conventions 

creates "cringing and obsequious features" in personalities. 

"Poltroonish behavior is a negation of life and reduces potentially 

vital individuals to uninspired and uninspiring nonentities" (1966:44). 

Poltroonish. behavior is certainly not useful or beneficial, to society 

as.a whole. Ben Strickland offered the following barometric indicators 

of therapeutic change; based on.Kierkegaardian philosophy:

1. Choices are based on intrinsic rather than extrinsic 

gratifications,

2. Behavior according to an internal, not external, frame of 

reference,

3. Realistic acceptance of limitations.
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4. Altruistic rather than selfish concerns,

Sc' Acceptance of uncertainty (1965:470-474)=

Excitation, claimed Salter, "is better than inhibition, because 

freedom is better than slavery" (1961:100). A clarification is appro

priate here concerning the difference between freedom and permis

siveness = So often in our society, semantic confusion seems to reign 

over the differences or misconceived similarities -of freedom and per

missiveness , Freedom, as stated by the existentialists,, entails an 

inescapable responsibility. Sartre clarified:

This freedom should not be seen as a metaphysical power 
of human nature, nor as the right to do whatever one pleases.
We are responsible for what we are (19.39:107),

Freedom connotes affectionate and sincere caring. If someone . 

truly.cares for a child, he will not permit that child to do something 

that will hurt or injure the child. IT-Sbmeone-is- -deeply-concerned, in 

a__health±Ty"™se±f'i'sh~way-Tor—h-i-s—own~s.elf„,_he__w.ilT-caT'e"^nough to be 

responsible—for—his—actions. Permissiveness, on the other hand, is a 

subtly rejecting, non-caring state. Permissiveness entails no respon

sibility for other people or for one's own actions. If someone does 

not feel concern for a child, he will let the child do whatever he 

wants whenever he wants regardless of others. As an expression of 

productiveness, genuine love implies care, respect, responsibility, and 

knowledge,yas the opinion of Fromm (1966). Paradoxically, a person 

who is not responsibly free himself finds it difficult to allow others
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their freedom and responsibility. An ironic twist to this concept is 

seen in people who seek therapy who are generally upset over their 

relationships with others. The image the inhibited person has of 

himself is generally that of a negatively ineffective member of 

society.

Wolpe described a past client .whose behavior patterns illus

trated the above concepts. A young man, fearful of socially asserting 

himself, constantly was rebuffed by his wife, boss, brother-in-law, 

milkman, and generally used as a doormat.by everyone in his life.

After a particularly terrible day, the young man reacted with a temper 

tantrum at his wife, completely out of proportion to the antecedent 

event. Later on, the young man became aware of the fact that his 

anger had been misdirected'. He was consumed with strong feelings of 

remorse. Added to this was guilt at the very violence of his inappro

priately aimed response. "All these emotions combined to give him a 

feeling of unworthiness and despair" (1966:46). "To change the way 

a person feels about himself, he must change the way he.acts towards 

others" (Salter, 1961:100). J. S. Shrauger and.S. E . Rosenberg's 

research lent.support to the concept that it is not what happens to 

people, it is their reaction to it that made the crucial difference, 

to mental health! Research found that high self-esteem subjects were 

relatively unaffected by negative feedback whereas .low self-esteem sub 

jects performed more poorly following negative feedback (1970:404-417)
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Diligent and sincere practice of the six excitatory exercises 

will change- the way an inhibitory person acts towards others. This 

will secondarily affect his image of himself as being able to handle 

his environment and people around him in an effective, assertive, free 

manner as has been found by the practitioners mentioned; The process 

of building and relearning the child-like state of spontaneous exci

tation may be difficult at first. "Changing habits always produces 

friction" (Salter, 1961:101). The increased awareness of previous non

assertiveness and its negative reprecussions may at first be somewhat 

uncomfortable.

Salter advised over-learning, as emotional practice makes per- ' 

feet. "At first, since you will be going against the 1 grain' that your 

parents so firmly gave you, it will seem unnatural" (1961:101). How-, 

ever, with continued practice, the habits of parents, teachers and 

society that were inhibiting will be discarded. Healthy, natural 

emotional habits, will perpetuate themselves.

Individuals trying the emotional exercises are often shocked 

at what they discover when they speak before they think, not think 

before they speak (Salter, 1961:102). Fear of assertive training 

becoming domineering or aggressively anti-social behavior is not 

necessary, according to Wolpe and Lazarus. "Assertion for the sake 

of assertion— a useful drill at an early stage— gives way to discrim

inative, adjustive responses" (1966:47)..„ Both client and counselor
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must remember that nothing, no feeling, no thought, no desire, no 

attitude is created by the excitatory expression of.emotionally honest 

feelings that was.not within the client in the first place. The 

counselor did.not.put words into the client’s mouth or invent the feel

ings of hatred or anger that may begin to flow outward instead of being 

turned inward and buried. Past learnings, past repressions, and 

disowhings put the feelings there.

The sooner - the disowned, buried, and repressed feelings come 

out on an emotionally honest level and are expressed by the face, the 

hands, the body., and with words, the quicker an emotionally healthy 

proper balance between excitation and inhibition will be achieved. 

Behind the emotional garbage that comes out which had been previously 

stored and inhibited, there is also a great deal of talent, useful 

skills, and pleasant emotions such as love, affection, and spontaneity. 

Emotional freedom may allow the person to be perhaps more creative 

than he ever thought-possible. The human mind is keener.and has a 

more perceptive awareness of both internal and external reality when 

concentrating on the moment, rather than wasting energy in.worry over 

the future and regret about.the past; Cloyd Steinmetz validated that 

peoples' creative instincts,have been suppressed since early childhood. 

His research■found how little creativity most,people actually use that 

they basically have (1968:179-180).
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Most people seeking therapy have quite enough inhibition to keep 

them out of serious trouble. An inhibited person has quite enough 

braking checks and balances. He needs instead greater excitation and a 

more.realistic balance between excitation and inhibition. "Suppression 

versus verbalization is the issue," concluded Salter (1961:101), As 

progress is made.towards excitation, emotional honesty, becomes a way of 

life. It is necessary to be deliberate at the onset; simply because 

relearning requires conscious, deliberate effort in order to get the. 

process of owning, spontaneity, and excitation flowing again.

The entire object of psychological health is to be "me" and 

not "them," substantiated Salter -(1961:103)„ Since "society is the 

sworn enemy of mental health," people must adjust to being themselves, 

not to the demands of society, .especially if the social demands are not 

appropriately natural. .. May did not believe.in adjusting clients to 

a faulty world but believed in giving them a meaningful relationship 

to themselves. May also was of the opinion that adjustment in our 

society can too often be only a name for conformity and actual loss,of 

one's own existencei .. The goal of therapy for May was the ■,full, confrontv. 

ing of one's existence, even though as a result the person may be then 

less adjusted to society (1961).

A secondary gain of excitation, which replaces the unhealthy 

and neurotic secondary gains of inhibition, is that because of unique 

individual honesty and emotional interest, excitatory people are sought
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after and1 warmly accepted. Would not most people.prefer to be near 

the personality directly opposite to the syncophants with asinine- 

expressions described earlier by Wolpe.? Is it not more pleasant to 

know with certainty that a smile from a friend is sincere and not just 

a painted-oh grin evidenced.only because it is "good.for business"? 

Although this personal attractiveness is not the purpose of,therapy, 

it is certainly the observed outcome, according to previously mentioned 

practitioners.

Salter conceived that - the world makes sense for the first time 

when we realize that humans are nothing but animals complicated by 

intellect (1961:103). Konrad Lorenz, an ethologist who systematically 

studied animal behavior, had no doubt that "if you,know animals well, 

you know yourself reasonably well." Lorenz also stated that "when . 

you see your wife give suck to your,son; you know we are animals" 

(Towarnicki, 1970:4-5). Children do not seem to.be confused on.this 

matter, they are naturally excitatory. Lorenz told,the anecdote of 

his young nephew who said to.his father: "Look,.someone is walking

under the table." • The nephew's father, thinking that his son had ah 

hallucination, looked under the table and saw an ant. For the child, 

an ant.was "someone." Lorenz has never doubted that he is one animal 

among others (Towarnicki, .1970:27).

Lorenz clarified this point by a discussion of the cumulative 

tradition in.man, which he felt the anthropologists have
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underestimatedo In other words, culture, which is something new that 

exists in no other organism, has given the potential immortality of 

thought, truth, and knowledge to mankind. Viewing man as a part of the 

natural world does not denigrate the human condition or the culture in 

which man lives (Towarnicki, 1970:6). Lorenz found the notion of Jean 

Jacques Rousseau— that without culture man would be a noble savage. 

living in a paradise— absolutely untenable. Lorenz stated that 

Rousseau's man would be a cretin who would not know how to speak, who 

would know only a few rudiments of social behavior and who would there

fore immediately backslide ZOOjOOO years (Towarnicki, 1970:28). Man■ 

is a social animal, naturally excitatory and congruent, constantly in', 

the process of ■ becoming..

The excitatory personality, based on a continual emotionalfsynthesis of the six exercises, is not a static one stuck at a rigid 

plateau of mental health, as reflected in Kierkegaard's description of 

the individual who exists:

An existing individual is. constantly in the process 
of becoming and translates all his thinking into terms of■ 
process. It is with (him) as it is with a writer and his 
style; for he only has a style who never has anything finished, 
but "moves the waters of the language" every time he begins 
so that the most.common expression comes into being for him 
with freshness of a.new birth (1941:79).

One is reminded of Maslow1s statement of the self-actualized person

ality that can find renewed freshness in small mundane pleasures of

life.
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John Ciardi phrased Kierkegaard's existing individual in terms of a 

poet's works

A poet's body of knowledge has, in addition to its own 
nervous system, a separate vine of nerves that reaches 
into the character imagined, receives signals from that 
character, and checks them against the poet's* so to speak, 
"reserved" nervous system. That reserved system then says,
"Yes, that is right and human" or "No, it won't do." The 
body of knowledge feels itself, and its relation to every
thing else. It cannot be divided into chapters to be.put 
into a textbook•and■memorized. It cannot be approached 
except by indirection. The artist's environment is not the 
world, but the world as his medium reveals it (Ciardi, 1972:22),

Wolpe advised socially assertive behavior for his clients which seemed

to be based on.Salter's excitatory exercises. The results of such

behavior were summarized by Wolpe as follows: ■

Finally, as the patient becomes aware of his growing 
mastery of interpersonal situations, there develops a genuine 
and.fitting indifference.to minor slights, petty machinations, 
small irrationalities, and other insignificant "pin-pricks" 
of daily interaction (1966:47).

In other words, as the client becomes assertively excitatory he is less 

easily bruised.by events and situations and can turn his energy to 

socially helpful, sensitive, and creative channels of behavior. He no 

longer is restrained.by the sticky,fly paper of inhibition. B. Chad- 

orkoff's study concluded statistically significant behavioral results 

concerning Rogerian assumptions and Salterian exercises.

I. The greater the conguence between self-experience 
the less will be the degree of perceptual defensiveness 
exhibited.

)
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2. The greater the-congruence between self and 
experience, the more adequate will be the personality 
adjustment of the individual.

3. The more adequate the personality adjustment the 
less will be.the degree of perceptual defensiveness 
exhibited.

4. The self concept is an'important variable in person
ality dynamics and change in the self, is one of the most 
marked and significant changes occurring in therapy.

5. Self concept, when congruent with experience, brought 
about a marked change in equilibrium, No longer were self 
and experience artifically and protectively isolated.
Behavior was socially positive (1954:508-512).

Research support that corrobrated Salterian emotionally honest 

excitatory exercises was cited by Joseph Shelly and Alex Bassin on 

the work of drug addiction treatment at Daytop. Daytop whs a community 

of ex-addicts. People lived together and helped each other recover 

through responsible love and concern. Daniel -Casriel, M.D,, Medical 

Psychiatric Superintendent, felt that the insistence on absolute 

emotional honesty was the.key to recovery. Daytop's graduates, after 

a group living experience, group therapy, and many other therapeutic 

activities, have so far established a ninety-two percent success 

rate. That is, not only are ninety-two percent of those.who have 

graduated free from drugs but they were living a mature, productive 

and responsible life (1965:186-195). In the total mileau residential 

treatment of Bruno Bettelheim (1955:15), who supervised the Sonia 

Shankman Orthogenic School in Chicago, based on emotional honesty and
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in every possible aspect, the following recovery rates were cited: 

Rehabilitated Completely 48%

Much Improved 35%

83%
Salter’s definition of therapy is offered in summary:

Io A person gets rid of unnatural and unhealthy inhibiting 
emotional reflexes by practicing

2 o Deliberate■excitatory emotional reactions.which 
become

3o Learned natural and.healthy excitatory emotional 
reflexes (1961:103)„

The reader will notice the parallels between Salter's therapy model and 

the schema offered previously, briefly reviewed here:

1. Words and Symbols create

2. Moods or Feeling Statps which in turn affect 

3„ Thought Processes and Visual Images.

The excitatory learning process' leading to mental health is compatible 

with Rogerian return.to self-congruence, Korney's self-realization, 

Maslow's actualizing personality, Sullivan's adaptive security, and 

Adler's, creative spontaneity and self-trust.

Scientific considerations of learning and therapeutic impli

cations have been described. Many diverse streams of theories have 

been amalgamated into a single multivariate flow basic to the Active
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Emotive approach.. An underlying theme of this synthesis is the belief 

that'what has been learned which, may- be inappropriate for optimal- 

mental health can.be unlearned for increased excitatory functioning, 

The following section attempts to describe a philosophical 

foundation upon which the values, attitudesand beliefs of Active 

Emotive Therapy are based. Existential-phenemonolgy will now be con

sidered.

PHILOSOPHICAL FOUNDATION 

Existential-Phenomenology■

Existentialism concerned itself with the nature of man's • 

being. The existential viewpoint was not a new one but found ancient 

parallels in theology and philosophy. In the Biblical Book of Job, 

dating from the era of-600 to 200 B.C., the Hebrew or Edomite poet 

demonstrated the same type of theological and philosophical problems 

of existence that prevailed throughout history up to the present time.

It is appropriate here to note that existentialism was a . 

philosophical belief, an attitude, (rather than a formal school) that 

placed great emphasis upon the individual. Existentialism appeared to 

be more of an attitude towards the individual. The existentialist 

attitude may be generally characterized as a protest against views of 

the world and•policies of action that tend to relegate man to the lowly 

station of a helpless, determined creature, doomed by his own inability
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to do anything about what has already been done to him by others. All 

existentialist writers sought to justify in.some way the freedom and 

importance of human personality.

Existentialism did not attempt to put forth an all inclusive 

universal system that included everything and everyone. Existentialism 

rather, discussed the particulars of a single human.life. In order 

that one may not preclude this emphasis to be unique to, or alien only 

to, the existential philosophical position, a review of principal 

movements germane to the discussion of existentialism will be noted.

RenA Descartejs noted in his Meditation that if - one attempts 

to doubt, the fact alone offers resistance.to one's doubt. Such an 

observation seems to. be a retreat from "I think; therefore, I am" (1952: 

13). Descartes realized•that he must, follow a scholastic principle: 

first of all to exist if he is to doubt. So he arrived at this postu

late:' "My beirig.which consists of doubt, that is thinking and con

sciousness, cannot be doubted" (1952:21). In this trend of , thinking# 

Descartes recognized the existence of God in a later meditation (1952)- 

whereby the quality of clearness and distinctness was taken away from 

the first thing undoubtedly found•out.and made into the general cri

terion of certainty. Descartes (1952) noted that.in no case does the 

certainty.of everything.else follow as a consequence of the first ■ 

certain fact. In other words, to doubt the existence of God is to give 

recognition to that very.same existence.
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The seriousness of Descartes' questioning of his own existence 

might be queried. Very likely the major issue in his questioning was 

his attempt to find a reason for his existence, a purpose for "being," 

a search for a more complete world picture. Perhaps a clearer insight 

into what Descartes was trying to build in his writings on "being" and 

"knowing" can.be found in Edmund Husserl's critical-subjectivity (1927).

Husserl was considered, by some authors, as the father of 

phenomenology (Thivenaz, 1962). Phenomenology was a descriptive 

science that attempted to examine and describe a particular experience. 

At the same time an experience was being examined, all speculations, ' 

memories, and hypotheses regarding the origin of.the experience were 

being mentally blocked off. Husserl (1954) felt that if the mind could 

be free from judgments of speculation, man's intuitive powers would 

bring about the real essence .of the object or problem being studied.

The approach of phenomenology could be briefly identified as 

setting aside all presuppositions and suppressing all hypotheses. 

Phenomenology sought to. devise techniques of observations, descriptions, 

and classifications which would permit it to disclose structures and 

connections in nature which did not.yield to experimental techniques.

Husserl seemed to be following an old Greek idea when he begins 

his. inquiry into the nature of "being" in terms of doubt— by. avoiding 

judgment— calling whatever is in question neither true nor untrue.
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Husserl's pattern of thinking can be translated into:

Ego (certainty of self)

Cogito (consciousness)

Cogitatum (consciousness: always, intentional, always has
content) (1927:700).

Thinking similar to this may be found, in St. Augustine's Confessions 

(1951:243).

Dr, Jakob Amstutz (1961) noted that since the publication of 

Martin Heidegger's Sein un Zeit concerning the certainty of Husserl's 

ego, cogito and cogitatum, two questions have arisen: "How can we

reach this certainty, clearness, and distinctness?" and "What about 

the objectivity of the cogitatum?" Dr. Amstutz (1961) answered by 

saying that one can only reach certainty.by seeking the objectivity of 

things outside one's consciousness. An assertion of such a nature 

may tend to point out an attitude on the part of Amstutz • that would 

not necessarily lend great confidence to introspection of objective 

casual relations.

A further investigation into the fundamental conditions of 

knowledge leads to Immanuel Kant. Kant was seeking answers to the 

three fundamental questions of all philosophies. Walter Kaufmann 

(1956:139) summarized:

1. What can I know?
2. What shall I do?
3. What may I hope?
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Basic to all of the aforementioned questions, of course, is: 

"What is Man?" and "How can you tie everything into a neat bundle?" 

The "What can I know?" might be put into a category of a theory of 

knowledge (epistemology)„ "What shall I do?" could fit comfortably 

in Soren Kierkegaard's ethical stage of existential development„ The 

Kierkegaardian stages will be described later in this section. The 

third question, "What may :.I hope?!' is concerned with a philosophy of 

religion. Phenomenplogists attempted, to arrive at answers to these 

major issues but in so doing, tended to leave out the,epistemology.. 

and philosophical theology and remained with fair rigidity in the 

ethical stage.

Most existentialists seemed to begin their philosophical, 

attitude upon the base of phenomenology. A.degree of confusion is 

probably justified here because of the fundamental basis for the two 

beliefs.

Phenomenology, according to Carlton Beck, recognized.the 

following postulates as leading proponents of phenomenology.

1. All behavior is lawful.

2. Behavior is completely determined.

3. There is some.relationship between the phenomeno
logical field of different individuals.

4.. Every individual has a phenomenological field that 
is uniquely his.
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5. Phenomenological fields are fluid and shifting—  
continually reshaped and given new meanings„

6. The parts of the field are determined by the character 
of the field itself.

7. The character of the field is determined by the needs 
of the behaver.

8. Choice is a word and has no practical application, 
to human - behavior. ■

9. ■ Any differentiation or substantial field change 
(behavior change) takes time (1963:71).

Beck (1963) illustrated some.of the advantages of a phenome

nological . system. First of all it was concerned with prediction and 

control. Phenomenology was•anthropomorphic, that is, it gave man 

essentially the same image or characteristics of God. Phenomenology 

was concerned with the individual and appreciated and respected the 

uniqueness of the individual, A person was not viewed as being a 

part of or not a part of a normative behavior group but was recog

nized as behaving normally, whatever that behavior may-be for him. 

Phenomenology utilized a descriptive approach in the study of the 

individual as opposed.to a causal or explanatory approach. The work 

of Arthur Combs and Donald Snygg may:prove helpful at this point in 

a descriptive amplification of phenomenology. The phenomenological 

viewpoint, according to Combs, is summarized as follows:

The perceptual psychologist seeks to understand, the 
behavior of people from the.point of view of the behaver 
himself. His is a phenomenological understanding of

/
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human behavior, emphasizing the meaning of events.to the 
persons Phenomenology is basically a field theory and its 
primary principle is this: All behavior, without exception,
is a function of the behaver's perceptual field at the instant 
of behaving (1965:1)„

Thus, the individuals behavior was seen.as the direct conse

quence, not of the fact or stimulus with which he is confronted, but 

the meaning of events in his peculiar economy.. That people behave 

according to how things seem,to them seems a simple enough proposition. 

Self-evident as this proposition seems at first glance; however, its 

ramifications are far-reaching. The perceptual (or phenomenological) 

viewpoint was not , a denial of former psychologies-. Rather; Combs: 

validated that it provided us with:

.... an additional explanation of particular value to 
practitioners and.to those of us who are confronted with the 
practical problems of dealing with peoplenot as subjects 
in an experiment but, as striving, seeking human beings (1965:2).

Perceptual psychology was especially valuable as a practitioner’s

psychology because if perceptions exist in the present and behavior is

a function of the present, it was possible to help an individual to

better adjustment, even, if the practitioner did not have any idea,of

his past, Combs stated (1965:7).

A counselor who understands that a child ,feels unliked, 

unwanted,- unacceptable and unable can do things td help such a , child, 

even without a knowledge of how he got to feel .this way. Years of 

analysis into past events is no longer necessary or relevant to the
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therapeutical process. When Combs spoke of the perceptual field, he

was referring to "all those perceptions existing for the individual at ■
/

the moment of behaving" (1965:2)„ This included all aspects of his 

awareness, not only those perceptions in clear figure which the person 

may be able to tell us about, but, also, those perceptions he has at 

lower levels of differentiation which he may be incapable of describing. 

"This includes all perceptions from those.in clearest and sharpest 

figure to those so deeply imbedded in. the ground or field as to be 

quite unreportable" (Snygg and.Combs 1950:525).

Snygg and Combs (1950) believed, therefore, that behavior is a 

function of perception. It follows that to understand behavio.f, 

factors influencing perception in the individual must be taken into 

descriptive accountd ■-Among,these variables are:

I. The Effect of the Physical Organism (Coombs and Snygg, 

1959:5). One must have eyes, to see, ears to hear, olefactory organs 

to smell. This variable is fully utilized by Salter's excitatory• feel-’, 

ing talk exercises. By taking advantage.of a perceptual physical var

iable and resensitizing it to the full potential for which it was 

intended, a numbed organism can be resensitized. Maltz took advantage 

of this also when he discussed visual imagery of success and advised 

using every sense.to create such a picture in the client's imagination.
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2. The Effect of Time. .(Combs and Snygg, 1959:7). ' Perception 

takes time. What is perceived is dependent upon the time of exposure 

to experiences and the length of time a person has lived in the world. 

The implication :of this variable for counseling may be that the coun

selor learns patience— ra client may have spent years in the inhibited 

state, a client may have been taught millions of times in vulnerable 

childhood years that he is "no good," "uncapable," Negative habit 

patterns have been long in the making and may not disappear in one 

counseling session. The client can also learn patience with himself 

which in itself is therapeutic.

3. The Effect of Opportunity or Environment (Combs and Snygg,

1959:9). Perceptions are learned. What meanings exist for the individ

ual are.a consequence,of his unique expression in the process of his 

growing up. The implication of this variable for counseling is that 

what can be learned through experiencing can be thus unlearned through 

experiencing. . The client is not a hopelessly conditioned, trapped

> product of his environment. He has emotionally experienced his way

( into a dilemma of perception and can, therefore, experience his way on,

'( an emotional level out of his present perceptual inhibition. For

( example, a client may have learned, over a long period of time, that'

X he is unworthy of receiving affection and acceptance, an unnatural

X' state, ' In a participatory empathetic therapeutic experience, the client

C can also learn.patience with himself which in itself.is therapeutic.

C
C
C
c
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4= The Self-concept (Combs and Snygg, 1959:9). Of all the 

perceptions existing in the perceptual or phenomenal field, those per

taining to the self play a crucial role. By the self-concept is meant 

all■those.aspects of the perceptual field to which people refer when 

they say "I" or "me". It is that organization of perception about self 

or awareness of self which seems to the individual to be who he,is. It 

is composed of thousands of perceptions about,self varying in clarity, 

precision, and importance,in the individual's particular economy. The 

self-concept is at the very center of the individual's personal organism 

and the frame of reference for his every act.,

Counseling practitioners of the 1970's held that the practice 

of counseling is primarily a problem in self-exploration. Adjustmentu 

or maladjustment, turns out to be largely a question of healthy or, 

faulty self-concepts. Self-actualized people tend to see themselves

in essentially positive ways. They believe they are basically liked,
• ■ I

acceptable, able, dignifiedj worthy, etc. Psychologically sick people 

on the other hand see themselves as unliked, unwanted, unacceptable* 

unable* unworthy and so on. Since this negative self concept .is 

learned, it can be unlearned. A client can learn to feel dignified with 

the counseloro A client can feel able if he experiences success in the, 

therapeutic hour.

The basic reason why learned negative and unnatural perceptions , 

can be unlearned and replaced with positive and natural perceptions is
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more than a matter of stimulus- response conditioning. Human beings are 

characterized by an insatiable need for the enhancement and maintenance 

of the self, not just the physical self but the phenomenal self,, the 

self of which the individual.is aware; The drive for self-fulfillment 

provides the motive .power for behavior., All human beings; in the 

phenomenal approach, are seen as continuously, engaged in a search for 

self-actualization. The work of therapy is to free the client.from , 

inhibition so that this natural drive can take a positive direction.

From the, phenomenal viewpoint, clients are never unmotivated.

The motive, in the individual's search for the maintenance and enhance^ 

ment of self, is always present even if distorted. The client always 

does what it seems to him he needs to do from his point of view (Combs, 

1965:8).

The phenomenal-oriented counselor is seeking the same goal as 

is, the client; that-is, the optimum,development of the client; The 

therapeutic problem is one of facilitation, encouragement, and the 

freeing of forces already in existence to operate at maximum strength. , 

There is no need for techniques of force, coercion, punishment or 

some form of external manipulation. - A descriptive participation 

approach to these phenomenal perceptions.of the client, by an ,empathetic 

and authentic therapist, is the only way, according to.phenomenological 

philosophy, that will help the practitioner achieve therapeutic goals.
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The Freudian historical'cause-finding analysis is useful to the 

diagnostic theoritician but of no applicable value to the treatment- 

oriented practitioner. .

Combs spoke of clients who had spent long hours exploring and 

analyzing their past.• Sooner or later, however, these analytically- 

oriented clients arrive at the conclusion "Well, now I know why.I feel 

like I do, but darn it all, T still feel that way" (1953:6).

Albert Enis has done research comparing therapeutic outcomes 

between orthodox psychiatric analysis with a more phenomenologically 

existential approach. He found that with orthodox analysis, after 

ninety-three sessions, fifty percent showed improvement,. With, twenty- 

six sessions,.the phenomenological^existential approach revealed 

ninety percent improvement (1957:544-550).

To understand phenomenology, .in essence, is to understand 

existentialism, but with one basic difference. The difference lies in 

the matter of choice. Learning and heredity, of course, are responsible 

for man•s uniqueness.and play a prominent part in man's,behavior. Facts 

of learning and.inheritance would not be disputed, by existentialists. 

However, existentialists believed that there was something above,and 

beyond this apparent deterministic attitude that phenomenologists did 

not appreciate.. The unappreciated factor, according to existential 

thought, was choice, Man's choice, his ability to decide, his basic
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freedom and inherent responsibility served as the major differentiating 

point between phenomenology■and existentialism. Man could literally 

create his own existence by his choices.

One further basic argument might be considered before continued 

development of existential thought is described; Since phenomenology 

seemed to dwell so heavily on .the ethical, one,of the first ethical 

philosophers among the existentialists. Max-Scheler, will -be considered 

Scheler saw the basis of ethics in the existence of man 

(Barrett, 1947). By means of a continual argument,with Kant, Scheler 

built his ethical system. : Kant (1963) had stated that the moral law 

is a categorical imperativePeople should act in such a way that the 

principles of behavior could always be taken as the principle of a,, 

general lay suitable and applicable for everyone. Scheler argued that , 

this categorical imperative talked only about how a person should - act; 

but did not come to terms with what a person should do..

Scheler seemed to be saying that Kant found in man the formal 

principle of the general law for mankind but did not find any basic 

or natural principle operating in human nature. One might say in 

clarification that Scheler was of the opinion that man does not,know 

on his own what he should do or,how he should act but must often be, 

led, told, or regulated by an ,,ethical system (Barrett, 1947).

Soren Kierkegaard, sometimes called the Danish Socrates, was 

also greatly concerned with, ethics. Kierkegaard was outraged at.the
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philosophical school of G. Wilhelm Hegel which-was widely.accepted in 

' European thought and society at that time (McNeil,, 1963)» Kierkegaard■ 

vehemently opposed Hegelian principles and spent most of his life in 

writing against--the principles that Hegel espoused (Reinhardt, 1960:4).

It -is -necessary to discern what -Hegel was saying which Kierke

gaard found so offensive. Hegel put forth.the following ideas:

The individual■as an individual is unimportant; only the 
historically decisive actor, the hero, makes, a significant 
difference•in history; but whether a man be. a conventional 
citizen, a courageous, person, a hero, or a victim, he is 
nothing but the Spirit ’.s instrument. The embodiment' of the 
Spirit's freedom is the State; the State is the continuity, 
of freedom and.passion. (Castell, 1943:514),

Spirit is freedom and self-consciousness acting to realize 
its. own potential. The real is the rational and the rational . 
is the real; Idea or Reason is the formulative principle of 
all reality. The goal-of history is the. liberation of Spirit 
from its confinement,in Nature:in order that-Spirit might be 
reunited with its essence as Idea. ' The Spirit could not 
realize its. reunion ,with Idea were it not for the force of 
Will, as derived from.actions (Castell, 1943:504).

The essence of the beliefs found in -these statements and. the 

one following, helped create part of the foundation upon which Nazi• 

Germany based its philosophies, that is,, some people can,lead and 

others can follow.

The state; its laws, and morality, constitute the 
rights of its members, who are to follow and be.subservient'to 
the state. Its natural features, its mountains, its rivers, 
its forests and fields, are their country, their homeland, 
their material property. Its history is their history. All 
is their possession.and they are possessed by it. It constitutes 
their being. This is the meaning of patriotism (Castell, 1943:515)
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Kierkegaard held that Hegel’s attempt to demonstrate that the world was 

a rational system, that the real is the rational and the rational is 

the real, was not■only, presumptuous but inaccurate. "If the world were 

a system it would take God Himself, not Hegel, and still less a reader 

of Hegel’s books, to know it." Kierkegaard rebutted (1941:17).

Kierkegaard (1941) felt that the individual was more important 

than any state and each individual must come to be himself and choose 

his behavior and values in the best possible way fpr himself, Man, • 

according to Kierkegaard,could generally be separated into tfyree ,groups, 

depending on the value system of each person;.'

The Aesthetics - who enjoy and want entertainment, pleasure, 

and freedom from boredom. They take pleasure in sensuous experiences.

The Ethical who live for the sake of duty and .take: on obli

gations in order to be bound to discharge them, taking pleasure in 

social service.

The Religious:- who live to obey God - (1944a;30’-46) .

The Socratic idea of religious,truth was,that truth in religious 

matters is not .unique,- that-one learned religious' truths by the recol

lection of,what.one had learned in the realm of ideas, In other words, 

man's own,study of himself was the most..direct route to reality (Butler, 

1968; 17) ., In order, to become, a Christian, according tp Kierkegaard 

(1941;180-182), it was necessary to commit oneself by leaping into the 

darkness, info the unknown,abyss that separates mankind from God; A 1
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religious man had faith in the absurd, that is, in something that 

could not be rationally proven, God was not discovered by abstract 

demonstration or in nature. Religion was a matter of inward choice 

involving the leap of faith. Men necessarily choose in partial ignor-. 

ance and must, if they were to come close to God, pass through despair. 

The anguish of despair and the incomplete world view can only be encoun

tered, Kierkegaard.argued, by a mature, person (Reinhardt, 1960:57).

"In personal terms, then, anxiety and despair thereby demands of me the. 

decision by which I will choose whether or not I will :be myself" (Butler, 

1968:449).

Another existentially-minded, individual, Karl Jaspers (1933), 

lent.credence to Kierkegaard's views. Jaspers adhered to Kierker 

gaard's writings attentively ,.and put forth his own views on existence.. 

Jaspers held that the day of rational metaphysical systems like that pf 

Hegel's would soon end. Jaspers (1933) also contended, in agreement . 

with Kierkegaard; that the biggest threat today, that of losing our 

individuality, was present:in technological society In‘which the chief 

aim appeared to be production of a standardized level of satisfaction 

for as many people .as possible. May (1969) also felt that the day was 

coming when the well-meaning therapist would adjust everyone into a 

comfortable rut.

Jaspers did not,deal extensively with concepts of a personal 

dei^y in the depth Kierkegaard found in a personal relationship with Godi
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But Jaspers (1933) did point out that transcendence was so incomplete 

and so limited a tool to point out'the source of being, that this very 

fset in itself is evidence enough to conclude the existence of a 

supreme being of the universe. A definition of existence ,was possible, 

for Jaspers, only in terms of actual and .concrete,.situations. Exist

ence was.the freedom of the individual, the possibility of decision.' 

Man, existing in the.special sense,of possibility as the open avenue. 

by which the self may become something which it not now is, may become 

what he can in.his freedom. In existential communication, according 

to Jaspers:

The self first comes to full,conscious of life as 
a being qualified :by historicity, (determination in 
time), uniqueness,, freedom, and communality (1933:72)..

Martin Heidegger (1965), a pupil of Husserl, greatly influenced 

the existentialist writers. Heidegger followed his teacher's.dictum 

that philosophers should turn their, attention away from the natural 

world and concentrate on the inner world of experiences. Heidegger 

described man as being cast into an unsympathetic world where he 

worked diligently to achieve purposes that eventually come to naught. 

Due to.the anxiety of,perpetually facing the fact of eventual death, 

man experienced anxiety, which is the self seeking a ,"ground of being" 

to take the place of being thrown into an existence which has no 

"ground of being" (Butler, 1968:450). Heidegger's thinking may be.
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capsulated: Man must encounter death. When man did so; he suffered

through an existential anxiety which in turn made him aware of nothing

ness. Man could make choices to avoid further experiences of anxiety 

and nothingness and lose himself in the rituals and palliatives of mass 

society, thus losing both his anxiety and his own individual selfhood, 

or man could make choices in.the light of this nothingness. Heidegger 

(1965) would recommend the latter course and would condemn the inde- ' 

cisiye individual.■ /

Perhaps the best-known existentialist writer was Jean Paul 

Sartre. Sartre philosophized support to the atheistic wing of existen

tialism and wrote plays, novels, and philosophical writings with an 

apparently anti-formal religious orientation (Reinhardt, 1960:156).

Sartre has made such observations as: "Man is. condemned to be free" 

(Sartre, 1943:11), "Life is ah effective passion" (Sartre, 1943:708), 

and•"Hell is other people" (Sartre, 1949:47).

Man was condemned to be free simply because, according to Sartre, 

he realized the implications of his freedom. Man may search for an ; 

enslavement, to escape from the awesome responsibilities of his freedom 

and frequently does. A character in Sartre’s No Exit dramatized man’s 

tendency to escape freedom:

Gardin: Open.the door I Open, blast you! I’ll endure
anything, your red-hot tongs and molten lead, your racks and 
prongs and garrotes--all your fiendish gadgets, everything 
that burns and flays and tears— I’ll put up with any torture
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you impose. Anything, anything would be better than this 
agony of mind, this creeping pain that gnaws and fumbles 
and caresses one and never hurts quite enough (1942:42).

Man realized the fact of his freedom when he recognized the fact that 

his life was absurd and had no complete and objective purpose. ' Such 

questions as: "Why was I born?", "What purpose is'my life?", "What will

become of me after death?" could only be answered, believed Sartre, with 

the word: "Nothing." Herein lies man's greatest choice. Man could

run from the. problem and'enslave himself in a busy existence or pro

tectively neurotic behaviors. Man could become disillusioned with life 

entirely and give in to total sensuousness. Or man could face the 

issue.of nothingness, despair, dread, and a Godless universe and per

form the necessary restructuring of his philosophical foundation built - 

on inescapable and personal truth, The only truth that man could be. 

sure of regarding life's plan and purpose was that there was no truth. 

Sartre viewed the fact that there is no absolute truth as a good start

ing point for man and his choices. The no-truth formulation may seem 

like a precarious foundation on which to. build a personal philosophy, of 

choice, but Sartre confirmed that it is only through choosing in the 

face of nothingness that man uniquely and creatively chooses his own 

existence. There was no foreordained meaning or essence.existing prior 

to man's individual choices.

Another issue in Sartre's framework had to do with the inef

fective passions of man. Man cannot do otherwise than to storm ahead
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towards an impossible goal. Man, according to Kierkegaard (1941) had 

two great passions. The first passion was freedom and the second 

passion was inspiration. Inspiration could only come when man had 

decided on a course of action that would complement his world view.

This concept Adler would find agreeable. When man chose tO' enter the 

second stage of existential development, the ethical stage, then man' 

could become truly inspired and commit himself to a life in the service 

of others. Sartre viewed himself as committed to his fellow man by 

his use of the pen and thus in the ethical stage of development. The 

third stage of.development, the religious stage, would probably not 

hold meaning for Sartre, since,he chose not to believe in ..a formal 

supreme being.

The third issue indicated by Sartre was that of the hell 

created for an individual by other people. This was one way of stating 

that what is wrong with man as an individual was wrong with society in 

general. One remembers the Salterian dictum: "Society is the sworn

enemy of mental health" (1961:113). Probably,many practicing counselors 

throughout society would agree with these,statements.

Since Sartre did not.believe in the existence of God, he found 

deeper meaning in the fact.of personal existence; Man existed, and as 

soon as he discovered the fact of his existence, he chose his way out, 

of existing. The absoluteness of freedom left no room for any kind of
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determinism. No one could relieve man of■the burden- and the anguish of 

freedom, no other person, and certainly not Godj because there was no 

God. Distinction was. made.by Sartre between unconscious'beings who 

existed only in themselves and conscious beings who, because they 

transcend the present place and time and exist for themselves and their 

choices, were necessarily free. Sartre's ethics were based upon an 

attempt to define the consequences of ceasing to believe .in God, defined 

as one who decrees and reveals the rules that men should live by.

Again and again I have decided about myself. If in the 
hour I will be a gentleman or a criminal, that depends on what 
I decide ,now. , I am that which I continuously make myself.
Man is the free creator of his own essence. He must however, 
also carry personally all the consequences of his self
creation (1947:37).-

During ,the German occupation of Francej a student.with .a 

problem came to his professor; Jean Paul Sartre.'

I have to decide whether to,go in,the resistance move
ment, in which case, however,- my mother would starve to 
death, as she is completely dependent.on my income and 
help— or to stay with my mother, which would mean that my , 
friends would•regard me as a betrayer, and so.would I myself 
(Kaufmann, 1965:295).

The student asked Sartre what he.ought to do. Sartre gave him 

as an answer:

You are,-,the free creator of-what; you are going to be; a 
true son .and a,betrayer, or a,murderer .of your mother. 
and a patriot., No one can,take away.from you the decision 
and its ,consequences. Man needs, the courage to live with 
guilt (Kaufmann, 1965:297),
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Thus, the student must create his own existence out of his inescapable, 

agonizing choices„

Sartre's concept that existence precedes essence,a Kierke- 

gaardian idea, worked in much the same way as Kant's categorial imper

ative, that is, as a formal principle, in that material decisions 

rested totally within man himself. Likewise, Jaspers noted that man 

may remain unconscious of the fact that man is free and highly respond 

sible until a crisis situation made him aware of the existential 

anxiety and brought him to a higher level of consciousness. Sartre 

commented upon freedom:

Freedom is•the nature of man; in anxiety man becomes 
aware of his.freedom; knows himself.responsible for his 
own being by commitment, seeks the impossible reunion with 
being-inr-itself, and in despair knows himself forever at, 
odds.with others who by their glances can threaten a man, 
turning him into a mere object (1943:26).

Gabriel Marcel (1948a), the Catholic existentialist, felt that 

the fundamentals of existentialism were compatible,with Christianity. 

Marcel was particularly outspoken about ethical consequences and an 

individual's motives for actions. Marcel (1948b) illustrated some of 

his basic premises which might be paraphrased as follows: Existential

thinking, the thinking of an involved self, was threatened.by interest, 

in abstractions and by bureaucratic societies that reduced1 individ

uals to mere averages. The self must discover its being in action.

The immediate encounter with the mystery of being was.in terms of a
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lived participation„ Being was an internal relation. The self or the 

body was not an object of knowledge but the subject who knew himself 

as he acted. To know others existentially was to encounter them not . 

as things, but in acknowledgment of them as persons in their own '.right, 

Freedom was found when the self turned inward and became aware of its 

capability for commitment, total dedication, and treason (Greene, 1957: 

149-153).

May commented upon man!s basic■inward aloneness:

The individual has no recourse from the necessity of 
making final decisions for himself, and to make them in" 
the list analysis in freedom arid, isolation may require, 
literally as well as figuratively an agony,of anxiety and 
inward struggle (1953:14).

Another existentialist who,found religion arid existential 

thought congruent was the Jewish theologian; Martin Buber. Buber (1958) 

built essentially the same ethical foundation Marcel had structured. . 

Buber stated that "we find ourselves when we lose ourselves by the use 

of our potentials for the betterment of our fellow-man1.' (1958:13).

Social involvement, according to•Buber, was not an enslavement or an 

escape from nothingness. Devotion or commitment were due to acknowledg

ment of the fact that people are all brothers ..because not1 one of them 

knows where they are going, after life or.even what.they are doing here 

on.earth. 1 Neither does, anyone know whether the world is benevolent or 

malevolent or whether death is the absolute end to life or only the

beginning.
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The ultimate truth is reflected in a prism, in the 
true life relationships of the human person"with others 
(Herberg, 1956:20)„

Death was mentioned quite frequently in existentialism. Feifel 

(1959), who wrote extensively on the theme of.death, went 'to great pains 

to gain knowledge about an all important part of life, that is, the 

individual's attitude towards death. Death was something that happens 

to each one of us. Perhaps the democracy of ddath was what gave man 

his hunger for immortality. Paul Tillich (1958) took the Kierkegaardian 

statement, of anxiety as the threat of non-being and formulated his 

theories of anxiety «■ Klein (1963). believed that the fear of death was • 

directly at the root of all persecutory ideas and indirectly at the 

root of all anxiety. May also theorized upon the social causes.of 

anxiety.

May (1959) felt that it was the social nature of man-(not the 

birth trauma and fear of castration Freud hypothesized■as the origin of. 

anxiety) that overwhelmed man with anxiety. The conflicts most likely 

to cause anxiety were of.an ethical nature because of man's social ■ 

responsibility as .a human being.. May saw "momentum in what he termed 

"nortnal" anxiety, which to. him, was a, good, thing. ’ "Normal" anxiety 

represented the risk-taking side of man;. Without it, change would be 

impossible, either in society or in the individual himself... A person,
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of course, can avoid this "normal" anxiety, May stated, only by button

ing himself up in a rigid dogma of superstition,.religious belief, or 

in an intellectual system.

The existentialists, however, put the etdmal problem of death 

near the center of ,the human condition. ' Orthodox Jews on awakening 

thanked God for restoring them to life (Spiegelberg, 1956). In Homer's 

Iliad (1950), sleep (hypnos) and death (thanatos) were referred,to as . 

twin.brothers» ' .Herman-Feifel (1959) believed ,that ,a person's, way of . 

life was usually based upon his concept of death; People Who were 

strongly religious coped with fears of death by means of their firm 

religious beliefs. • Feifel conceived that everyone had,a certain degree 

of dislike for aged people because they tend to remind younger people, 

of death. Some.physicians'often rejected the dying pdtient because 

the eminent death of the patient,aroused the physician's'own'fears- of 

dying. • Feifel :felt.that,the physician became a physician because of 

his fear of death and his attempt to assuage that•fear in preventing 

deathi However, when the inevitable death of.a patient had to be 

confronted, some doctors found themselves turning away in fear. Feifel 

presumed that life could not genuinely be our own, could not authen

tically belong to us until we were eble to renounce.it, Feifel con-, 

eluded that mental illnesses, maladjustments, and neuroses can be 

directly traced to a person's attitude toward, concept of, or philos

ophy concerning death (May, 'et .al., 1961:60).
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Perhaps a frame of reference is developing which defines exis

tentialism as a philosophical position attempting to make, man aware of 

his worth in all of his encounters without being guided by thoughts of 

others. Man himself is the only.one who can know the rightness or the 

wrongness of an act; Kaufmann admonished that existentialism is not.a . 

philosophy but a label for several widely - different, revolts against - 

traditional philosophy (1956:11). The need for an existential point of 

view seemed to emanate from man's,finding himself cut off from the 

social and cultural mainstream because of responding in ways not 

approved by established systems of thought. Awareness of .such■isolation 

is usually accompanied by profound mental disturbances, the spirit of 

which is captured in the term, alienation. Religiously,alienation from 

God is felt and metaphysically, an estrangement from Nature is evi

denced (Kaufmann, 1956:12). Alienation was listed as a symptom of 

modern mass society as seen in the "alienation of man from man,'' and' 

"alienation of man from himself," or sociologically, in "individual 

integrating effects," Katherine CarroTl described (1960:19).

Hegel attempted to develop a philosophical attitude of cdr-r 

rection for alienation. !Marx̂  influenced by Hegel, developed a system 

for relieving man of his S ense °f alienation. Both of these solutions 

were riot acceptable to the prime movers in the innovation of the 

existential philosophical position because neither the attempt of Hegel 

nor the attempt of Marx proved effective for overcoming alienation. If
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anything, their systems seemed-to aggravate•the process of estrangement 

by their inherent rigidity (Castell, 1943:518). Hegel's all-embracing 

world mind absorbed the individual in subordination to. the state and 

the universe. . According to F. H. Heinemann, Marx' concept of the pro

letariat revolution brought about.a dictatorship, and totalitarian state 

which, instead of overcoming-the sense of, individual alienation,-. 

crushed the liberty of the individual.and endangered the integrity of 

the person (1953:13).

Heinemann pointed out that:

....existentialism points to a certain state of mind,, 
to a specific - approach or attitude, to. a-spiritual move-. 
ment .which is of significance in present circumstances and 
to a specific mode, of thought, in any case to something 
which ,is•alive (1963:64).

andthat;

.,..the philosophies of existence are philosophies 
of liberation rather than philosophies of freedom, They 
attempt to liberate man from the domination of external 
forces, of society, of the state, and of dictatorial ■ 
power. They"want to set man's authentic self free from 
the shackles of the unauthentic self (1963:64)..

The-chief efforts of existentialism were bent to rehabilitate' 

man■in:his own eyes and to restore man to himself, in Kierkegaard's 

words: "To be that self which one truly is" (1941:29). The underlying

premise, inherent in this attitude,was that-the freedom of man depended 

not upon-a situation :but-upon an attitude which distinguished - between 

slavery under the guise,of freedom and.freedom that had the appearance 

of slavery (Reinhardt, 1960).
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Kierkegaard's dictum to the effect that all decisive acts and 

thoughts are meshed into emotional subjectivity was the clue.to the 

meaning of exist in existentialism (1946) . Existentialists did not 

permit themselves to think in terms of essence because of the stress 

on existence., Essence, in the literature of existentialism, involved 

what is generally termed "attributes of being, things; meanings;■ 

relationships, values, and character" (Reinhardt,.1960:17). In other 

words, external and initially meaningless"value judgments were given, 

meaning only,after man chose his existence. •

Certain■recurrent themes of existential philosophical'thought 

suggested a common ideological basis for the existential point of view. 

Several basic comirton:tenants of the existential attitude are summarized 

below:

I. Existence Precedes Essence. Man wishes to return the 
living, breathing person to the subjective and concrete, away.from the 
objective and abstract.of traditional philosophy. The world in 
abstract terms is impossible. Man tries to describe the situation of 
man in the world = -" Man makes his own presencej day by day, living it • 
(Sartre, 1956)=

2= Despair. Kierkegaard (1941) spoke of the struggle between 
reason and life which produces despair, a condition-necessary for 
the final "leap" to religious faith= In Sartre (1956) and the agnostic 
or atheistic existentialists, despair would be the condition for 
discovering a new life and morality.

3. Nothingness. Nothingness exists all-around man; in order 
to perform any action, he must cross it. In Heidegger (1965) noth
ingness, is a threatening abyss which causes dread or anguish in man.
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4« Freedom. Man is completely free, and he must create his 
own future, his own essence, by crossing nothingness. Man is condemned 
to be free, and he carries on his shoulders the weight of the entire 
world (Sartre, 1939).

5. Choice. Because man is free, he must choose continually 
(Kaufmann, 1956),

6. Responsibility. His freedom and the constant exercise of 
choice make man responsible for himself and for all humanity. Therefore, 
existentialism is an ethical philosophy (Sartre, 1956).

7. Anguish. On choosing between alternatives, on creating his 
own future, man feels anguish. He is anguished at the knowledge of his 
total freedom, and at the threat of nothingness (Butler, 1968).

8. Absurdity. Man finds himself in an unknown world, without 
fixed values or faith, a victim of irrational forces. The idea of the 
absurd occurs frequently in Kafka (1952) and Camus (Cruickshank, 1960). '

9. The Other. This idea was developed by Sartre (1956), For
Sartre, original sin is the existence of the other. In fine: we have
the vision of man standing on the edge of nothingness which, along with 
his absolute freedom of choice, produces in him anguish. His world* 
therefore, is absurd, but on this foundation of despair, anguish, and 
complete candor with himself, there exists, the possibility of conduct
ing a new morality, a new ethics or faith.

Several selected existential philosophical points of view 
believed to be pertinent to a value system of educational thought may 
be summarized as follows:

1, Existentialism agrees that all choice is intellectual, 
but denies ethics has anything to do with intelligence, rationality, 
or logic (Nichols, I960),

2, Existentialism holds that life prior to thought, and the 
assumption of the priority of the intellectual, the rational has 
resulted in the ineffectiveness of educational-techniques (Mehl, 1961).

3, Existentialism believes that any definition of man's
essence (attributes of Being: things, meanings, relationships, and
values) must follow, not precede, an estimation of his existence; 
therefore, traditional philosophy induces an individual into a life of 
lies and deception (Mehl, 1961),
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4. Existentialism objects most strongly to traditional 
philosophy because of its negation of the.concrete individual '(Mehl, 
1961).

5. Existentialism notes that any thought structure can become 
repressive to the human spirit (Mehl, 1961),

6. Existentialism is emphatic in stating that the ultimate 
goal of education is the self-realization of the student— the develop
ment of the capacity of the student to appropriate a level of knowledge 
transcending his socially or culturally defined self (Mehl, 1961).

7. Existentialism notes that the distinctive feature of 
subject matter is to elicit an awareness within the student of sub
jective truth (Kneller, 1961).

8. Existentialism expresses itself as an individual protest 
against oyerinstitutionalization (Fallico, 1954)..

9. Existentialism constitutes an effort to rehabilitate' 
man in his own eyes,to restore him to himself (Butler, 1968).

10. ■ Existentialism is an insistence oh the. transcendent quality 
of the self as an antidote to the excesses of "the adjusted personality" 
and the pressure of cultural determinants (Kneller, 1961).

The influence of existentialist thought upon the American . 

philosophy of education as it was practiced appeared to have been rather 

indirect. Educational philosophers used the existentialist thought 

approach as a means of giving depth to their orientation as educational 

commentators. Several contemporary educational philosophers in Amer

ican education who expounded along the existentialist line of thought ■ 

included the following:

I. Professor George Kneller, who stressed Dewey's theory of 

problem solving as a potentially existential concern. Kneller felt

i-v
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that dilemmas as such should be a definition of human existence inas

much as the moral demand of education should be defined by the predica

ment ,of choice rather than upon pat solutions (1958:62).

2. Professor.Katherine Carroll placed great emphasis upon."the 

transcendent quality of the self ,as an antidote to the excesses of the 

adjusted personality and the pressure of cultural determinants" (1960: 

93).

3. Professor Maxine Greene (1967) argued for the importance of 

those questions which defy the application of empirical tests and 

criteria of.verifiability in truth-seeking. She directed attention to 

the role of responsible subjectivity and personal creation.

4. Professor.J.. Donald Butler felt that we should recognize 

that there is tragedy in life and seek to educate in preparation for 

the crises of life. Otherwise, schools are merely going through the 

motions' of ..living, not facing life at its deepest and possibly starkest 

levels (1965:466).

5. ■ Professor Van Cleve Morris (1966) worked in the spirit of 

correcting or extending experimentalism by way of existentialism's- 

respect for subj ectives =

6. Professor William J; Nichols (1959) sought to explain what 

is involved in the existentialistsdenial of the premise that intel

lectual and.logical intelligence is at the heart of being human or

ethical.
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The spirit of the existential philosophical position with its 

emphasis upon the individual not only becoming aware of himself, but 

also coming to act independently in terms of his awareness, seemed to 

fit into the American concept of democracy as originally outlined. 

Consider the concept that each person’s individual conscience must 

dictate his actions, A realization develops that the responsible agent 

is the. individual; The spirit of existentialism dovetailed into the 

democratic and individualistic spirit .of the United States. " The pur

pose of learning was the fulfillment of self of each individual.' To 

the existentialists, the ultimate goal of education should be the self- 

realization of the student, above and beyond cultural norms, and 

discovery of creative responsibility (Morris, 1966:117). .

Kneller argued that the basic factors in.education should be 

the student and the student’s knowledge. Kneller noted specifically 

that man is free and cannot,be replaced. Man is a self, to be made by 

freely chosen acts (1958:65). Based upon these philosophical premises, 

Kneller stated that the following educational concepts, as presently 

practiced, are at odds with the original spirit of American democracy 

and at odds with existentially—oriented viewpoints:

1. Education, as an agency of society, is set up to 
perpetuate a cultural heritage.

2. Education is a pipe-line of perennial truths.

Education is a means for adjusting the young to 
life in a democratic community.(1961:41-45).
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In place of all of these, the existential position concluded'that 

education should teach man to live as his own nature bids him, spon

taneously and authentically =

In review, the spirit of existentialist thought seemed com

patible with well-established tenets underlying American educational 

thought. These tenets paraphrased below invite the existential 

philosophical position:

1. The purpose of education should be the fulfillment of 
.ourselves, not of cultural expectations -(Kheller, 1958).

2. Human nature makes little sense unless we.begin with human- 
individuality (Kneller, 1958).

3 o Education must assist in removing the internal and.external 
restraints td freedom,,the easy way out of conforming choices (Morris, 
1966).

Because there seems to be evident, in our operations of educa

tional institutions.and'in the policies.which govern our institutions, 

a tendency to negate the individual, as seen in our efforts to instill 

.conformity and to establish centralization, the need is primary for a ' 

serious examination of our concepts pertaining to freedom,in bur t 

culture from an -educational programming point of view. Kaufmann
i

captured the urgent spirit in.a Sartreian ,summary:,

All man's-alibis are.unacceptable: No -gods are responsible
for his condition; no original sin; no heredity, .arid no environ- 
• ment; no race, no caste, rio father,: and no mother; no wrong
headed education, no governess, no teacher; not everi an 
impulse or a disposition,- a complex or a 1 childhood trauma.
Man is free:, but his freedom does not look,like the glorious

C

C
C
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liberty of the enlightenmentit is no longer the gift of 
God0 Once again, Man stands alone in the universe, respon-. 
sible for his condition (1947:56),

According to an existential viewpoint, to ignore the existing 

individual in an educational setting was to interfere with the student's 

becoming aware of himself, Fallico stated that the mission of the 

teacher should end with efforts to inculcate in another human being the 

desperate desire to be himself (1954:168), Rainor Rilke felt that 

authors must not be a "third person" and step in.at the last,moment and 

save the reader from the necessity of self-decision and self

responsibility. Otherwise, readers would go around playing roles in a 

mirror of non-responsibility (Kaufmann, 1956:120),

There is no substitute for self-search in the education 
of man. And .no man can help another in these fundamental 
matters except by denying him palliatives and expedient 
ways of avoiding the genuine encounter with Nothingness, 
which is existence itself. The teacher■is the rare person 
who.knows how to expose the obnoxious predicaments, and 
knows also hbw to stand out.of the way of the healthy 
existential crisis (Fallico, 1954:167).

The existentially-oriented counselor or teacher, in Gerald Pine's view, 

operated on the.principle that the pupil is responsible for himself and 

must remain so. The more.a counselor relies on the potentiality of the 

pupil and his capacity for choosing, the more he discovers that poten

tiality and capacity. Such counseling is a unique relationship in 

which the counselor concerns himself not with problems and solutions 

but with a human relationship with the client (1969:176).
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The aims in American education seem to be geared to the total 

fulfillment of the student as a free thinker. Yet the,very structure 

of its modus operand! seemed to defeat the well-intentioned platitudes 

often spoken in reference to the mission of American education. Stated 

more paradoxically: Although America is founded on rugged individ

ualism and personal freedom, a fact often emphasized by devotees of 

American educational thought, many theories and practices advocated by 

educational■leaders lead to group-inspired and outer-directed psycholo

gies (Reisman, 1950). Theory and practice do not seem to be totally 

congruent.

Group-inspired and outer-directed psychologies were not in 

accordance with Buber's view of the individual as a subject and not as 

an object as illustrated in,the following quotation:

This human being is not He or She, bounded from every 
other He and She, a specific point in space and time within 
the net of the world; nor is He a nature able to be experienced 
and described; a loose bundle.of named■qualities. This does 
not mean that nothing exists except Himself. But all else 
lives in His light. Just.as the melody is not made up of notes 
nor the verse of words nor the statue of lines,,but they must 
be tugged and dragged till their unity has been scattered into 
these.many pieces, so with the man to whom I say Thou. I can 
take out from him the colour of his hair, or of his speech, 
or of his goodness. I must continually do this. But each 
time I do it he ceases to be Thdu (1958:45).

Contemporary literature of the 1970's was geared thematically 

to existential posits relevant for today's advocates of educational 

theory or policy. According to the existential position, certain
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educational practices threatened man's Involvement„ Man's encounter 

with experience becomes strained in his present world because of the 

denial of an opportunity to think spontaneously and authentically due 

to rules, traditions, and unexamined routines antithetical to man's- 

true nature.

Allport supported the idea that man is a free agent, an 

existential self (1955:79-80). Victor Frank! (1955) noted-that human 

existence can,neither be reduced to a system nor deducted from a system. 

Van Cleve Morris (1960) observed that since the world does not have 

foreordained, previously given meaning, ,it is wise that this fact be 

presented to children being educated so that they may be inducted into 

an open-ended, honestly-viewed world rather than into an artificial, 

unexamined world.

For the, open-ended world, the world of all possibilities 
and no compliances (except what we impose upon ourselves) 
is the most exciting, kind of world one can hope to live in..
It is difficult, to;be sure, and the challenges it presents 
' may daunt the; more j:limsy and ' fragile amoung us, leading to 
the malaise of anguish, homesickness, and nausea. But this 
is not so much a rebuke of the world as it is a critique of 
the half-men who populate the earth and require all kinds 
of protection from, the metaphysical elements (Morris, 1960:41).

Existentially, Morris stated:

....the school must direct its attention to the release 
of the human self, to the involvement of the child in personal 
decision and moral judgment to a far greater degree than he 
knows at present. He is too tangled up in group controls to 
learn much about what and) who he is., He-is. too enmeshed .in 
peer-group response,to discover that he is there himself as
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one of the peers. It comes as a mild surprise to many 
adults, I suppose, to discover that they are actually 
present in the world responding to other people and, 
through their multitude of responses, actually legislating 
values day by day. The tragedy is that this hardly ever 
dawns on adolescents, and they go their adolescent way 
thinking they have to be the way they are (1960:36).

and that:

....the first task of any Existentialist program would 
be to provide for more private experience for the child 
while he Iearns in school. It is noteworthy.... that there 
are tell-tale signs of this in the field of art; In this 
portion of the school program, at both the elementary and 
secondary levels, there is a real and genuine interest ' 
in allowing the individual youngster to look at his world 
and to say with his hands what he sees, without prior 
compliance with so-called artistic laws of form, balance, 
and line. It is altogether possible that Existentialism 
will establish its first beachhead in education in the 
field of the arts (Morris, 1960:98).

Morris also felt that A. S. Neill's Summerhill came very close 

to making existential freedom work (1966:147). In terms of the 

existential philosophical position, modern mass society showed tend

encies of alienation as seen in."alienation of man from man", and 

"alienation of man from himself", Sociologists expressed alienation 

in terms of "social disorganization"9 psychologists termed it 

"individual integrating, effects" (Beck, 19.63).

The structural organization in American,education,as well as 

personnel-pupil evaluation systems,was believed to lead readily toward 

creating alienation symptoms in persons administering the educational 

program and in persons being administered by the program.
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Carroll (I960) has found several factors in educational organ

ization which perpetuate alienation in education: one was the chain of

command organizational structure, another was the stress on grades as 

a profitable product, still another factor was the proliferation of 

meaningless group activities, and the last factor was the alienation or 

gap between student and teacher based on the authoritarian stance of 

the teacher. The spirit of existentialist though was not a.new one in 

the evolution of philosophical thought and theory undergirding American.. 

cultural patterns. The spirit of existentialist thought permeated some 

of the most influential cultural thinking in terms of individual devel

opment as seen in several revolutionary thinkers, such as: Karl Marx’

revolt against "man being a unit of labor— projecting identity for 

total man as a worker;" and John Dewey's revolt against "the pupil as 

a prisoner of a locked-step curriculum," seeking freedom for the pupil 

in an experimental environment (Beck, 1963) . Generally speaking, 

existentialism rebeled against the use of man as an object, and offered 

guidance as man tries to answer: "What can I be?" and "What is the

purpose of me and my life?"

Reisman■in noting that the appeal of others and the general 

other—directedness of American culture was more powerful than previously 

believed, remarked:

....I think we.can see that Americans (want to be and) 
are friendly not only because we feel we have to value
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friendliness for its own sake, to regard it not only as a 
lubricant of organization but as a consumable in its own 
right. More than most people, we want to like people and 
to be liked. Moving as we do against an ever-changing 
natural and urban landscape, we are very conscious of the 
people who fill the social space around us. Their response 
helps locate us in an otherwise bewildering cosmos. We 
smile, not only to show our Ipana-scrubbed teeth, but to 
disarm the stranger and convert him into a friend (1950:304).

Most,people are familiar with the tremendous pressures of peer groups on

the high school and junior high level. According to sociological.

research studies, the pressure to conform does not stop there. .

Solomon Asch in reporting on what has been labelled "a grotesque, 

Frankensteinish" psychological experiment'in the Laboratory of Social, 

Relations at Harvard University summed the-study:•

That we have found the tendency to conformity in our 
society so strong that reasonably intelligent and well- 
meaning young people are willing to call white black is a 
matter of concern. It raises the questions about.our ways■ 
of education and about the values that guide our conduct (1951:189).

The experiment was called "Frankensteinish". because it was found -

possible to induce a subject "to tell down-right lies in order to find

acceptance in.a group" (Asch, 1951:190).

In the spirit of the finding of these studies, Morris observed:

The condition ,of modern .man, then, in tputh, is to be 
likened to a kind of somnambulant torpor in which he 
envisions himself as something, very remarkable precisely 
because he has merely rendered the cosmos less exciting—  
and hence more manageable— than it really is (1960:94).

Kneller commented:
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It is true, we have for a long time been aware of 
individual differences, but we have concentrated our 
efforts on minimizing them so as to help adjust the 
individual to the group. This we know to be a lost.cause, 
for studies in many fields lead us to the same conclusion, 
that the extent of those differences is far greater than 
we thought„ Much injustice has been done in the process of 
ironing them out and many a - personality violated. So 
effectively have we done our work that children tend more 1 
than ever to fear or ridicule difference in others and 
far too many feel ashamed when they differ from group norms.
Did I say the cause is lost? I mean it was doomed to failure 
from the very start (1961:72).

Consideration has thus far been given to the basic tenets of 

existential thought and phenomenological complements to it. Attention 

turned briefly to existential implications for education in general. 

Specific focus shall now be directed to existential implications for 

counseling.

Existentialism, as applied to therapy, brought neither a formal 

system with it nor a set of technical procedures. In reality, an 

existential approach to therapy was an attitude towards man's being 

and the uniqueness of his world, of experiences. According to May, 

existential psychology did not deny the validity of approaches based 

on learning. . May urged that a distinction ,must be made as to whether 

the "person has meaning in terms of the mechanism" or that the "mech- . 

anism has.meaning in terms of the person" (1958:19). Existentialists 

would favor the latter.

Perhaps several semantic clarifications would be helpful at 

this point. The first term is "Daseinanalyse," a German word that means
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"being" "there", Heidegger .used the term- for man. With all its conno

tations, the term was the central concept in existential-counseling. 

Beck (1963) was of the feeling that the word analysis was a rather . 

unpopular term, especially among client-centered counselors; and pre

ferred to use the term "existential-phenomenology" when discussing the 

marriage or union of existentialism and phenomenology. A wedding of 

seemingly opposite philosophies might-be confusing when realizing that 

basically, existentialism was for choice and freedom, while phenomen

ology thought of choice as a sham and behavior as deterministic. 

Phenomenology had a pat system and existentialism had no system at.all. 

Beck's views of this unusual marriage help clarify the seeming contra

diction:

1. Daseinanalyse,emphasizes the fact that, because of 
existential anxiety, one may live in two or more mutually 
exclusive worlds; phenomenology emphasizes the centrality 
of unity of the experiences of the organism. The Dasein- 
analyse theorist feels that the latter statement may be 
true of lower forms of life, but that man partakes of a 
different mode.of existence and therefore faces meanings 
which often complicate his life meanings. •

2. - Daseinanalyse attempts to reconstruct the meaning- 
structure of the world of the individual or the conflicting 
structures of his two or more worlds qf meanings and infIu- . 
ences; it .explores how and why meanings have changed. 
Phenomenology stresses the present field of influences. '

3. Phenomenology stresses awareness, consciousness, 
perceptions. DaseinqnalyselIs concerned with the total 
meaning-structure of the client; his life btyle, his views 
of life and death, his. world choices, and all aspects of 
his relating to life (19.63:103) =
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Man is first of all, of this world in terms of physical sur

roundings: trees, water, air,and so forth. Man, in addition, has his

own little world consisting of his loved ones, his concerns, his work, 

and all that he holds dear. The third world of man is the world he 

will create or shape by his choices and decisions. The third world is 

the one that illustrates man's continual process of dynamic becoming. 

Dynamism and flow is the essence of man's existence, the endless pro

cess of man's potential becoming actualized and participating as an 

effectively functioning part of his actual world. The three different 

worlds, so to speak, of the individual can be looked at as the experi

ences that make up man's reality. • In existential counseling, the 

reality of the client must be experienced, understood, and explored 

by the counselor.. As Beck pointed out, it is more than empathy, more 

than -"knowing about" a client. It is a true encounter of mutual inter

action between two beings that actually reveals the ontological 

(the being) existence of the client, a true "knowing" of the client's 

feelings, thoughts, and experiences (1963:105).

What good will it do one might ask, with some trepidation, if 

I, as a counselor, chose to literally experience the plight of my 

client? What happens? What makes this a therapeutic encounter? Isn't 

it far safer, to have a predisposed plan or a set of categories one 

can use to conveniently pigeonhole a client's dilemma? Safe techniques
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enable the therapist to. always know what he is doing, where he is going, 

and what the client's reaction should properly be. Yes, this might be 

better. ■ May stated:

But if, as I sit here, I am chiefly thinking of these 
whys and hows of the way the problem came" about, I will have 
grasped everything except the most important.thing of all, 
the existing person. Indeed, I will have grasped everything 
except the-only real source of data I have, namely, this 
experiencing human being, this person now emerging, becoming,

( "building world," as the existential psychologists put it, 
immediately in this room with me (1961:3).

But the therapist still has,to answer the question concerning 

the discrepancies between whatever theory he elects to follow and the 

actual practice of that theory. The therapist still has to come to 

terms with the acknowledged hypothesis that each client is unique; his 

world of experiences and desires are different than mine. So what is 

the therapist to do? ■

First of all, the therapist must have a belief, or a hypothesis, 

that if he does experience with the client whatever he's attempting to 

express that something beneficial will occur. Maybe.the client will 

become aware of the true essence of this feeling, thought process, 

or experience for the first time. As' a result of this mutual experi

ential awareness the client may gain more understanding of his being.

An honest expression thus experienced will, represent what is happening, 

as opposed to why it is happening. On the surface, mutual emotional 

experiencing might look like symptom therapy. However, under closer.
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investigation,- phenomenological participation is far more than'symptom 

therapy because when a person gains complete, or nearly complete, aware 

ness of a present experience, does the awareness not include meaningful 

past experiences as well? Additionally, a.possible connection between 

the present experience and the past experiences’is likely to.have, a 

bearing on the future. Once.awareness of what is becomes experienced, 

a natural balance ensues between past, present, and.future. Salter 

(1961) stated that feelings act as carriers of memories.

If a client is permitted to experience a.feeling completely—  

and this might only happen when the feeling is mutually experienced 

by a second party— then the past as well as the present can be under- ., 

stood in terms that an intellectual or cognitive explanation could 

never provide. Understanding why a person behaves in a particular way 

is an empty intellectual stigma. An individual must live or re-live, 

experience or re-experience, in order to benefit from knowledge.■ 

Re-experience.does not refer to the digging up of the past but rather 

to a side' product that comes with experiencing fully that which is 

occurring right now.' Although the, client's past experiences may be 

limiting his choices and decisions, the future utilization of his 

potentials can best be understood by his' commitment to the present. ■

A person's awareness of this will not help him to find himself. There 

is no self to find; there is only a self to create. To find a self.
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is to presuppose that a definite, stagnant self existed and this will 

never do. A person must create his own self and do so by his choices 

and decisions. This creation should be in light of his potentialities 

and is necessarily a continual process of "becoming",• Many therapists 

have made a statement similar in meaning to a statement of Tillich’s:

A person becomes a person in the encounter with other 
persons and in no other way. This interdependence of man and 
man in the process of becoming human is a judgment against a 
psychotherapeutic method in which the patient is a mere object 
for the analyst as a subject (1958:98).

Adrian van Kaam authenticated that the aim of therapy was to 

make the client feel at. home in his■real world by reshaping his phe

nomenal world and restoring meaning to areas that have,become dehuman

ized. In order to clarify the personal world of the client through the 

therapeutic relationship, the counselor must' participate as fully as 

possible in the phenomenal world of the client. Communication was.of 

the essence, since the world of the client exists only in the meaning 

that it has for him and this must be semantically verbalized. A. van 

Kaam stated that each counseling encounter is a creative experience 

(1962:403-415).

A second aspect of the therapeutic situation or relationship, 

in addition to participation, is the Rogerian concept that - the counselor 

must have unconditional acceptance of.and regard for the client. Even 

though the counselor may surreptitiously point out some self-imposed
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limitations on being that the client may be responsible for during the 

participatory process, the counselor would never be critical of the 

client's being itself„

Thirdly, and perhaps most important, the counselor is fully 

present to the client, present in feeling, in emotion, and in sincere 

interest. What■does this presence have to do with a therapeutic rela

tionship? The existentialists believed that it fractures a client's 

ability and desire to reconstruct his neurotic world. Sabert Basescu - 

substantiated this concept with the following anecdote and comment:

A six-year-old girl, who was very disruptive and especially 
messy in her behavior, came to one of her sessions and said 
she had to go to.the bathroom; She asked her therapist to go , 
with her. While sitting on the toilet, she•said; "I could 
really mess, this place up." The therapist said, "Yes, you 
probably could if you wanted to." She then described what 
she could do to mess it up— throwing water around and smearing 
things up. Again the therapist repeated,that■if she wanted 
to mess it up she really was capable of doing it. She smiled 
at this and left the bathroom saying, "I'm not that kind of 
girl."

This illustrates the way in which the existential 
therapist attempts to make the patient aware of his choices 
in life. This girl had. been using her messiness compulsively 
as the way of asserting herself against oppressively restric
tive parents. In coming to realize that it was a way she 
chose, and that there were other ways of being she could 
also choose, she was able to make positive choices in her 
own self-interest and not limit herself to choosing against 
someone else (Basescu, 1971:4).

The above example was not intended to leave the reader with the 

impression that only avowed,existential counselors would handle the
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situation in the way.described. Probably many competent therapists 

would do Iikewise0 Existential therapy is not.a different kind of 

therapy but an approach to understanding human nature and the there- .. 

peutic process, that may enable the counselor, to function more,, 

effectively and more consistently (Binswanger, 1956).

Individuals often choose a neurosis as a means of adjustment, 

an ineffective means of adjustment, perhapsj but definitely an uncon

sciously or consciously chosen .one, according to many practitioners.

To lose the desire to reconstruct this neurosis., the client must find 

something better with which to replace the neurotic protection.■ In 

existentially-based therapy; the belief exists that the client is 

capable of and likely to create something more appropriate and effec

tive, given the proper conditions of participation, unconditional 

positive regard; and empathetic communication. • Subjective creativity 

plays'a large part'in -all■emotional•adjustments.

' The creative subjectivity of life is stressed in an 

existentially-oriented therapy.. Finding meaning only in.life's external 

excitements and pleasures can result in emptiness. When meaningfulness, 

is looked for inside a person, however, he creates an existence that 

is genuine and belongs to no one,but him. The allegiances, achieve- . 

merits, and.dedications - of others are not denigrated by such a 

philosophical,viewpoint. But the existentially-oriented person would.
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tend to find meaning in the way in which religious values (of a partic

ular church or denomination) are lived and practiced, as the meaning 

that gives purpose to membership, not the membership in itself.

The growth of existential-phenomenology was a therapeutic fact. 

Rogers appeared to be.growing in this direction. According to the 

opinions of Edward Dreyfus, there are complementary similarities of. 

approach between existential psychotherapy and client-centered therapy 

(1962:128-132). Both approaches, are phenomenological from the 

perspective of the client, The therapist must feel, not just intellec-. 

tually understand, the client's world. This understanding creates an 

atmosphere of unconditional positive regard■in which change,may occur.

As the client explores his feelings with the counselor, he becomes 

more free to make the choices inherent in and basic to growth. May has 

written that "any therapist is existential to the extent that he is 

still able to relate to the patient as one existence communicating to 

another." The existential communication between therapist and client 

is known as an encounter and is central to. the conduct of existential, 

therapy (Sinsheimer^ 1969:67). . The encounter is the primary vehicle 

through which counselor and client move together toward a higher level 

of authentic being.

Robert Sinsheimer offered the following common tenets of 

existential therapy and client-centered therapy:

v
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1. That man has the potential freedom to make choices in a 
responsible manner although his freedom may be impaired by inner 
conflicts or blockages in development.

2. That man can be helped to find ,meaning in life through 
the liberation of his inner strengths.

3. That dignity is inherent in the human condition. ■

4. That man is a being in the process of becoming.

5. That with help man may move to a higher level of 
authenticity (1969:72).

Further research, however, is needed in regards to ontological concepts, 

identity, self concept, psychological freedom, and individual unique

ness. Rogers and Maslow were, perhaps, the most, enthusiastic leaders . 

in this area.

In a world without complete answers & we must accept a degree 

of subjectivity in our,individually unique world designs.1 What is 

equally ,important is that we must respect the unique subjectivity in 

other people's world designs. How much pur designs differ is not as 

importapt.as the; acknpwladgment. of the fact that the differences repre

sent that very substance that makes this .whole, existence worthwhile.

Dr. S. G. Simpson, of Mpntana State,University, poetically 

cpnceiyed therapy:

Somehow, we were created. If man has choice, he also 
has the responsibility to create the essence of his 
existence. • What, then* is therapy? Is it the restruc
turing of a client's faulty creations? If this is so, the 
"existential encounter," that unique communication between 
two individuals that goes beyond empathy, is the key to
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counseling. For in this encounter, two souls meet. Does not 
one hand wash the other better than one,hand washes itself?

In.Rank's view, because of the trauma of birth, separation 

and loneliness are the most dreaded of human experiences' (1952):. The 

dilemma of mankind is man’s lonely existence. According to Dr. S. G., 

Simpson, of Montana State University., loneliness is the. oddly unique, 

weird feeling that no other human being knows what you are going 

through in your emotional world.

A philosophical matrix, basic.to the.emotive activity of 

therapy, hds been described and therapeutic implications were noted.

Personality theories are diverse in the field of counseling. 

Rogerian propositions have been selected from this diversity, as a 

third foundation for Active Emotive Therapy. This foundation: follows.

ROGERIAN PERSONALITY THEORY

Nineteen Propositions

Attention now turns to concepts of personality in.the form of 

nineteen propositions, offered by Rogers as insight into human behavior. 

The reader may notice that when amplified, the propositions are 

pertinent to and congruent with the existential-phenomenology philo

sophic viewpoint and scientifically, based,emotionally honest excitation.

I. Every.individual exists in a continually changing 
world of experiences of which he is the center (Rogers, 1951:483).
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The world around each human being is constantly in a state of flux and 

revolve^ around the core which is the person himself. The core is a 

private world known only to the individual himself.

Kurt Goldstein’s organismic theory described the organism’s 

structure in terms of figure and ground; "The figure is any process 

that emerges and stands out against a background and occupies the 

center of awareness, i.e. the individual" (1939:14). Goldstein stated: 

"The ground is the continuously flowing extension surrounding the 

figure, i.e. the changing world of experience" (1939:15). A. Angyal 

(1961) perceived the whole individual as relatively complete in himself, 

and as relatively autonomous and independent without being isolated 

from,the outer world. In Freedman;and Kaplan's views:. "Rank's early 

attempts to find a,biological basis for his theory of the birth trauma 

were soon overshadowed by his concern with the personality as a whole, 

the entire self" (1967:373).

The centeredness of the individual refers to Salter’s healthy 

selfishness concept. This,selfishness does not mean the inwardly- 

turned inhibitory mind that cannot be responsive to the environment.. 

and sensitive to the needs of other people. . This healthy selfishness 

refers to the wholesome hunger.of the excitatory personality that takes 

what it deserves and needs from the environment. A' responsive, socially
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useful person, not debilitated by neuroses, alcoholism, drugs, or 

beset by psychosomatic disorders results from the satisfaction of 

natural healthy needs.

Erickson contributed to the holistic concept, in Robert.Cole's 

opinion,with the concept of "identity" which helped illustrate the 

fact that people are whole, unique beings and cannot satisfactorily 

be explained in isolated terms of id, ego, and superego. Additionally., 

in light of Erickson's description of the viscissitudes accompanying 

the building of a sense of identity, in particular the identity crisis 

of adolescence, a counselor may be less likely to take a pessimistic 

view of antisocial, suicidal, or near-psychotic tendencies in adoles

cence.- The inexplicable mood .shifts, the apparent unreasonableness, 

the inherent rebellion,the search for meaning and values, the 

redefinition of beliefs and attitudes occurring in. adolescence.may be 

understood in terms of.holistic insight. A counselor with Erickson's 

insight may better support the unhappy youth during ,the time conflict

ing identifications are coordinated so that the adolescent may emerge- 

intact.as an adult (Cole, 1972:125).-

An analogy illustrates the concept of wholesome selfishness.

A seed planted in,the soil takes every nutrient it.must have in order 

to grow and develop. But a seed takes only what it does need, and 

nothing more. Another example of this healthy, selfishness can be seen 

in the African veldt where endless varieties of grazing animals live

C
C
C
C
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in one limited area, each eating the particular variety of grass 

suitable for growth, only.what is needed, and not more, while, other- 

species do the same on different varieties of grasses; Harmony of 

nature portrays a.natural model.for human behavior. Rogers believed 

that the center core of the individual is positive. The base of the 

person’s animal nature is basically healthy, socialized, forward- 

moving, and realistic (1961:71). The works of Maslow (1949:273-278) 

and A.. Montague (1950) supported the view that-the basic-nature of man 

is good.

Maslow has been a.positive driving power behind "third .force" 

psychology with its stress upon the belief in the reality of higher 

human-needs* motives, and capacities ,,in the conclusions : of .Frank 

Goble (1970) ., Maslow believed that man is , intrinsically good and ..can 

be. freed from controlling forces which are bad or inhibiting in order 

to develop his human potential. Counseling implications of Maslow’s' 

attitude are that the.counselor may recognize individual differences 

and help the person find his real self which has been "hidden, swamped, 

distorted, twisted, overlayed," because that real self, as seen by 

Maslow, is basically creatively natural and good (1968:110) . ’ May 

stated: "The organism has one,and only one central need in life, to .

fulfill its own potential" (1953:81).

2. An organism reacts, to field as it’s experienced or 
perceived. This perceptual field is reality (for this individual) 
(Rogers, 1951:484).
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The individual may constantly check his perceptions and 

experiences of reality as he perceives it against others but the 

untested, uninvestigated,or buried perceptions may have as much 

authority in behavior as the checked perceptions = The reader .will 

remember the previous example of the mother. If the mother is per

ceived as horrid, even if she is not in actual fact, she indeed is for 

the child who experiences such.a perception.

The word "reacts" may require amplification. An excitatory or 

self-actualized individual will experience and express thoroughly an 

event, emotion, or response.from his phenomenological field of per

ception. Experiences are not buried, denied, or disowned. The inhib

itory person will either distort the experience with protective ration 

alization or react to emotions but will not descriptively.experience 

them6 An example of such behavior might be the person who curses or 

physically attacks someone who made him angry. A violent blow-up is 

his reaction to anger. Such behavior is nothing but an inhibitory 

reaction to, not.a descriptive experiencing of, honestly felt anger. 

The emotion of anger is not expressed.by a left uppercut to the jaw or 

a vicious kick in the ankles. The anger remains to fester, to create 

psychic tension and to encourage brooding on the many reasons for 

hating the kicked individual, accompanied by resultant guilt feelings 

over such anti-social behavior.
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The field of outer and inner experiences is experienced and 

perceived on an emotional.level, learning is non-volitional. Per

ceptions and experiences of events, people, and.the environment are 

based on the individual reality of values, beliefs, attitudes, all 

unique to the particular perceiving organism. No two individuals can 

perceive reality in quite the same way. Experiences of two individuals 

are perceived by two different perceptual and phenomenological fields. 

The bells of experience ring a different tone for each human being arid 

are the musical reality for that person. Kurt Lewin (1936) insisted 

that only by adequately perceiving what he termed a person's life 

space could we understand his behavior.

3. The organism reacts as an organized whole to his 
phenomenal field (Rogers, 1951:486).

In Carl Jung's concept of the archetype of the self, he 

emphasized the principle of harmony, balance, and integration in the 

human mind. Frieda Fordham stated:

The regulatory function of the psychic opposites into a ■ 
natural whole is inherent in human nature and essential to 
as understanding of psychic functioning (1953;18).

Balance, harmony and integration were Jung's psychological counterparts

to the homeostatic physical principle of W. B. Cannon's (1939)

homeostasis.

One of the most basic characteristics of life is its tendency 

towards total, organized, and goal-directed responses, according to
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Adlerian thought. Alteration in any part of the total organized system 

produces changes in another part. Holistic theories hold that organ

ization is the natural,.healthy state of the organism. Disorganization 

is pathological, usually brought about by the impact of an oppressive 

or threatening environment (Goldstein, 1939).

No part of the organism is rejected or neglected. Organismic 

theory insists that the organism is not' a dual system of mind and body 

but a single entity. Maslow felt that there are no closed, separate 

systems within the organism. Within the organism everything does 

actually relate with everything else.

The individual is an integrated, organized whole. The 
whole person is motivated, not just a part of him. In other 
words, when a man is. hungry, he's hungry all over; he himself 
wants food, not just his stomach (Goble, 1970:36).

Work on voluntary control of the autonomic nervous system has forced

psychologists to the position that the separation of voluntary and

involuntary respones can no longer be accepted, in the opinion of Peter

Lang (1970:37-41).

The work of Hans Selye has proven that stress can cause certain 

changes in the structure and chemical composition of the body, which 

can be accurately appraised (1969:25). According to Selye, the general 

adaptation syndrome is used by the body to fight to maintain the 

homeostatic balance of tissues when they are threatened or damaged. 

Emotional stresses cause chemical composition change in the body due
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to hormones produced during the acute alarm-reaction phase of the 

general adaptation syndrome. Hormones stimulate people for action and 

then follow with a depressive state, both of practical and protective 

value for physical survival and repair (1969:66).

Adlerians also perceived man from a holistic viewpoint. Man’s 

behavior and psychological movements are seen as purposeful and inte

grated. Basic to a holistic, goal-directed approach is the belief in 

the individual's ability to change if verbalization and conscious 

recognition of the purpose in self-defeating behavior occurs. More 

natural constructive behavior to attain a goal may ensue. Goal per

ceptions may be altered if unrealistic. The phenomenological basis of 

Adlerian concepts necessitates that the behavior change and perception 

be intrinsic, thus counseling approaches must be client-centered. 

Certain key Adlerian concepts relative to Proposition three, but 

applicable in some form to all of the propositions, are summarized 

below:

A= Human personality is best understood in its unity.

B: Behavior is goal-directed and purposive.

C. Goal-directed behavior receives its direction from the 

apperceptive schema.

D. All behavior has social meaning.

E. Each person has the power of choice.
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F. The individual is understood in terms of his pheno

menological field.

G. Belonging is a basic need.

H. Emphasis is on laws that apply to the individual.

I. We need to know what conclusions the person has drawn 

from his experiences and what goal he is seeking rather than what he 

has experienced.

J . Social interest is the criterion of mental health; 

therefore, affective change is more important than cognitive change.

4. The organism has one basic tendency and striving to
actualize, maintain, and enhance the experiencing organism 
(Rogers, 1951:487)

The forward directional trend of the organism is obvious from 

conception to maturity and occupies a central position in therapy. 

Humanistic therapists believe that if the organism is given a choice, 

when in the state of emotionally free excitation, it will choose pro

gressive rather than regressive behaviors.

Sullivan designated the basic drive of the organism as a 

pursuit for security, an intense goal-directed drive, Sullivan 

divided the purposes or goals of human behavior into two inter

related classes; the pursuit of satisfactions and the pursuit of 

security. Satisfactions, as he used the term, referred to bio

logical needs, including sleep and rest, sex fulfillment, food and
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drink, and physical closeness to other human animals. Security, on the. 

other hand, was used by Sullivan to refer to a state of well-being, of 

belonging, of being accepted. Most psychological problems, he pointed 

out, arose in relation to the pursuit of security. At times,a society 

will interfere seriously with the biological satisfactions, (most often 

sex in our society). Generally, however, things go wrong in the 

formation or in the carrying out of security operations. When the 

individual has a state of "good feeling," or euphoria, security has 

been achieved. When he has a loss of euphoria, uneasiness, anxiety, 

his pursuit of security has been (at least temporarily): unsuccessful 

(1953:42-46).

Fromm has examined man's situation in terms of the basic needs 

which man strives to attain in order to fully realize his humanity.. 

Fromm arrived at the conclusion that four such basic needs are sought 

after by mankind: rootedness, .identity, transcendence,. and relation

(1959:151-164).

Research findings of W. J. Schultd and Charles Truax supported 

the conception of enhancing drives inherent in man's nature. Research 

showed that severely disturbed mental patients do have a significant 

capacity for constructive self-direction. The ideal self-concepts of 

hospitalized mental patients were more closely related to optimal
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psychic adjustment than their current self-concepts. In other words, 

there was a goal-directedness search for improved mental health even 

in institutionalized patients (1968:158-15,9) .

Jerome Bruner, of Harvard's Center for Cognitive Studies, 

has studied babies well before they learn to speak and has come to 

the conclusion that infants enter the world not just with significant 

abilities in language competence but that there are programs of goal- 

oriented actions in the human mind right after birth for the intelli

gent use of hands, eyes, and tools. Bruner believed that these goals 

can be used as a prime mover for self-education-. This research has 

been the supporting basis for Bruner's statement that "any subject 

can be taught effectively in some intellectually honest form to any 

child at any stage of development" (Pines, 1970:5).

Bruner based his concept of innate goal-directedness present 

from birth upon his research with the sucking responses of infants, 

as reported by Pines (1970:2-14). Four, five, and six-week old 

infants are given a specially built pacifier while watching a movie 

which is in blurred focus.. By sucking they can bring the picture badk 

into clear focus. When the babies discovered that sucking made the 

picture clearer, they cut down their pauses between sucks, stopping 

only four seconds. Bruner interpreted this as the babies' rapid 

learning as the effect of fulfilling their own intentions. Such a 

strategy, comes from the inside out, from an innate preadaption.
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Bruner does not agree with Freud's determinism or J„ Piaget's locking 

into the structures that are species-specific to humans. Bruner 

claimed that through the exercise of initiative on the organism's 

part that a human being can.turn around, on his own information, reorder 

it, and generate hypotheses. The structures in men's minds are pro

ductive and generative, not deterministic dead ends. Bruner found 

additional support for his ideas in the work of the linguist,. Noam 

Chomsky, who revolutionized the study of language by discussing the 

structures in language and consequently in men's minds. Chomsky 

claimed that these structures made it possible for children as young 

as two to learn the rules of grammar without being taught (Pines, 1970) 

Rogers has postulated his opinions concerning human infants and their 

acquisition of behavior in the following outline form:

Postulated Characteristics of the Human Infant

It is postulated that the individual, during the period 
of infancy, has at least these attributes.

A. Hei perceives his experience as reality. His experience 
is his reality.

(I) As a consequence he has greater potential awareness 
of what reality is1 for him than does anyone else, 
since no one else can completely assume his internal 
frame of reference.

B. He has an inherent tendency toward actualizing his. 
organism.

C. v He interacts with his reality in terms of his basic 
actualizing tendency. Thus his behavior is the goal-directed 
attempt of the organism to satisfy the experienced needs for 
actualization in the reality as perceived.
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Dc In this interaction he behaves as an organized whole, 
as a gestalt.

E. He engages in an organismic valuing process, valuing 
experience with reference to the actualizing tendency as a 
criterion. Experiences which are perceived as maintaining
or enhancing the organism are valued positively. Those which ■ 
are perceived as negating such maintenance or enhancement are 
valued negatively.

F. He. behaves with adience toward positively valued 
experiences and with avoidance toward those negatively valued 
(1959:222).

5. Behavior is basically the goal-directed attempt of the 
organism to satisfy its needs as experienced, in the' 
field as perceived (Rogers, 1951:491).

Present needs and tensions, as perceived by the individual, 

are the ones which he seeks to satisfy. The past is important only 

because it modifies the meaning which will be perceived in present 

situations and events. The human mind is capable of dealing with one 

moment at a time, within the ,context of the perceived field and in the 

framework of, experienced needs of the here and now. Horney concluded 

that "incentive to grow" was a universal phenomena (1950:17).

Maslow also commented:

Man demonstrates in his own nature a pressure towards 
fuller and fuller being,- more and more perfect actualization 
of his humanness in exactly the same naturalistic scientific 
sense that an acorn may be said to be "pressing toward" being . 
an oak tree (Goble, 1970:55). '

Sullivan viewed what he termed the emergent "self-dynamism" 

as determining the aspects of the .total available experience that will
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be utilized and integrated by the individual at any point in his life,■ 

in accordance with basic needs for safety and security. Sullivan used 

the term "selective inattention" for the method used by the self

dynamism to control focal awareness so that what does not make sense in 

terms of the particular individual's self-organization and needs does 

not get attention (1937:23.).

Teachers and parents often wonder why children, for example, 

do not always learn their times tables quickly and efficiently. If a 

child does not see arithmetic as filling an inner need, as a part of 

his fictional goal, within the context of his school life, then he 

probably will not do so because twelve times twelve simply does not 

fit his present schema. In Adler's view, everything in behavior 

depends on the fictions a person has acquired, that is, his attitudes, 

beliefs, and values about himself and the future.

Another example of this is the case of a starving man who steals 

bread. The man may not be a criminal, he may even detest thieves. His 

hunger is an experienced need and his world is somehow perceived as 

not satisfying this need. Goal-directedness will dictate what he 

feels he must do. Physical hunger is paralleled by the psychological 

need for affection, man's basic emotional need. If a child does not 

receive the healthy, natural affection he needs, he will bid for it in 

attention getting ways„ A young girl may become sexually promiscuous 

if legitimate affection from family and friends is not perceived.

210
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According to Sullivan, if in the course of growing up, an 

individual is fortunate enough to have sound interpersonal relations 

with his peer group, especially with a very close.friend during the 

period of adolescence, that individual may Ieam that some of his 

previous distortions are wrong and may correct them. In other words, 

Sullivan perceived life itself as a therapeutic experience. Sullivan 

termed such correction, accomplished by comparing one's thoughts and 

feelings with others and sharing emotions- affectionately, "consensual 

validation" (1953:93).

6, Emotion accompanies and in general facilitates such 
goal-directed behavior, and the kind of behavior is 
related to the perceived significance of the behavior 
for the maintenance and enhancement of the organism 
(Rogers, 1951:492)„

The degree of emotional response on the part of the organism 

to a perceived experience may be proportional to.and dependent upon 

the relationship of that experience to the maintenance and enhancement 

of the individual= An example of this may be a tiny mouse that was 

cornered by two cats and one dog. The mouse squeeked and jumped 

menacingly at the three larger creatures * even though he was no match 

for even one of them. The mouse perceived that his very survival 

was at stake and responded on the basis of fear with drastic protective 

behavior.

Behavior is learned and perceived on an emotional level, not 

an intellectual one. Rogers stated that:
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Learning as it takes place in therapy is a total, 
organismic, frequently non-verbal type of thing which may 
or may not follow the same principles as the intellectual 
learning of trivial material which has little relevance to 
self (1961:86) .

Therapy must be a process of emotional reorganization, not an intel

lectual technique. The affective result of an experience is more 

important than the actual cognitive experience. An Adlerian would 

reiterate that it is not what happens that is crucial,. it is the 

attitude and emotional reaction to it that matters.

A client may befriend himself, perhaps for the first time,when- 

goal-directed enhancement becomes able to function. Subsequent exper

iences may be evaluated on the basis of whether or not the experience 

enhances or maintains or. fails to enhance or maintain the organism.

No longer will a client value or not value an experience because of 

"what someone else may think." He can experience it for himself, in 

terms of natural healthy needs, not in terms of social pressures. Thus, 

the locus of evaluation moves from the imagined and/or. negative judg

ments of others to the individual himself, the evidence being supplied 

by his five senses.'

If the .emotion experienced was perceived as. pleasant and 

enhanced the organism, such behavior tends to be repeated. Adlerian 

theory would Say that such enhancement is a goal-directed process and ■ 

if one’s apperceptive schema is being fulfilled, present satisfaction
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results. If an emotion is discomforting and not perceived as enhancing, 

is threatening to the self-esteem, so to speak, such behavior will be 

rejected, disowned, avoided, denied, distorted. Students who find 

statistics, for example, to be irrelevant to their perceived needs and 

too difficult to master, as perceived by their inner, abilities,■will 

tend to say: "I hate numbers.", "I have a bad teacher.", "I don't

need that course.", "I can't succeed."

Humans experience themselves into a situation on an emotional 

level. They do not rationally think themselves into it or out of it 

in a logical fashion. A person must experience his way, on, an emo

tional level, out of: a situation. Therapy must, therefore, be on an 

emotional affective level.

7. The best vantage point to understand behavior is from
the internal frame of reference of the individual himself 
(Rogers, 1951:494).

Ron Mogen, a former B.I.A. employee, told of a Northern

Cheyenne Indian saying that illustrated the above concept: "Never

judge a man until you have walked a mile in his moccasins." The

psychodrama of Jacob Moreno is based on a poem he wrote:

A meeting of two: eye to eye; face to face
and when you are near I will take your eyes out
and place them instead of mine,
and you will take my eyes out
and will place them instead of yours,
and I will look at you with your eyes
and you will look at me with mine (Blatner, 1970:1).
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Since the client's responses and behavior are a reaction to the 

world as. he perceives it, a counselor can understand him only if the 

counselor attempts to jump inside the client's frame of reference and 

see the world through his eyes. .

According to May:

There is no such think as truth or.reality for a living human 
being except as he participates in it, is conscious of it, and 
has some relationship with it. Only the truth that is genuinely . 
experienced on all levels of being, including what is called 
subconscious.and unconscious and never excluding the element 
of conscious decision and responsibility— only this truth has 
the power to change a human being (1961:17).

A counselor, need not feel that he must give his advice or 

intellectual, solution to the client. External judgment would have 

taken care of the client long before he came to therapy if such judg

ment and advice worked. The counselor's own interpretations are not 

therapeutic and may even prove threatening to clients. A client has 

maximum freedom to grow in positive ways when a counselor.can approach 

the client without a preconceived set of categories into which that 

client must fit. The therapeutic task is to fit inside of the client's 

world, to experience that world with the client, from the vantage point 

of the client.

8. A portion of the total perceptual field gradually
becomes differentiated as the self (Rogers, 1951:497).

"Self" as used above, refers to awareness of being, of func

tioning. Angyal would term this phenomena the "symbolic self," whereby
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man develops ideas about his "self" because many of his organic pro- ■ 

cesses become conscious (1961:14). Holistic theorists believed that 

the differentiation of self from the total perceptual field develops 

as an autonomous self-determining force as. the organism expands to 

assimilate and master the environment as a product and function of age

To begin with, the newborn infant has no sense of self.
His actions are without self-conscious purposes at first.
But his actions do have meanings to other persons, who respond 
to him in terms of these meanings. The infant, utterly depend
ent upon others for the- satisfaction of his needs, begins to 
organize his behavior around the reactions of others. And 
inherent in these reactions are the meanings the infant will 
come to apply to his own behavior. These are not only meanings 
for specific situations, but they also become generalized to 
provide a continuity of interpretation from situation to 
situation. And so a sense of self begins, to emerge (Schellen- 
berg, 1970:76).

Sullivan (1953) believed that the self-system develops through 

experiences with other human beings, beginning with the initial exper

iences of the infant with the mothering one. In the process of self

development, according to Sullivan, the infant gradually evolves 

several personifications of "me", such as: the "good me" and the "bad

me", Security feelings are organized around the "good me". The "bad
I

me" revolves around anxiety feelings. According to Sullivan (1953), 

if the development of the child is permeated with security feelings,. 

the self-image tends essentially to be a positive one. If many unfor

tunate anxiety producing experiences prevail, negative self-image, will 

be predominant. In other words, the child tends to evaluate himself
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in terms of the reactions towards him from environment and significant 

others. If the parents and significant others hold the child in 

sincere affection and the child received a great deal of love, respect, 

and tenderness, he perceives himself as worthy of love and esteem. But 

if attitudes are largely negative, either in the form of overprotective 

rejection or the other extreme of the unwanted child who is openly 

rejected, the child grows up without self-love and self-esteem.

In other words, a child gradually discovers that he is indeed 

separate from his outer world. The reader can remember seeing small 

babies cry out in delight at the "discovery" of their own toes. Not 

just the physical self, but the emotional and psychic self becomes 

differentiated. If unpleasant learnings are experienced, the child may 

come to feel that his "self" is far from acceptable. If a child is 

over«**protected and made to feel that he is not capable of doing things 

for himself on his own, his "self" may be a very limited one, his 

natural capabilities rejected. Therapeutically, non-judgmental accept

ance of the client's self at each moment (whether or not the therapist 

actually approves of certain behaviors of that self) is crucial for 

the self of the client to grow in a positive direction,regaining a 

healthy, expansive view of self and defining the self, perhaps for the 

first time, as separate from social pressures.
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9. As a result of Interaction with the environment and 
particularly as a result of evaluational interaction 
with others, the structure of the self is formed.
Conceptual patterns of the "me" or the "I" result 
(Rogers, 1951:498).

Sullivan (1953) believed that one gains growth as a human being 

through interpersonal relationships. Horney perceived the child as 

developing patterns of moving towards, against, and away from people, 

based upon childhood perceptions of self as small and helpless, sur

rounded by "giants" (1945:41). A child develops impressions about 

himself and about the environment through interaction. Impressions and 

concepts so gained may be verbal and conscious or non-verbal and 

unconscious but still function as guiding principles.

According to Rogers:

As experiences occur in the life of the individual, they 
are either a) symbolized, perceived, and organized into some 
relationship to the self; b) ignored because there is ho 
perceived relationship to the self structure; or c) denied 
symbolization or given a distorted symbolization because the 
experience is inconsistent with the structure of the self (1951:503).

George Mead felt that socialization and self development take 

place essentially through the use of language.

Language is predominantly based on the vocal gesture by 
means of which cooperative activities In a community are 
carried out. Language in its significant sense is that vocal 
gesture which tends to arouse in the individual the attitude 
which it arouses in others, and it is this perfecting of the 
self by the gesture which mediates the social activities that 
gives rise to the process of taking the role of the other .
(1934:159).
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Language seems to provide one central means of organizing one's 

conception of oneself and one's world, As language is learned, a 

child also develops a way of viewing himself through the new-found 

tools of self conceptualization.

James Schellenberg stated that:

Simple nouns may assist a child to sort out identities, 
but pronouns may be even more important in sorting out 
relationships between identities. The child is not just a 
thing, but he. is an identity in relationship to significant 
others. Pronouns such as "I", "me", and "you" help to focus 
upon these relationships as expressed through interaction.
The distinction between "me" and "you" require a close 
attention to relative perspectives which in turn prepares 
the way for a child's sense of self in relationship to others 
(1970:121).

Charles Cooley's description of the "looking-glass self" 

created a vivid picture for describing how self-concepts are developed 

and implicates the power of the judgment of others, especially in the 

creation of the inhibited personality.

As we see our face, figure, and dress in the glass, and 
are interested in them because they are ours, and pleased or 
otherwise with them according as they do or do not answer to 
what we should like them to be; so in imagination we perceive 
in another's mind some thought of our appearance, manners, aims, 
deeds, character, friends, and. so on, and are variously 
affected by it.

A self-idea of this sort seems to have three principle 
elements: the imagination of our appearance to the other 
person; the imagination of his judgment of that appearance; 
and some sort of self-feeling, such as pride or mortification 
(1922:184-185).
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Cooley1s concepts are perhaps compatible with those of Sullivan 

concerning self-development and perception. Cooley also seemed to deal 

with Salterian and Rogerian concepts in the following explanation of 

imagined judgments where intrinsic, organismic valuing has been usurped 

by extrinsic, unenhancing social judgments.

The comparison with a looking-glass hardly suggests the 
second element, the imagined judgment, which is quite essential.
The thing that moves us to pride or shame is not the mere 
mechanical reflection of ourselves, but an imputed sentiment* 
the imagined effect of this reflection upon another's mind.
This is evident from the fact that the character and weight 
of that other, in whose mind we see ourselves, makes all the 
difference with our feeling. We always imagine, and in 
imagining, share, the judgments of the other mind (1922:185).

George Mead offered another sociologically-oriented conception 

of the social process by which personality develops seemingly compatible 

with Sullivan's consensual validation and the Salterian "society is the 

sworn enemy of mental health".

Selves' can only exist in definite relationships to other 
selves. The individual possesses a self only in relation to 
the selves of the other members of his social group (1934:161).

IQ. The values attached to experiences, and the values which 
are part of the self structure, in some instances are 
values experienced directly by the organism, and in 
some instances are values introjected or taken over 
from others, but perceived in distorted fashion, as 
if they had been experienced directly (Rogers, 1951:498).

If a value is accepted into consciousness it is because that 

value meets a need or is consistent with self-enhancement. If a value 

is ignored, as are many experiences of the inhibitory personality, it
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is usually not raised to a conscious level since there- is no place for 

it in the self-structure. However, if a value is denied or distorted, 

is not allowed to be experienced or subceived, as the semticists would 

say, therein Iieg phenomena leading to inhibition and mental illness. 

Distortion is frequently inevitable if events have not been experienced 

by the organism as a whole in terms of its own phenomenological field. 

The values of others may be worthwhile and useful but the organism 

must accept, investigate, and experience them before he can "own" them. 

So many people when facing a decision reported Rogers, say "What would 

my parents or culture want me to do?" "What do others think I should ' 

do?" "What ought to be done?" (1961:103). Distortion creates an 

imbalance, an incongruence between self and experience, psychic dis

equilibrium occurs,, as Rogers described:

If the self and the total experience of the organism are 
relatively congruent, then the actualizing tendency remains 
relatively unified. If self and experience are incongruent, 
then the general tendency to actualize the organism may work 
at cross purposes with the subsystem of that motive the 
tendency to actualize the self (1959:197).

Homey described such introjected distortions as resulting in 

a person who was "alienated from the real self" and "caught in a 

spider's web" of unconscious pretense and rationalization" (1942:111). 

The spider's web of pretense and rationalization causes a person to 

attribute to himself qualities he does not have and creates an 

inaccurate "ideal self" (1942:49). Distortions cause a person to fail
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to perceive accurately his real feelings, thoughts and behaviors. If 

a person takes his inaccurate experiences and values as fact, he 

becomes vulnerable to mistakes and errors in his interactions with other 

people. Moreover, since the values are based on distorted foundations, 

such a person cannot possibly live up to "ideal" expectations because 

such introjected or taken over values were never his or appropriate 

for him. Homey (1950) viewed the conflict between the real self and 

the idealized image, based upon false distorted introjections, as the 

central one in all neurosesThe false conception is based on pretense 

and is not a product of emotional honesty.

11. Individual experiences occuring are either (a) symbolized 
perceived in relation to self (b) ignored, no relation 
seem as to self... (c) denied or distorted because 
experience is inconsistant with the structor of self. 
Frustration develops where experiences and self-concept 
are apart or incongruent (Rogers, 1951:503).

Incongruence' of self-concept and experiences creates a psychic 

disequilibrium which is uncomfortable and frustrating. Disequilibrium 

is not a natural organismic state and the organism seeks to restore 

equilibrium. A healthy excitatory personality will restore equilibrium 

by accurately and honestly describing the experience. For example:

"I am jealous. I am not proud of being jealous because I have not 

previously thought of myself as a jealous person." (But the down-to- 

earth visceral sensation is one of jealousy.) "I’m even rather ashamed 

to admit it but that's how I honestly feel." Such descriptive emotional
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honesty serves to restore psychic homeostasis. Acceptance of an 

imbalance is the first step to changing incongruence to congruence. 

An inhibitory personality would probably react with something like 

this example: "I am not jealous. I have never been jealous. It is

terrible and wrong, less than ideal to feel jealous. Therefore, I 

am not."

Emotional dishonesty serves to create greater incongruence and 

frustration. Psychic equilibrium is restored through subtly aggressive 

methods. Perhapa the person above who denied the emotion of jealousy,' 

when encountering the one of whom he really felt jealous, would make 

sly digs at the other unsuspecting person, under the facade of a false 

smile, "Oh, did you get that dress at the Salvation Army? It so 

darling and appropriate for your figure." Sullivan noted that a person 

could practice deceptions and engage in "as if" performances. He can 

think critical thoughts,. feel hostile affect, and yet speak and behave 

toward a neighbor, as if he were friendly (Ford and Urban, 1963:646).

Rogers offered several illustrations of incongruence and the 

resulting psychic tension resulting from such behavior:

Take the man who becomes angrily involved in a group 
discussion. His face flushes, his tone communicates anger, he 
shakes his finger at his opponent. Yet when a. friend says,
"Well, let’s not get angry about this", he replies, with 
evident sincerity- and surprise, "I’m not getting angry I I don’t 
have any feelings about this at all. I was just pointing out 
the logical facts" (1961:341).’
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Or:

Mrs. Brown, who has been stifling yawns and looking.at 
her watch for hours, says to her hostess on departing, "I 
enjoyed this evening so much. It was a delightful party"
(1961:341).

Both the angry gentleman and the bored Mrs. Brown are evidencing 

incongruent behaviors. The anger or boredom do not automatically 

disappear just because ignored. Any emotion must be expressed. If not 

expressed openly and honestly, the emotion will surface somewhere else, 

usually in upsetting, anti-social ways,in psychosomatic ailments, or 

veiled aggression.

12. Most ways of behaving are adopted by organism, which 
are consistent with self (Rogers, 1951:507).

If a person perceives himself as a helpful person, for example, 

when a friend requests a favor from him, chances are that he will 

gladly do the favor. However, an inhibitory personality in the same 

situation would probably: I) perform the favor grudgingly but covered

with a smiling facade, saying to himself "Oh I had to do it for him or 

he’d not give me a job someday", or 2) give an artifical excuse as to 

why he couldn’t do the favor. Rogers described a helping relationship 

as one in which the therapist can be whatever he is (1961:51). Perhaps 

Carl Rogers perceived himself as a helping person so therefore he would 

probably behave that way as both perceptions are perhaps consistent and 

appropriate for him.
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Kierkegaard pointed out that the deepest form of despair is 

"to be another than himself" (1941:17). Therefore, behavior consistent 

with one's self will be, achieved by the organism in healthy ways or 

unnatural ways to avoid awareness of or experiencing of Kierkegaard's 

despair. Adlerians would portray self-consistent behavior as a style 

of life that suited the picture one had of the future. If a woman 

perceives her role as making a loved one happy, she will find the 

ironing of his shirts a pleasant and appropriately fulfilling task. If 

she does not perceive herself comfortably in this role, the ironing will 

be drudgery.

Allport (1958) discussed the prejudiced person who is likely to 

dichotomize his value judgements in rigid, either/or terms. A pre^ 

judiced person's behavior is colored by his own needs and ..concept of- 

self. In other words, inhibited people who perceive themselves as 

insecure will behave in a rigid way towards others.

13. Behavior can be brought about by organic experiences,
and needs that have not been symbolized. This behavior 
can be inconsistent with structure of self. Behavior 
here is not owned by self (Rogers, 1951:508).

How often have people been heard to say: "I don't know what

I was doing." or "I didn't want to do it, but couldn't control myself." 

These are examples of behavior that was inconsistent with an individual^ 

concept of self. Ford and Urban characterized behavior so disowned 

but organically experienced as "faulty hookups between events occurring
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with respect to any conceivable situation and between any set of 

responses of which the human is capable" (1963:647). Such a situation 

is comparable to the classic story of men who stood at different points 

around the proverbial elephant, each inattentive to the observations 

and experiences of each other. Symbolization errors can lay in what 

the person has been taught. Dollard and Miller (1950) spoke of 

conflicting demands placed on the child leading to two sets of mutually 

incompatible responses. Rogers emphasized how the child can be taught 

inappropriate values, how sexual experiences which are organismically 

satisfying become labeled as bad by the parents. The child adopts 

their evaluation as his own, producing a troublesome conflict between 

the child's primary innate judgment that it feels good and his learned 

judgment that it is bad (Ford and Urban, 1963:396).

Sullivan (1953) would note that some things are so threatening 

to the security of the self that they simply.cannot%be faced.by the 

individual. The aspects of the individual's experience that lead to 

acute anxiety tend to be excluded from his awareness before they can 

create attendant anxiety. This mental process is essentially what 

the Freudians referred to as repression and is what Sullivan called 

dissociation. Freud cited inappropriate expectations and prohibitions 

of parents which the child adopts and thereby acquires as "an exces

sively strong super ego" (1943:36).
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Adler (1931) noted that the child will learn to feel unnaturally 

inferior and will evaluate himself that way if others so label him. A 

child reared under conditions where his behavior, a natural response 

of the whole organism, is labeled inferior will fiqd it difficult to 

own natural behavior. Homey (1950) held that erratic-.,, intimidating, 

and domineering parents were an adverse influence on sel,f and exper

ience congruence. Sullivan (1953) added the factprs of parental 

ridicule and ostracism, which lead to a mistrust of natural experiences 

and emotions. Under conditions of self-mistrust, behavior cannot be 

owned. May (1969) discussed his own illness and recovery from it in a 

tuberculosis sanitarium. He stated that those who Jived with the 

disease, struggled with it, accepted it, recovered; whereas the patients 

who tried to make light of the disease and disowned it, frequently died.

14. Psychological maladjustment exists when the organism 
denies to awareness significant sensory and visceral 
experiences, which consequently are not symbolized 
and organized into the gesfalt of the self-structure„
When this situation exists, there is a basic or potential 
psychological tension (Rogers, 1951:510).

Two different degrees of tension were, observed by Rogers (1959) . 

One is when the individual Jhas a definite and organized sejf-concept 
but denies awareness to some perceptions. The second is when the 

individual feels.himself to be a non^entity and does and thfnks as 

others expect. In the second case, a minimum of accurate symbolization 

and direct valuing of experience exists because experience evaluation 

is that of others.
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Incongruence between the phenomenal field of experience and 

the concepted structure of the self causes' the organism to be in a 

constant state,of threat by experiences which do not fit. The more 

threat is experienced, the more protective and abnormal behavior ensues 

in the form of defense mechanisms and psychosomatic disorders. The 

more defenses are erected, the greater the incongruence, resulting in 

more psychic tensions which may be released in more defenses.

Jungian therapy, emphasized a concern with understanding what 

the client was afraid of and what he might be protecting himself 

against at the present moment. In Jung's view:

Eyery neurosis had an aim; it was an attempt to compensate 
for a One-sided attitude to life, and a voice, as it were, 
drawing attention to a side of personality that had been 
neglected or repressed through a protective instinct (Fordham, 
1953:88).

Adlerian concepts were similar. Psychic tension results when 

fictional goals are exaggerated and inappropriate for the individual 

striving to overcome perceived inferiority. Unconscious (not available 

to conscious awareness) attitudes, beliefs, and values based upon 

faulty logic create an untenable life style for the person living it. 

Tension of a neurotic nature results when any protective mechanism 

is used to excess. The natural protective and equilibrium mechanisms 

break down and mental illness results.

Salter would probably say that denial of significant sensory 

and visceral experiences created an inhibitory mind. This mind must
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use up enormous amounts of energy in maintaining the facade of 

hypocrisy. The resultant tension is unbearable and usually brings 

people to therapy. Psychological tension of the disowned sort— not the 

creative Adlerian, tension of overcoming inferiority in accordance with 

an appropriate goal— cannot be tolerated by the organism. Tension may 

be turned inward in a self-punishing way and may find outlet in 

psychosomatic ailments, in aggressive anti-social behavior, or in 

silent withdrawal from life.

15. Psychological adjustment exists when the concept of the
self is such that all the sensory and visceral experiences 
of the organism are, or may be, assimilated on a symbolic 
level into a consistent relationship with the concept of 
self (Rogers, 1951:513).

Salter would perhaps entitle Proposition fifteen the excitatory 

personality, a person who accepted, experienced, and descriptively 

expressed all visceral feelings in an emotionally honest manner.

Congruence, according to Rogers (1961), exists when the concept 

of self and experiences of the organism are overlapping harmoniously. 

Unnatural inner tensions do not exist. Defenses and protective mech

anisms are no longer necessary and spontaneity resylts, Direction, 

unity and enhancement are free to operate at top efficiency. Salter's 

"control comes from no control" may be directly related to the degree 

in which impulses and perceptions are accepted, properly symbolized, 

and consciously verbalized. Psychic equilibrium can be healthily main

tained in an excitatory and congruent state.
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Maslow believed that:-

Essentially fulfilled lives sustain a balanced equilibrium 
between their basic tendencies to need-satisfaction, self- 
limiting adaptation, creative expansion, and upholding of the 
internal and external order (Buhler, 1968:42)„

Adlerian fictions or symbolic responses in terms of which the 

individual responds are appropriate in the state, of excitatory con

gruence. Behavior is appropriately geared to achieve a goal which will 

be enhancing to the individual. The secondary gains of protective 

neuroses are no longer necessary because normal healthy gains are 

enjoyed. Psychological adjustiveness, in. Rogers' opinion, leads to 

an increasing harmony of complex sensings and responses rather than a 

clear and simple rigidity (1961:181). An adjustive person is creatively 

realistic and realistically creative.

Kierkegaard (1941) expressed the adjustive state in terms of 

being that self which one truly is. Choice, freedom, and the resultant 

responsibility are handled with courage and imagination proportional to 

the complexities of the changing situation. Adjustive personalities 

are fluid, flexible,. and reliably unpredictable. They can be trusted 

as opposed to adjusted or inhibitory personalities that are predictably 

unreliable. One can be trusted to be truly himself but not boring.

The other can't be trusted but will be boringly neurotic.

16. Any experience which is inconsistent with the organization 
or structure of self may be perceived as a threat, and 
the more of these perceptions there are, the more rigidly 
the self-structure is organized to maintain itself.. (Rogers, 
1951:515).
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Adlerians cited the protective mechanism inherent in the inner 

control systems of human beings as one of the strongest forces operating 

for both emotional and physical survival„ The reader will recall the 

story of the fierce mouse protecting itself at all costs however 

unrealistic the survival odds. T. Burrow (1927) recognized the pro

tective mechanism in his theory of fight or flight, two behaviors the 

organism had at its disposal upon- exposure to threat.

Rogers (1959) conceived that the larger the false structure 

there is that needs protective maintenance, the greater the threat may 

appear. Sullivan considered such a preceived threat as creating 

anxiety which was a potently restrictive force. Sullivan went so far 

as to say that as a result of early experiences of anxiety, human beings 

become, to varying degrees, "inferior caricatures of what they might 

have been," because the rigid organization of self-structure uses great 

amounts of energy that could have been more fruitfully creative else

where (1953:93). Homey would probably say that the actual self of the 

neurotic falls very, short of the real self or thei ideal self, creating 

psychic tension that must be controlled. The neurotic then maintains 

a rigid protective self-structure.

Dr. S. G. Simpson, of- Montana State University, told the story 

of the African Chief who, when entertaining two missionary friends 

discussed the bird they were eating. The chief said it was good and 

inquired as to the variety of the bird. The missionaries said it was
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the same kind of bird the three of them had shared at the beginning of 

their friendship some ten years ago and mentioned the bird's species. 

The chief died on the spot as the bird was of a variety that for his 

tribe was taboo to eat. The'experience of eating the bird and breaking 

a tribal taboo was so inconsistent with the chief's self-structure 

that, the self could literally no longer be maintained.

In a very extreme way, a true story told by Dr. Richard 

D'Amrosio (1971) of Laura, illustrated the protective maintenance 

aspects of human beings. The story, is paraphrased below:

A twelve year old girl, hideously deformed, withdrawn 
in eerie muteness, diagnosed as schizophrenic, mentally retarded, 
stashed away in a hospital at eighteen months, was the product 
of parents who regularly beat the child in alcoholic rages, 
mauled her with fists and straps. The child had no reply from 
her crib but shrieks and moans which only enraged the parents 
more. Their next action, which finally brought the police, 
was to try to burn her alive in a large frying pan. She was 
put into a home run by Catholic sisters who refused to doubt 
or despair and who obtained a young psychiatrist to work 
with her. The process of rebuilding this child's broken body 
as well as her withdrawn mind took thousands of hours with every 
tool in the therapeutic arsenel used, physical, emotional, 
intellectual, and social. The end result was that at eighteen 
years of age, Laura left the care of the nuns and Dr. D 'Amrosio-, 
as a high school graduate, her body recovered and her mind 
repaired. She received training as a nurse and took a job 
caring for young children.

This dramatic example illustrates the power of the organismic 

forces of growth that seek formulation in spite of massive threats and 

the protective, rigid self-structure formulated to ensure against 

further threat or pain,
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17. Under certain conditions, involving primarily complete
absence of any threat to the self-structure, experiences 
which are inconsistent with it may be perceived, and 
examined, and the structure of the self revised to 
assimilate and include such experiences (Rogers, 1951:517).

The story of Laura, from Proposition sixteen seems to apply 

here. Even though the time process was long in duration, when Laura 

could perceive a non-threatening atmosphere'of affection and proper 

physical care, her past traumas were gradually brought to conscious 

awareness, discussed, and assimilated. Laura's self-structure had to 

assimilate a meeting with and subsequent rejection of her parents 

once she was well on the road to recovery.

Therapy conducted in. a non-threatening, accepting, client- 

centered atmosphere may enable the individual to gradually bring to 

conscious awareness certain perceptions, attitudes, values, and 

beliefs which had previously been denied to awareness because of the 

prior incongruence between self-structure and experiences. Self

acceptance and behavior change may then begin. A learning process is 

precipitated, namely, the learning of self.

If a child is raised with true affection, given self-reliant 

experiences, and is. allowed to express his honest emotions, such a 

child needs no revision of self to assimulate experiences. Responses 

to experiences will be congruent and excitatory, maintaining equilib

rium and enhancing the organism. Rogers gave an example of total 

holistic congruent behavior in terms of an infant:
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If he is experiencing hunger at the physiological and 
visceral level, then his awareness appears to match this 
experience, and his communication is also congruent with 
his experience. He is hungry and dissatisfied, and this is 
true of him at all levels. He is at this moment integrated or 
unified in being hungry. On the other hand if he is satiated 
arid content this too is a unified congruence, similar at the 
visceral level, the level of awareness and the level of 
communication. Probably one of the reasons why most people 
respond to infants is that they are so completely genuine, 
integrated or congruent. If an infant expresses affection 
or anger or contentment or fear there is no doubt in our 
minds that he is this experience, all the way through. He is 
transparently fearful or loving or hungry or whatever (1961:339).

Therapeutically, one primary goal is to restore the child-like""**™] 

state of congruence in a client who may have had the natural state 

distorted or buried by social inhibitions or the protective mechanisi

or neurosis. Perhaps the accepting affection in- a therapeutic relat:

ship creates a nurturing atmosphere which has never before been exper

ienced by some clients. An analogy to a desert is explanatory. The 

cacti and other seeds lie dormant for years but when the proper condi

tions of rain and season come to pass, the desert bursts into bloom 

in a very short time. In the security of the relationship of a client- 

centered therapist, in the absence of. self-threat, the client can 

permit himself to examine parts of his experiences as they may actually 

feel from his point of view, as apprehended through his visceral 

sensations, without feeling social pressure to distort them to fit a 

false, ideal, or inappropriate concept of self.
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18. When the individual perceives and accepts into one 
consistent and integrated system all his sensory and 
visceral experiences, then he is necessarily more 
understanding of others and is more accepting of others 
as separate individuals (Rogers, 1951:520).

The vicious circle of disowning, repression, alienation, denial„ 

and protective mechanisms, can be broken. A chain reaction of positive 

potentialities for improved interpersonal relationships may begin once 

the symptomatic relief gained from the lack of psychic tension is 

experienced. An individual cannot accept others when he has not 

accepted his own self. The Bible admonished: "Loye thy neighbor^.aa

thyself" (Matthew: XIXsXIX) <■

The inhibited, threatened, inwardly-turned mind, dwelling, 

brooding, and introspecting on its own neurotic preoccupations has no 

energy left for sensitivity towards others. Responses to the environ

ment and the interpersonal relationships with others are thus cut off, 

isolation and alienation deter the receiving of affection and sensory 

experiences which the organism naturally needs. When inhibition is 

replaced with healthy childlike excitation, the mind turns outward 

to the present moment leading to effective interpersonal relationships 

from which satisfaction and affection are given and received. Allport’s 

 ̂ prejudiced, rigid personality needs to judge others harshly. A self-

, accepting person has no neurotic need to do so.

\ ■
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Adlerians conducted therapy where a client was encouraged to 

help others less fortunate than himself„ The natural sociability of 

man is a therapeutic tool. ,Rogers concluded that there is a "tendency 

toward recriprocal communication" resulting from increased congruence 

and more satisfaction is gained from social relationships when threat 

is absent (1961:344). Close relationships with others are no longer 

perceived as dangerous to self.

The low self-sufficient person need no: longer cling to others.

He can feel confident to go out on his own in reaching out to help 

other people. By adjusting to oner's self and not to society, both the 

individual and the society benefit. Alcohol, neuroses, drugs, pscho- 

somatic illness, and anti-social behavior are no longer necessary for 

psychic tension releases. Salter has said that "the inhibitory are 

anti-social", whereas, "the excitatory sincerely likes people" (1961:42); 

Research done by Rogers, et-al. showed that future adjustment of delin

quent adolescents was best predicted by a measure of their realistic 

self-understanding and self-acceptance. This measure was a better 

predictor than measure of family environment, heredity, social milieu, 

and the like (1948:174-186).

19. As the individual perceives and accepts into his self
structure more of his organic experiences, he finds that 
he is replacing his frozen value system— based so largely 
upon introjections which have been distortedly symbolized—  
with a continuing organismic valuing process (Rogers, 
1951:522).
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An organismic valuing process is one that is unique and per

sonal for each individual, one version of the Delphic dictum, "Know 

thyself". The ancient Chinese had a saying that is appropriate here: 

"The great end of learning is nothing else but to seek for the lost 

mind" (Mencius, VI, i, 11, 4) (Legge, 1932:134).

Values, attitudes, and beliefs introjected from others and 

formed into an unrealistic ideal and unattainable self become con

sciously investigated. The individual may choose to retain some 

formerly ideal values for they may be appropriate for him.■ The false 

values not acceptable for the person's view of the future may be 

discarded, no longer a source of guilt and punishment< A dynamic, 

adjustive, natural process, not a stagnant adjustment,, which is per

petually flowing in excitement may hopefully continue throughout a 

person's life. Humans were b o m  to be fully-functioning selves 

creatively choosing the responsibility of freedom.

Existentialists believed that "man is condemned to be free", 

a natural state which cannot be avoided without the sacrifice of mental 

health and happiness. Kierkegaard pointed out that the opposite of 

unhealthy despair is "the will to be that self which one truly is," 

not something that society has said one ought to, or should, or must 

be (1941:13).

Phenomenologists stated that a person's perceptual field is in
I

a constant state of flux, a river of change. Only by frozen value

C
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systems being thawed with self-knowledge and self-acceptance can 

proper responses be made to the flowing phenomenological field of 

life's events.

Salter's view of spontaneous, outgoing feeling provides freedom 

and the ability to absorb shocks without being devastated. The fly 

paper personality becomes smooth, not sticky, and negative experiences 

last very briefly. Excitatory personalities recover quickly from 

critical experiences because they express their feelings, their anger 

and hatreds, and do not carry emotional garbage around inside. An 

organismic valuing process leaves the individual in control of his own 

life. He needs little analysis and future planning for he can trust 

his inner gyroscope to respond properly to situations and events.

Salter concluded, "We must not strait-jacket our animal heritage. We 

must free it for only then can we be happy" (1961:94-95) .

The third foundation of the active emotive approach has been 

described in terms of Rogerian personality theory. Therapeutic factors 

were pointed out by means of Rogers' nineteen propositions.

A fourth cornerstone of Active Emotive Therapy consists of 

an insight summary which developed out of the three previous foun

dations. Insights, when descriptively perceived in therapy, are thought 

to lead to positive behavior change. Selected insights are presented 

in conclusion to this chapter.
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THERAPEUTIC INSIGHTS

A presentation of insights, that if developed during the

.counseling process may be conducive to behavioral change and sympto-
;

matic relief,is submitted as a fourth foundation of this chapter.

The term insight implies the perception of new meaning in 
the individual's own experience. To see new relationships 
of cause and effect, to gain new understanding of the meaning 
which behavior symptoms have had, to understand the pattern
ing of one's behavior— such learnings constitute insight 
(Rogers, 1942:174).

The "ah-ha" effect of serendipity is perhaps well known to the 

reader. However, insight is usually a piecemeal affair, rarely if 

ever occurring all at once. Such learnings are likely to be perhaps 

partially expressed or to be shown as much in actions as in words. 

Insight is formed of learnings with emotional concomitants, not 

learnings of intellectual content, although the intellect is not dis

carded. It is a useful tool and works beautifully intertwined with 

the emotions. Insight is, therefore, basically an emotional phenomena. 

Rogers listed several components of insight:

Seeing old facts in new relationships; a gradual 
increase in self-understanding; recognition and acceptance 
of the self; a broadly sequential phenomena; attempt at 
perceptual descriptive analysis (1942:175-192).

The descriptive science of emotional honesty, the basis for 

Active Emotive Therapy, contained four main components:
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1. Completing emotions

2. Syllogisms, based on beliefs, attitudes and values

3. Self-image

'4. Excitatory exercises

Each component interacts with the others without losing its own identity 

and therapeutic effectiveness. The insight summary section will be 

organized around the four components listed above for purposes of 

clarity. However, such organization is not intended as a techniques 

manual which a therapist may thumb through and find a narrow category 

into which he may fit a client or a skill to apply mechanically in the 

. following therapy hour. The reader is cautioned that the descriptive 

science of emotional honesty underlying Active Emotive Therapy is a 

gestalt phenomena that must be experienced by the student or therapist 

concerned and integrated into his own personality on the organismic 

visceral level, on the emotional level, as well as on an intellectual 

plane»

The first insight entity of completing emotions is considered

1 below.

Completing Emotions

A counselor's primary job is to complete unfinished and con-
\ •

fused emotions. When in the process of therapy, explanations and sur-
l
f reptitious teaching seem.appropriate, the counselor, while participating

c ■ ■ .
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in that client’s emotional world, should use teaching only as a part of 

the process of empathetic emotion sharing. Occasionally an explanation 

of the dynamics of a particular topic is appropriate when it is per

ceived that this explanation will dismiss feelings of being weird and 

oddly unique. For example, when the counselor is asking the client to 

practice relaxation, or to practice activation of imagination, the 

counselor may explain that an excellent time to do such an activity is 

right before falling asleep since then the mind tends to be tired, 

relaxed, and more vulnerable to positive,healthy, natural suggestions.

All phenomena in therapy, non-verbal clues as well as verbal 

statements, may be used to complete emotions. A counselor seeks to

finish the other end of a rainbow which has been cut off, clogged, or 

shut off by inhibition. A sketch illustrates the above concept:

client alone; ĵj counselor and client together. Needless to 

say, emotions are not completed on an intellectual level, although the 

intellect may be a useful tool, in helping determine just the exact 

word or phrase appropriate for describing the emotion being felt by 

the client and thus completing it.

An incomplete emotion is an inhibiting state of being, one of 

great loneliness and despair. By completing unfinished emotions, part 

of the client’s abject loneliness is dismissed. Participation on an 

emotionally descriptive level helps a person feel that at last someone
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understands what, he is going through in his emotional world. He no 

longer feels so oddly unique or weird.

Completion of emotions is a perceptual organization process. 

Imagine many different tiny squares of paper, some red, others blue, 

a few yellow, and the rest green. Throw them up in the air and watch 

the disjointed chaos of their landing pattern. Now Imagine that 

someone comes and carefully begins to arrange the yellow scraps in a 

pleasing row, the gfeen symmetically beside it, and so on. Such an 

analogy helps to explain the emotional reorganization resulting when 

previously confused emotions are unscrambled through, participatory 

sharing.

Another phenomena that occurs when an emotion is completed is 

the release of debilitating psychic tension. Imagine a large balloon 

containing a negative feeling blown up to the bursting point. To hold 

the balloon and allow no air to escape is a task that takes a great 

deal of energy and attention. However, if the air can be released, 

once an emotion is completed, the negative feeling loses its power,to 

create tension and take attention away from where it is most needed. 

Human beings want to enjoy the present moments of the carnival or 

circus. They should not tolerate holding on to a balloon of the past.

If, in therapy, completing emotions is experienced, on 

organismic, sensory, and visceral levels, the client will find it such an
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enhancing experience he will insatiably seek to perpetuate emotion 

completion, Completing an emotion does not reinforce that emotion, it 

only reinforces the phenomena of completing it. Theorists who might 

claim that participating in a person's anger tends to encourage him to 

be angry all the time may be basing their conclusions upon a false 

premise.

Empathetic participation organizes the chaos of colored paper, 

deflates the balloon, and returns the organism to a state of equilib

rium which is enhancing and natural. The goal-directed tendencies of 

the human being will perpetuate excitatory, emotion-completing behavior.

False protective mechanisms will no longer be necessary for a 

client will come to realize on his own that his organism can protect 

itself naturally. Congruence of self minimizes threatening experi

ences. Fear of self is reduced. Maslow described fear of self as 

the "Jpnah" complex which he saw as the tendency in adults to doubt 

and even fear their own abilities, their own potential to be greater. 

All such fears are fallings away from full humanness, from the full 

blooming of human nature (Goble 1970:71).

Loneliness. The feeling state of loneliness is perhaps the 

most weird and oddly unique situation a person can experience. Human 

affection is absent. The feeling that somebody cares does not exist 

in a lonely person's perception. Many people have described loneliness 

as "the lonely crowd" (Reisman, 1950) . Being surrounded by people does
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not dismiss loneliness. Loneliness is the feeling that "no one knows 

what I am going through; no one really feels what I feel". A cold, 

adrift quality permeates a lopely person's phenomenal field and 

alienation results. Activities become meaningless, life loses ifs 

zest  ̂ The lonely person, viewing the phrenetic.efforts of his fellow 

humans to lose their own loneliness in clubs,' meetings, bars, teas arid 

busywork, feels ever more weird, and oddly unique. Frankl (1955) 

spoke of existential neurosis wherein the individual human being, feel

ing alienated and alone in today's, technological society, loses all 

meaning in life.

Therapy would probably not be necessary if it were not for the 

over-powering loneliness felt by clients. If everyone had a true 

friend, a person with whom he could share all his feelings, a therapist 

would have few clients. Loneliness serves to cut people off from the 

social communication so necessary for the social nature of the human 

animal. A lonely person has no one with whom he can complete emotions. 

The internal battery becomes dead and the recharging facilities'of 

other people are not available,from the lonely person's viewpoint. The 

internal controls are thrown out of balance in a person possessed with 

a lonely feeling state.

An example Of loneliness and resulting problems can be seen in 

the teenager who moves into a new town and finds the existing social 

groups of his choice difficult or impossible to penetrate. There is
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one group, however, who will accept him with open arms, and that is 

that of the so called "delinquents," the "social outcasts," so to speak 

Even if the strange teenager may not approve of the activities of the 

"hood" group, he f inds himself drawn into them because here is the 

peer-group acceptance and affection he so desperately needs. And the
Jtanti-social activities of the sub-group certainly gain a great deal of 

attention, which is the first substitute for genuine affection.

Affection. Affection has been termed the number one emotional 

need of all human beings. Dramatic examples of what may happen when 

affection is missing can be seen in the research of Anna Mitchell and 

Vincent Smeriglio. In studying institutionalized children's social 

and intellectual development, the researchers found that institution

alized children receiving adequate physical care made no progress in 

social age and also showed a significant decline of ten points in 

average social quotient (1972:513-525).

Desmond Morris (1972), in his book on intimate behavior, cited 

numerous cases where if .a baby is not fondled, touched,, and loved, it 

dies,- even if properly fed and housed. Morris stated that our society 

inhibits an excellent and mutual source of tension release by frowning 

upon genuine and affectionate physical gestures between family and 

friends. Dianne Helmer, a psychiatric nurse, in a personal
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communication to the writer, has seen countless examples of small 

children weighing twenty to thirty pounds at age five, with no identi

fiable physical ailment except "failure to thrive", caused by lack of 

affection.

Affection, genuine and sincere, is the sensation..thatsomeone . 

can understand how a person really feels. The person’s emotional world 

can be honestly and empathetically shared. Someone knows what that 

person is going through, someone else knows how the person feels. The 

most loving act one person can perform for another is to participate 

empathetically and descriptively in another person's emotional world. 

May hypothesized that our society’s misguided emphasis on sex and 

love-making techniques has backfired because the interpersonal exper

ience of empathetic sharing has been bypassed and forgotten (1969:43).

When a therapist shares the emotional world of a client, he 

is in a very important way providing true psychological affection. The 

client feels this sincere affection and can be nourished by it. The 

inhibited emotions can be completed but transference and dependency- 

need not result. The client's inner controls become free to operate 

naturally and the affection gained from the therapist will be passed 

on to other people, usually in a helping, social,and interpersonal

way.
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Anger. Anger is perhaps the strongest, most powerful emotion a 

human being can experience (Dunbar 1935:286). The physiological mani

festations of this emotion are evidenced by the massive flow of adren

aline, the increased flow of blood, heartbeat, flushing of the face, 

shaking of the limbs and other holistically organismic responses. Such 

physiological evidences are the body's instinctive response to per

ceived danger, to put all necessary energy at the organism's disposal 

in order that it may deal with the threatening situation. However, 

due to cultural and social pressures, a very few people learn to handle 

this feeling as an effective way of handling threatening situations. 

Human beings have learned to either retreat from or react to this 

feeling, for example: by punching someone in the face, by name calling,

or by withdrawing meekly from the situation.

Anger, when not expressed effectively, may become buried, 

repressed, disowned. Some people learn to control their anger intel

lectually. They use will power to avoid getting angry in the first 

place or to control the physiological symptoms, for example: a .

clenched fist against the shaking, the nervous lighting of a cigarette, 

throwing down several cocktails,to artifically force this devastating 

emotion to go away for the time being. These techniques, common in 

Western society, further serve to bury and leave unexpressed the 

original anger. Adler pointed out that unexpressed anger took on some 

other guise and stated:
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The most exact physiological and neurological description . .. 
of anger appears to us to he of almost negligible practical 
value compared with our actual experience of how anger is used 
to dominate a person or a situation (1929:29).

Often when anger does not go out to the original source of 

irritation, is left undescribed and unexpressed, it turns inward.

This inwardly-turned anger doee not disappear, it merely finds another 

focal point of emergence, usually painful to the person, such as: 

ulcers, colitis, migranes, tics, stuttering, and a variety of other 

psychosomatic illnesses (Dunbar, 1935) .

The connection between anger and illness may in certain 
cases have an organic basis., I have found a type of patient 
who loses consciousness in a rage, and in such cases it is 
possible that an epileptoid fit occurs in varying degrees—  
petit mal, for example. If, as in this an outlet presents 
itself, there may be a discontinuance of the fits, and as it 
happened, this patient learned that he was not obliged to 
repress his rages (Adler 1929:51) .

Psychosomatic symptoms represent the organism's way of alerting people 

that something is wrong but also serve as protective devices to shield 

the organism against further pressures of society. For example: "Oh,

take it easy on Charlie, he's got a bleeding ulcer." Many people 

unconsciously choose their protective psychosomatic outlets because- 

they feel that if they did express anger they would be "raving maniacs", 

"ferocious out-of-control beasts" and would hurt themselves and others 

very deeply and perhaps irreparably. "I'd end up in prison or the 

insane asylum", says clients who are afraid of anger. In order to
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further protect themselves from this terrifying feeling of being out 

of control, the organism will perpetuate the disowning of anger ("I've 

never been angry in my life") or the psychosomatic evidencing of it to 

keep themselves in a kind of control, however painful and unpleasant it 

might be. Karl Menninger (1938) attested that each man is responsible 

for his own death by turning his anger against himself instead of 

turning these destructive tendencies away from himself toward enemies 

that actually threaten him.

Women are often culturally trained in Western society to not 

evidence anger as it is not considered "lady-like". Contrary to preva

lent belief, this anger does not magically go away. Adler (1929a) 

described aggressive behavior that insidiously finds an outlet for 

anger in a self-depreciating way. The emotion of anger must be somehow 

expressed as the organism cannot tolerate it unexpressed.

An analogy might be made with inanimate objects. A bottle of 

coke with someone's thumb over the top, being shaken violently will 

seep out and fizz even under the repressing thumb. A pressure cooker 

without an outlet for steam will burst. These explosions are roughly 

equivalent to the temper tantrum, a violent quarrel, fist fights in 

bars, verbally cruel behavior, etc. This is the reaction to anger not 

the effective assertive verbal description of it.

Elva Poznanski and Joe Zrull have described the varied 

symptomology of depression in young people, which they validated was a
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result of improperly expressed anger. Depression syndromes include 

excessive self-criticism, feelings of inadequacy, difficulty in !sleep-: 

ing, and excessive concerns with death. Self-description of depressed 

youngsters included "mean", "stupid", "punk kid" and was generally 

negative and demeaning. The authors felt that such symptoms were 

expressions of inwardly-directed anger which these depressed children 

felt incapable of effectively expressing outwardly. Research showed 

further that depressed children had been rejected by the parents in 

some way, either by being the family scapegoat, the most frequently 

punished child, or as getting less attention than other siblings. The 

researchers felt that a natural anger resulted from such treatment 

but was poorly managed, thus creating the depressive syndrome (1971: 

467).

A client's description of anger follows, which reveals that the 

person is afraid of expressing anger because of self-fear.

I get angry when people judge me negatively. If I let this 
feeling loose, I'd be a raving beast, out of control, I'd curse 
violently, threaten the safety of others, I'd shoot their 
boats out of the water. My stomach is shaky and queasy, I sweat.
My head is full of pressure and insanity, things in my mind mush 
together in a mass. I can't see people as individuals and I 
become mad at the whole world. I feel like yelling where my 
voice cracks, screaming and raving. I become paranoid— everyone 
is like a tree full of owls, looking just at me and judging the 
negative hell out of me. The color of anger to me is an ugly 
muddy red— a squash someone had stepped on. What makes me really, 
angry is that I can't express this effectively because they'd 
think I was crazy to blow up out of the thin air. So this anger 
turns towards myself and I am my own concentration camp. I
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torment the shit out of myself. I don't dare leave the 
situation which made me angry because then these negatively- 
judging bastards would really judge me and rake me over 
the coals. If I stay and keep my mouth shut at least I can 
control the situation and keep them from talking about me 
so much (Client mA).

Grief. Perhaps the heaviest, most burdening emotion of all is 

grief. It is a seething, destructive breaking down of the person both 

emotionally and physically. Grief may be precipitated by the death of 

a specific loved one, or death in its broadest sense— any loss, such 

as moving, divorce, home-sickness, losing pets or favorite dolls. It 

can be especially acute for a woman who loses her child. After the 

child is born or as it gets older, the loss may be even more drastic. 

Grief strikes a mother severely as the lost child had been perceived 

as her personal creation. Grief may be evidenced because of.an imper

fect creation such as a mentally retarded or physically handicapped 

child. The emotional exhaustion, if grief is not properly handled, can 

lead to a measurable total fatigue of depression, which may be the 

result of the frustration of not expressing grief.

A. A. Lazarus found depression! /"The most ubiquitous of the 

patterns seen in psychologic abnormality"(1968:83). Lazarus described 

depression in terms of:

Frequent weeping, decrease of food intake, frequent 
statements of dejection and self-reproach, psychomotor 
retardation, difficulties with memory and concentration, 
insomnia of fitful sleep; general apathy and withdrawal, 
pools of gloomy feelings, and pessimistic thoughts (1968:86).
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Extensive research on the correlation between grief and cancer 

was cited by J. Rodale (1970), He commented that diet and way of life 

have a great deal to do with one's adjustment to life and its inevitable 

sorrows and stresses. Rodale pointed to nutriment deficiencies that 

can produce depression, nervousness, and anxiety. Stress situations 

as well are wasteful of vitamins and minerals. Loss of a loved one is, 

according to Rodale, "the most acute stress any of us is subjected to" 

(1970:127). There is no doubt that all the body changes that accompany 

such a shock use up one's supply of food elements. For those who do 

not immediately replace them, it seems only reasonable that a serious 

disease like cancer might get a strong foothold at such a time when 

all resistance is low.

Rodale cited the research of Lawrence LeShan of the Institute 

of Applied Biology in New York, who studied the "emotional life his

tories" of adult cancer patients. Dr. LeShan found a pattern of 

development and relationships in seventy-two percent of cancer patients, 

as opposed to only ten percent in the non-cancerous control group 

(1970:130). Rodale reported on several of the common elements discov

ered by LeShan. At some time during the first seven years of life, in 

the cancer victims, some kind of severe emotional experiences damaged 

the ability of the child to relate to other people and to life 

itself, which was often a death in the family. The child experienced
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a deep pain and sense of loss at being deprived of the love of the 

lost one» He came to the erroneous emotional conclusion that it was 

safer not to love and not to risk the consequent pain of loss of the 

loved one and thus detached himself from emotional attachments during 

the course of his life (1970:131). Salter might call such a phenomena 

an inhibition of emotional honesty. Adlerians would discuss the pro

tective aspects of such behavior.

Dr. LeShan also found a basic pattern in cancer patients of 

being dominated by despair, a hopelessness about ever achieving any 

real enjoyment or a real sense of meaning in life, an inner conviction 

of failure, which in itself leads to failure (Rbdale, 1970:134). The 

apperceptive schema was dark and purposeless to such despairing people, 

creating a life style of failure. Rodale discussed LeShan's work with 

childhood feelings of isolation and worthlessness and the connection 

with Hodgkin’s disease. A Scottish physician and psychologist, David 

Kissen, was mentioned as having discovered a possible connection 

between lung cancer patients and emotional repression. Additional 

studies, based on Selye’s concept of stress affecting the lymphatic 

organs, were done by Dr. J. Green, a medical psychiatrist at the 

University of Rochester School of Medicine. Personal loss of a loved

 ̂ object appeared to be connected to patients contracting cancer of the .

/ Lymphatic system (Rodale, 1970:154). Rodale commented:
X
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I'm beginning to suspect that someday it will be found that 
in many thousands of cases of cancer, practically all were 
uniformly preceded by psychological blows, usually psychic losses, 
and by a state of profound sadness or depression (1970:169).

Grief may become especially heavy in our culture because it is 

threatening to others. No one wants to be''near, a person when they are 

possessed with grief, let alone experience it with them. Xhis phenomena 

is coupled with the lack of training in dealing with emotions of most 

clergymen or doctors, who are thrown into the family’s experience of 

death or grief most often. It might be said that people are not so 

afraid of the actual grief-causing experience as they are afraid of the 

fear of experiencing that emotion. It is a fear of the unknown. Per

haps in the past people have felt the emotion, reacted to it, or 

watched others react to it, but they have never experienced it in the 

descriptive sense. .Toavoid the unshared heaviness of emotions, espe

cially grief, people develop artificially elaborate protective devices, 

one of which is the water-tight dilemma, the insolvable riddle. The 

future for such a person must be planned to the last detail. An 

impossible and unattainable security is sought.

Erich Lindemann verified that the picture shown by a person in 

acute grief is remarkably uniform. Common to all was the following 

syndrome:

....sensations of somatic distress occurring in waves lasting 
from twenty minutes to one hour at a time; a feeling of tightness 
in the throat, choking, with shortness of breath, need for sigh
ing, an empty feeling in the abdomen, lack of muscular power,
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and an intense subjective distress described as tension or 
mental pain. These waves of discomfort can be precipitated 
by visits, by mentioning the deceased, and by receiving 
sympathy. There is a tendency to avoid the syndrome at any 
cost— to refuse visits lest they should precipitate the 
reaction, and to keep deliberately from thought all refer
ences to the deceased (1944:674-681).

Apprehension. Components of the feeling state of apprehension 

might be listed as follows: torment, out of control, without a

solution, alone, being irrational and going insane, scared of falling, 

afraid of impulses, afraid of making a fool out of myself, panic, lack 

of affection, paralyzed by inaction, anxious. The apprehensive feeling 

state, which has been learned, can be triggered by "nothingness" and 

the feeling that "there is nothing to do". It can also create any 

number of phobias which are very protective and serve to release some 

of the pressure of this, apprehensive feeling state which is maintained 

by inhibition, fed by negative syllogisms, and perpeturated by a 

negative self-image.

■When a counselor is faced with a client possessed by this 

feeling state, it might at first seem like an impossible problem. Per

haps Salter would treat the inhibitory state maintaining the appre

hension based upon the premise that behavior change precedes insight.

' Rogers would probably treat the feeling state of apprehension by shar-

1 ing the feelings in a non-judgmental way, based on the premise that

 ̂ insight precedes behavior change. Wolpe would attempt to desensitize
 ̂ the organism to a particular phobia created by the apprehension.

I
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An adequately descriptive account of each of the components of 

the apprehensive feeling state can help dismiss this feeling state 

and complete each emotion involved. An additional therapeutic tool, 

in addition to this empathetic sharing, is the knowledge, based on 

recollection of Maltz1 work, that the nervous system does not know the 

difference between a vividly imagined experience and an actually exper

ienced situation, Wolpe would perhaps use :as many feelings..as possible 

from the past, every sensation recapturable, and bring them forth into 

a present imagined image, concomitantly asking the person to recall a 

relaxed period of time and become possessed with it. At times, with 

a client who cannot recreate this former relaxed state, it may be 

created together by the weight manipulation exercise' and the use of 

pictures and photographs. These approaches will be discussed in detail 

in Chapter Four.

Regardless of which way the relaxation is recaptured, each 

image must be thoroughly described, using all five sensesrecapturing 

the state of relaxation and taking advantage of the previously des

cribed capacity of the nervous system. Gradually, step-by-step, the 

apprehension is experienced while in the relaxed state and the panic, 

is replaced by relaxation. Relaxation is a stronger emotion than 

apprehension because it is more natural to the organism, Salter felt 

that the sensitization of the organism through the six excitatory- 

exercises would naturally recharge the rundown inhibited battery.
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Apprehension will not stick to an excitatory mind,. Rogers would say 

that once that apprehensive feeling state is empathetically shared 

and owned that it will gradually dissolve.

Kierkegaard has descriptively spoken of anxiety as the fear 

that you are going to experience that which you fear the most (1949:29). 

An example of this "sympathetic antipathy" can be shown with a person 

who is up at the top of the Empire State Building and is desperately 

afraid of heights. As the person goes close to the edge, he can 

scarcely control the urge to leap off into space. People at times seem 

to be drawn to try and experience that thing which they fear the 

most. For example, the young man who drives his car one hundred twenty- 

five miles per hour down a winding mountain road is in reality terri^ 

fied of high speeds in a car. The promiscious girl may have deep fears 

of childbirth. Such behavior makes people feel that if they could get 

very close to the thing they fear and almost touch it, they would be 

able to better understand it and thus not be so afraid. Major Paul 

Funk, Commanding Officer, A.. Troop, First.Squadfdn, Ninth Cavalry,

First Cavalry Division, spoke of men he has led in combat who seem to 

evidence great courage, when in reality they were terrified of death 

and took precarious risks and chances in the face of war's dangers, 

even to the extent of endangering the. lives of other soldiers.

Richard Gardner has written on the use of guilt as a protective 

defense against anxiety. A child who feels guilt from a supposed
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wrong-doing is protecting himself with guilt from the deeper feeling 

of fear of rejection and withdrawal of parental love (1970:124-136),

Spontaneity-anticipation. The feeling state of apprehension is 

one of the most negative propelling forces a human being can be taught 

to experienceo It is the feeling state that possesses a "loser", some

one who can't seem to be satisfied with anything, who can do nothing, 

right. A "loser" has no choice in life, and feels that everything 

turns to dust in his grasp. No matter what a "loser" experiences in 

this feeling state of apprehension, it will be negatively perceived.

The person feels that he has lost the ability to be truly himself, is 

possessed with doubt and a feeling that something is terribly wrong. 

This feeling state of apprehension is propelled by the same force, the 

same electric current, so to speak, as that of spontaneity, just as 

both black and white are colors but one is the opposite of the other.

Spontaneity, however, is a natural state, something with which 

one is b o m  apd is the propelling force of a person who is a "winner" „

A winner seems to effectively handle his environment and his social 

world, things seem to "go his way". Experiences seem to find a 

successful resolution. The driving force behind this electric current, 

the source of the electricity, is the anticipatory state of "something 

really neat is going to happen". With this anticipatory feeling state, 

it probably doesn't matter what experiences actually do happen, or
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even if anything "neat" does happen, as the feeling state of antici

pation in this positive sense is so enjoyable, natural, and healthy.

Rodale quoted Dr. Olgilve's definition of happiness, a des

cription that appears most compatible with Salter's description of 

the excitatory personality and the state of anticipatory spontaneity.

Happiness is a poor term for the state of spiritual 
ebullience that ensures happy government of the republic 
of the body, that repels the stress diseases, that can 
keep even cancer in check. Happiness is a pallid emotion.
The word suggests groups of worthy people, too meek to have 
any vices, sitting on clouds and twanging harps. The 
emotion I wish to describe has no name, but the Greek word 
"euphoria" and the modern slang "one-upsmanship" come near 
to it. It .implies complete and rumbustious confidence, a 
jingoistic joy that is prepared for any trouble, perhaps 
hoping for it in the secure confidence that the conflict, 
should it come, will end in victory. It is the spirit that 
sustained Winston Churchill through the darkest days of the 
war, and that communicated itself to millions of his 
countrymen (1970:3).

Erickson, who has written extensively on personality develop

mental stages, located the.foundation of all later emotional develop

ment in the first phase of development in which the acquisition of hope 

and a sense of expectancy become evident (Evans 1967:94).

The anecdote of the father and two sons illustrates the appre

hensive and anticipatory feeling states. A father was very worried 

about his two sons. One was a confirmed pessimist, the other an inde

fatigable optimist. The father wished he could somehow equalize his 

sons' extremes because they were driving him to distraction. The
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father hit upon a plan. At Christmas that year, he filled the room of 

the pessimist from floor to ceiling with intriguing and delightful toys. 

The room of the optimist was filled with piles of horse dung. On 

Christmas morning the father expectantly waited for the sons' responses. 

The pessimist looked in his room and said, "Oh, they will all be broken 

in a week". The optimist looked in his room arid came running to his 

father shouting, "Hey dad, where's the pony?"

Syllogisms

The subconscious mind is both deductive and subjective. It thinks 

in syllogisms, according to Dr. S. G. Simpson^of Montana State University.

Professor Stephen Barker, a logician, provided an understanding 

of the logical thinking process.

When a person is reasoning, he starts from certain state
ments that he assumes to be true; then, in his thinking, he 
moves on to a consequence that he thinks follows from them.
When he does this, he is making an inference; he is construct
ing an argument; he is trying to give a proof. What one starts 
with are called premises, and what one reaches is called the 
conclusion (1965:7)

Barker explained the qualities of a deductive argument.

Arguments that are conclusive have premises whose truth 
would ensure that necessarily the conclusion must be true 
also; the premises give us absolutely sufficient reason for 
believing the conclusion. Thus a contradiction would be 
involved in accepting the premises but denying the conclusion 
(1965:17).

If the premises are put forward with the claim that they 
conclusively establish the conclusion, the argument is 
deductive, even if this claim is mistaken.
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Even if it is a bad deductive, argument, i.e, if the 
premises are not sufficient to establish the conclusion, it 
establishes its conclusion absolutely conclusively,, or at 
any rate that the speaker claims it does so.

An example of Barker's definition follows:

Jones is an atheist;
all Communists are atheists.
. . Jones must be Communist.

Arguments are often put forth in, the form called syllogisms.

Barker defined the syllogism.

An argument is a categorical syllogism (or syllogism for 
short) if and only if it consists of three categorical 
sentences containing three terms in all, each term appearing 

r in two different sentences (1965:61).

Barker listed a set of rules that valid syllogisms obey:

I. In any valid syllogism, the middle term is distributed 
at least once.

.2. In any valid syllogism, no term is distributed in the 
conclusion unless it is distributed in a premise.

3. No valid syllogism has two negative premises.

4. Any valid syllogism has one negative premise if and only 
if it has a negative conclusion.

5. No syllogism valid from the hypothetical viewpoint has 
two universal premises and a particular conclusion (1965:69-70).

The syllogistic processes of the deductive subconscious mind follows the

above rules in every degree, even when based on false or blind attitudes,

values, and beliefs, making the syllogisms that much more dictating of

behavior.
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Deductive syllogisms are the vehicle by which the subconscious 

mind formulates its belief, value, and attitude system. Beliefs, 

attitudes, and values may be wholesome, natural, and healthily enhancing 

to the organism. Conversely, beliefs, values and attitudes of an inhib

itory, emotionally constipated mind may be based on unhealthy, unnatural 

and neurotic foundations at odds with emotional health as a result of

conditionings and past learnings that are incongruent with organismic 

experiences. Adler seemed to be suggesting consequences of syllogistic 

thinking:

Gur method enables us to replace the great mistakes in life 
by small ones. In the world of the psyche there is no principle 
of individual orientation beyond our own beliefs. Very great 
are the consequences of our real beliefs. Big mistakes can 
produce neuroses but little mistakes a nearly normal person 
(1929:62).

Powers described the unconscious syllogistic thinking of the 

inhibitory mind as "logical tragedies1.'.

They are habits or thought patterns which should never have 
been formed. Such malformations came about thusly: One event,
A, was followed by another, B, and regardless of whether A 
actually caused B or not, a habit was begun in the individual 
of thinking of or experiencing—B^whenever A occurred thereafter, 
There is no logical tie between such sequences, and it is a 
tragedy for persons to act, year after year as though there 
were (1965:64).

May considered syllogistic inhibitions in terms of "unviable myths" and 

attributed the pervasive spread of mental illness in modern society to 

the belief in myths that are no longer viable (1969:84), Pure
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rationalism is one myth. The faith that problems such as loneliness 

can. be solved by. drugs, drinks, or bed is also a myth. The faith that 

problems can be solved by the amassing and projection of technical data 

is another. C. J „ Ducasse summarized the positive and negative poles of 

syllogistic, deductive beliefs.

"Faith" then apparently means not only (a) very firm belief, 
either unsupported or insufficiently supported by evidence; but 
in addition: (b) that the content of the belief tends to be made
true by the very act of believing it firmly; or (c) that the con
tent of the belief is of such a nature that firm belief of it 
tends to have certain valuable results (1952:74).

Sullivan (1953) saw the phenomena of syllogistic subconscious 

attitudes as part of a protective mechanism. Whenever, in an inter

personal situation, persons react to a personification existing at 

least partly in fantasy, what Sullivan called parataxic distortion 

occurs. This would include what the Freudians refer to as transference 

(displacement of early childhood attitudes toward a significant person 

onto the therapist) but is more broadly any attitude toward another 

person based on fantasy or on identification of that person with other 

figures (Sullivan, 1953:179). In Sullivan’s terms, the client is 

interacting with a personification of this childhood person, not realis

tically with the therapist.

One of the main purposes of therapy, as Sullivan saw it, was to 

help the client to see the parataxic distortions which kept him from 

making secure and satisfying interpersonal relationships (1953:180).

Cl
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Sullivan's therapeutic activity was focused on the parataxic distortions 

which had been produced by, and served to perpetuate, anxiety states in 

the client. As a result, of his experience of anxiety in childhood, the 

disturbed person has a highly distorted picture of himself and his 

relationships, with other, these are his parataxic distortions. Such 

pictures were developed unthinkingly to remove or reduce anxiety.

Because the individual feels deeply, but irrationally, that they con

tinue to provide him the means of' avoiding anxiety, they are maintained 

until the disturbed person can be helped by the therapist to work 

through these distorted concepts and develop more rational, realistic 

concepts (1953:211).

When ,in a state of inhibition, or with a past of improper teach

ings, the subconscious mind deduces incorrectly. All of these incor

rect deductions feed upon anxiety which,when appearing in the beta mind, 

build up such pressures that the mind seeks guaranteed relief in worry. 

The more the beta mind worries, the higher the anxiety rises, and 

the more the negative syllogism becomes amplified and stronger. The 

more pressure is present, the greater the disequilibrium which must be 

let off in the form of phobias and more worry, creating a vicious circle 

The beta process is dealt with in more detail in the following section.

The vicious circle can be broken, however, and that is the job 

of therapy. Kierkegaard- (1941) has said that once you have entered into 

and participated in a person's emotional world, he is incapable of
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restructuring the same neurotic world. The reader will recall the story 

of the little girl in the bathroom. Emotional participation can help 

dispel some of the negative and unhealthy subconscious deductive syllo

gisms which help create this neurotic world. Once these are dispelled, 

more natural positive syllogisms can gradually take their place, because 

once the negative is shared, brought into consciousness, and dismissed 

what is naturally and healthily present in the organism can reassert 

itself. Autokinesis replaces schizokenesis. It is somewhat like the 

person who has been putting a water and gas mixture into his car. The 

car, with basically nothing wrong with it, is unable to run effectively. 

When the same person starts to put the proper gasoline mixture into the 

same car, it runs smoothly. The proper functioning of the vehicle will 

usually be so satisfying to the owner that he will continue to purchase 

the proper fuel.

The inhibiting teachings of the past formulated in negative syllo

gisms recorded on the tape recorder of the mind can be eradicated by 

spontaneity. Past learnings are not forgotten but they become rela

tively harmless memories, not powerful dictators of each present moment. 

In the process of therapy concerned with descriptive, empathetic sharing,, 

the moment is genuinely experienced. Experiencing of the moment is the 

meaning of genuine spontaneity. Coupled with the "here and now" exer

cises of feeling talk, awareness, accuracy, and what is real serve to 

eradicate past negative etchings. The mind was not intended to live in
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the past or in the future, Its purpose is to deal with each present 

moment. When a healthy, relaxed, alert mind is living in the moment, 

regret about the past or the future becomes less important.

Some therapeutic examples of syllogisms are listed below. These 

syllogisms follow Barker's rules of valid syllogistic structure, making 

them all the more powerful in their effect of perpetuating ideas, values 

and beliefs based on uninvestigated and blind foundations present in the 

inhibited subconscious mind.

An impossible problem is perpetual torment;
perpetual torment is just and cleansing.
. The impossible problem is just and cleansing.

Worry is caring; 
caring is good.

Worry is good.

An insolvable problem is foolproof;
something foolproof is secure and protective.

An insolvable problem is secure and protective.

When I am sick, I am irresponsible;
being irresponsible has reason and meaning.
.°. Being sick gives a meaning to my empty life.

When I am sick, I have a hold on people;
having a hold on people gives me guaranteed comfort.

Being sick is comfortable and powerful.

If I get well, I'll leave my home and family;
if I leave, that would be bad and will destroy 

my husband and family.
„°. Getting well is bad and destructive.

Freedom is permissiveness;
permissiveness is bad.
.°. Freedom is bad.
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If I give myself credit, that is bragging; 
bragging is not a good thing to do.

Giving myself credit is not good.

Expressing feelings relieves tension; 
tension release feels good.
. . Expressing feelings is good.

If I am assertive I will seem aggressive; 
being aggressive is animalistic and bad. 

Being assertive is bad.

Spontaneity leads to freedom; 
freedom is a great sensation.

Spontaneity is a great sensation.

Anger symbolizes destruction; 
destruction is horrifying.
.". Anger is horrifying.

Rebellion against authority is independence; 
independence is a growth process and good.
. . All rebellion against authority is good.

Negroes are dumb; 
being dumb is inferior.
.°. Negroes are inferior.

Education to me means memorization; 
memorization is empty and meaningless.- 
.°. Education is without meaning.

Grief is expressed through crying; 
crying is weak and childish.
.*. Expressing grief is weak.

When I am excitatory I am rowdy; 
being rowdy is socially unacceptable.
.'. Being excitatory isn’t acceptable.

Being myself allows me to think of others; 
thinking of others is rewarding.
. . Being myself is rewarding and enhancing.
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Being fearful is protective of myself; 
self-protection means survival.
.‘o I must fear to survive.

Spontaneity is a natural process; 
natural processes are enhancing.
.*. Spontaneity is enhancing.

Worry about others means I care; 
if I care, I am responsible.

Worry is a responsible act.

Syllogisms can occur in tandem, or be built up, one upon the 

other. This double-bind syllogism pairing was called "sorites" 

(Barker, 1965:82). For example:

Expressing feelings is sissy; Alcohol releases my feelings;
being a sissy is unmanly and horrid, releasing feelings feels good. 
.'.Expressing feelings is unmanly. .°. Alcohol makes me feel good.

Alcohol makes me do the thing I think is sissy, 
even though it feels good.

Beta process. The work of Luria (1932, 1961) was important in 

the field of verbal non-volitional learning and provided insight into 

factors leading to the creation of a beta personality. Luria1s con

ceptions are paraphrased below:

Luria considered the development of speech beginning with the 

mother acting as her child’s verbal conditioner. She points to an 

object and names it. . The word begins to serve a complex task of 

analysis and synthesis for the child and later settles into a complex 

system of links acting on him and affecting his behavior. A little

later the child reaches a stage where he can point to the objects 
named by his mother and can even name them himself.
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The child has become capable of actively modifying the 
environment that influences him; by using speech for himself, 
he alters the relative strength of the stimuli acting upon 
him, and adapts his behavior to the influences thus modified 
(Wolpe, et al,,. 1964:30) .

The semantic therapists would probably agree with Luria1s statement.

But the welding of speech to action is still not complete.

Try, for example, giving a child of twenty months or two 
years verbal instructions to take its. stockings off while it 
is pulling them on...or to put rings on a bar while it is 
taking them off, and you will see that your verbal instructions 
are unable to alter the action already begun; on the contrary 
they will merely intensify it. Thus at this stage of develop
ment the child's action still predominates; although the adult's 
speech has already assumed an initiating function, it cannot 
yet inhibit an action once started, much less switch the child 
from one action to another (Wolpe, et al., 1964:31).

The above example leads to explanation of Luria's thesis that 

the speech system, which is formed in the process of the child's social 

intercourse with the adult, is a powerful means of systematic organi

zation of our mental processes (1932).

Salter validated that Luria's work amplified the concept of 

autokinesis and schizokinesis (see denfinition of terms) in humans:

With verbal patterns so fully permeating the cortex, and 
with the contents of the cortex in a large sense even built 
around these verbal patterns, the slightest self-stimulation 
of these cerebral traces can conduce to auto-elaboration 
toward health, or toward sickness (Wolpe, et al., 1964:31).

The soldering together of verbal and motor systems in a congruent 

whole is$by and large, present in an individual who in his, growing-up 

period accepted the verbal-motor conditioning of his environment.
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Verbal stimulation, autosuggested or heterosuggested, will elicit his 

responses = This is as. it should be, in the excitatory and healthy 

personality. Semanticists would say that the proper labels were con

nected to the proper visceral responses.

But what of the child whose early years were filled with contra

diction and conflict, who did not develop verbal-motor congruence into 

an excitatory personality: Salter, indicated that: "The result is

inevitable. To such persons a word becomes a thing that you do the 

opposite of" (Wolpe, et al., 1964:32). A clear example is apparent in 

older children. Words will take no hold when an adult states one 

meaning and then completely reverses it. For example: A parent says,

"I love you.very much, Mary," and then, in the next second says, "But 

why can’t' you be more like your brother. Will?" It is difficult for 

words to acquire standard meanings when such contradictions are a daily 

part of a child's world. For instance:

"Mother, may I have some ice cream now?"
"No. You may not have any ice cream before dinner."
An argument ensues.
"All right," says the mother, "just this once."

Salter found it not surprising that a verbal-motor schism develops.

Words from the external environment become conditioned 
to mean things you do not do. The environment is a chronic 
enemy. Words from others are never words for me (Wolpe, et al., 
(1964:35).

The Luria-based phenomena of the beta mind explained, Salter said,

"the primary negativity of most1 neurotics" (Wolpe, et al., 1964:32).
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Beta clients seem like "aginners", subtle or obvious, but 

"aginners" nevertheless. In other words, the beta personality confronts 

the therapist and verbal stimuli from the outside can’t really get 

into the client’s nervous system. If the therapist tries to chop away 

at the insulation that separates the verbal system from the motor 

system, it simply brings more of the negativism to the fore because 

the protective mechanism of human, beings perceives the insulation as a 

safe defense.

All life is nothing other than the realization of one 
purpose, viz., the preservation of life itself, the tireless 
labour of which may be called the general instinct of life 
(Pavlov 1941:86).

Salter humorously described characteristics of the beta per

sonality :

When you say, "stand up".to them, in their personally 
conditioned language you are really saying, "Don't stand 
up." When you say to them, "Don't stand up," you are really 
saying, "Stand up." It's like having a dog and naming him 
Pussy-cat. Before long, whenever you say, "Here, Pussy-cat," 
your dog will come running to you (Wolpe, et al., 1964:32).

Salter (1964) dealt with such clients by explaining their self- 

defeating negativistic learnings from Luria's viewpoint and recom

mended to them to let the environment dominate, to surrender, to give 

in to experiences, to encourage anxiety to come and not to fight it, 

to give in, not give up to visceral and emotional experiences. Such 

procedures are usually successful in therapy with a beta personality.

(I
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Victor Frankl, in his logotherapeutic techniques, has described 

the process of "paradoxical intention", with which he treats the beta 

personality (1960:520-535). According to Frankl, anxiety neuroses are 

characterized by anticipatory anxiety, which produces exactly the con

dition which the client fears. Anticipatory anxiety causes a person, 

to have "excessive intention" which makes impossible the performance of 

the desired behavior. • In other words, the client tries too hard. In 

cases involving such anticipatory anxiety, the Iogotherapist requires 

or encourages the client to intend, if only momentarily, that which he 

anticipates with, fear. This is a reversal of his previous attitude 

toward the situation. The client is to try to be afraid, for example. 

Frankl (1960) believed if that the therapist can succeed in bringing 

the client to the point where he does not run away from or fight the 

particular phobia or symptom,where the client even humorously exag

gerates the phobia or symptom,the client, will see the absurdity of the 

symptom and its unrealistic protective intents. The patient may change 

his attitude toward the symptomatic manifestation which therapeutically 

relieves the symptoms.

Bettelheim has described some additional parental teachings that 

may lead to the formation of a beta,mind:

For example, he (the parent) may verbalize encouragement, 
but may unconsciously recognize that he must swallow a personal 
repugnance, and this may express itself in a too eager encour
agement or a too eager joining of the child in his, for example.



messing with sand. The child, in a personal conflict between 
his desire to get dirty and his wish to live up to his parents' 
demands, will feel that the adult, too, is in conflict no 
matter what the adult says out loud. This will tend to make 
the child more, rather than less doubtful, and in any case make 
him suspicious of the adult who speaks one way and seems to 
feel quite another (1950:18).

Bettelheim went on to say that,

Any child, but particularly the emotionally disturbed child, 
is apt to respond less to the adults overt behavior than to 
what he senses is different about it when compared with that 
person's more usual behavior (1950:19).

Dr. Henry Brann-has described the physiological aspects of the

systems (Coyne, 1969:47-48). The parasympathetic nervous system pre

pares the organism for physiological response to a given stimuli. 

While in this preparation state, any apprehension or anxiety about 

a person's adequacy to handle the situation can trigger a premature 

sympathetic alerting reaction that inhibits rather than facilitates 

preparation for action. In addition, cognitive awareness, or intel

lectual attempts to change the anxiety intensifies the inhibitory 

sympathetic dominance. The most disruptive effect of this self-

scious, rational effort to respond— an effort that has the same 

disasterous paralyzing effect as the centipede's becoming intellec

tually and analytically conscious of its feet.

beta process in terms of the parasympathetic and sympathetic nervous

intensifying anxiety reaction is that-
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Shoulds, oughts, musts. Many people during the course of living 

become imbued with social "shoulds", "oughts", and "musts" which many 

times are at variance with how they really may feel or are in opposition 

to their real abilities, aptitudes, and inclinations. Dr. S. G.

Simpson, of Montana State University, described the "have-to" syndrome, 

as it relates to graduate school. Students, for example, who study 

for exams, who write papers, who take baths, who eat healthy foods for 

no other reason than they "have to" have learned from past teachings 

that fear and extrinsic motivation are the only ways of handling the 

responsibilities of life. The pressure of extrinsic fear usually 

produces anxiety. In the "have to" syndrome, there is no choice, the 

student is caught in a trap. But such a trap may be broken with a 

gradual change to intrinsic motivation and choice based on emotionally 

honest description of: "What do I really feel like doing?" "What are 

my real goals and how does graduate school fit into my life style 

for creatively attaining these goals?"

Paradoxically, a person has to "quit" graduate school every day,, 

sometimes more often, in order to withstand the pressures. Then the 

choice of returning to class, of exam taking, of paper writing, etc. is 

still intrinsically the student's. One learns to existentially create 

his own freedom, his own existence, and its inherent responsibilities, 

from moment to moment, no matter what the environmental framework.
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Both Frankl (1959) and Bettelheim '(I960.) found that they could create 

a choice situation, that of choosing to live or die, even in the 

horrors of a Nazi concentration camp environment.

For further amplification of the pressures of "have tos" and 

"shoulds", consideration is given to Homey's version of extrinsic 

"shoulds". Homey has described the "have to" syndrome in terms of 

the "Tyranny of the Should":

Unlike Pygmalion, who tried to make another person into 
a creature fulfilling his concept of beauty, the neurotic 
sets to work to mold himself into a supreme being of his 
own making, He holds before his soul his image of perfection 
and unconsciously tells himself: "Forget about the disgraceful
creature you actually are; this is how you should be; and to 
be this idealized self is all that matters. You should be able 
to endure everything, to understand everything, to like every
body, to be always productive" (1950:64).

Rather humorously, Homey elaborated upon the characteristics of the

"Tyranny of the Should"„

He should be the utmost of honesty, generosity, considerateness, 
justice, dignity, courage, unselfishness, He should be the 
perfect lover, husband, teacher. He should be able to endure 
everything, should like everybody, should love his parents, 
his wife, his country; or, he should not be attached to any
thing or anybody, nothing should matter to him, he should 
never feel hurt,, he should always be serene and unruffled.
He should always enjoy life; or, he should be above pleasure 
and enjoyment. He should be spontaneous; he should always 
control his feelings. He should know, understand and foresee 
everything. He should be able to solve every problem of his 
own, or of others, in no time. He should be able to overcome 
every difficulty of his as soon as he sees it.. He should 
never be tired or fall ill. He should always be able to find 
a job. He should be able to do things in one hour which can 
only be done in two or three hours (1950:65).
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The contradictory "shoulds" usually take on a syllogistic form 

perpetuated by the deductively subjective unconscious mind and con

sciously rationalized by the inhibitory mind. Combine this phenomena 

with a beta personality and the resulting syndrome creates a nearly 

watertight dilemma of apprehension„ The feeling state of apprehension 

binds the inhibitory beta personality into a trap of intellectually 

insolvable problems. No one else can solve the problems either, making 

that person specially unique: "No one suffers as much as I do.", "No

one could possibly understand my problems."

Self-Image

• The inhibitory mind will generally have a negative self-image.

He finds it difficult if not impossible to trust himself as he has been 

taught that he cannot or all forms of evil will ensue. Thus, the inhib

ited person keeps rigid controls operating. A negative self-image 

operates with negative syllogisms such as: "If I am pessimistic about

my talent, I'll never be disappointed." The emotionally constipated 

personality never expects anything of his "worthless self" because, of 

course, he cannot live up to the tyranny of the should syllogisms. 

Therefore, failure is avoided.

If I can't do anything anyway, I shall not ever finish 
anything and then I can never fail. And besides, if I 
fail that would be devestating and the end of the world.
I must protect myself against that because my self-structure 
does not include the concept of learning from or over
coming failure.
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So go the syllogistically-based values, attitudes, and beliefs of the 

inhibitory person's negative self-image.

Society and parents have rejectingly overprotected such a person 

and taken away self-trust and in its place instilled worry over the 

future, regret about the past, and a belief that living in the moment 

is childish. Spontaneity has no place in a negative self-image because 

the inhibitory mind is too busy worrying about past slights and too 

concerned with protecting its easily bruised self against future hurts, 

all the while imagining that it is "sensitive". In actual fact, . 

however, it is the excitatory person who is indeed sensitive to the 

need of himself and others. The positive self-image held by excitatory 

people cannot be easily bruised by the judgments of others.

A positive self image does not imply braggadocio or swaggering 

egotism. In fact, ego of a positive self-imaged excitatory and mature 

personality is quite small because such a person is turned outward to 

other people and the environment. An anticipatory attitude of "some

thing neat is going to happen", finds excitement and pleasure in most 

situations because such experiences keep the battery recharged and the 

emotions completed in an ever flowing, naturally dynamic process. Self

trust is high because the "happy" personality described previously 

feels confident and self-sufficient enough to handle any person, 

circumstance, or situation that may come his way. The future is happily
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anticipated„ Self-knowledge is accurate and the excitatory person's 

self-image is realistic about what he can and cannot do. Reinhold 

Neibuhr's prayer summarized appropriately:

O God, give us serenity to accept what cannot be changed, 
courage to change what should be changed, and wisdom to 
distinguish the one from the other (Bartlett, 1968:1024).

Four kinds of intelligence. A study done by the University of 

Chicago, cited by Professor M. E = Jones of the University of Wyoming, 

expanded the realm of intelligence from the narrow realm of most tests. 

Researchers categorized intelligence into four main channels, each 

category usually found in each person but not necessarily in equal 

amounts and not necessarily in any certain sequence.

The first category of intelligence is that of the academician. 

Give this person a list of facts and figures and he can recite them 

back letter perfect. He is usually a good test taker and does well 

in school. Academic intelligence receives the main emphasis, attention, 

and reward in our schools as they are presently organized.

Category two is that of the socially intelligent person. He 

has a knack of relating to other people, shows qualities of leadership, 

and may be found as the president of a large corporation, an army 

commander, or in certain political circles. Our schools provide some

what for social intelligence by extra-curricular organizations and 

student government.
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The third category is the kinesthetic kind of intelligence.

Such person is talented in activities requiring coordination such as 

athletics and music. Violinists and tennis players, for example, have 

large amounts of this intelligence. Our school system provides some 

outlet for kinesthetic intelligence via sports and musical events.

However, our society as a whole is usually not cognizant of the 

fourth category of intelligence, that of creative intelligence. A 

person with a creative intelligence finds new and unusual solutions to 

problems. He can take in a group of facts and distill a brand new idea 

from it but will probably not remember all of the initial facts. His 

mind is such that if it does not have a problem to work on, it will 

create one.

Therapeutically, insight into and recognition of a person's 

primary intelligence type (if indeed one is dominant) can further self- 

knowledge and acceptance. A person will be able to expect realistic 

performances from himself and not feel that he "should" be a fine 

violinist, if in fact he is clumsy and uncoordinated. But if he has a 

predominantly creative mind, he will be able to channel the insatiable 

problem hunger by giving his mind worthwhile and appropriate goals. 

Trust in one's own self and one's own mind may result.

Forgiveness. Another phenomena of insight consists of the power 

of the mind to forgive and to be forgiven. This phenemona is the
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mind’s capacity to erase past wrongs, abuses, and sorrows when the 

apology (from the person who helped create some of these wrongs, abuses, 

and sorrows) is expressed in the proper semantics and with sincerity. 

The analogy might be used that none of us really deserve forgiveness 

but God does seem to forgive us. If He can do so, why can’t the human 

mind, God’s product, do the same thing?

The momentum of forgiveness may be used in dealing with the 

meaning of "selfishness". When the mind is unhealthy and inhibited, it 

turns severely inward. When the mind is turned inward, one becomes 

insensitive to others and to the entire environment. When the mind is 

healthy and spontaneous, it has no need to dwell upon itself and can 

reach out towards others in a helping, unselfish way.

Four internal controls. Adlerian concepts have been summarized 

by Dr. S. G. Simpson, of Montana State University, as "the four 

internal controls" which are: protection, enhancement,equilibrium and

goal—directedness. The counselor believes that the four internal 

controls operate naturally and effectively in a child or animal and 

malfunction only if environmental and. social learnings are negative.

If the internal controls are upset, a paradoxical situation results.

In Maslow’s words: ■

The instructional needs are weak in the sense that•they are 
easily ignored, in another sense they are very strong because 
failure to satisfy them results in psychological problems 
(Goble 1970:70) .■



One job of therapy is to complete previously unfinished emotions, 

to bring syllogistic blind beliefs, values, and attitudes to conscious 

awareness. The negative feeling state of anxiety or apprehension can 

be dismissed so that the four internal controls can once again operate 

as they were intended to do. Much attention has already been given to 

these concepts but a brief summary seems appropriate.

Protection is both a physical and psychological phenomena.

Bodily safety and survival is a prime motivator in humans and animals.

A baby does not have to have his hand lifted from a hot stove, a spinal 

reflex arc does it for him. Adlerian viewpoints have been cited pre

viously of most neuroses as protective behaviors, including the 

secondary gains of attention and less stringent societal judgment and 

expectations.

The greater the degree of incongruence between self and exper

ience, the greater the protective mechanism response will be evidenced 

in terms of distortion, denial, disowning, psychosomatic ailments, 

anti-social acts, or withdrawal. Such is the inhibitory variety of 

protection. The excitatory personality,, on the other hand, finds that 

protection is the natural gyroscopic equilibrium of congruence in which 

organismic experiences are open and available to expression. The self- 

structure is flexible. Experiences, people, events and situations are 

not perceived as threatening.
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Everyday, prosaic examples, of enhancement are the human animal’s, 

desire to dress in attractive clothes, to bathe, to groom the hair. 

Generally, children are fond of learning, if not taught otherwise. An 

insatiable desire to learn and exercise the mind is evident throughout 

life. Toleration of mysteries is untenable for the mind. Satisfaction 

results from their solution. Sports and other forms of exercise satisfy 

the urge to enhance the physical condition of the body. Humans gen

erally take pride and pleasure in creating a pleasant home environment 

for themselves and their families.

Emotional expression and sensory experiencing are natural ways 

in which the human nervous system keeps the excitatory batteries 

recharged. The beauties and pleasures gained by using the five senses 

are insatiably sought and when inhibited cause disequilibrium and 

negative tension. Men seek spiritual and ethical enhancement as well, 

through the positive benefits of religion, helping relationships with 

others, poetry, and other art forms because such is the social and 

spiritual nature of the human animal. Maslow considered the psycho

logically sick person as one who never learns to experience and 

achieve positive human relations (Gobel 1970;70).

An organizational apparatus exists in the human organism that 

balances opposing forces, much like a gyroscope. The psychological 

equivalent is Cannon's physiological concept of equilibrium (1939),
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Animals have such a balancing apparatus. Suppose that a wolf knew only- 

pleasure and not pain. He would go hunting in the polar night at forty 

degrees below zero and he would freeze a paw. This is too steep 

a price to pay. The equilibrium between the price and what is bought 

is broken. The price of a caribou should not be a frozen paw because 

then the wolf would have no chance of surviving.

Man, too, has this apparatus. If he decreases his investment of 

pain and of work toward a distant goal, he causes the oscillation to 

decrease and he then no longer knows the great waves of pleasure and 

pain, of desire and despair, of final success through work, which 

gives him self-respect and joy. If a human being prevents all sorts 

of pain, if he constantly takes tranquilizers to eliminate a headache 

or fear, the oscillation is diminished. He ends up with a sort of 

, grayness that leads to complete boredom.

Lorenz has said that modern Western man is inventing very subtle 

ways of procuring pleasure without paying too much for it. Lorenz 

believed that this leads to a lack of obstacles, a dulling that results 

in other atrophies such as a.lack of appreciation of beauty, of harmony 

(Towarnicki, 1970). Dr. S. G. Simpson, of Montana State University, 

told the story of Adler’s younger days when there would be a joyous 

party or celebration when, the father, a rabbi, brought home a new 

book. Many people have Ijeen taught to take pleasure in a false kind
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of excitement rather than in the simple basic natural pleasures of a 

new book or a freshly-baked loaf of bread. Surprisingly enough, when 

people describe their goals during the process of therapy, one of the 

desires expressed is to return to the sincere enjoyment of simple, 

natural pleasures.

Denial or disowning of an emotional experience also serves to 

upset equilibrium. The inhibited person suffers from the psychic 

tension resulting from disequilibrium. Excitatory exercises of emo

tional honesty will restore equilibrium for then behavior is owned,
<

described, and acknowledged.

Maslow, Rogers, Maltz, and Adler have been discussed in terms

of the goal-directed tendencies inherent in the human organism. The
\

powerful drawing-forward movement perhaps creates the framework into 

which the other internal controls may effectively operate. Adlerian 

life style is dictated by the goal, a fictional state created by 

attitude, values, and beliefs. The future has not happened yet and is 

therefore a fantasy. Within the framework of the goal-directed control, 

understanding of the dynamics of enhancement, protection, and equil

ibrium may develop,

As the organism moves dynamically and powerfully towards an 

apperceptive schema with a goal, or many goals for that matter, creat- ; 

ing and effecting his life style, all environmental forces, social
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relationships and events will be perceived in light of the goal. If 

an event, person, or circumstance appears to threaten a goal, the 

protective control will take immediate action to preserve the life style 

that creatively and dynamically carries the organism forward from 

moment to moment.

If an event, person, or circumstance creates disequilibrium, the 

organism will take steps to restore equilibrium and the efficient and 

natural functioning of which the organism is capable„ A state of 

positive creative tension exists, not the unnatural neurotic tension 

of severe disequilibrium. If events, people, or circumstances are 

perceived as enhancing in terms of the organism's goal, acceptance 

and experiencing of the situation will occur. If, on the other hand, 

it is not perceived as enhancing and creatively leading to the goal 

and fulfilling the apperceptive schema, the experience will be rejected 

or avoided.

A prosaic example may be seen in a young man who truly felt that 

his longish hair looked good to him and to his friends. But after 

falling in love with a girl and needing a summer job to keep in funds

to entertain her, he got a haircut, not grudgingly or sulkily, but
x

simply because shorter hair was enhancing, protective, and leading to 

his goal at that moment of his life. The disequilibrium of desperately
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needing a job was equalized by his success in getting the job he 

wanted and enjoyed, in addition to the secondary benefits of ready 

cash for prime entertainment,

Apperceptive schema. Apperceptive schema, or view of the 

future, was an Adlerian concept. A simple diagram may illustrate the 

concept more clearly.

here
and
now

Past- -Future

The past of every human being has an influence on present 

behavior. An inhibitory person’s past becomes an over-powering force, 

dictating every present feeling and action because the protective 

mechanism tries to prevent past hurts from ever occurring again. 

Negative syllogisms perpetuate the protective device. The past of 

an excitatory individual, is filled with memories, to be sure, but only 

as memories, not as powerful inexorable determinants.

The future, or one’s fantasy of it, in league with the goal- 

directed internal control, has a dynamic influence on present behavior 

An inhibitory person spends much time worrying about the future and 

making elaborate plans and taking preventative measures against hurt, 

failure, or imagined disaster. The inhibitory person's view of the 

future is usually dark, gloomy, pessimistic and vaguely unsure.
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Present life style will reflect the pessimism and apprehension. The 

inhibitory personality, with most of his psychic energy spent on wasted 

past ,regrets and worry over a future, that hasn’t happened yet, has very 

little energy left for dealing with or enjoyment of the present 

moment.

Since the mind has the natural capacity to deal with only the 

present moment and not ,more, an unnatural tension results, which causes 

more worry and regret„ The apprehensive feeling state is magnified.

The more a person tries to consciously and intellectually fight against 

the negative syllogisms and feeling state of pessimism, the harder the 

protective internal control will hold on to the perceived protective 

behavior. Most1 people have had the experience of a well-intended 

friend saying: "Oh,snap out of it, something worse happened to me!"

People may remember their response of: "I'd love to but I can't."

The future fictional finalism of the self-trusting, positive 

self-imaged excitatory personality, however, is based on realistic and 

individually appropriate foundations and goals. A narrow rigid goal 

is not formulated but rather a broadly flexible goal complements a 

positive apperceptive schema. The Pollyannish, rose-colored-glasses 

priggishness of un-realism and avoidance of facts is not the apper

ceptive schema of the anticipatory spontaneous person. A positively 

imagined, realistically appropriate goal colors the future and 

creatively- chooses his present life style.
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The experiences of the moment are not avoided by the excitatory 

person but are totally and fully experienced in gyroscopic flexibility 

of trusting spontaneous response. The future is a dynamically creative, 

forward-moving-life thrust, influenced positively by past memories,

Life is lived in the present moment and enjoyed to the fullest. The 

mind of an excitatory person, to be sure, makes appropriate future 

plans and decisions. He indeed has life insurance and digs potatoes 

for the winter but he also can enjoy the pleasures of.a summer day with 

the grasshopper.

Excitatory Exercises

Salter's, six rules of excitation acquisition are therapeutic 

ways of restoring, lost or covered-up excitation. Practice of the six 

exercises serves to "recharge" the dead battery of inhibition. Prac

tice of feeling talk restores congruence between the self-structure and 

organism!c experiences. "Man's basic means for excitation is through 

speech" (Salter, 1961:97). Facial talk, hand talk, and body talk 

involve all of the organism, making excitatory learning faster and 

more effective. Contradiction and attack helps to externalize feeling, 

to build trust in one's own emotional responses, and to make a shy 

wallflower an interesting person who attracts people. Intellectual 

dryness is spiced with warm, emotional, and natural responses.
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Use of "I" helps behavior to be owned, combating the disowning, 

the repression, the disassociation of the past and dissolving the 

tension created by the separation of the real and the ideal self. A 

realistic functioning self is created in accordance with emotionally 

honest feelings and the natural abilities. Giving oneself credit where 

credit is due and admitting shortcomings help restore congruence and 

avoid social inhibitions that are antithetical to emotional well-being.

Agreement offered when praised is a crucial part of self-credit. 

Cooley’s "mirror" is probably in operation here, When praise is 

reflected, like a mirror, the giver of the compliment also benefits. 

Interpersonal relationships become pleasant because the excitatory 

person, emotionally free, attracts others by his sincere spontaneity. 

The mirror reflecting the imagined judgments of others no longer burns 

and destroys the passive, expressionless human being, Judgment is 

internal and intrinsic and no longer depends upon values, beliefs, 

and attitudes based on the introjected judgments of others.

Improvisation helps further trust of self and spontaneity. 

Momentary responses serve to keep the mind in the here and now. It no 

longer needs to brood upon the already gone past or to.puzzle over an 

unknown future, as the present moment is fulfilling and interesting. 

Salter stated that living for the next minute is fifty-nine seconds

I too long (1961:100).

i
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Practice of the six excitatory exercises frees the four internal 

controls to operate efficiently as they were naturally intended to do.

By transferring the momentarily experienced empathy of the therapy hour 

into his own life by means of feeling talk and the other five exercises, 

the client will be participating in his own therapeutic "cure".

The client might look at a painting (Van Gogh's "Still Life with 

Onions", for example) to which he formerly was numb, in a newly 

empathetic manner and notice the arrangement of the table, the plate 

of onions, the candle, the different colors and so on. He can carry 

this process further and smell the freshness of the green onions and 

touch their silky brown wrappings. His palate can taste both the wine 

and the onions. He can hear the sound of the matchstick being grated 

against the box. If he practices this skill, he might even feel himself 

into the objects and sense their roundness and smoothness as the curves 

of his own muscles. The objects so contemplated become an excitatory 

experience in themselves because the sensory description makes them 

become more real, or in Buber's language, more fully present (1948).

Experiences so involving the entire organism serve to recharge 

the Ii1Umb emotional batteries and remove previously inhibiting barriers 

in front of the free and natural flow of feelings. Natural excitation 

so strong starts flowing that the client no longer needs or desires 

the artificial stimulation of alcohol or drugs, or the protective 

benefits of neurosis, A schematic diagram,.a Logo, summarizes the
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insight foundation presented above. The four components, completing 

emotions, syllogisms, self-image, and excitatory exercises, are basic 

structures of the descriptive science of emotional honesty upon which 

Active Emotive Therapy is based.



LOGO

THE DESCRIPTIVE SCIENCE OF EMOTIONAL HONESTYI .

xSyllogismE

Deductive and Subjective

Self-Image
Apperceptive

Schema
Excitatory 

r Exercises

The Inhibitory 
Personality

Ni/

Incomplete 
and confused. 
Disowned and 
Repressed 
Anxiety and 
Alienation

Negative and 
self-defeating 
based on false 
and'unexplained 
values, attitudes, 
beliefs, perpetuated 
for protection.

Pessimistic, 
inaccurate, 
negative and 
inaccurate. 
Adjusted,ignorant 
of self, future 
dark and gloomy, 
four internal 
controls upset *

Dead battery, 
alienated from 
people and self. 
Withdrawn and numb. 
Worry over future 
Regret over past. 
Present moment lost 
or avoided.

Active 
Emotive 
Therapy

\ \  lV / Continually 
/  flowing and

expressed with attitudes,
—  semantic values, beliefs,

appropriate
ness and 
sensitive 
timing.

Positive, based 
on examined

self-enhancing,

Positive,
accurate,
healthilyi 
appropriate. 
Knows himself.

Lives fully in the 
present moment. 
Past memories and 
future fictious 
guides to action.

Future positive 
and goals suitable, 
flexible and broad. 
Four internal controls operating ■ 
efficiently■and 
naturally adjustive.
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The four foundations presented against an historical backdrop? 

science, philosophy, personality theory, and therapeutic insights, seem 

to form axsynthesis, a gestalt of diverse entities that appeared con

gruent. Rationale for a usage gestalt concludes this chapter.

Gestalt of Usage

Suppose that you move to a new town and shortly thereafter 
you develop a severe strep throat. You consult a doctor and 
he gives you a shot of penicillin. You get well, therefore, 
he's a good doctor. Later on you break your arm, you go back 
to the doctor. He gives you a shot of penicillin and starts 
to dismiss you. You say, "But Doc, how about this broken 
bone ? Aren't you going to set it?" He replies, "I don't 
believe in bone setting. I'm a penicillin man" (Callis 1960:2).

Humorously, this anecdote illustrates the importance of a con

certed theory, an approach to counseling that creates a gestalt from 

selected congruent therapeutic entities chosen from various theories.

■ A gestalt of selected germane entities must be, according to R. Callis, 

"useful in our day-by-day practice,not just a ragbag collection of 

unrelated constructs, but a unified theory" (1960:4).

Gross considered an eclectic, approach to counseling, whereby one 

takes the most compatible entities from many approaches and creates a 

personal gestalt, very important. Gross said that the counselor who 

adheres blindly to one particular school, theory, or technique will 

lose many clients. The ability and. flexibility to vary one's thera

peutic technique in accordance with the needs and dynamics of the
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individual is not being a chameleon but rather truly client-centered 

(1968:351-356). Leona Tyler felt that one's own theory will be a 

dynamic growing thing— a unity of thought— but subject to continual 

modification. (1955:3).

Callis concluded that each counselor draws generalizations 

(working hypotheses) about his client on a moment-to-moment basis 

throughout the entire counseling, process (1960:11).

Good, in commenting upon counseling research results', stated 

three opinions pertinent to a germane synthesis:

I. No single approach to psychological therapy has been found 

that can explain the behavior of all individuals or is pertinent to 

all.

'2. An individual with a specific problem may fail to respond 

to a single type of therapy; as the individual's needs change, the . 

therapeutic technique must be changed, if the patient is to get maximum 

benefit.

3. Since therapists differ in personality structure, need 

system and value system, the therapeutic techniques must be suited to 

the needs of the therapist (1966:324).

Each of the theories presented in Chapter 2 embodies a dynamic 

system of its own. At the same time, each supplements the others and 

together they are especially congruent. Exciting aspects of Active
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Emotive Therapy approach are firmly embedded in scientific fact, are 

nourished by existential-phenomenology, and are able to reach out into 

■other humanistically-oriented theories when the need arises. Within 

this solid framework, the practitioner need be none other than his 

emotionally honest, congruent self. He is not a cookbook theoretician 

or conditioning machine. Active Emotive Therapy is based on a healthy 

eclecticism which is not a hodge-podge of diverse theories and methods. 

It is instead a sense of an open-mindedness and hospitality toward the 

contributions of practitioners in various fields.

An additional concept which the writer wishes to stress is that 

this paper was not intended to rigidly establish permanent limitations 

on therapeutic concepts. Hopefully, this discussion will be not a 

product, but the perpetuation of a dynamic, growing, ever-changing,, 

process. Anyone who has the temerity to speak of "truth" usually finds 

that he is performing .verbal dances: around the -.word truth, rather than 

letting truth perform for itself. The truth is as hard to talk about 

as it is to tell. If there is one thing certain, the truth will not 

be caught once and for all in a net of words alone, nor does it like 

to be imprisoned in a theory; it is much too fond of its liberty.

Summary

Throughout Chapter 2, a foundation gestalt was built for Active 

Emotive Therapy, on the basis of four major categories: historical.
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scientific, philosophical and therapeutic insight. Supportive research 

from previously isolated and unique theories and from practitioners in 

the field of counseling was enlisted throughout Chapter 2, in order to 

attempt a germane synthesis from many seemingly disparate streams of 

thought. Each entity, when carefully examined, was harmoniously con

gruent in terms of ideas, concepts, and practices. Therapeutic impli

cations of each entity were described and considered. A Logo summarized 

the organizational structure of the insight section. A gestalt of usage 

section served as the rationale for pragmatic synthesis.

An historical sketch formed a backdrop for that which followed. 

The five definitive historical evolvements, the five main streams of 

counseling (psychoanalytic, existential-phenomenology orientation, 

rational psychotherapy, client-centered counseling, and behavioral 

approaches) were briefly described prior to discussion of the four 

foundations.

The scientific bases for learning theory and mental health 

were- documented and described including: words and learning, inhi

bition and excitation, semantic therapy, imagination and self-image, 

bibliotherapy, Adlerian concepts, schematic patterns, excitatory 

personality characteristics, inhibitory personality characteristics,

therapeutic relearning and disinhibition, and excitatory reflex learn-
•i
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ing in therapy.



The philosophical background of Active Emotive Therapy was based

on existential-phenomenology and included discussion of various 

selected writings in the field, both historical and contemporary, such 

as; the Bible, Descartes, Husserl, Heidegger, Kant, Kierkegaard,

Combs, Snygg, Scheler,' Hegel, Jaspers, May, Sartre, Kaufmann, Marcel, 

Feifel, Tillich, Buber, Klein, Marx, Kafka, and others. The impli

cations for educational practices and counseling approaches were des

cribed, supported by theorists such as : Nichols, Mehl, Beck, Kneller,

Fallico, Butler, Carroll, Greene, Van Cleve Morris, Pine, Reisman,

Dewey, Asch, van Kaam, Basescu, Binswanger, Sinsheimer, Rank, and 

Simpson. Pragmatic therapeutic implications were noted,

Rogerian personality theory, as stated in nineteen propositions, 

wag described in detail in .terms of scientific implications and

philosophical orientations. Therapeutic usage of each proposition 

was noted, supported by such diverse practitioners and theorists as: 

Freedman, Kaplan, Goldstein, Argyal, Rank, Maslow, Goble, Jung, Cannon, 

Lang, Selye, Sullivan, Fromm, Schultd, Truax, Bruner,. Adler, Moreno,

May, Schellenberg, Homey, Mead, Cooley, Kierkegaard, Allport, Dollard 

and Miller, Freud, Salter, Burrow, D lAmbrosio, and the Bible.

Concluding Chapter 2 was an insight summary section formulated 

from various factors and entities thought to be therapeutic implications 

of Active Emotive Therapy. Basic organizational groupings of the
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descriptive science of emotional honesty were: (I) Completing Emotions; 

(2) Syllogisms; (3) Self-Image; and (4) Excitatory Exercises, All four 

components were inclusive aspects of Active Emotive Therapy and were 

descriptive entities of therapeutic health or the lack of therapeutic 

health. Several topics described in terms of the four components were: 

loneliness and affection, empathetic participation, anger, grief, 

apprehension, anticipation, syllogisms and the beta process, the tyranny 

of the shoulds, oughts, and musts in our lives, the four kinds of 

intelligence, forgiveness, the four internal controls, and the apper

ceptive schema. Diverse scholarly, supporting authorities were 

included in the insight section, examples of which were: Rogers,

Simpson, Maslow, Reisman, Frank!, Mitchell and Smeriglio, Morris, May, 

Dunbar, Adler, Menninger,. Poznanski and Zrull, Lazarus, Rodale, LeShan, 

Lindemann, Kierkegaard, Gardner, Erickson, Barker, Powers'; Lorenz, 

Ducasse, Sullivan, Luria, Salter, Wolpe, Bettelheim, Brann, Homey, 

Neibuhr, and Jones,

A gestalt of usage was described as the conclusion to the 

insight section in terms of therapeutic effectiveness. A concerted 

theoretical gestalt was amplified by considerations of various writers 

such as: Callis, Gross, Tyler, and Good.



CHAPTER 3

PROCEDURES

This study was conducted with therapy as the cardinal concern 

arid with research as a barometric indicator. It was hoped that further 

research will be stimulated by this paper to ascertain whether or not 

the described behavior changes were statistically significant. Donald 

Blocher hypothesized that:

A counseling theory differs somewhat from general 
psychological theories in that the former is intended to 
create added knowledge about human behavior through the 
generation of new research (1966:25),

This present research was concerned with descriptive signifi

cance as perceived empirically by the writer. The essence of science 

is to observe closely (Warren,, 1934) . Since human behavior is thought 

to be a subjective phenomena, it must be empirically observed as closely 

as possible-,, J. S, Block refuted the belief that since emotional 

experience is subjective and private it is, therefore, not amenable 

to scientific investigation. Block said that: "It is possible to study 

emotions empirically and descriptively" (1957:385).

The clients seen in therapy remained the primary concern 

throughout this research. In Blocher's listing-of ethical codes and 

counselor obligations, the first and most important item was the obli

gation to.clients (1966:212). ...

In Chapter 3 the following methods and procedures will be

discussed:
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The population description will be put forth in the context 

of the geographic setting. Southwestern Montana generally, and Bozeman, 

Montana specifically. Montana State University and the Counseling 

Laboratory in 317 Traphagen Hall will be added considerations in the 

setting description.

Contaminating variables will include the setting, the amena

bility or non-amenability of the population to Active Emotive Therapy, . 

the effects of minimal environmental intervention, and counselor 

variables- such as training, sex., and personality. The Hawthorne Effect 

will be considered as another possible contaminating variable.

Methods of collecting data and the descriptive use of the data 

will encompass therapeutic tools such as daily logistic schedules, 

evaluation logs, self-reports, and client perceptions of what was most, 

meaningful during the process of therapy. Other barometric indicators' 

used within the therapeutic context for data collection which will be 

described are tapes, both audio and video, as well as audio and video 

recorders. Additional indicators of therapeutic progress or lack of 

progress to be dealt with in this chapter will be two instruments, the 

F-Sort and the Bernreuter Personality Inventory,

Additionally, the descriptive organization of data will be put 

forth, as well as a pre- and post-therapy comparison of progress or 

lack of progress of each client. This stiidy is essentially concerned, 

with descriptive research and will not carry formal statistical
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hypotheses, A section on therapeutic focus and values will support 

the emphasis on descriptive research. Precautions for accuracy will 

conclude this chapter.

Population Description and Sampling Procedure

The population of this study was formed from certain selected 

clients chosen from people who sought therapy from the immediate 

geographic area of Southwestern Montana. These clients were, for the 

most part, referred by doctors, ministers, teachers, and friends. 

Appointments were arranged through Dr. S. G. Simpson of the Montana 

State University counseling staff.

Setting I

Southwestern Montana. The southwestern corner of the state of 

Montana, an area of approximately fourteen thousand square miles, was a 

mountainous forested area. Many tourists came to this region to. take. 

part in a scenic outdoor atmosphere and to participate in seasonal 

outdoor sports. The climate was dry with most of the precipitation 

received during the winter months in the form of "snow. Temperatures 

during the summer generally ranged from plus thirty-five to eighty 

degrees, while during the relatively long and severe winter, tempera

tures varied from minus thirty to forty degrees.

There were no major urban centers in this area, Most of the ■ 

population of approximately fifty thousand lived in mountain valley
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communities which ranged in size from twenty-five to twenty thousand 

people. There was virtually no heavy industry. The primary occupations 

were farming, ranching, or tourist services„

The area was settled in the middle to late nineteenth century. 

Many of the first - inhabitants were people from the South who left that, 

area at the end of the Civil War. There were also many people of 

Scandinavian and German origins who migrated from Minnesota and the 

Dakotas.

Bozeman».Montana. The .town.of Bozeman,,population twenty 

thousand, was located in-the Gallatin river valley. ■ Rather than being 

a geographically separate entity, it was considered the focal point 

for the ten thousand people who lived in the surrounding valley of 

approximately seven thousand square miles. The valley, which served 

as a route to the Pacific coast, was first explored by Lewis and Clark, 

and functioned as a way station for settlers on their way to the west 

coast. When the western railroad building boom took place, Bozeman was 

on the route of the Northern Pacific. In 1972, U. S. Highway ten and 

Interstate Highway ninety, passed through the town.

The principle occupations of the people in Bozeman were in 

i terms of the professional and retail services rendered to Montana State

i University and its students, to the farmers and ranchers of the

(' surrounding territory, and to tourists. There was no heavy industry or

\ manufacturing, Some logging occurred in forested areas nearby.

V
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The city had experienced a rather sharp increase in the rate 

of growth over the past fifteen years. This expansion, which was 

probably due to the. increase in the size and scope of the University, 

was reflected in the many new housing tracts and trailer parks, in 

the large number of small new. businesses and professional services 

(which served the needs of students and other University personnel), 

and in the unplanned development outside the city limits.

Two cultural forces seemed evident in Bozeman, Montana. One 

force was the historical spirit of the "old west". Bozeman was closely 

associated with Jim Bridget, a guide who led wagon trains over local 

mountain passes at the turn of the century. The other force was that 

of religion. There were twenty-six independently organized religious 

bodies in Bozeman. Many of these denominations had branches or 

affiliations both on the University campus and in the surrounding 

communities.

Montana State University. The one thousand^one hundred and 

seventy-acre campus of Montana State University was situated on the 

outskirts of Bozeman. The campus contained more than thirty predomin

antly brick buildings, including a four hundred^ninety-five thousand- 

volume library.

The University was established in 1893 as the Land-Grant 

Institution for the state of Montana. The original purpose of the
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Land-Grant. Institution was to offer instruction in the areas of 

science, engineering, and agriculture„■ Since that time, the school 

had broadened its scope to include programs in education, liberal arts, 

and the professional areas. In 1972, a bachelor’s degree was offered 

in more than forty various fields, covering some' ninety separate majors, 

a master’s degree in thirty-three different areas, and a doctorate in 

twenty.

Undergraduate instruction at the University was administered 

through five colleges. The College of Professional Schools totaled 

thirty percent of the total enrollment, Letters and Science totaled 

twenty-nine percent, Engineering totaled eighteen percent, Education 

totaled twelve percent, and Agriculture totaled eleven percent. .The 

total enrollment was approximately seven thousand^six hundred students, 

including six hundred graduate students who were enrolled in the 

College of Graduate Studies. The teaching faculty at the University 

numbered over five hundred, with another, two hundred professional 

staff members engaged in full-time extension activities or research 

(Burlingame, 1968).

Counseling laboratory. The counseling laboratory was located 

in 317 Traphagen Hall.. The laboratory contained a large table, chairs, 

a file cabinet, a telephone, a coat rack, and nine, small, carpeted 

booths with one-way glass in the doors. When the overhead lights were
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turned off in room 317, undetected observation of the activities in 

the booths was possible. A language laboratory console made it 

feasible to plug headphones into one of four wall receptacles outside 

of each booth and listen to the observed activities in the booths.

Audio tape recordings could be made in each booth or on the console.

The office of the writer was in booth 322. The office had a 

large window over-looking a courtyard. The booth was painted and 

refurbished by the writer and was considered pleasant, even if somewhat 

bright in color and somewhat small in size. A large pot of coffee was 

available. The chairs were of a regular, padded,,office,variety. iGne 

chair squeaked, which may have been a distracting factor.

K» H, Parker commented that environmental conditions helpful 

in creating counseling rapport, such as an attractive, comfortable 

setting away from threatening persons and situations, could be aided 

by an optimal physical setting. But Parker, cautioned that basically 

persons, not items, set rapport (1962:104).

The clients entered through the main door of room 317 and 

occasionally had to walk through a class being held in room 317 to ' 

reach the writer's office, which may have been somewhat awkward for 

' them, especially during the initial visits. Another, booth was used to 

store the tape recorders, the pictures, evaluation logs, books, logistic 

schedules, diaries, and tapes.
\
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The video tape machine was brought to room 317 by John Sipkins, 

doctoral candidate in administration and counseling, from the audio

visual room of the education building and set up for the session during 

which it was used. Viewing of the tape and the second taping (of the 

client viewing his actions in the previous session) and the subsequent 

second viewing of the entire completed process was done in the edu

cation building. The movement to a different setting for viewing could 

have been disrupting to the client's habit pattern or it may have been 

a welcome change of pace.

Contaminating Variables

Acknowledgment of the fact that the writer as counselor and 

the writer as researcher may be subject to human error is inherently 

intended throughout this paper.

The. physical setting described in the previous section is 

acknowledged as a possible contaminating variable.. The counseling 

laboratory in 317 Traphagen Hall may not have been an optimum clinical 

setting.

Another possible contaminating variable, may have been the 

amenability or non-amenability of the population of the Southwestern 

geographical area of Montana, specifically Bozeman and' Montana State 

University. Active Emotive Therapy may prove to be more therapeutic 

in another geographical location and with another, population.
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An additional contaminating variable may have been the minimal 

environmental intervention into the client's home and general environ

ment outside of the therapy hour.. Direct intervention may have 

hastened the therapeutic process» In Fred N„ Kerlinger's opinion, the 

"very plethora of uncontrollable variables in therapy may in itself 

be a contaminating variable" (1965;390) „

Therapist personality, mood variances, and sex were, perhaps, 

further contaminating variables > Research pertaining to these factors 

follows:

Counselor variables. H 0 S. Sullivan found that the method 

of free association, did not work well with schizophrenics and obses

sional caseso Failure of this technique led Sullivan to concentrate 

his attention on the communication process. In the course of this 

study, Sullivan learned how. important were the counselor's own 

attitudes, ideas, and actions in the therapeutic relationship» 

Sullivan's emphasis on psychiatry as the study of interpersonal 

relations and on the counselor as a participant observer was formed 

from his empirical practical experience (1947)„

Care has been taken in this paper to guard against Active 

Emotive Therapy being perceived as a mechanically-applied technique c 

Research illustrated the absurdity of technique-oriented■therapy via 

numerous studies on the importance of the counselor's congruent and



spontaneous personality, which seemed to override any particular 

orientation or technique.

H'o H, Strupp documented the contributions of the counselor's 

personality to the treatment process. "It has been shown repeatedly 

that learning of verbal behavior occurs during psychotherapy and that 

the counselor's behavior affects the client in a systematic manner" 

(1960:134). F. E 0. Fiedler concluded that- counselors of different 

theoretical orientations did not differ from each other or from laymen 

in describing the nature of an ideal therapeutic relationship (1950: 

436-455).

P , D » Irwin found that the quality of counselor, communication 

based on personality factors such as openness, spontaneity, and 

congruence was of crucial significance in therapy (1950) . Clients who 

felt affection from the counselor tended to.be more successful in 

therapy, verified S. Lipkin (1954:372). Blocher amplified the impor

tance of counselor personality:

One of the deepest concerns of the counselor is that 
he be perceived as a consistent and ethical person. Unless 
he is perceived in this way, clients will not be able to put 
the trust and confidence in him that are necessary for 
establishing helping relationships (1966:214);

Rogers authenticated certain atfitudinal ingredients brought 

to the therapeutic encounter by the counselor, that resulted in an 

effective relationship wherein positive behavioral change could occur

in the client.' These attitudes were:
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I) Congruence: genuineness, resulting from an awareness
and openness of feelings is perhaps the most crucial;
2) Empathy: experiencing the client's inner world of meaning
as if it were his own, without becoming tied up emotionally;'
3) Positive Regard: an acceptant attitude towards the client
as a worthwhile person, regardless of his particular behavior 
at the moment— a feeling that is neither paternalistic nor 
sentimental nor superficially social and agreeable (1962:416-429).

Generalizing from the data compiled by Hugh Donnan, Grady 

Harlan, and Searborn Thompson, the counselor who was outgoing, warm

hearted, and easy-going was more-likely to be perceived as offering 

a higher degree of unconditional positive regard. The counselor who 

was venturesome, uninhibited, and spontaneous was likely to behave in 

a way perceived as trustworthy. The counselor who was tender-minded 

and sensitive was more likely to be more congruent as perceived by 

clients (1969:482).

William Passons' and Leroy Olsen's study on counselor effec

tiveness described five characteristics that aided a counselor in 

expressing empathetic sensitivity. The five characteristics were: 

open-mindedness, cognitive flexibility, ability to sense feelings, 

willingness to communicate in the realm of feelings, and positive 

self-concept (1969:440-445) . Henry Weitz felt that it was reasonable 

to suppose that the personality structure of the counselor would have 

a marked influence on the therapeutic interaction. Weitz isolated 

three essential counselor personality traits which, When present, 

would greatly facilitate the counseling process.
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I) Security, or self-acceptance, which involved a frank 
admission of one's own strengths and weaknesses, No sense 
of inferiority or superiority was implied, ■ The counselor, 
accepting himself, was able to accept others, and felt no 
pressure to impress, repress, or inhibit feelings, 2) Sensi
tivity, The counselor who was sensitive could evaluate his 
own and others' feelings and could'more readily comprehend 
another's motivations. 3) Objectivity. It was important for 
the counselor to be able to recognize the differences between 
objective' and symbolic behavior. Objectivity helped the 
counselor to realize that everything is in a constant state of 
changeo- You cannot step into the same river twice, for, it is 
never the samd as it was an instant before (1957:276-280),

Related to the personality qualities of an effective counselor 

was the sex of the counselor, Robert Carkhuff and Bernard Gerenson 

have studied implications of sex of counselors. Carkhuff and Gerenson 

felt that perhaps society perceives the role of the counselor as 

calling for behavior that resembles social expectations for the feminine 

role. However, the studies showed that sex had very little to do with 

effective therapy. The effective counselor was woman and man, feminine 

and masculine. Both the men and women counselors studied appeared to 

possess to an acceptable degree the fundamental feminity and the 

requisite strength appropriate for the successful counselor (1969:

24-27>.
Robert Betz found that therapeutically valuable qualities in 

counselor personalities could be enhanced by proper training. If 

counselors in training were taught in an affective manner, they 

counseled in an affective manner. In other word's, a counselor may be
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born, the qualities discussed above might reflect the personality of 

a counselor, but a counselor was not born made (1969:528-533)„

Counselor "expertness” gained from proper training was another 

factor in therapy that appeared to be statistically important. Lyle 

Schmidt and Stanley Strong have described expertness as follows:

The expert seemed interested and relaxed. He had a neat appearance but 

did not appear "stuffy”„ He treated the client as an equal0 The 

expert spoke fluently and with confidence and sureness (1970:115-118). 

Expertness was further described by John Branan. Brananls studies 

show that the use of counselor self-experience in counseling relation

ships did not increase the therapeutic value of the relationship 

(1967:180).

Certain counselor types were more effective with some types 

of clients than with others, concluded Billy Edwards and John Edgerly. 

Some clients felt more comfortable working with a female counselor and 

some clients concluded that a male counselor was more appropriate.

This same concept applied to the degree of vigor in the personality 

of the counselor. Some clients preferred a vigorous approach, others 

found benefit from a less vigorous personality (1970:313-318),

A final contaminating variable may have been the Hawthorne 

Effect. Discussion of pertinent factors relating to the Hawthorne

Effect follows:
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The Hawthorne,effect. In 1927$the Western Electric Company, 

at its Hawthorne plant near Chicago, was involved in a series of 

studies concerning the effects of various working conditions. Six 

girls were selected to work in a room where special observations might 

be made. Rather detailed■observations were made of their work and 

anything that might influence,their work, including the amount of ■ 

sleep, dietary habits, and the temperature and humidity of the test 

room.

The basic purpose of the series of experiments, which continued .l 

for five years, was to try out different types of working conditions 

to see which conditions provided for maximum productivity. At the 

start of the experiment, and whenever any new experimental conditions 

were subsequently initiated, the girls were called in for a.conference ■ 

concerning the planned changes, in which their reactions and sug

gestions were sought.

Then, began, a series of planned changes . Each of these new 

conditions continued for several weeks before the next variation.

During all this time productivity was very carefully measured. The 

general pattern of work output appeared to be up, no matter what 

experimental conditions were created. Apparently nearly every new 

experimental condition facilitated work better than the previous

condition, even when the new condition was a return to an earlier 
condition.
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A report made by the company concluded that a "better mental 

attitude and greater enjoyment of work" was a key factor in the 

increased productivity. "There is the feeling that better output is in 

some way related to the pleasanter, freer, and happier working con

ditions" (Mayo, 1960:65-67)=

The special attention of management and the strong sense of 

group identity resulted in a "peculiar and effective relation with the 

supervisors" (Homans, 1958:587). Rogers commented:

We know how to provide conditions in a work group, 
whether in industry or in education, which will be 
followed by increased productivity, originality, and 
morale (1961:370).

Studies by Lester Coch, J. R. P. French (1948:512-532); by B. F. Nagle
. . .

(1954:219-234); and by D 0 Katz, N. Macoby, and N. C0 Morse (1950) showed 

generally that when workers participate in planning arid decisions, when 

supervisors are sensitive and attentive to worker attitudes, and 

when supervision is hot suspicious or■authoritarian, production and 

morale increase.

The writer notes that there are perhaps some promising reports 

of therapeutic success contained in this paper, but these results- may 

have been due to the Hawthorne Effect, accompaniments of any new 

departure in the therapy enterprise. More research is needed to dis

cern whether the gains remained when the once fresh became commonplace.
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In conclusion, however, it should be noted that a key factor, 

in all the above studies was the element of attention, As noted in 

Chapter 2, attention is the first substitute for genuine affection.

It could be hypothesized that the attentive affection clients felt 

during the therapy hour was congruent with Rogers' unconditional 

positive regard which was thought to be therapeutic in itself. Carter 

V. Good might have been discussing this attention-affection aspect of 

the Hawthorne Effect when he stated:

At the beginning interview, the client may be motivated 
almost entirely by his own needs and purposes, but as the 
process of interaction progresses, the client may find 
motivation in the psychological climate of the interview 
itself (1966:228).

Descriptive Method of Collecting Data and 
Descriptive Use of Data

The method for collecting data was always within the thera

peutic context. Data was not collected for the sake of collection.

The client's welfare remained uppermost in the counselor's perceptions. 

Each datum was used as a barometric indicator of progress, lack of 

progress, or as an indication of a plateau or leveling-out period 

during the course of therapy from its onset to its termination.

Daily logistic schedules. Daily logistic schedules, a copy of 

which’ may be found in the appendix of this paper, were used when deemed • 

appropriate with selected clients. The purpose of this simple schedule
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blank was to give organization and shape to a daily life style which 

was perceived as chaotic and meaningless, both by the counselor and by 

the client, The daily, logistic schedule helped focus the mind of the 

client on each moment of the day as it occurred and helped break the 

anxiety caused by constant preoccupation with the past and perpetual 

worry about the future.

Evaluation logs.. Evaluation logs were used by the counselor 

after the therapeutic hour for purposes of noting physical appearance, 

emotional level., topics discussed, preoccupation, and the client's, 

over-rail affect „ The logs were also used for counselor self-evaluation 

in terms of level of participation, mood, manipulations,and per

ceptions. Evaluation logs enabled the counselor to keep a constant 

barometric indication of therapeutic effectiveness, progress or lack 

of progress, or to indicate when a plateau was reached so that measures 

could be taken to help therapy move forward again. A copy of an evalu

ation log will be found in the appendix of this paper=

Client self-reports and feeling diaries. Client self-reports 

and feeling diaries were used for purposes of self-help in completing 

emotions and sorting out confused feelings outside, of the therapy hour. 

Self-reports and feeling diaries were instituted with selected clients 

when deemed appropriate. Examples of feeling diary selections will be 

found in the appendix. Self-reports will he- found in Chapter. Four.
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Fred Kerlinger felt that projective methods such as diaries 

and self-reports "must be considered as methods of observation and 

measurement, just as any other methods are" (1965:537). Gordon Allport 

stressed that the personal document or self-report should be:

o..considered the same as any other available materials, 
such as letters, diaries, autobiographies, essays and should 
be used as expressive documents to help the counselor develop 
hypotheses and insights (1942:12).

An example of the use of self-reports- and feeling diaries 

would be: If a teenage client seemed to be struggling with the expres

sion of anger (or another emotion) during the therapy hour, an assign

ment would be made to write down descriptively her feelings about 

anger as they arose during the day outside of the therapy hour, in an 

attempt to see what her anger really was. Discussion of the completed 

description followed in the next therapy hour. Clients thus learned 

to complete their own emotions and found psychic relief in the fact 

that they could appropriately verbalize a previously disowned emotion.

Feeling diaries also included exercises in resensitizing the 

organism. For example: Spices were collected by the client and the

smells and tastes described. Scraps of materials were collected-ffoM- 

fabric sample books and described in terms of visual stimulation and 

tactile sensations. Sounds were described as to the auditory feedback 

received. Also included in self-reports and feeling diaries were
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other assignments relative to Salter's six excitatory exercises„ Good 

stated that self-reports and diaries were;

=,,helpful in studying resistant persons and were 
economical and may serve therapeutic purposes for the 
client by release of tensions and insight into his own 
life. Diaries kept without undue concern for. publication 
may reveal interests, desires, tensions, and conflicts not 
otherwise apparent (1966:316).

Because personal documents, such as diaries and self-reports5were 

usually spontaneous in origin, Good found it "true that they yield an 

elaborate picture of the individual's world of desires and attitudes" 

(1966:229).

Emphasis is given here to the fact that none of these pro

cedures were treated as mechanically-applied techniques. Each exercise 

or assignment grew from the context of empathetic, descriptive, emotion- 

sharing and was individually appropriate for each client. After the 

completion of each assignment, discussion of. its implications- followed 

during the next therapy hour, within the context of descriptive 

empathy.

Role-playing of many described situations enabled the client 

to find alternative ways of handling frustrating social situations 

through emotional honesty, semantic appropriateness, and socially 

effective timing of responses. Through this process, clients gradually 

found that they instituted their own independent "cures". Kerlinger 

stated his opinions concerning expressive techniques, such as drawing,

role-playing, and writing:
C
(
<
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The client expresses his needs, desires, emotions, and 
motives through working with, manipulating, and interacting 
with materials, including other people, in a manner or style 
that uniquely expresses his own personality (1965:531),

Client perceptions. Client perceptions of what was most 

meaningful during the process of therapy were also used within the 

context of descriptive participation, based upon the belief that active 

participation of the client in the counseling process was therapeutic. 

Robert Katz felt that one good criterion of therapeutic success was 

"the consensus of the client" (1950:136). In Chapter 4, examples of 

client perceptions and excerpts from feeling diaries will be found.

In addition to providing active participation, independence and 

self-sufficiency movements, the data collection described above enabled 

the client to point to the direction of growth and therapeutic move

ment which was individually appropriate for him. The counselor did not 

set the therapeutic goals or use techniques for purposes of re-making 

the client into a counselor product. At: therapy's termination, clients 

generally found themselves rather puzzled that they had even needed a 

counselor in the first place. The product that the client Iiadi his 

own self, owned and congruently excitatory, seemed to be his1 own 

creation.

Audio and video tapes' were used when deemed appropriate. With 

client fA,. who will-be..described in detail in Chapter 4, daily tapes
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were audio-recorded for purposes of barometric indications of progress 

or the lack of progress. Daily playbacks of tapes by counselors 

involved and weekly play-backs of tapes during staffing sessions enabled 

personnel involved to improve therapeutic approaches, find semantically 

appropriate phrasings, to evaluate progress or lack of progress, and to 

generally evaluate therapeutic growth and change or the lack of growth 

and change.

Counselors have made increasing use of instrumentation, includ

ing tapes, both audio and video. Good found that the audio or video 

recorder "did not increase resistance- or destroy rapport or alter the 

responses of the client" (1966:241), Good listed several advantages 

of taping:

No verbal productions are lost. They eliminate a major 
source of counselor bias. They provide an objective basis 
for evaluation. They provide a liberating influence on the 
counselor as then he is permitted to devote full time to the 
client (1966:242).

Video tapes were recorded several times during the course of 

therapy with client f£, who will be described in Chapter 4 in more 

detail. These tapes were viewed.by both client and counselors, as well 

as at weekly staffing sessions, for the purpose of indicating progress 

or lack of progress. It was also felt that a visual picture of the 

therapeutic process enabled both client and counselors to perceive 

emotions, nonverbal clues, and other phenomena which were not readily 

apparent during the therapy hour or available on an audio tape recording.
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Counselors involved in video tapings found this media extremely 

helpful in terms of self-improvement. A. Ivey, et al. discovered that 

"direct viewing of the video tapes provided dramatic and convincing 

evidence of the validity and power of this procedure in improving 

counselor performance" (1958:10).

A description follows of the audio and video equipment used 

and procedures for their use.

I
Audio recorder. Counseling sessions were recorded on a Sony 

model 106-AD monaurel tape recorder which used one-fourth inch audio, 

tape on a seven inch reel. With the three speeds of one and seven- 

eights, three and three-fourths, and seven and one-half inches per 

second, this machine had a recording capacity up to three continuous
I

hours. This machine operated on one hundred twenty watt electric 

current and had a built-in speaker and amplifier for self-contained 

playback. It was a medium weight.unit (seventeen pounds) and was 

reasonably portable.

Video recorder. The counseling sessions were originally video 

taped on a Sony Videorover II, model AV3400 which was a completely 

portable, battery-operated VTR system that could be carried and 

operated by one person. It consisted of a hand-held video camera 

(used, in this instance, with a light-weight tripod). The camera had 

a zoom Tens and built-in electric condenser microphone. However, a Sony
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F-98 dynamic microphone with an extension cord was used to facilitate 

better audio quality. This VTR used one-half inch video tape and had 

an half-hour recording capacity.

The first playback was on a Sony Videocorder AV-3600, a light 

weight recorder that provided an hour of recording and playback on 

one-half inch- tape. The viewing was done on a Setchell-Carlsori model 

2000, a twenty-one inch video monitor unit. This playback viewing 

was also recorded with the Sony Videorover 3400 and the extension 

microphone as before. The client then viewed the second taping being 

played back on the Sony Videocorder AD-3600 and on the..Setchell-Carlson 

monitor, unit.

Instruments used for collecting data were the F-Sort and the 

Berrireuter Personality Inventory. These instruments were not used for 

analyses and categorization of clients according to nosological 

compartments, Blocher attested that:

Clients are simply not cooperative enough to fit 
themselves into the tidy little pigeonholes provided by 
narrow diagnostic constructs and then stay there. Human 
behavior is often too complex and the interaction effects 
among the various behavioral determinants too intricate 
for a simple set of diagnostic constructs tied to qausal 

• factors to be adequate (1966:128).-

Within the context of the empathetic descriptive process, the 

instruments were used in terms of apparent self-concept and self-regard. 

Descriptions of the results were shared throughout the process of 

therapy with the client. Feedback was appropriately phrased for each

- n
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client and served as a baseline from which barometric indications 

could be observed. Both client and counselor could observe changes 

in self-concept during therapy's progress, which was often a source 

of pleasure for the involved people. In Chapter 4, descriptive results 

of pre- and post-administrations of the instruments will be found.

A description of the F-Sort and the Bernreuter Personality 

Inventory follows:

F-Sort instrument. The F-Sort instrument was originated by 

the writer, modeled after the Q-Sort methodology originally used by 

W. Stephenson to express a group of psychometric procedures he • 

developed (Kerlinger, 1965:598). The idea was simple. A large number 

of statements were taken from various sources: personality inven

tories, what clients in therapy say to counselors, and terms specifi

cally constructed by the writer. The items were put together on one 

hundred and seven three-by-five file cards.. Individual clients were 

asked to sort the cards into two piles, describing themselves as they 

thought they were or as they would wish to be. Clients sorted the 

cards at therapy's onset and at therapy's termination.

According to Kerlinger:

With Q we have a methodology peculiarly suited to ' 
intensive study of the individual and the data of such 
sortings can be described without entirely sacrificing • 
the richness of the usual clinical methods and much less 
objective methods (1965:591).



The F-Sort was intended as an unstructured set of items assembled 

without specific regard to the variables underlying the items„ Ker- 

linger stated that "any sample of homogeneous items can be used in an 

unstructured sort" (1959:586). Perhaps the most extensive use of 

unstructured Q-Sorts has been done by Carl Rogers and Rosalind Dymond 

(1954).

Kerlinger summarized:

One tests theories on small sets of individuals chosen 
for their known or presumed possession of some significant 
characteristic(s) by an unstructured Q-Sort; One explores 
unknown variables for their identity, their interpretation, 
and their functioning. It may even be said that one's use 
of Q-Sort is heuristic. Used thus, Q is an important and 
unique approach to.the study of psychology, sociology, and 
educational phenomena (1959:598).

A complete listing of the F-Sort items used in this study can be found 

in the appendix.

Bernreuter Personality Inventory (BPI). Robert G. Bernreuter 

authored this instrument which was copyrighted in 1935 by the Board 

of Trustees of Leland Stanford Junior University and published by 

the Leland Stanford University Press in Stanford5California (Bemreuter 

Manuel, 1935) . From this point on, the Bemreuter Personality Inven

tory will be referred to as the BP-I.

The BPI purported to measure the following six personality 

traits: neurotic tendency, self-sufficiency, introversion-extroversion,

dominance-submission, confidence, and sociability. These classification
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scales were based on one-hundred twenty-five questions answered either 

"YES", "?"* or "NO"o The scales were defined as follows:

Bl-N. Measure of Neurotic Tendency

Those scoring high on the Bl-N scale— above the ninety-eight 

percentile— would probably benefit from psychiatric or medical treatment,. 

An individual with a high Bl-N shows a tendency of being neurotic., 

Neurotic symptoms would include feelings of miserableness, sensitivity 

to blame, shyness, and inferiority. Such a person feels excluded from 

other people and often engages in day-dreaming and worrying (Bernreuter 

Manual, 1935) ,.

An individual who scores low on the Bl-N scale is considered 

to be a very well-balanced, emotionally stable person. He is seldom 

bothered by depressive moods, troubles, worries, or criticisms. Such 

a person displays self-confidence and is generally considered a doer 

rather than a day-dreamer (Bernreuter, 1933a: 387-405.) .

B2-S Measure of Self-Sufficiency

Those scoring high on this scale are self-sufficient and prefer 

to be alone. Such an individual rarely seeks the advice of others. He 

is contented when by himself and prefers to work alone.

Individuals who score low on this scale are dependent on others 

for their enjoyment. They prefer company both at work and in leisure 

hours. Before reaching decisions, persons with a low B2-S score like to
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talk over problems with others. They are very acceptant of advice given 

to them (Bemreuter, 1933b, 1935).

B3-X Measure of Introversion-Extroversion

The individual who.scores high— above the ninety-eight per

centile— is/introverted in the sense that he is imaginative and tends 

to live within himself. A high B3-I score has the same significance as 

does a high Bl-N score.

The individual who scores low on the B3-I scale is extroverted 

in the sense that he seldom worries, or substitutes day-dreaming for 

action, He is an emotionally stable person. A low score on the B3-T 

scale is comparable to a low score on the Bl-N scale (Bemreuter,

1933a, 1935).

B4-D Measure of Dominance-Submission

A high score on the B4-D scale indicates that an individual 

tends'to dominate others in face-to-face situations. He is self- 

confident and aggressive and can assume a position of leadership at 

social functions. No feelings of inferiority are experienced when he 

converses with strangers or prominent people.

When an individual scores low on the B4-D scale, he is sub

missive in face-to-face situations with his equals. He would be 

reluctant to meet prominent people, experiencing a feeling of infer

iority, The individual with a low B4-D score rarely takes the
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initiative and tends to keep in the background at social functions 

(Bemreuter, 1933a, 1935) „

Fl-C Measure of Confidence in Oneself

The individual who scores high on the Fl-C scale— above the 

ninety-eight percentile-r-would benefit from psychiatric or medical 

advice. A high score would indicate feelings of inferiority which 

tend to hamper self-confidence

The individual who receives a low score on the Fl-C scale is 

generally considered to be wholesomely self-confident and very well 

adjusted to his environment (Bemreuter Manual, 1935)

F2-S Measure of Sociability

The individual who scores high on the F2-S scale has a 

tendency to be nonsocial, solitary, or independent.

A low score on the F2-S is an indication that one is generally 

of a sociable and gregarious nature. Enjoyment is derived.from 

association with others (Bemreuter Manual, 1935).

Administration

Bemreuter's inventory has been designed for grades nine through 

twelve and adults. It is self-administering. Each person should 

individually interpret the questions. It is, however, permissible to 

explain the meanings of words when it will not influence the subject's 

response to the test item or will clarify any possible confusion.

There is no time limit, and few individuals need more than twenty-five
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minutes to complete the BPI; The exact nature of the traits being 

measured should not be revealed before completion of the inventory 

(Bemreuter Manual, 1935) .

Scoring

The BPI can be either hand or machine scored. There are six 

different scoring keys, one for each trait tested. In the preparation 

of these keys, Bemreuter determined the weight which each response 

should have for all six scales. The weights assigned varied from plus 

seven to !minus seven. For example, any question answered "YES", might 

receive a plus seven weight in scale Bl-N, minus three in B2-S, plus 

six in B3-I, minus six in B4-D, plus five in Fl-C, and a plus two in 

F2-S. Each question response would be assigned a separate weight for 

each of the six scales. The score for each trait would then be the 

algebraic sum of the weights, i.e., an individual’s test results 

would include six separate totals (Bemreuter Manual, 1935) .

In order that test results will be more meaningful to the 

layman, a table is provided on the cover of the inventory to facilitate 

the computation of raw scores into percentile.scores. The percentiles 

will vary with the norm used (Bemreuter Manual, 1935) .

The BPI should be considered and used as a descriptive instru

ment, remembering always that it only mirrors or reflects personality 

possibilities. It can never be final in its diagnosis (Bennett, 1963: 

247-250) . According to Blo.cher: "A psychological test is merely a
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sample of behavior taken under certain conditions from which we infer 

other behaviors; tests are only devices for making observations" 

(1966:133).

The BPI has been widely accepted. More than one hundred and 

thirty-five different studies have been done on the BPI. It was the 

best-known personality instrument in Pallister's canvas of American 

psychologists. (Super, 1942:94-119). The BPI has been criticized as 

having insufficient validity because of the possibility of faking the 

scores. Such criticisms came mainly from group administrations of the 

BPI (Middleton, et al. 1961:325-330).

Validity hazards may be avoided by using the BPI as an indi

vidual descriptive instrument. Salter (1961) has found the BPI useful 

in his practice. Dr.. S. G, Simpson, of Montana State University, 

stated that the BPI is accurately descriptive when used in individual 

therapy after rapport is well established and if the client is 

sincerely interested in discovering himself. The BPI is then useful as 

a temporary guide towards the areas of personality traits which the 

client may wish to improve. Bernreuter himself found.great individual 

differences in the extent to which various persons were self-sufficient. 

(1933b:291).. Individual differences in BPI interpretation must be 

taken into account.

Jung (1928) believed that a personality was composed of a 

pattern of opposite qualities, such as thoughts versus feelings,

I
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extrovert versus introvert, and so forth. Jung (1928) felt that a 

neurotic was a person who has allowed one such tendency to develop out 

of proportion to the others. These disproportions could be indicated 

by the BPI.

Further service from the BPI may be gained from counselor use 

of the results. The BPI must never be used as the final cut-and-dried 

analysis of a client, a trap from which he cannot escape. The BPI 

can be useful in pointing out directions for further therapy and as one 

part of a descriptive picture of the client to aid in the formation of 

the flexible hypotheses the counselor formulates many times during the 

process of therapy. Dr. S. G. Simpson, of.Montana State University, 

has pointed out that a low B2-S Self-Sufficiency score coupled with a 

high Bl-N Neurotic score may give a possible warning to the counselor 

of a potential suicide risk. Precautions may then be taken. An 

additional usefulness of the BPI is that each, question, or certain 

selected key questions, may be used during the therapy hour, especially 

with a non-verbal client.

The counselor might encourage the client to do several things:

1. Describe what he usually does in such a situation.

2. What he would like.to have done instead.

3. What he might do the next time.

Possible role playing of assertive behavior in such a situation may 

aid the client in handling his environment more effectively.
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A copy of the BPI can be found in the appendix of this paper.

Descriptive Organization of Data

The data will be organized descriptively in the following 

format: .

1. Description of individual clients,

2. Therapeutic applications in terms of procedures, timing, 
situation, and justification for therapeutic focus.

3. Perceived descriptive results of therapeutic applications 
employed.

In Chapter 4, this data will be described in detail.

Statistical Hypotheses

This research is essentially concerned with a descriptive pre- 

and post-comparision of therapeutic growth or the lack of therapeutic 

growth of each selected clientas a result of exposure to Active. 

Emotive Therapy, in terms of symptomatic relief from various expressed 

concerns and emotional discomforts. The research will not carry formal 

statistical hypotheses.

J. D . Krumboltz contended that it wduld be more useful to state 

therapeutic growth in terms of behavioral changes that can be pragmat

ically observed, He defined behavioral change broadly "to include any 

verbal or written statement, any responses that can be seen or heard, 

or any other responses that can be assessed" (1966:153). Good felt
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that "we have learned much by continually accepting therapeutic.change 

as validating theoretical hypotheses" (1966:333). In Chapter 4, 

detailed, descriptive, pre- and post-therapy comparisons will be found.

Precautions for Accuracy

Precautions taken for accuracy in this research included 

detailed audio tape transcriptions of conferences and several closed- 

circuit television video tape recordings which were submitted for 

criticism at weekly staff meetings under the supervision of Dr. S. G. 

Simpsbn, of Montana State University. Client feedback, feeling diaries, 

and client self-reports were additional factors leading to accuracy„

In addition to weekly staff meetings with other involved counselors, 

daily individual consultations with Dr. S. G. Simpson, of Montana State 

University, were held for the purposes of constant supervision and 

evaluation.

Additional emphasis is made in this research to stress the fact 

that this description of Active Emotive Therapy was not intended as a 

mechanical approach to be applied as isolated techniques.• Acknowledg

ment is made as to possible misinterpretations of this description. 

However, the description was intended to be presented in terms of an 

experienced gestalt. To use Blocher's words:

No one can ever fully understand the meaning of a counseling 
relationship by reading about it. Experience in a wide range 
of interpersonal relationships and a real desire to become aware
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of and sensitive to the quality of one's relationships 
are probably the necessary conditions for developing the 
capacity to be a helping person (1966:148) „

Therapeutic.Focus

Values are inescapably present in research.. Without a philos

ophy of values, science is blind or lacks direction. The values 

inherent in this research can be stated simply: Research has been

conducted with therapy as- the cardinal concern (based on ethical judg

ments involved in the personal and private lives of clients) and with 

research as a barometric indicator. Good felt that "our primary need 

is now to learn rapidly how to cope with ourselves and with each other" 

(1966:45) , This could be done, Good felt, by "speculating on the broad 

implications of scientific work as a lead to further meaningful 

questions" (1966:30) The essential motivation of this research was to 

bring about a therapeutic change in the hope that changes so produced 

will stimulate further research.

Rogers has offered insight into value orientations of statis

tical research versus applied therapy. The writer, has taken the 

liberty of quoting at length from Rogers' views. Rogers began his 

argument:

I have come to see both research and theory as being aimed 
toward the inward ordering of significant experience. Thus 
research is not something esoteric, nor an activity in which 
one engages to gain professional kudos. It is the persistent, 
disciplined effort to make sense and order out of the phenomena
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of subjective experience„ One of the rewarding results is 
that the ordering of one segment of experience in a theory 
or research opens up new vistas of inquiry, research, and 
thought, thus leading one continually forward. I have, at 
times, carried on research for purposes such as to satisfy 
others, to convince opponents and sceptics, to gain prestige, 
and for other unsavory reasons. These errors in judgment 
and activity have deepened the above positive conviction 
(1959:188).

Continuation of Rogers’ value focus proceeded:

To observe acutely, to think carefully and creatively—  
these activities, not the accumulation of laboratory instru
ments or statistics, are the beginnings of science. To 
observe that a given crop grows better on the rocky hill than 
in the lush bottom land, and to think about this observation, 
is the start of science. I voice this conviction in protest 
against the attitude, which seems too common in American 
psychology, that science starts in.the laboratory Or at the 
calculating machine (1959:189).

Several scientific opinions were stated by Rogers:

. I believe that there is a natural history of science—  
that science, in any given field goes through a patterned 
course of growth and development. For example, it seems 
right and natural to me that in any new field of scientific 
endeavor the observations are gross, the hypotheses speculative 
and full of errors, the measurements crude (1959:189).

I quite realize that after the fact, any research investi
gation, or any theory constructed to relate the discovered 
facts, should be translatable into the language of independent 
and dependent variables, or there is something wrong with the 
research and theory. But the terms seem to me better adapted 
to such autopsies than to the.living physiology of scientific 
work in a new field (1959:190).

In conclusion Rogers summarized:

If theory and research could be seen for what it is— a 
fallible, changing attempt to construct a network of 
gossamer threads which will contain the solid facts— then 
a theory would serve as it should, as a stimulus to further 
creative thinking (1959:191).
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Hopefully, the entities put forth in the Active Emotive Therapy 

gestalt will serve as such a stimulus„ Kenneth Spence stated pheno

menologically:

The data of all sciences have the same origin— namely, the 
immediate experience of an observing person, the scientist 
himself „ That is to say, immediate experience,, the initial 
matrix out of which all sciences develop, is no longer con
sidered a matter of concern for the scientist. He simply 
takes it for granted and then proceeds to the task of describ
ing the events occurring in it and discovering and formulating 
the nature of the relationships holding among them (1951:173).

Description of therapeutic bases and therapeutic events was an

important value in this research.

Kerlinger confirmed that "the more realistic the research 

situation, the stronger the variables". In other words, external 

validity gains support, since "the more realistic the situation, the 

more valid are generalizations to other situations likely to be" 

(1965:383). An adequate descriptive collection of data, as stated 

by Good "places human behavior on an empirical base, thus providing 

for greater validity for any subsequent measuring instrument" 

(1966:261). Empirical observation in a realistic research situation 

is eminently pragmatic (Baer: 1968:91).

Realistic research situations are strong in realism, signi

ficance, strength of variables, theory orientation, and heuristic 

quality, in the opinion of Kerlinger. "There can be no complaint of 

artificiality here" (1965:389). Perhaps one principle way of
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getting information'is by experiencing it directly. In Good's opinion: 

"There is no meaning beyond experience and example" (1966:412) .

Descriptive studies have been helpful in the past in contrib

uting to other types of investigation. According to Good, descriptive 

studies "have been concerned essentially with history.in,the making" 

(1966:193), Although history may never be made by this paper, a 

pragmatic value has been given to therapeutic emphasis. Many practi

tioners in the field have stated opinions as to the efficacy of this 

primary stress.

Good summarized the primary purpose of therapy as:, "...the 

development of the potentialities of the individual for growth and 

improvement, rather than on the formal organization of a theory or 

statistical evaluation" (1966:321). The purposes of therapy are 

concerned with preventing social breakdown, conserving strength, 

restoring social function, making life more comfortable, or compen

sating, creating opportunities for growth and development, and 

increasing the capacity for self-direction and social contribution—  

not for an accumulation of statistically significant facts, suggested 

Good (1966:321).

Good stated humorously that "the statistical tail should never 

be permitted to wag the research dog" (1966:385). In Good's opinion, 

the zeal for statistical experimentation has become a fetish.
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The graduate student seeks to find some appropriate middle 
ground between the goal of research as the pursuit of under
standing and the ideal of service as the welfare of the client.
On the one hand is the rigid, controlled methodology of the 
experimentalist and on the other hand, the flexible, eclectic 
approach of the clinician. It is the difference between the 
data and research-centered approach versus a client and service- 
centered attitude or orientation frequently relying on intuition 
and insight (1966:385).

Another theorist suggested a solution to the dilemma described 

by Good in terms of sequential emphasis. As stated by J. F. T. 

Bugental:

We are approaching a crisis in the human experience, and 
we need much more inquiry, speculation, theorizing, and 
technique development methodology to achieve this. Let us 
have our investigators do several things: I) Listen to people 
talking candidly about their lives in great detail, through 
many hours; 2) Try whatever theories and techniques now 
existing to help these people; 3) Then, and only then, can 
statistical testing begin (1965:376) .

The writer has attempted to achieve Bugental's first recom

mendation from a practicing counselor's point of view. L . P . Ullmann 

stated:

The aims of research and clinical treatment differ: the
former has the objective of evaluating a specific treatment 
so that a decision may be made as to its future use. The 
latter has as its first objective helping a particular 
person. Any other objective, such as proving a method of 
therapy or the skill of the therapist, is at least subsidiary; 
and, if it runs counter to the best interests of the client, 
improper. The practitioner cannot follow the same statistical 
restraints as the pure researcher (1965:37).

The best interests of clients and their stated concerns were' 

the primary concern in this research. Robert Katz corroborated that:
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The therapist, committed to helping his client, is 
particularly interested in what is personal and subjective and 
therefore must focus his attention on all that concerns the 
needs and problems of the specific individual who has 
requested his help, He cannot be concerned with statistical 
measurement of the process or results- (1963:101).

Rogers (1959) felt that therapy conducted for.the purpose of 

measurement alone deleteriously influenced his skill as a therapist 

which in turn affected client therapeutic progress. Humanistic 

values in psychology are oriented more towards meaning than procedure. 

Methodology cannot become a preoccupation because then concern with 

the meaningfulness of the human condition dealt with yould be lost. 

Carol Guardo supported, this ..thesis when .she -,'Stateduthat Va pheno
menological reality is not subject to direct measurement during the 

process of therapy" (1968:19).

In the opinion of C . P . Oberndorf:

The efficacy of the treatment of mental conditions is more 
difficult- to estimate statistically because we are confronted 
with a great number of imponderables both in the patient and 
in changing external circumstances which may profoundly affect 
the outcome, The statistical approach to this challenging 
problem does not seem likely to yield constructive information.
The variables in all cases are so numerous and multiform that 
mathematics alone is not enough and may actually be misleading 
(1950:395) .

Humanistic psychology parameters of change were suggested by 

Bugental. One of these parameters was the concept that humanism in 

psychology is the contribution of the practitioner, not the researcher 

(1963:563). In other words, in order to be therapeutically effective
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in a person-oriented relationship, statistical diagnosis and research 

must be carried out by someone other than the involved therapist. 

Research plays a supporting role to the process of therapy.

In the words of Bruno Bettelheim:

We must be satisfied with our subjective impressions of 
treatment success. This kind of appraisal and description 
of phenomena seems significant to one who has participated 
directly in the unfolding of an integrated personality, where 
formerly there was none, who have helped to liberate a mind 
so frozen it seemed not to exist. Those who have watched 
closely the emergence of human relations, positive emotions, 
and enjoyment of life, where before there was nothing but 
defiant or. hopeless isolation, hatred, angry anxiety, or 
homicidal violence, will experience a greater conviction 
about therapy than could be derived from any statistical 
treatment (1955:14).

Summary

Primary emphasis was placed upon client-centered therapy, with 

research as a secondary concern and a barometric indicator. Population 

and sampling procedures were described in terms of geographical 

setting and referral procedures. Contaminating variables were con

sidered in terms of human error, physical setting, population amen

ability to Active Emotive Therapy, minimal environmental intervention, 

and therapist diversities such as training, personality, and sex. The 

Hawthorne Effect was also considered as a possible contaminating 

variable„ Implications of attention and affection were noted.

Descriptive data collection and use were summarized in terms 

of client-centered emphasis. Entities such as daily logistic
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schedules, evaluation logs, client self-reports, feeling diaries, 

client perceptions of what was most meaningful in therapy, and audio 

and video tapes were described. Therapeutic implications of the data 

were considered. The Bernreuter Personality Inventory and the F-Sort 

were instruments described in terms of therapeutic involvement.

Organization of descriptive data was in the form of individual 

client description, followed by therapeutic application in terms of 

what was applied, why it was applied, and how it was applied. This 

organizational scheme was concluded by perceived descriptive results 

of therapeutic applications employed.

Statistical hypotheses were not formally stated due to the fact 

that this research is essentially concerned with descriptive compare > 

isons of therapeutic change or lack of change as a result of exposure 

to Active Emotive Therapy.

Precautions for accuracy were described in terms of audio-video 

tape transcriptions, weekly staff meetings, client feedback, daily 

evaluation logs, and stringent daily supervision by and consultation 

with Dr.= S= G= Simpson, of Montana State University. Emphasis was 

repeated to avoid possible misinterpretation of Active Emotive Therapy 

as a mechanistic approach to be applied in a technique-oriented manner

An additional section illustrating therapeutic focus on certain 

key values in counseling emphasized Active Emotive Therapy as the
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cardinal concern. Research was used as a barometric indicator. The 

therapeutic focus was supported by authorities in the field of counsel

ing and research.

The data collected by means of procedures enumerated in 

Chapter 3 will be described in terms of clients, therapeutic appli

cations, and perceived therapeutic results in the following chapter.
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Chapter 4

DESCRIPTION OF DATA

This chapter is concerned with the description of data 

collected through procedures described in Chapter 3, within the context 

of the therapeutic process. Please refer to the appendix for repli

cations of applied counseling tools.

The principle objective of this description is to explain the 

implications of Active Emotive Therapy applications with selected 

clients who evidenced a variety of symptomatic problems.

The essential organization of Chapter 4 is as follows:

1. Description of individual clients.

2. What therapeutic entities were applied, the reasons for 

application, what context determined their application, and what was 

the timing for application. This procedure will be followed for 

selected clients in alphabetical sequence.

3. Perceived descriptive results of therapeutic applications 

employed for each client described in section one, including client 

self-reports of what was perceived by them as most meaningful during 

the process of therapy. Section three will follow, client by client, 

after consideration of sections one and two.

A brief section on empathy, participant congruence, and multiple 

therapy, with therapeutic implications of each entity follows,
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Presentation of these entities is based on the premise that empathy, 

genuine unconditional positive regard, and sincere affection are basic 

to the Active Emotive Therapy approach. Each entity discussed through

out this paper must be seen within the matrix of emotional honesty, 

genuine affection, and empathetic regard. Otherwise, Active Emotive 

Therapy, or any other therapeutic approach for that matter, may become 

an empty and mechanical technique not conducive to therapeutic movement.

Emphasis is placed throughout this paper on the need for 

experiencing, owning, and becoming congruent with the science, insight, 

and philosophical focus of Active Emotive Therapy. Care is taken to 

guard, inasmuch as is humanly possible, against possible misinterpre

tation of Active Emotive Therapy as a mechanical "cookbook" or a 

manual of techniques.

To summarize briefly, Chapter 4 will contain several sections 

which are listed below:

1. Empathetic Matrix

2. Participant Congruence

3. Multiple Therapy

Therapeutic implications of the above sections will be noted. These 

three sections precede: (I) Client descriptions, (2) Therapeutic 

application, and (3) Perceived descriptive results. This organization 

was followed for purposes of descriptive clarification and avoidance of
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repetition during client and therapeutic descriptions. A final section 

will summarize the chapter. %

Clients will be identified by means of two alphabetical letters, 

for example: fA. The "f" refers to female, an "m" to male. The

capitalized following letter, such as A, B, C, D, and E, refers to a 

particular client. This procedure is followed for purposes of confi

dentiality and clarity.

The section on empathy and its therapeutic implications follows:

Empathetic Matrix

Rogerian concepts concerning therapeutic conditions and 

processes form a background focus for empathetic importance.,

A. Conditions of the Therapeutic Process
For therapy to occur it is necessary that these conditions 
exist.

1. That two persons are in contact.
2. That the first person whom we shall term the client, 

is in a state of incongruence, being vulnerable, or anxious.
3. That the second person, whom we shall term the 

therapist, is congruent in the relationship.
4. That the therapist is experiencing unconditional 

positive regard toward the client.
5. That the therapist is experiencing an empathic 

understanding of the client's internal frame of reference.
6. That the client perceives, at least to a minimal degree, 

conditions 4 and 5, the unconditional positive regard of the 
therapist for him, and the empathic understanding of the 
therapist,

B. The Process' of Therapy
When the preceding conditions exist and continue, a process 
is set in motion which has these characteristic directions:
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1. The client is increasingly free in expressing his 
feelings, through verbal and/or motor channels.

2. His expressed feelings increasingly have reference 
to the self, rather than nonself.

3. He increasingly differentiates and discriminates 
the objects of his feelings and perceptions, including 
his environment, other persons, his self6 his experiences, 
and the interrelationships of these. He becomes less 
intensional and more extensional in his perceptions,, or to 
put it in other terms, his experiences are more accurately 
symbolized.

4. His expressed feelings increasingly have reference 
to the incongruity between certain of his experiences and 
his concept of self.

5 o He comes to experience in awareness the threat of such 
incongruence.

a. This experience of threat is possible only because 
of the continued unconditional positive regard of 
the therapist, which is extended to incongruence 
as much as to congruence, to anxiety as much as to 
absence of anxiety.

6. He experiences fully, in awareness, feelings which have 
in the past been denied to awareness, or distorted in awareness.

7. His concept of self becomes reorganized to assimilate 
and include these experiences which have previously been dis
torted in or denied to awareness.

8. As this reorganization of the self-structure continues, 
his concept of self becomes increasingly congruent with his 
experience; the self now including experiences which previously 
would have been too threatening to be in awareness.

a. A corollary tendency is toward fewer perceptual 
distortions in awareness, or denials to awareness, 
since there are fewer experiences which can be 
threatening. In other words, defensiveness is 
decreased.

9. He becomes increasingly able to experience, without a 
feeling of threat, the therapist's unconditional positive regard.
10. He increasingly feels an unconditional positive self- 

regard .
11. He increasingly experiences himself as the locus of 

evaluation.
12„ He reacts to experience less in terms of his conditions 

of worth and more in terms of an organismic valuing process 
(1959:213-215).
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Blocher stated that a warm, friendly, and secure counseling 

relationship "is the kind of setting in which praise, encouragement, 

and recognition are most likely to produce changed behavior" (1966:39). 

Therapy, according to Bettelheim, in the proper empathetic setting, 

"creates a special environment that can undo emotional isolation" 

(1955:13).

A. Buchheimer listed components of empathy:

1. Tone (Expressive, non-verbal, nuances of experiences 
of warmth and spontaneity).

2. Pace (Appropriateness and togetherness of experiences).
3. Perception (Counselor ability to abstract core of 

problem and formulate in terms acceptable to client). ,
4. Strategy (Predictive or role-playing aspect).
5. Leading (Counselor resourcefulness to move in the 

direction of client’s concerns) (1963:61).

Gardner Murphy perceived empathy as "experiencing within oneself what •

actually belongs to other perceived persons or objects" (1956:498).

Dr. S. Ge Simpson, of Montana State University, during the process of

this writer’s training as a counselor, stressed time and again the fact

that "until another person can perceive that you (the counselor) can

empathetically feel, and experience what he (the client) is going

through, "Jhe will not move", that is, therapeutic growth or behavior

change cannot occur.

In the experience of participatory empathy the counselor is; 

capable of experiencing in himself a mood that is so analogous to the 

mood of the client as to represent the exact feelings of the other
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person quite closely. The counselor remains an individual in his own 

right. But in moments of empathy the counselor experiences the keenest 

and most vivid sense of closeness or sameness with the client. A 

counselor's response may be triggered by cues in the conversation of 

a client or by non-verbal impressions received concerning the state of 

mind or feeling state of the client. Counselor attention and concen

tration is totally absorbed in the excitement of a spontaneous response 

to the inner experience of the client.

Empathy helps the counselor to understand the client from 

within the client's phenomenological field. Communication can take 

place on a level deeper than conversation or simple reflection of feel

ings. Communication of this depth enables the client to enjoy the' 

satisfaction, perhaps for the first time in his life, of being Under

stood and accepted as the person he is at that moment. If empathetic 

understanding is lacking in the therapeutic relationship, the client 

may feel disappointed and rejected. Protective mechanisms then pre

vent growth and change. Self-awareness and self-respect of the client 

are diminished without empathetic understanding because the client will 

experience himself.more as an object and less as a person.

Sympathy is different than empathy. Sympathy is reactive, and 

turns- attention to the counselor who then must spend his emotional 

! energy in maintaining his own emotional equilibrium. Less energy is

\ •
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available for freely experiencing what the client is feeling. Sympathy 

is also a value, judgment, whereas -,empathy is a perceptual judgment. 

Robert Katz was of the opinion that:

Counselors in general cultivate the practice of empathy 
to a degree that is rare in other professions because they 
require an intimate appreciation of inner experiences, conflicts, 
and attitudes. For them, empathy is often decisive in the 
establishment of a helping relationship (1963:12).

Robert Fliess found that the skill of the counselor depended 

essentially upon his ability to put himself in the client's place, to 

step into his shoes, and to obtain in this way "an inside knowledge 

that is almost first hand" (1942:212). Empathy helps a counselor to 

transcend the limits of rational powers. Intellect, as Henri Bergson 

wrote, "is characterized by a natural inability to comprehend life" 

(1911:165). The American sociologist, Charles Cooley (1922) felt that 

human behavior and motivation could be understood only via dramatic, 

imaginative, and feeling modes of knowing, not through rational measure

ment and classification.

A counselor, can be taught to listen and to look for significant 

features in an empathetic relationship that is spontaneously established 

(Katz, 1963:54). Even though a counselor may not have actually lived 

every experience in the course of his life, that is, he may have never 

taken drugs or committed a murder, which a client may have experienced, 

the counselor has had the experience of-feeling every feeling. Jung 

(1964) felt that individuals shared the same racial archetypes of
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basic emotional states and therefore could enjoy the potentiality of 

feeling the same emotions.

A counselor can strengthen his empathetic skills during his 

training and during the course of his regular life by describing 

feelings in a journal, by practicing Salter's excitatory exercises, 

and by exercises in psychodramatic role-playing, as well as by 

actually participating in empathetic experiences with clients during 

practicum and prepracticum training. Moreno (1956) empirically 

demonstrated that both a client's and'counselor's potential for 

empathy can be enhanced by training.

The social psychologist, George Mead (Coutu, 1951) , felt that 

empathetic understanding was crucial in order for the therapist to 

achieve insight into the client's situation. Once such insight is 

obtained, verbalization of the insight may be appropriately expressed 

at the proper time and with proper semantic phrasing. The subconscious 

emotional confusion of the client may be brought into conscious aware

ness and dealt with in a realistic way.

If a client can feel that his inner world is being empathet- 

ically shared, he can then start to experience, perhaps for the first 

time in his life, the awareness of the present moment, the here and 

now of the gestaltists. The client can respond to this experience 

positively due to the relief experienced from no longer dwelling in the 

past or worrying about the future. The client is likely to perpetuate
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and healthy process. Empathatic participation prepares the client to 

be willing to practice the excitatory exercises and other assignments 

outside of the therapy hour.

Empathetic participation enables the client to feel less alone, 

less oddly unique, less weird. The client may gradually start to 

empathize with significant others in his environment who may be the 

source of his problems. Moreno (1953) indicated that significant 

improvements in behavior do occur when people can understand others in 

an empathetic manner. Empathetic skill obtained during the therapy 

hour may prove socially functional by reducing social distance and fear 

of threat from others.

If the client can perceive the blocks and errors that are 

commonly experienced in faulty communication through empathetic partici 

pation with a counselor, the client will be better able to overcome 

the social distance between him and others in his environment thus 

gaining a greater mastery over his interpersonal relationships. Social 

mastery leads to a greater degree of self-confidence and self- 

sufficiency.

Katz stated that it was usually true that a symptom motivated a 

client to seek help originally. The symptom may prove to be a symbol 

pointing to empathetic failure. Katz saw empathetic failure and the 

resulting difficulty in communicating ideas and feelings as an
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isolation from needed others (1963:109). The client so affected will 

miss possible sources of affection necessary for happiness and growth. 

An isolated or alienated client misses the social feedback data he 

needs to assess his own behavior and lacks the sense of mutuality 

which he requires in order to maintain his self-esteem. Frustration 

results from manipulative attempts to force social relationships or 

unrealistic efforts at decision making. A client devoid of empathetic 

skills, a client possessed with loneliness, may experience himself in 

a detached and unsatisfactory manner, A client thus becomes disas

sociated from himself as well as from others. A disassociated client 

fails to contact others in a meaningful and sensitive way and has no 

means by which to sustain an inner sense of enhancement and equilibrium 

leading to self-acceptance.

Even if a nonempathetic person, an inhibitory person, finds 

protective defense by means of neuroses against anxiety caused by this 

inner alienation, he will still feel insecure and isolated due to 

the experienced incongruence between self and experience. Unable to 

communicate with himself or to communicate with others, a need basic 

to existence, affection, is not fulfilled,

When an inhibitory person- seeks therapy, he may feel desperate 

about his situation and have little confidence that he can be helped.

On the other hand, he may expect a magic cure or transformation. 

Usually, however, the counselor can perceive that, in either case, the
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client wishes to reestablish or strengthen his relationships with 

others in order to experience himself as a more productive and accept

able person. If the counselor can participate empathetically, the 

client in turn can empathize with-himself and with others in his 

environment, Fromm recognized the empathetic entity when he stated: 

"Therapy is essentially an attempt to help the person gain or regain 

his capacity to love" (1950:87),

Katz (1963) felt that the counselor’s moment's of greatest 

effectiveness had a positive correlation with his empathetic capacities. 

Without a high level of empathetic participatory understanding, the 

counselor will fail to establish or maintain communication with the 

client. In addition to empathy, the counselor needs the resource

fulness and energy necessary for communicating verbally the feelings, 

attitudes, beliefs, and values he has thus perceived. The counselor 

must use this special energy in cases where it is necessary to penetrate 

superficial exchanges or rationalizations of clients for actual 

intentions and emotions. The counselor must constantly refine his 

empathetic understanding, his technical knowledge, and his rational 

' resources so that each therapeutic effort brings him closer to what 

his client tries to express as well as what his client tries to conceal.

In the case of relationship-oriented therapy (which Active 

Emotive Therapy certainly is), in which the counselor actively partici- 

\ pates, empathy and affection are recognized not only as a means of

i

( . - 

(,
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gaining insight but as a therapeutic force in themselves. What 

liberates and cures is not only the insight of the therapist, but also 

the energy of his own personality and his actual empathetic engagement 

with the client (Katz, 1963:125).

In Active Emotive Therapy, when the client can experience 

empathetic understanding and affection, his primary emotional need is 

partially fulfilled. The natural forces of growth, the four internal 

controls, will be freed to work towards independence, resourcefulness 

in decision-making, and self-sufficiency.. The client’s own energies 

become liberated so that he is once again capable of independent and 

realistic actions. The counselor need not become problem-centered, an 

advice-giver, a solution-oriented dictator of client actions. The 

counselor has faith that the client can solve his own problems, once 

emotional reorganization has taken place through empathetic participa

tory completion of emotions.

In the opinion of Katz:

Those who are impressed with the effectiveness of 
active relationship therapy (with its stress on emotional 
participation and empathetic affectionate involvement) 
believe that the client achieves or recovers his independent 
capacities because he experiences growth in the relationship 
he has with the therapist (1963:126).

Franz Alexander has observed that:

....patients undergoing therapist-detached analytic 
therapy have not experienced personality change or sympto
matic relief even though they have gained rational insight
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into and a profound awareness of factors in their life 
history of which they formerly had little consciousness 
(1960:119-120).

Empathetic participation in active relationship therapy seems 

appropriate for the social miIeau in which we live.

The active therapeutic relationship is essential in 
treating individuals who live in an alienated society, 
who experience identity crises, disintegration of 
personality, and as a result suffer from diffuse anxiety 
(Katz, 1963:128).

Human meaning must be restored to individuals experiencing Frankl's 

existential neurosis, in which life has lost its meaning (1959) .

Karl Menninger considered "the constructive effect of the 

empathetic personality of the therapist himself" as a factor that "turns 

the corner in therapy". Menninger felt that the perceived affection 

"stabilizes the patient" (1958:157). May supported an empathetic 

therapeutic orientation by stating that empathetic. acceptance frees the 

client to experience and thus accept his own being (1958:45).

The client who has previously been so afraid of being unac

ceptable and the ensuing sense of isolation evoked by his subsequent 

lack of communication with others may become extremely insecure and 

anxious. When a client can feel a genuine empathy from a counselot, 

he stands to gain insight by absorbing the scientifically valid 

information that the counselor may offer him. But the client is likely 

to profit much more from the healthy contagion, of the counselor's 

confidence and faith in the client’s natural abilities.
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Existential support for the therapeutic force of empathetic 

affection was described by van Kaam:

The experience of really feeling understood is a 
perceptual-emotional gestalt: a subject, perceiving
that a person coexperiences what things mean to the sub
ject and accepts him, feels initial,relief from experiential 
loneliness, and gradually, safe experiential communion with 
that person and with what the subject perceives this person 
to represent in terms of. emotional health (1959:69).

This relief is a constructive reeducation which happens without the

counselor openly teaching. It is in itself a therapeutic experience.

A counselor capable of empathetic participation requires a 

character of spontaneity and a sense of self-respect. A counselor's 

own personal emotional needs should be fulfilled. Such a counselor 

is fully capable of empathizing affectionately but does not either 

require or seek such acceptance from his clients. Fromm observed 

that "the way one experiences others is not different from the way one 

experiences oneself" (1947:73).

Because the counselor experiences himself as someone who is 

growing and alive, he is capable of empathizing with the fuller 

humanity that can be realized by the client himself» Salter commented 

that there was no greater obscenity than the inhibited therapist (1961: 

56). The Swiss psychiatrist, Alphonse Maeder, made a similar obser

vation about counselors when he said that the counselor "can take his 

patient only as far as he (the counselor) [sic] has gone" (1953:187).
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The counselor cannot simulate empathetic affection for the client. 

Pretense, apart from being unethical, often backfires, because clients 

can perceive artificially contrived responses.

Supplementary to, and congruent with empathy, is the therapeutic 

entity of participant congruence. Repeated references will be made to 

these two concepts, a matrix for Active Emotive Therapy, as Chapter 4 

progresses. Empathy and participant congruence were described prior to 

client descriptions and therapeutic applications to form a foundation 

against which every action of counseling gains meaning. The writer felt 

that repetitious reference to empathy and participant congruence could 

be avoided by preceding the client descriptions and therapeutic 

applications with a brief conceptualization of such entities. Consid

eration is now given to participant congruence and will be followed by 

a description of multiple therapy, a therapeutic entity congruent with 

empathy and participant congruence.

Participant Congruence

Participant congruence, a form of role-playing, is a thera

peutic entity based on concepts from J . Moreno's psychodrama (Blatner, 

1970:3). It is a form of therapy in which the client enacts his con

flicts instead of just verbalizing them. S , H. Osipow and W. B , Walsh 

termed this concept "behavior rehearsal" and stated that "repeated 

rehearsals usually diminish the client's anxieties so that he is
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eventually able to extend his gains beyond the office" (1970:127).

The behavior rehearsal procedure serves to replace 
inadequate social responses with effective behavior 
patterns. The client practices the response he desires 
under the supervision of the counselor. The counselor 
plays the role of someone to whom the client frequently 
reacts with excessive anxiety or vice-versa. Behavior 
rehearsal is frequently effective with clients lacking in 
assertive responses (Osipow and Walsh, 1970:80).

Participant congruence should be a spontaneous entity based 

solidly on the base of empathetic and affectionate participation. If 

the counselor, for example, plays the role of a father to whom the 

client has trouble responding effectively, the client is able to see 

his father in a new light, as if a mirror had been held up in a non- ' 

threatening manner. Behavior change may result because the client 

can discern new responses that may be more effective in dealing with 

that father outside of the therapy hour.

The counselor still maintains his professional concern and self- 

discipline. The counselor may take a wide variety of roles in terms of 

the client's participatory needs, but he does not abandon his own 

identity. The counselor holds a stable sense of his own identity and 

a recognition of the separate existence of the client's self and the 

client's needs.

George Kelly (1955) felt that by means of empathetic partici

pant congruence, the client could improvise a new role or experiment 

with a different image of himself in actual life situations, all ■
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within the non-threatening therapeutic atmosphere, after.rapport was 

well established. The client gradually comes to see that new responses 

can be elicited from friends and family because of his own role 

revision. Then, reciprocally, the client finds that he must respond 

in new ways to the changed expectations which others may then have of 

him. Under the challenge of the dramatic situation and within a 

positive atmosphere, the client finds that his own actions become more 

flexible and more effective. The client may discover new dimensions in 

his own personality as well as in the images he has of others (Kelly, 

1955) .

A, A. Lazarus emphasized the role which participant congruence;
could play in effecting behavior change by diminishing anxiety.

Various scenes are role-played which posed assertive 
problems for the client, such as expressing disagreement . 
with a friend’s social arrangements, asking a favor, upbraid
ing a subordinate at work, contradicting a fellow employee, 
refusing to accede to an unreasonable request, requesting an 
increment in salary, etc. Commencing with the less demanding 
situations, each scene should be systematically rehearsed until 
the most troublesome encounters have been enacted to the client’s 
satisfaction (1966:209) .

Participant congruence is based upon the ancient Greek playright's 

concept of catharsis, which was considered purging of violent and over

powering emotions (Blatner, 1970:8). Congruent with catharsis was 

Moreno's formulation of psychodrama and role-playing which was based 

on his empirical observations of the natural spontaneity of children at 

play (Blatner, 1970:123).
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Basic concepts of participant congruence were:

1. "Play" as a natural, healthy, and spontaneously excitatory 
element in cultures.

2. "Here and Now" emphasis, an essentially existential 
approach to living in the present moment.

3. Focus on process rather than content.

4. Utilization of a wide variety of methods, techniques, 
and technologies to help the client explore the dimensions of 
his own experience rather than a restriction to a single 
technique (Blatner, 1970:131).

The fear that an enactment of emotions may lead to a loss of 

control is an unfounded belief based on a subtle cultural syllogism 

which distrusts action and affect. Occasionally, enactment of emotional 

feelings has the connotation of the artificial and the unreal, as being 

part of a more childish and primitive area of life. The reader will 

remember concepts put forth in Chapter 2 on the need to return to or 

retain a child-like spontaneous emotional state if mental health is to 

be maintained or regained.

Participant congruence, involving both client and counselor in 

a very active sense, is not at odds with a client-centered focus. The 

fundamentals of the client-centered approach demand an authenticity, 

a capacity for empathy, and a quality of respect which are possible 

for a skillful counselor, whether he be active or passive.

Through such procedures mentioned above, the client can gain 

i the following therapeutic growths:

I

V
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1» Role reversal forces the participant to look at the 
other's point of view and try to express it.

2o It clarifies the problems which are causing the lack 
of communication.

3o It may lead to more tolerance of the other position, 
or, at least, to an awareness of the feelings the other person 
has o

4. It may lead to increased awareness of self (Blatner, 
1970:115).

Awareness of self may lead the client to become less dependent upon the 

judgments of others as a source of gratification and may become more 

centered, more trusting of his own self to deal with situations. "He 

can be more free to risk when he knows what he is" (Blatner, 1970:141). 

When a person, by means of participant congruence with a counselor, 

learns to trust himself, he also learns to increasingly trust the world.

According to Howard Blatner:

The opportunity to learn hew role behaviors in role- 
playing applies to the problem of emotional reconstruction. 
Spontaneity in enactment of roles is aimed at widening the 
behavioral repetoire of the client as previously bound by 
a narrow range of behavior patterns. This limitation arises 
out of internal conflicts but also derives from the lack of. 
any modeling in his life of some behaviors which are helpful 
for the integration of feelings and actions.

Opportunities to experience and express anger, tenderness, 
pride, fear, and other emotions are restricted in this culture.
The uses of imagination, playfulness, and creativity are often 
suppressed during childhood (1970:136) .

The methods and theories of participant congruence must be 

used like instruments in an orchestra and forms in music, as must all
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itself can achieve nothing. It must be in the hands of a skilled 

musician. The counselor must take the responsibility for knowing ther

apy in its broadest sense and not simply a facility with a small group 

of techniques.

The matrix of empathy and the related entity of participant 

congruence has been described as an intermeshed background against 

which every aspect and application of Active Emotive Therapy must be 

seen. As an additional precaution against repetition throughout the 

first client description, a brief summary of multiple counseling and 

its implications concludes the matrix. The multiple counseling section 

follows below:

Multiple Therapy

Multiple therapy, defined here as one client seen by two or 

more counselors •, is not a technique, or is it therapeutically different 

from a one-to-one therapy relationship in terms of descriptive partici

pation. Multiple therapy takes advantage of the element of affection 

(to a greater degree than a single counselor relationship) because the 

client’s world is shared by more than one counselor. In the case of 

client _f£;, two counselors, one female and one male were employed. 

Several possible therapeutic advantages of multiple therapy are as

follows:
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I 0 The client may feel affection from several counselors.

2 o Concentration and empathetic participation are heightened.

3o The burden of concentration is shared; What one counselor 
might have missed alone may be picked up by the other counselor.

4 o Possibilities are multiplied for participant congruence.

5. The counselors may improve their skills by discussion of 
the therapy hour with each other without a breach of confidentiality.

6o Counselors of different sexes may be combined giving the 
client models of both sexes as well as exposure to two different 
personalities.

7. The counselors can experience mutual empathy with and for 
each other, as well as for the client, creating a social bond that may 
be therapeutic in itself.

F. P . Mallars did a study comparing the standard one-to-one 

approach, client and counselor, with a multiple team approach. He found 

significant differences of satisfaction between groups using the two 

counseling approaches. Client, counselor, and supervisor were signi

ficantly more satisfied with the multiple counselor or team approach 

than with the standard approach. Female clients were more satisfied 

with the multiple or team approach (1970:141).

Multiple therapy is not a technique, but a multiplication of 

basic empathetic participation inherent in all skillful counseling 

relationships. Optimal benefits of multiple therapy may occur if the 

counselors are theoretically and pragmatically congruent in approach.

It would probably be difficult for a Freudian analyst to participate 

in multiple therapy with a Rogerian-oriented counselor, for example.
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Multiple therapy was employed with client due to several

factors:

1. The severity of client's f^'s problems and stated concerns.

2. The difficulty of client f^'s symptoms.

3. To ease the therapeutic load of daily exposures, which 
may have been exhausting for one counselor.

4. To share feedback information after the therapy hour, in 
order to best decide on further, directions and for improvement in 
counselor skills.

5. To give a passive, low self-sufficient client exposure to 
rather vigorous personality types. Threat was reduced by the difference 
in sexes of the counselors. Client fA could openly discuss sexual 
matters, for example, and feel comfortable in obtaining both viewpoints 
rather than just one.

According to client feedback, client f^ was very pleased with twice the 

amount of normal attention. She stated that two counselors made her 

feel quite important and worthwhile.

An empathetic matrix has been described, participant congruence, 

and multiple therapy congruencies with empathy noted, and the thera

peutic implications 'of each considered. In the following section, 

selected clients, f \  fB. f^, fD. fE . and mA, will be described. Client 

self-descriptions will be included in these pre-therapy descriptions, 

as well as data collected by the F-Sort and the Bernreuter Personality 

Inventory instruments concerned with pre-therapeutic personality 

descriptions.
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Therapeutic applications will follow the client descriptions and 

client self-descriptions„ Applications were individually appropriate 

for each specific selected client. All clients will be considered in 

this manner in alphabetical sequence.

After the two entities of descriptions and applications are 

described for each successive client, a concluding section will follow 

entitled Perceived Descriptive Results of Therapeutic Applications.

This concluding section will describe perceived therapeutic outcomes in 

terms of symptomatic relief from client-stated discomforts and concerns. 

This section will include counselor descriptions, client self

descriptions, and client perceptions.of what was most meaningful to them 

throughout the therapeutic process. Data collected by the F-Sort and 

Bernreuter Personality Inventory instruments concerning post-therapeutic 

personality descriptions will be included in this closing section.

Again, all clients mentioned above will be considered in this section.

A brief listing of organizational procedures summarizes this

section:

Client Description 

Physical.

Background sketch 

Referral procedure.

Psychological description.

Symptomatic stated concerns and discomforts.



Self-reports and self-concepts.

Instrument data personality descriptions: pre-therapy.

Therapeutic Applications 

Exposures.

Procedures, timing, situation, and justification.

Clients fA. fB, fC, fD, fE. and mA will be considered sequen

tially within the above organizational contest. The section listed 

below will also consider the clients in alphabetical sequential order. 

Perceived Descriptive Results of Therapeutic Applications

Symtomatic relief from stated concerns and discomforts 
and overt behavioral changes.

Self-reports and self-concepts.

Instrument data personality descriptions: post-therapy.

Client perceptions of what was most meaningful to them 
in therapy.

Client recommendations.
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CLIENT fA

Description

Physical. Client was female and twenty-eight years of- age. 

She appeared to be somewhat dishevelled at therapy’s onset. She was 

of medium height and weight but did not seem to dress herself with care, 

groom her reddish-blonde hair, or use jewelry or make-up to advantage„ 

She had well-cared for teeth and a large smile which was seldom in 

evidence during this early period of therapy. Client f^ appeared to be 

nervous, twisting her hands, smoking, chewing gum, drinking coffee or 

coke, biting or licking her lips, or otherwise occupying her hands and 

moutho

Background sketch. Client f^ reported that she had been 

raised by an alcoholic mother and a father with heart trouble. The 

home life of the family was imbued with a strict discipline and a rig

orous religious training, according to the client. Age thirteen found 

the client carrying the responsibilities and work of the household, a 

task which the client reported as burdensome. "I missed my teenage 

years and the fun I should have had",.she reported. After high school, 

the client worked as a secretary in a large Western city. She said that 

she had enjoyed the work and the activities of the city.
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It was in- this city that she met her present husband. Their 

marriage plans were opposed by the husband’s parents, but at the 

client's urging, the two young people "got married anyway", client 

stated. After two children, a boy and a girl, the husband left for 

military duty. The client found the separation lonely and made a few 

abortive efforts to find friendship which were "not to my satisfaction", 

she said.

After the husband’s tour of duty was over, the couple moved to 

a rural area near Bozeman, at which time another child, a boy, was 

bom. The client stated that three children, a large house, a garden, 

and caring for the husband's needs during these few years kept her 

very busy, as she was a "perfectionistic sort of housekeeper".

In 1969, the husband experienced a "slight nervous breakdown", 

to use the client's words. This event was perceived by the client "as 

very threatening and frightening". The client experienced a gradual 

disintegration after this experience, physically, emotionally, and 

intellectually. Her life became a "meandering series of visits", she 

stated. These visits and terms of residency were to state mental 

institutions and to psychiatrists in various cities where she received 

analyses, shock treatments, and medications. Client f^ described 

herself during this period in terms of "total withdrawal"-. In des

cribing herself, f£ stated: "I sat immobile, staring at a wall and I



was terribly afraid to be left alone for fear that I would go completely 

berserk."

The institutions' (she visited and resided in) personnel, the 

psychiatrists and other doctors involved in her treatment, recommended 

that the client return home. They stated that she was "a hopleless 

case", would probably never overcome her neurotic fears or lose her 

neurotic behavior patterns, and would need lifelong medication and the 

constant companionship of a live-in housekeeper.

For a short period of time, under the above conditions 

recommended by the concerned professionals, the client and her family 

were able to "function somewhat", she stated. However, the husband 

perceived the client's life of constant dependency, the presence of the 

housekeeper, and the client's constant neurotic fears and behavior as 

a burden that he was not capable of handling or willing to carry. He 

became angry and made frightening threats. "A crisis situation was in 

my hands", related the client.

Referral procedure. At the height of this crisis, the client 

contacted a member of the Montana State University counseling staff. 

After several conferences with the family and counseling interns, the 

following therapeutic arrangement was made: The husband would be

seen by two doctoral interns, both male, Monday through Friday. The 

wife, client f^, would receive five exposures to therapy weekly from
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the writer and a male doctoral student. The three children, for 

supportive and preventative therapy,.would be seen in play therapy 

sessions by a master's candidate couseling intern, assisted by two 

counseling students. The children's sessions would run simultaneously 

in time with the mother's sessions for purposes of logistic convenience.

Psychological description. Client f^ appeared very passive but 

fearful that the counselors would make "unreasonable demands" upon her. 

She expressed a wide variety of fears concerning most areas of living,

A flatness of affect marked most conversation. She felt unworthy, 

worthless, and undeserving of any pleasure or happiness. Her religious 

concerns evolved around guilt, punishment by God, and intervention by 

the Devil in terms of her "illness". She stated that she often "heard 

voices" and was positive that they were the Devil.

Each morning upon waking she felt an overwhelming and heavy 

apprehension by which she felt immobilized. "There is no hope or zest 

in my life", she described. Client f^ described each day that 

stretched before her as "an empty, hopeless expanse of time" which she 

felt incapable of filling, for she was "not interested" in any project, 

housekeeping task, social event, or anything else. Impossible problems 

concerning some "slip in plans" kept her in constant fear. She reported 

feeling like a horseback rider riding along a narrow ridge, each side 

of which dropped into a bottomless chasm. If one false move was made.
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whether by her, the rider, or by the horse, if any little thing went 

wrong, she would be "plunged to my death"«

Client was resentful of past experiences with therapists, 

neighbors, gnd friends who had told her to-"Snap out of it „ "Get 

a hobby.", "You can do anything if you just try and have faith."

Client"fA evidenced little hope for her improvement, for somehow she 

perceived her dilemmas and insolvable problems as protective. She 

seemed to imply a subtle "dare" to the counselors to remove these 

fears and concerns from her life. She also felt hopeless because she 

believed that her mind had been permanently damaged by the shock 

treatments. She stated that: "Everything in my past life has been 

forgotten". If she could not learn something quickly and easily, she 

chose "not to learn it at all".

Symptomatic stated concerns and discomforts. Client f^'s 

stated symptomatic manifestations and concerns grouped around the 

following salient points:

I. An overwhelming fear of being alone.

2„ Disorientation in space and time; could not drive to a 
specific place without a companion, could not find her way from the 
therapy sessions to the car unassisted.

3. A desire to return to the mental institution, as it 
represented a safe haven from the stresses of life, even though she was 
afraid of receiving further shock treatments there,

4. Constant guilt concerning past events in her life appeared 
to possess her and ways of punishing herself were perpetually explained.

<
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5. Worry over the future took' the form of dilemmas which were 
insolvable concerning the husband’s possible death. She felt totally 
incapable of taking any action, making any decision without his help,• 
direction, presence, and advice.

6. Trips, outings, or social events were impossible. The 
client feared that some event would kill or injure the husband and 
leave her helplessly in charge of the family.

7. Complete passivity marked her approach to decisions and 
social relationships. A harsh word or a judgment of another person 
would send her into a depression lasting from several days to weeks 
in duration.

8. A perpetual feeling state of apprehension occupied her 
mind and worry granted a guaranteed relief from constant psychic 
disequilibrium and tension.

Summarization of client f^’ s concerns and discomforts may be 

grouped around several main points:

1 . The client was experiencing acute loneliness and felt 
weird, oddly unique, and that no one else understood what she was 
going through.

2. Affection from significant others was lacking partially 
due to her alienation from her self and from others.

3. The apperceptive schema of the client was gloomy and dark. 
There was no hope in the future, only worry.

4. Guilt and punishment created a syndrome from which the 
client did not feel capable of escaping due to her feelings of worth
lessness and lack of self-sufficiency.

5. Anxiety and apprehension marked nearly every mood she 
experienced. Even if events were going smoothly in her life, she 
felt that something was sure to happen to ruin the pleasure. She 
deserved nothing better.

6. Frustration from unexpressed anger served to create a 
withdrawal from life, from people, and from herself.
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Self-reports and self-concepts. Client f^ reported that at 

therapy’s onset she felt fearful of everything, even the counselors, 

because past experiences had been "so painful"„ "They (the psychia

trists) [sic] put you in a nice, neat box and leave you there or else 

gave you shock treatments and drugs." She stated that she had no 

conception of time or space, and was constantly lost or disoriented, 

which made her feel helpless and stupid. She felt very unassertive 

because "I was not worth loving". A brief excerpt of a documentary 

history describing the client's concerns and concepts at this point 

in therapy follows. This document was written near therapy's close 

when the client felt interested in looking back upon her life with a 

new perspective.

March 14, 1972— Documentary History. Where, oh where, did it 
all begin. Technically, it began sometime in the summer of 
1969. My husband had a slight nervous breakdown and was 
hospitalized for ten days in a Montana hospital. As a result of 
the shock treatments all of that summer.and,a couple of years 
prior to that are forever blanked from my memory. So I've 
been told that a month after my husband came home, I went to the 
hospital. My husband refuses to tell me what precipitated my 
hospitalization, It frightens him, and he says he is afraid that 
if he told me what events took place that I might get worse again. 
It remains a mystery to me. They gave me eighteen shock 
treatments there. I can remember the doctor, coming in with the 
machine, He would ask me to make a fist so he could administer 
the sodium pentathol. Then would come the blessed sleep— the 
sleep from which I continually hoped I might never waken. It 
was so peaceful to drift off into the nothingness— no problems, 
no fears, no anxieties. But the world eventually came back into 
focus, meaning that I must face reality and all its pain again.
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There are only a very'few memories of that time in that 
hospital. My husband says that one time I came home for two 
weeks but slipped back and had to return. I do remember one night 
at home— a different time. My husband had just brought me home 
again. ' My sister had come for a visit that day, watching me 
stare at the wall, sitting without movement, totally withdrawn.
The fears returned in full force. I was mute. At eight o'clock 
at night, my husband called the doctor in a rage. The psychiatrist 
said to bring me back there, My husband yelled into the phone 
that he had just brought me home and had no intention of driving 
the four hundred miles to take me back. The doctor and a psychol
ogist drove down to get me. I had taken two Seconal and slept 
in the back seat of the car all the way back to the hospital.
There are a few memories of the occupational therapy shop— doing 
some sewing and other types of work. During my stay, I apparently 
called my husband on the phone three times. My message was that 
it was the last time he would ever see me— the Devil was coming 
to get me that night. The only outstanding feeling I can remember 
of that three-month stay was that of hopelessness and loneliness. 
Would I ever get better? It almost didn't matter. Toward the 
end I began to want to come home. It was just before Christmas—  
some of the old feelings were returning. The desire to be home 
with the children again, the desire to spend the holidays with 
them„ My husband's seventy-year old aunt was taking charge of the 
household. She had a sister who was and.still is mentally ill.
It enabled her to be most understanding when I finally did return. 
She and my husband told me that I had had a great loss of memory 
and that the only thing necessary for me to remember for the time 
being was when to take my pills.

After shock treatments, a person wanders around in a kind of 
daze. It is very difficult to remember anything. The days pass 
and it's almost as though you never lived them for they sort of 
disappear from you. One day we went for a drive in a snowstorm 
up into the hills where the roads were partly snowed in. I 
mentioned my fear of getting stuck. My husband told me he was 
sick and tired of my fears. I clammed up, deeply worried that 
I would have to keep all my fears and anxieties bottled up 
inside with no one to talk to about them.

As my daily memory began to improve, I slowly became panicked. 
Mostly about the fact that I had forgotten so much. I remember 
driving into Bozeman one day and feeling that it was the first 
time I had ever been there. In reality we had lived there for
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three years„ So I began a rigorous, if foolish, program of 
trying to relearn. It turned out to be a relearning of 
everything I had ever learned. Algebra, French, how to figure out 
the insurance policies and income taxes— a long, long list of 
things. Gradually, I realized that I had taken on too much. The 
overwhelming feeling of dumbness began its insidious growth.
I am currently working on a section of my feelings about all 
this (Client f£).

Instrument data personality descriptions: pre-therapy. The

F-Sort instrument administered" at therapy's onset revealed eleven 

percent positive statements about self and eighty-nine percent negative 

statements about self. The client seemed to shake her head somewhat 

regretfully as she sorted the cards into the "This is me" "This is not 

me" categories. The sorting of the cards into "What I would like to be" 

revealed a hopefulness about her future, but the. client informed the 

counselors that "I'll.never be that person I'd like to be".

The BPI instrument revealed the following percentile scores:

Neurotic Tendency BIN 99%
Self-Sufficiency B2S 1%

Introversion/Extroversion B3I 94%
Dominance/Submission B4D 1%

Self-Confidence FlC 99%
Sociability F2S 16%

(

x.
C j
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Summarized briefly, these scores revealed a high neurotic tendency, a 

low self-sufficiency, a high degree of introversion and a submissiveX
approach to interpersonal relationships. Little self-confidence was 

evidenced. The client enjoyed a.social and gregarious nature. Please; 

refer to Chapter 3 for a more detailed description of these score 

categories.

Therapeutic Applications•

Exposures. The-client received forty-two exposures to therapy 

on a daily basis for two and one-half months. These exposures were 

implosively concentrated at.therapy's onset to give a constant source 

of affectionate attention to the client, to build a focus for her 

day, and to,break the cycle of depression, nothingness and emptiness 

which she evidenced. The counselors felt that the client would,have. 

one goal, at least, during her day and would dress and groom herself 

and get out of the house. R. E. Smith and J.. M. Sharpe have researched 

implosive therapy. A child was seen for a total of six consecutive 

daily sessions, with the treatment goal limited to the return of the 

child to school. Treatment was termed successful (1970:239-243).

A limit of time was.set on the implosive exposures, based on 

several factors. The Menninger Clinic in Topeka, Kansas sponsored 

a six-week in-patient program where the client was exposed daily to.
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therapy. This program, the clinic believed, took advantage of an 

inner clock-like mechanism of human beings. This inner force had two 

aspects: I) "I'll get better when I have to." and 2) "In six weeks

I'll be feeling better." Additionally, the time limit involves a 

certain amount of positive pressure to get down to work, so to speak, 

and concentrate on improvement for a short period of intensive work.

The Menninger program was reported to the writer by Br. S. G, Simpson, 

of Montana State University, after a phone call on March 3, 1972, to 

Karl Menninger.

Sullivan (1953) believed that the counselor should bring about 

a decisive and directive termination of therapy. Rank (1945) also 

believed in setting therapeutic time limits. Towards the end of the 

nearly three month period, a gradual tapering off of exposures helped . 

prepare the client for the university vacation break. At the time of 

the writing of this paper, client f£ is seen on a regular weekly basis.

Procedures, timing, situation, and justification. These factors 

will be considered as a gestalt, as one often overlaps with another. 

These factors were not always possible to describe in a strict sequence.

In spite of the observed symptoms of emotional inhibition, 

the client was observed in an openly warm and affectionate relationship 

with her children. This was felt by the counselors to be a positive 

momentum on which to build therapeutic focus.
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The initial sessions of therapy were concentrated upon building 

of rapport, sharing her emotions in an empathetic participatory way 

for the purpose of dismissing her loneliness and feelings of being weird, 

peculiar, and oddly unique— a "freak" as client f£ termed herself. A 

very gentle client-centered approach seemed appropriate for the client.

The counselors did not try to avoid any past history or infor

mation based on the following conception. Blocher pointed out the 

need for emotional honesty on the part of the counselor in initial 

interviews, as well as throughout the process of therapy.

Very often, the counselor feels it necessary to deny or 
. distort the nature of the referral to the client. It is 
amazing how. many counselors cheerfully begin a counseling 
contact with a bald-faced lie and then complain that the 
client is not open and frank with them (1966:219).

No assignments were given until counselors felt that the 

client trusted them not to ask her to do something which she felt 

incapable of doing. Feeling talk exercises, assertive exercises, and a 

daily feeling diary were gradually instituted. Walks in the country 

with her children were encouraged, incense was given to her to burn and . 

smell and describe; a red rose was given to her to smell, touch, look 

at and describe. Bubble baths were encouraged ..to experience the 

relaxed sensation of warm water over her entire body. All of these 

sensory exercises were encouraged for the purpose of resensitizing a 

numbed organism and to recharge the run-down emotional batteries with 

the use of non-threatening inanimate objects. She was also encouraged
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to watch her children at play and describe the spontaneous moment-to- 

mornent reponses to every sensation and event.

These feeling talk exercises were varied and expanded during 

therapy's1 progress whenever it seemed appropriate.. Initially, assign

ments were deliberately planned by the counselors.. Later, in therapyj 

the assignments were spontaneously suggested whenever an incident or 

event appropriate for their assignment was described by the client.

A daily logistic schedule was given to the client. Fifteen- 

minute segments of the day, from morning to night, appeared on the 

sheet and were intended to give shape and structure to an otherwise 

empty, formless, and terrifying time expanse. The logistic schedule 

was also intended to help the client's mind concentrate on present 

events and stimuli of the moment, gradually taking attention from 

future worries and past regrets.

After several sessions the words "here and now" were added to 

the logistic schedule assignment. She wrote in some detail concerning 

the daily events in her routine, for example: what she ate, what

she saw, smelt, felt, and heard, what she viewed on television, when 

she put the children to bed, etc., all prefaced by the words "here and 

now I am....". This daily logistic schedule was meaningful for 

approximately fifteen sessions. Client f̂ _ found at that point that she 

"was too busy to write things like that down". The schedules were
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discontinued since the client was living more in the moment by means 

of her own momentum without the aid of a schedule.

After approximately ten exposures, a relaxation exercise was 

instituted. This exercise consisted of the client holding several 

light books in each outstretched hand, while looking at a towel on 

which was written words such as "anxiety", "worry", "loneliness", 

"apprehension", "despair", "hate", "regret", etc. The counselors 

sat on either side of the seated client. One counselor spoke of the 

past, represented by the weight of the books in the client’s left hand 

in descriptive, general detail, using a soft, emphatic voice, gentle 

in tone„ The counselor on the right hand side proceeded similarly- 

concerning the worries about the future, represented by the weight of 

the books in the client's right hand. This procedure was not rehearsed 

as the counselors felt mutually congruent and seemed,to be able to 

intertwine their descriptions without interruption.

This portion of the exercise lasted from thrde to six minutes. 

At this point, the books would be removed with a description of the 

physical relief resulting from dropping the past regrets and future 

worries (if only for short time).. The books would be removed, one by 

one, with emphasis placed upon the fact that the worries and regrets 

concerning the past and the future could be discarded. The towel was 

removed to reveal a photograph of a small child's face which was 

smiling and had a background of glowing yellow light. Each counselor
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in turn described the physical sensation of relief in terms of past 

regrets and future worries draining out of the fingertips of the client. 

The mood and feeling state of the photograph were described in terms 

of the present spontaneously felt moment.

This portion of the exercise lasted from five to ten minutes.

The client was asked to describe her present feelings. These feelings 

were usually reported in terms of relaxation and "peaceful calm".

This therapeutic application was not intended as a mechanical punish

ment. It was intended compassionately and empathetically to capture 

in a definitive way the physical feeling of past regrets and future 

worries which represented symbolically the load which the client had 

placed on her mind. The physical sensation of relief and peaceful 

calm relaxation gained by living in the moment were descriptively 

associated with the photograph of the little girl to illustrate the 

child-like spontaneity, the alert, concentrated relaxation inherent 

in living in the present moment.

The relaxation exercise was usually instituted after the first 

fifteen to twenty minutes of the therapy hour. The counselors found 

that the client's feeling state of calm relaxation following the 

exercise enabled the client to voluntarily bring up many fearful topics 

and discuss them free from anxiety and apprehension. The exercise was 

gradually lengthened in time and became descriptively more detailed in
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terms of. past regrets, future worries, and aspects of spontaneous 

moment-to-moment- child-like existence„ Throughout the lengthened 

process, surreptitious teaching gradually became a natural part of the 

counselor descriptions. While in the calm and relaxed feeling state, 

the four internal controls, spontaneity, alert concentration, positive 

self-image, syllogisms, etc. were described. Biblical quotations 

supportive of "control comes from no conscious control at all" were 

givenc All of these applications were phrased in semantics appropriate 

for the client. The client's descriptions of the child and her relaxed 

feelings became progressively more detailed. During the last ten 

sessions, the relaxed state was prolonged throughout the course of the 

therapy hour.

The counselors considered it important that the last few 

minutes of the therapy hour should be spent in bringing the client to 

a positive feeling state. The last moments ended on a positive note, 

such as strength, humor, or confidence, in order to lead the client out 

into the rest of the day in a competent frame of mind, not still 

emerged in the state of anger or burdened with grief or sadness.

The counselors spent time each day after the therapy hour 

listening to the audio tape recording of these relaxation sessions, as 

well as to the other sessions. Discussion and evaluation, timing and 

semantic appropriateness served to refine the adequacy of the counsel

ing applications.
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According to L.. P . Ullinan, one of the questions the counselor 

must ask himself in terms of what he can do to help the client is in 

the language of his remarks to the client. New behavior is more likely 

to be evidenced if semantic participatory responses are empathetically 

presented in a manner consistent with the client's values. No matter 

how "right" the counselor may be, if he presents his responses in a 

language (such as textbook jargon) that is aversive or incomprehensible 

to the client, the counselor will be wrong, "He will have an effect 

of increasing rather than decreasing discomfort", Ullman declared.

"The counselor must go neither too fast nor too slow; the counselor 

does not run, he jogs" (1965:43).

Small caseCte tapes were made simultaneously with the larger 

Sony audio recordings of the relaxation exercises. The client took 

these tapes and the photograph home with her and repeated the process. 

The morning was best for her to do this exercise because that was 

when she reported the strongest fears and apprehension.

B, Migler and Joseph Wolpe found therapeutic success with what 

they termed "automated self-desensitization", wherein the client took 

relaxation tapes home and recaptured the therapy hour by listening 

and participating in the relaxation process again (1967:133-135).

Client fA reported near the end of the forty-two sessions that 

listening to the casette tape was no longer necessary in order for her
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to gain the feeling state of calm and relaxation.. She merely looked 

at or thought about the photo of the child and could usually recapture 

the positive feeling state which served to replace the one of previous 

anxiety and apprehension.

The exercises and assignments described above, Salterian and 

relaxation, were always discussed during the following session. Empa- 

thetic descriptions of effects were an integral part of therapy for each 

exercise and assignment as well as with the feeling diary kept daily 

by the client. "A diary kept by the client is a home laboratory record", 

stated Wolpe, et al. (1964:23). By means of these discussions and this 

home laboratory record, continual barometric indications of progress, 

lack of progress, or therapeutic plateaus were recorded. Continual 

counselor improvement was sought for by means of these barometric 

feedbacks. Steps were taken to move therapy continually forward.

Throughout the latter part of the therapeutic exposures,

participant congruence was spontaneously enacted. Certain family

situations, child rearing problems, social contacts, conversations

with neighbors and friends were all re-enacted with the client respond-
.

ing in many different roles and on several levels. One level was how 

she had handled the situation or how she was likely to handle the 

situation. The second level was the rehearsal as to how she would 

I prefer to handle it or how she would have preferred to have dealt with

; the circumstances. '

(
C
C
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Occasionally humor would disrupt a rehearsal session, when the 

client would suddenly seem to see the absurdity of her previous non- 

assertive behavior or the absurdity of a previously threatening person's 

behavioro The counselors were able to jest frequently with the client 

during these rehearsals which seemed to create an atmosphere conducive 

to building confidence in the client, Social and other situations were 

no longer viewed as seriously disrupting "judgmental inquisitions", as 

the client phrased ip. The client's natural sense of humor seemed to 

respond to participant congruence and carry the rehearsals out in action 

during the rest of her day.

The realistic enactment of problem situations can be very 

helpful in the counseling relationship. Robert Earth held only two role 

playing sessions for a period of five weeks and found that the classroom 

behavior of the previously disturbed delinquent children with whom he 

worked became more positive (1966:119-123).

Video tapes and viewing, as described in Chapter 3, were made- 

several times during therapy’s progress. These tapes, as well as 

audio tapes, were used for counselor improvement purposes and for the 

weekly staffing sessions. The staffing sessions involved all personnel, 

including Er. S. G.'Simpson, of Montana State University. During these 

sessions, the progress or lack of progress of therapy, suggestions for 

further procedures and improvements, and - a mutual sharing was accom

plished. The counselors involved found these staffings helpful and
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mutually- supportive. It was felt by the writer that this mutual sup

port and supervisory feedback enhanced the therapeutic process.

The video tapes were viewed, as described in Chapter 3, by 

the client. Curiously enough, she did not seem very interested in 

concentrated viewing. She commented that the video-taped sessions 

in which she appeared distraught and anxious "was not her anymore" and 

that the video-taped sessions in which she seemed poised, calm, and 

relaxed after the relaxation exercise "was as I should be so why watch?"

Additional physical and relaxation exercises were assigned 

during therapy’s progress when deemed appropriate for the client. The 

physical health of the body was stressed, in the hope that, the client 

would be able to discontinue medication, but no pressure was put upon 

her to do so. With encouragement, the client became interested in 

exercise, grooming, and nutrition. These activities seemed to create 

an atmosphere of hopeful enterprise. "These are things I can do some

thing' about", she stated. Surreptitious teaching included emphasis 

on research such as the following:

Dr. N . J, Smith, professor of Pediatrics at Harborview and 

University Hospitals, Seattle, Washington, mentioned recent studies 

indicating that even minor dietary deficiencies in iron and the 

vitamins may have profound long-term effects on children and adults. 

Research showed that performance in psychological tests deteriorated 

measurably when certain vitamin deficiencies were present (1971:2).
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The close correlation of the physical, mental, and emotional make-up of

the organism necessitated that attention be given to the physical needs

of the body, N 0 S0 Scrumshaw found that children experiencing early

malnutrition performed less well in learning and behavior, Scrumshaw

recommended that the counselor should work with a medical doctor in

order to detect malnutrition in adult clients so that proper diet and

nutrition could be recommended (1969:375),

Emphasis throughout therapy, when progress was upward, or

during setbacks, was placed, as stated in the section on empathy, upon

descriptive participation on an emotional level, No application was

an isolated technique. Each application was appropriately client f^

centered, Gradually the client found that she could describe her own

emotions, she could befriend and empathize with herself„ The object

of this therapy was to make the counselors unnecessary,

Blocher believed that: "A good counselor is likely to be too

busy helping clients to help, themselves to spend his time trying to save

clients from themselves by intervening into their personal affairs and

daily lives" (1966:219), Lao-Tzu offered Chinese poetic teachings on

the role of a leader, which could apply to a counselor as well:

A leader is best when people barely know that he exists,
Not so good when people obey and acclaim him, worse when they 
despise him. But of a good leader, who talks little, when his 
work is done, his aim fulfilled. They will say: "We did this
ourselves" (Bynner, 1944:34-35).

Hopefully, Blocher's beliefs and Lao-Tzu's advice was accomplished.
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CLIENT fB

Description

Physical. Client was a tall fifteen-year old girl with 

long light-blonde hair, light blue eyes, pale skin, and a large smile. 

She tended to be rather plump in places. Her grooming was somewhat 

less than neat' and her outfits were perhaps on the flashy side of 

fashion.

Background sketch. The client had been raised in Bozeman in a 

family of three sisters, of which she was the second daughter, Her 

mother was described as "sort of understanding" and her tourist 

rancher father was described as "awfully mean, and strict". Age four

teen found the client engaged in. "open rebellion", as she put it, 

"against everything", but "mainly my family and the fact that they 

were so strict with me and not with my sisters". The family spent the 

winters living in Bozeman and in the summer moved to the family ranch 

outside of Bozeman where each girl had a job catering to the needs of 

the tourists who visited the ranch.

Referral procedure. Client fl̂ 's high school counselor con

tacted a member of the Montana State University's counseling staff.

The counselor at the high school felt that the client was a "difficult 

case" and asked for help. Client f£_ was referred to the writer.
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Psychological description. The client seemed ready to 

explode at any minute„ Her feelings were confused, disorganized, and 

upsetting to her„ She seemed extremely nervous and,kept pulling at 

a tear in her blouse. She felt that the world was an unfriendly 

place and was unsure of ways in which she could cope with her environ

ment, She evidenced feelings of low self-worth and said "I'm-a hood 

and I hate it". She felt that her friends "were not really friends" 

and that her family relationships "were a mess". She seemed 

frightened by relationships with others, especially with her father. 

Yet she expressed that "I have lots of love for my old man but don't 

know how to get close to him". She evidenced aggressive orientations 

in social and cultural relationships and was afraid of what she 

might do "if I ever let loose".

Symtomatic stated concerns and discomforts. Client f^'s 

stated concerns grouped around the following salient points;

I. She was upset by her sexually promiscious behavior.but 
felt helpless to act differently for fear of "losing all my friends".

2„ She had made headlines in local papers when she had been 
"busted for dope" and "run away from it all",

3. She was hampered by the negative judgments or imagined 
judgments of others. "I can never build trust in my folks again 
or a decent reputation in this stinking town every again"3 she 
stated.

4. She was confused as to what her real self might be,
"I don't know who I am or if I even am", she described.
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5 o She felt incapable of dealing with her environment in an 
effective way. "I mess up everything I touch", she said.

Client f_'s concerns might be summarized around the following

concepts:

1.
sex.

2,
her.

3. Her view of the future was not a positive one. She felt 
as if her life "was over and done with".

4. Guilt possessed her about past behaviors, but she hated 
the discipline imposed upon her as a consequence and sought to punish 
herself by continuing the behaviors.

5. Anxiety and apprehension were common moods, for she 
"felt out of control" and incapable of solving her dilemma.

6. Frustration at her perceived "messing up" resulted in an 
aggressive acting out of angry feelings in overtly anti-social 
behavior aimed at "getting even" with parents, school, and society.

She was lonely and sought attention by means of drugs and 

Healthy affectionate relationships had been thwarted" for

Self-reports and self-concepts. The client capsulated her 

self-concept at therapy's onset as follows:

I am a big nothing. My dad calls me a phoney bitch and a 
drug addict and maybe I am. My mom doesn't like me either and 
I fight with my sisters all the time. I hate school and I 
despise myself and my friends, I have no idea what I can do 
to clean up the mess I've made of my life. I wish I could 
run away again except this time forever— they'd never catch 
me. I wish I were brave enough to kill myself. I am too 
stupid to figure a way out of this mess. I hate being 
straight and prudish and I hate being a freak. I can't even 
make myself look decent.
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Instrument data personality descriptions: pre-therapy. Client

fB,s pre-therapy F-Sort revealed eight percent positive statements 

about self and ninety-two percent negative statements about self. These 

percentages may have reflected a lack of positive self-regard.

Her BPl scores, pre-therapy, were as follows:

Neurotic Tendency BIN 95%

Self-Sufficiency B2S 32%

Introversion/Extroversion B3I 99%

Submission/Dominance B4'D 14%

Self-Confidence FlC 9.8%

Sociability F2S 71%

reader' is referred to Chapter 3 for- a detailed description

implications. To summarize briefly, the client evidenced a high degree 

of neuroticism, and her self-sufficiency showed a reliance upon the 

influence of others to a high degree. The client was quite introverted 

and may have worried a great deal instead of taking positive action 

about a problem. The client evidenced feelings of inferiority and was 

usually submissive in social situations. Her self-confidence level was 

low and her sociability score revealed a solitary approach to life.
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Exposures. The client received twenty-five therapeutic sessions 

on a weekly basis over a period of five months, Therapy was not 

implosive due to the fact that the client was perceived as basically 

strong and possessing a great deal of positive momentum„ She stated 

that "I want to change a lot". She was also occupied with making up 

schoolwork on which she had fallen behind during her "run away" period, 

and scheduling more than one meeting weekly would have imposed a hard

ship for the client.

Procedures, timing, situation and .justification. Care was 

taken by the counselor to acquaint the client with the procedures and 

intent of counseling, in a descriptive and thorough explanatory sense. 

Many teenagers evidenced fear and anxiety upon the initial visits for 

they were laboring under common social misconceptions. "I thought 

maybe I'd have to lie on a couch and have electodes plugged into my 

ears or something", the client stated,

James Standenmeir found one key to success in counseling with 

teenagers. The least effective counseling perceived by teenagers is 

a relationship in which the counselor failed to acquaint the coun- 

selee with the purpose and procedure of the therapeutic process and 

one in which the counselor was passive (1967:14).
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The counselor attempted to be as authentic as possible in order 

to break the stereotype held by the client that "grownups are all 

stuffed shirt hypocrites"= The counselor did not act like a "teeny 

hopper" or change basic personality structure„ The client was 

informed that the therapy hour was hers to use as she pleased, that 

attendance was voluntary, that she could be any way she pleased during 

the hour, and that this therapy called for a stress upbn emotional 

honesty,

S. L . Halleck commented that professionals communicate a 

picture of themselves and their world as one in which only the highest 

type of values and moral standards prevail. However, the adolescent 

cannot understand this because his personal experience, his observa

tional powers, and his intuitiveness tell him that something is wrong. 

The adolescent wants to like and to identify with adults but he is 

painfully aware of any inconsistency or basic dishonesty in their 

approach. The adolescent may then come to believe that adults are 

incapable of being anything but "phoney" and reacts by rebellious 

behavior or isolation from the adult world (1963:48-56).

A vigorous approach was deemed appropriately client-centered- 

for client f£. She was concerned with learning about herself, about 

"how my mind works" and with definite ways in which to go about 

"changing this mess".



Feeling talk exercises using all five senses concerned with non

threatening inanimate objects were assigned to be practiced five and 

six hundred times daily„ These exercises were expanded gradually to 

include human beings such as fellow students, friends,teachers, and 

finally her family. As the client gained more confidence in her 

ability to express feelings in semantically appropriate ways, she 

became more excitatory, "I never realized that things could smell 

and taste so good", she related,

The pressures of society and family were discussed during the 

therapy sessions which seemed to lead to insight into why the client 

had behaved as she had. Research studies like the following appeared 

appropriately interesting to the client. Teenage environmental 

pressures came from parents who wished the best for the adolescent but 

who overlooked the anxieties that a growing child in a state of flux 

experienced. The pressures to conform to crowd standards constituted 

another pressure for most teenagers. Students of this age are sometimes 

so desirious of status and recognition that to gain peer approval they 

may conform to exploits of drinking, drugs, etc. Two sources of con

flicting pressures, in addition to school pressures, may create anxiety 

for the adolescent (1965:209-210).

The resulting emotional inhibition and frustration resulting 

from such pressures were discussed in an emotional participatory 

empathatic way. The analogy of a coke bottle being shaken with



someone’s thumb over the top seemed particularly meaningful to the 

client. She described the relief she experienced when she could "see 

why I did things", "I don't feel so crazy when I can see that I was 

trying to say something by all those terrible things I did", the client 

stated, Niegel Bruce postulated that teenage delinquency of any form, 

be it sexual promiscuity, drugs, alcohol, etc. was a normal reaction to 

stress and conflict. Conduct which society condemned as criminal, so 

far from being pathological, was as normal for stressed adolescents 

as yawning or shedding tears, in Bruce’s opinion. Delinquent behavior 

was deemed as one way a young person who feels severely incompetent to 

deal with his perceived threatening environment, especially parental 

deprivation or rejection, has to express his frustration and to release 

overpowering anger and anxiety. In other words, Bruce viewed behavior 

in adolescents as purposeful, as a way of communicating and expressing 

feelings. If more effective ways of expressing and communicating 

feelings were found through counseling, the delinquent behavior would 

have no reason to exist (1970:270-276).

Gradually, client seemed to gain insight into the "why", 

which appeared to be so important to her at the onset of therapy. The 

counselor deemed it appropriate to let the client puzzle for a time 

over the insight and to institute new behaviors on her own, which 

appeared after several weeks of insight conceptualizations had ensued. 

"Well, now I know why I did a lot of junk and I understand a lot,"
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The client brought in a newspaper article which she stated 

had been particularly meaningful to her. Her interest in a "grown-up 

boring newspaper" seemed to show her growing insight into her own 

behavior and her growing confidence in being able to handle the various 

environmental pressures. "After reading this, I'm not going to just 

sit on my behind and let them do it to me. That's no excuse to act 

like a fool„ I'm going to do something about myself", the client 

stated. The article pertinent to the client's statement is paraphrased 

below:

Bruno Bettelheim has written extensively on his work with the 

severely disturbed (Dempsy, 1970:14). Bettelheim has attempted to 

derive a holistic pattern for new emotional integration of children in 

his school so that the children can learn to accept the challenge of 

modern mass society and make it serve the full and human life. The 

problems that young people have in doing just that are problems about 

which Bettelheim was a vocal participant. Bettelheim theorized that 

society has imposed enormous frustrations on youth by postponing adoles

cents' cry for maturity by the nature of a society that has dispensed 

with their services and by an educational process that has brought 

incredibly large numbers to academic life who do not find their self- 

realization through study or intellectual adventure. . Partly because 

of these pressures, Bettelheim felt that youth has a tremendous need to
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get together in large groups, to get intoxicated by the image of.each 

others' presence. The external forms of this grouping are not important 

but their underlying need is the same— to escape loneliness, isolation, 

to find a reaffirmation of a worth-whileness by the fact that so many 

other people do the same things they do, This kind of insight may help 

a counselor understand the miasma of the drug problem, or sexual promis

cuity among teenage clients.

However, this "groupness", instead of being as nourishing as it 

might be, often becomes more restrictive and inhibiting than what 

teenagers were rebelling against in the first place. For example, the 

"new morality" that demands that a girl should have sex relations with

out much ado, when under such pressure the girl cannot afford to admit 

how old fashioned she is, how desperate she is for someone who doesn't 

want her to be a "liberated" woman, Bettelheim confirmed that only 

another person, not drugs or shock therapy, can lead the upset teenager 

(or any other mentally-ill person for that matter) back to reality,

Some of the problems of youth can be traced back to the subtly 

rejecting parental attitude which confuses freedom and permissiveness 

of "Do anything you like as long as I don't know about it" attitude. 

Bettelheim stated that children are quite keenly aware that what they 

are given is not freedom but just an easy way out for the parents. This 

so-called trust is interpreted by the child as "parents don't care".
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This perceived rejection helps create the rage apparent in 

today's youngsters, within themselves, not necessarily at society. How 

unbearable society seems is a reflection of how unbearable life is to 

the individual child. "If he rages at himself, whatever the changes 

in society, he will continue to rage." This points up the destructive 

power of unexpressed anger and to the dramatic need for teenagers to 

find effective methods of expressing anger because "they cannot bear 

to feel incompetent to do so a single moment longer" (Dempsy, 1970:14).

The above insight conceptualizations, feeling diary writings, 

and basic concepts discussed in Chapter 2 were all empathetically shared 

and described. Factors such as the four internal controls, living-in- 

the-moment relief from future and past pressures, the effects of feel

ing talk and other assertive exercises, "control comes from no cons

cious control at all", etc. all served to create a positive confidence 

in the client. "When I know that I can trust myself to take over for 

me I feel better", she stated, "and I don' t have to use that terrible 

old will power." She gave an example of this by relating that once 

she went out for track she no longer even felt a desire to smoke. Her 

feelings of loneliness, inadequacy, and helpless confusion were 

partially dismissed.

Participant congruence was begun at this mid-therapeutic point.

Assertive emotionally expressive behaviors were rehearsed. These

■(

(
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rehearsals seemed to have a common theme of teachers and her father. 

Repeated roles were enacted, often eight or ten times, until the client 

felt that just the right timing and semantics had been expressed. She 

began to institute these new behaviors in school and in the family 

situation, "I've got my old man right in the palm of my hand", the 

client related. She expressed pleasure in enacting situations from 

school in which old hats were used as props. The client would laugh 

uproariously as each teacher was role-played, either by her or by the 

counselor,

John R. Muna researched the correlation between high academic 

and social performance and high acceptance by peers in junior and high 

schools. The studies showed that students who were highly accepted by 

their peers were more successful than students who were neglected or 

rejected by their peers (1965:436). Aticofding .to the studies of 

Bernard Kinnich and Jack T. Shannon, counseled students gained a 

higher level of peer group acceptance when formerly they had been 

rejected by the very academically and socially successful peers they 

had wished to befriend. It might be said that counseling enables an ij

adolescent to learn socially effective ways of handling, their environ-j 

ment (1970:317) .
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CLIENT fC

Description

Physical. Client was a short, petite, fourteen-year old 

female. She had brown eyes and brown hair, many freckles, and dressed 

neatly, primarily in jeans and slacks.

Background sketch. Client _f£ had lived in .Bozeman all her 

life and came from a family of five. All three children had been 

adopted. The older brother was a successful engineer and the client's 

older sister attended high school. Her father was self-employed and 

her mother was in real estate.

Referral procedure. The client's mother contacted a member of 

the Montana State University counseling staff during the time of 

family crisis. The mother expressed a concern that she could "not 

handle" the girls and was on the verge "of sending them back to where 

they came from". The client was referred to the writer.

Psychological description. The client was escorted by her 

mother to the first therapy session. The client seemed nervous, upset, 

and acted as if she wished she were somewhere else. She seemed to be 

unattentive to anything that was said to her and very impatient to be 

moving and active. She appeared to be ready to blow up at the least



provocation, pulled on her hair, and bit her fingernails. She appeared 

to react instantly to any stimuli or situation by bursting out in 

swearing or a rage. Very little emotional description was apparent in 

her conversation. She spent much time dwelling upon the unfairness of 

the world, school, her family, and her friends. She felt as if no one 

gave her a chance. She expressed frequent desires "to get even" and 

gain revenge for the fact that she had been adopted. "My other real 

folks are dead, they tell me, and these stupid parents do everything 

wrong", she stated.

Symptomatic stated concerns and discomforts. Client _££'s main 

preoccupations seemed to center around her boyfriend, with whom she 

carried on a somewhat stormy relationship, and around her family, with 

whom she felt she could not get along. Her concerns may have centered 

around the following main points:

1. She was lonely for she felt constantly misunderstood by her 
boyfriend, her girlfriends, and her family.

2. Genuine affection was missing from her life due to the fact 
that she was rebellious and had been treated quite permissively during 
the growing-up process. She did not perceive sources of genuine 
positive regard and friendship.

3. The client’s view of the future was rather pessimistic. "I 
might as well go on drugs and get pregnant and run away and do it all 
up big then maybe I’d find out if anyone really cared." Her main 
interest was riding her horses.

4. She felt somewhat guilty about her pranks and misbehavior 
with her boyfriend and in her home life but she did not seem to be able
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to "behave", "If I behave, no one will notice anyway. My folks are 
always out drinking or having people over to visit." She seemed to be 
trying to punish her parents with her aggressive behavior and ended up 
by punishing herself.

5. She was very nervous and anxious about the next event in 
her life. The client seemed to dwell on future events and plans for 
getting even with people in her life.

6. The client felt frustrated at every turn in her life.
"They won't let me do anything now that I am fourteen and they have 
always let me do and have everything I wanted before this", she stated. 
"I hate school and I hate my boyfriend", she said. The client 
responded to her feelings of unexpressed and unexperienced anger by 
aggressive acting out.

Self-reports and self-concepts. Client f^ offered the following 

summary of her pre-therapeutic self-image.

I am squirrley and all over the place. I get in fights 
a lot. I act as if I don't care. I put on a phoney act. I 
scream and yell about everything and make a complete ass out of 
myself. I react to criticism with just reaction on the surface 
and I mask my true feelings. I bitch at my mom constantly. I 
am negative about everything and complain all the time. I 
deliberately aggravate my parents over every little thing» I 
am very defensive and will attack rather than let someone attack 
me. I am like a can of paint with all sorts of Colors poured 
over the top and some giant has a big stick and is mixing them all 
up. I will blow up in the next minute and will give no one a 
chance to express their feelings. I refuse to help with the 
housework and my moods go up and down from one minute to the 
next like a teeter totter.

She offered the following conceptions of herself at therapy's 

end as she looked back at her "old self" in a retrospective manner:

When I first started counseling I had a very bad temper» My 
parents and I didn't get along at all. I had an " I don't care" 
attitude and didn't stay in school or the house very often. At 
times I thought no one else was right but me; in other words, I 
was a very bullheaded person. It seems I was always getting in 
trouble. I didn't express myself as freely as I should have.
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Instrument data personality descriptions; pre-therapy» Client 
Cf 1S F-Sort indicated a forty percent positive self-statement pro

portion and a sixty percent negative self-statement proportion. Her 

BPI scores follow:

Neurotic Tendency BIN 27%

Self-Sufficiency B2S 61%

Introversion/Extroversion B3I 34%

Dominance/Submis sion B4D 93%

Self-Confidence FlC 19%

Sociability F2S 49%

The reader is referred to Chapter 3 for a detailed description of the 

BPI. The client did not seem to have high neurotic tendencies, which 

indicated that perhaps part of the trouble was in the family. (For 

this reason, the mother was seen several times throughout the process 

of therapy for supportive purposes.)

The client had quite a degree of self-sufficiency, which 

indicated momentum for therapeutic change and growth. She was quite 

extroverted and showed a high degree of dominant tendencies, perhaps 

indicating aspects of leadership. Her self-confidence score showed, 

quite a healthy adjustment and she was in the middle range of socia

bility. These scores did not seem to reveal a troubled personality. 

Meetings on an irregular basis throughout the client's therapy were



held with the ;mother to give therapeutic support and to gain insight• 

into the client's reactions. The client was also included in group 

meetings on a weekly basis.in order to share her feelings with girls 

of.her own age and perhaps arrive at common solutions to mutual 

problems with family and boyfriends. This group will be amplified 

later in this Chapter.

Therapeutic!Applications,

Exposures. Client f£ received fourteen therapy exposures on 

a.bi-weekly basis for a period of two months, The bi-weekly meeting 

arrangement was instituted to give support,to her expressions,of anger 

and resentment.towards her boyfriend and family during a period of 

learning to express(feelings,more effectively. The briefness.of 

therapeutic exposures was due.to the fact that the client appeared to. 

be basically quite healthy, seemed intelligent, and capable of working 

our,her problems in a short period of time.

Procedures, timing, situation; and justification. Descriptive • 

participation on an emotional level helped the,client learn to express, 

her feelings openly and effectively, A feeling diary and her poetry 

were shared each time she'came'to,therapy.. Examples of working with 

horses and how one,had to be sensitive to their feelings and needs . 

before they were "gentled" seemed,to be.semantically appropriate for



this client. She could see how she deliberately upset her parents by 

swearing, screaming, apd having temper tantrums. "Boy, my horses 

wouldn't like that if I trained them that way", she stated.

Participant congruence in personal therapy sessions and in the 

group sessions seemed to help, the client learn effective ways of 

communicating her feelings without upsetting the household into an 

"uproar". The counselor found that very firm but affectionate limits 

needed to be set. It was as if loving discipline had never been exper

ienced by the client.

The client seemed to find satisfaction in describing the world 

of teenagers and in listening to research on adolescence, as mentioned 

elsewhere in this paper. She came to see mood shifts and value con

fusion as a natural part of "being a teenager" and this seemed to 

dismiss her concerns with what her parents had termed "her sick mind".
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CLIENT fD

Description

Physical. Client was a fourteen-year old female, petite in 

stature and weighed ninety-two pounds. She had short brown hair, blue 

eyes, and wore orthodontic braces. She seemed to groom herself with 

great care and apparently had a large wardrobe.

Background sketch. Client was born in Bozeman. Her mother 

married several, times after f^_was born. The client had never had 

contact with her real father and had experienced several step-fathers.
. I

Disruption of her childhood by many different moves and family problems 

concerning divorce led to her adoption .at age twelve by her maternal 

grandparents who lived in Bozeman. The mother had remarried for the 

fourth time and resided on the west coast. The client visited her 

mother and step-siblings there occasionally.

Referral procedure. The client's junior high counselor.con

tacted a member- of the Montana State University counseling staff because 

the counselor felt that the client should see a new counselor. The 

client was referred to the writer.

•4

Psychological description. The client seemed very withdrawn 

and reserved. She spoke in a soft quiet voice and seemed very anxious
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to please. She described her feelings of loneliness and isolation from 

others. Her manner was rather flat and listless. She stated that she 

"used to be a sassy brat" but that "now I am much quieter". She felt 

upset by the fact that she was not living with her mother but did not 

want to "hurt my grandma’s feelings". She felt that she had no one to 

talk to who really wanted to listen. She did not feel like a very 

worthwhile person and spoke of the desire to find her real father and 

"live with him happily ever after".

Symptomatic stated concerns and discomforts. Client s major 

concerns seemed to group around the following points:

1. She felt very lonely and isolated from herself and from 
her friends and family.

2. Affection from a mother and father was absent, even though
her grandparents seemed very concerned and willing to try and meet her 
needs, especially material provisions. Her grandmother stated: "We
try and talk to _f£ but we are getting old and she is so young."

3. Client _f£'s view of the future seemed dim and hopeless.
She felt that since she had been rejected once by her real father and 
several times by her mother and step-fathers that she would be 
rejected again in the future.

4. She felt vaguely guilty about somehow having been the. 
"cause" of the disruption of her original family. Small subtle means
of self-punishment consisted of quiet sulking and withdrawal from social 
relationships just after the relationships had begun. "They wouldn’t 
like me anyway", she said.

5. Anxiety took the form of psychosomatic symptoms. Several 
different manifestations evidenced this anxiety such as asthma,
•migraine headaches, menstrual problems, and ulcers.
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6. Frustration at her inability to express feelings and to 
handle her environment in an effective way in order to get the 
affection she needed resulted in a passive withdrawal from social 
contacts.

Self-reports and self-concents. Client _f̂  regarded herself as 

an unworthy person. She did not feel that people would, could, or did 

like her. . She reported that she kept her anger inside so long at things 

that happened at home and at school that she became physically ill and 

kad to stay at home for long periods of time. She lacked self- 

confidence and was unsure of ways in which to deal with her environment.

Instrument data personality descriptions; pre-therapy. On 

the F-Sort, the client evidenced twenty-five percent positive statements 

about self and seventy-five percent negative statements about self.

The majority of the positive statements related to matters of dress 

and grooming.

The BPI scores of Client fD were as follows:

Neurotic Tendency BIN • 49%

Self-Sufficiency B2S 27%

Introversion/Extroversion B 31 58%

Dominance Submission B4D 52%

S elf-Confidence FlC 89%

Sociability F2S 9%
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The reader is referred to Chapter 3 for a more detailed score des

cription, A brief summary follows: The client evidenced a medium

degree of neurotic tendencies and seemed rather low in self-sufficiency, 

She was also in the middle scoring range of introversion/extroversion 

as was true of dominant/submission score ranges, She was not as 

self-confident as she might have been and she evidenced as a gregarious 

and sociable personality.

Therapeutic Applications

Exposures, Client f^ was seen twice weekly for sixteen thera

peutic exposures for a period of four months. The bi-weekly exposures 

were instituted for the purpose of giving a more continuous support 

during a lonely time for the client. The counselor took advantage of 

the momentum of precise, conscientious neatness which the client ' 

evidenced. She was given small bound spiral notebooks in various 

colors for feeling diaries and for sensory exercises. She collected a 

variety of spices, materials, small photographs of vivid colors, a 

small catalogue of listed sounds, etc. Each feeling was illustrated 

with a small'.picture or drawing. This group of exercises served to 

resensitize a somewhat numbed organism and to give the client a 

feeling of personal accomplishment and pride in her work.

Participant congruence activities were instituted early in the 

therapeutic process in order to give the client experience in relating



assertively, not passively or aggressively, to other people in her 

environment„ Audio tape recordings were made of each rehearsal and 

carefully analyzed by counselor and client until the precise wording 

and strength of voice was achieved„

The client was also included in the weekly group meetings to 

give her an opportunity to interact with the more vigorous personal

ities of the other teenagers.

During the mid-point in therapy, a family crisis arose in 

which the mother visited and wanted to re-adopt the client from the 

grandparents. Several weeks of therapy hours were spent on descriptive 

participation of the choices before the client. Each alternative 

was thoroughly explored on an emotional participatory level, and 

participant congruence of each possible family situation was enacted. 

This concentration on a current emotional preoccupation seemed to offer 

relief for the client's confusion and enabled her to make a conscious 

choice from the various alternatives.

Relaxation exercises were institued in the latter part of 

therapy. The client imagined as vividly as possible, using every sense 

a realistically positive state of physical health which she would like 

to achieve. Every night before retiring,, the client vividly recalled 

every detail of the relaxation and how she would be, what she would 

wear, what activities she would enjoy, etc. when h#r goal of good
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health was achieved. This application seemed to ease some of the 

anxious tension and her asthma appeared less reactive, her ulcer cleared 

up, and she seldom had headaches. Her menstrual periods were cared for 

after a doctor's help was enlisted. The grandmother seemed very 

concerned and cooperative throughout f^'s therapy.

CLIENT fE

Description

TPPhysical. Client f__ was a tall fifteen-year old female with 

blond hair, blue eyes, and was thin in stature. Her groomihg appeared 

sloppy, her hair was unwashed, and her skin had a greyish pallor and 

suffered from a mild acne.

Background sketch. The client was born and raised in Bozeman 

in a family of five. She had an older sister and a younger Sister.

Her father was a salesman and the mother was a housekeeper. The 

household appeared to be a disorganized one with unset alarm clocks 

which made the client late to sessions, the washing did not get done 

often, and the family automobile seemed in a constant state of dis

repair. She stated that "my parents act like they don't care even 

though I know they do but they cover up because I've hurt them a lot".
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Referral procedure. The client's high school counselor phoned 

a member of the Montana State-University counseling staff during a 

crisis period in the client's life. She had run away after a "dope 

bust" and had just been returned home by authorities. The client-was 

referred to the writer.

Psychological description. Client fj_ was extremely shy and 

nervous. She spoke very little and then in a voice that was barely 

audible, She seemed to be quite inhibited in expressions of emotions 

or ideas. She did not feel as if she deserved "another chance" at 

life and had attempted to take her life twice previously. She 

expressed resentment at the lack of affection in her family and at the 

beatings and other mis treatments she felt were her lot at home. She 

was perfectiqnistic and worried constantly about "loose ends". She 

felt that everyone else had "worse problems than me" and did not feel 

worthy or intelligent. Her past life created guilt feelings about her 

sexual and drug activities. She regreted many actions and wished 

"I could re-do lots of things". She found it difficult to live in the 

moment because "at times I don't know what is going on around me".

Symptomatic stated concerns and discomforts. The client stated 

her concerns and preoccupations which summarize as follows:

I. A loneliness and alienation pervaded her life. She had a 
feeling of being left out at home, at school, and with her friends.
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When the loneliness became unbearable, she found refuge in drugs and 
had done so for several years„

2„ There was a lack of affectionate relationships in the 
client's life. She stated that: "When I was a baby and cried, I got
hit. If I tried telling my opinion of something I was told to shut 
up and whacked one." She sought for affection in empty sexual rela
tionships and felt that "boys had used me".

3. The client's apperceptive schema was full of groundless 
and imaginary fears. She felt that something terrible was going to 
happen to her at any moment as retribution for something she had done 
in the past. She felt hopeless about ever getting off of drugs or 
finding meaning in personal relationships.

4. Constant guilt over past behaviors created grief in the 
present which was dismissed by means of drugs. She feared that her 
past would "catch up to me someday" and she found refuge from the panic 
she felt through the release of drugs-.

5. Anxiety and apprehension about an unknown future possessed 
the client in most waking hours. She felt powerless to do anything 
about the future and was convinced that whatever happened would be 
"bad".

6. Frustration at her inability to express feelings resulted 
in a passive and quiet withdrawal from life and its events. She felt 
alienated from herself and from others.

Self-reports and self-concepts. The client offered the 

following summary of her pre-therapy self-image:

If I had to draw a picture of myself it would not look very 
pretty for my image of myself is not a pretty one. I am not 
the kind of person I would like to be. I don't feel very 
worthy and I often feel sorry for myself. I feel that someone 
has picked me out of a crowd and made me suffer and worry more 
than other people. I resent my parents for their lack of 
affection. I wish I could stop worrying and other people 
couldn't care less about me. Loose ends make me very nervous 
and make me feel that things are going to go bad. I often 
do not know what is going on around me. Even.when I feel
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strongly about something I think that no one would want to 
understand so why bother them with my problems. I feel 
very dirty and grindy and like a cheat. I feel rotten inside 
and sad and ashamed„ I wish I could relive certain situations 
in my life. I am afraid that my past will catch up to me in 
the future and cause me more sadness. I constantly worry and 
grieve about this. I dwell on these thoughts and fear the 
future very much because I know I will not be able to change 
it. I feel very confusedi

Instrument data personality description; pre-therapy. The 

client's F-Sort showed a proportion of ninety-four percent negative 

statements of self and a six percent proportion of positive statements

Her BPI scores were as follows:

Neurotic Tendency BIN 85%

Self-Sufficiency B2S 29%

Introversion/Extroversion B3i 83%

Dominance/Submission B4D 24%

Self-Confidence FlC 89%

Sociability F2S 3%

The reader is referred to Chapter 3 for a detailed score description. 

To summarize briefly: The client seemed to have a high degree of

neurotic tendencies, Her self-sufficiency was quite low and she 

tended to be quite introverted and live within herself. She was quite 

submissive in social relationships and she seemed quite lacking in 

self-confidence. She evidenced a sociable and gregarious nature.
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Therapeutic Applications

Exposures. The client was seen four times weekly for a period 

of three months and then twice weekly for a period of two and one-half 

months for a total of thirty exposures, The implosive concentration 

was instituted to support the client through a period of readjustment 

following a crisis situation. Therapy was continued on a bi-weekly 

basis because the client seemed to need continued support.

Procedures, timing, situation, and justification. A gentle, 

quiet approach seemed appropriately client-centered. The counselor
I

felt that even the noise level should be quite soft for. this client.

She seemed so frightened that the counselor would judge, hurt, lock up, 

or report her. She later, confided that after the crisis situation and 

"drug busts" she had been offered probation or counseling. "I went 

to see a counselor because I didn't think you'd give me hours or put 

me in jail but I wasn't sure."

The client seemed willing to write about anything and every-, 

thing in her life. A large, spiral-bound, colorful notebook was given 

her and many pages were written and illustrated concerning every feel

ing and situation in her life. These writings were shared on a gently 

empathetic participatory level throughout the process of therapy.

{
V

v
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The client did not seem amenable to participant congruence„

She stated that "it scares me". She seemed to find comfort and satis

faction in extensive discussions of her background and past behaviors. 

Detailed descriptions of drugs, the several years she had been "on the 

hook", as she described it, were carefully enumerated and explained.

The client seemed to gain relief when this knowledge was accepted and 

not judged by the counselor. She seemed to feel free to discuss the 

times she "slipped" when a "big shipment hit town" and to describe her 

guilt to the counselor.

The middle section of therapeutic exposures were almost entirely 

spent on decision-making problems that the client felt were her worst 

concern. Will power and rational decisions were empathetically com

pared to emotional choice. She seemed to struggle with these concepts 

and asked repeated questions concerning all ramifications of choice 

and freedom and no-choice and enslavementThe client seemed to be 

grappling with a redefinition of her value system and found it reward

ing to discuss and re-disouss these ideas, values, and beliefs.

Nearly every concept illustrated in Chapter 2 in this paper was des - 

cribed, written about, and puzzled over by the client.

She was asked to join the weekly group sessions for the purpose 

of giving her exposure to much more extroverted personalities. She 

did not take too active a part in the role-playing activities but
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expressed pleasure in watching situations enacted and began to offer 

her comments during the discussion that followed.

Relaxation exercises were instituted during the last months of 

therapy. She imagined as vividly as possible what kind of person she 

would like to be, physically, emotionally, and intellectually, using 

every sense in her body. This description gradually became more 

detailed and she practiced it every morning when she woke up. She felt 

that this was the best time for it "let me go to school feeling better"

Assistance was given to the client with certain school homework 

assignments. She felt bored by school and the counselor would help 

her think through an assignment in history, for example, in terms of 

the emotional implications. Napoleon was described in terms of the 

four internal controls and his view of the future. Hitler's person

ality was described and his personal relationships speculated upon.

She seemed to gain insight into history and English in this manner and 

began to write extensive papers for class purposes. The client was 

pleased with the grades her teachers gave her on these assignments.
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CLIENT mA

Description

Physical. Client ra£ was a young man in his early thirties,

He presented a clean, well-groomed appearance and wore rough service

able clothes such as wool and jean jackets, hiking boots, and blue 

work shirts. He seemed nervous, smoked a great deal, and shook when he 

reached for a cigarette or coffee.

Background sketch. Client was a native of Bozeman and 

attended the local schools. He had joined a fraternity while attending 

college. His parents owned a local business and appeared concerned 

and interested in the client's progress or lack of progress. The 

client worked for his father and had done so since he dropped out 

of Montana State University "because school made me nervous". The 

client had spent several years in California but returned to Montana 

because "I didn't like all the traffic and people there".

Referral procedure. Client nA's parents contacted a member of 

the Montana State University counseling staff. The client was referred 

to the writer.

Psychological description. The client appeared to be very

nervous. He talked very little and said that he "hated big words".
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"I like to read them ok but I. don’t like to talk with them", he stated. 

He was often observed checking outside the door of the office to "see 

if any dudes were listening". It made him very uncomfortable to meet 

other clients or fellow counselors because he imagined that they would 

talk about him behind his back. He appeared to be very unsure of 

himself and would often agree with something the counselor said even 

though it appeared that he had not really been listening. The coun

selor could say, for example, that the coffee was terrible or that, the 

coffee was good and the client would answer quickly with "Yeah", The 

client did not appear to be very confident of himself and did not 

seem to express emotions readily dr easily. He seemed frightened of 

other people to an acute degree.

Symptomatic stated concerns and discomforts. Client jtA 

bluntly told the counselor that he was "a drunk". He affirmed his 

parents' report that he was "serious" about "kicking the habit". He 

stated that other people were "a living hell" for him because his 

reputation in the town was ruined by his previous behavior when drunk. 

He stated that his biggest discomfort centered around "chicks" and he 

could not dance with a chick unless he was drunk or she was totally 

drunk, "I shake all over when I start to talk with a girl", the 

client reported.
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Client s concerns might be summarized around the following

points:

1. He was lonely and had been so since high school when he 
had few friends and was terrified of girls.

2. ■ Affectionate relationships were few because he felt that 
he had alienated all his previous friends by being so obnoxious when 
he went on long drunks.

3. His apperceptive schema was relatively non-existent. He 
saw no job that would be interesting to him, he hated his present 
work for his father, he had little interest in anything except his 
motorcycle and girls, "and those aren’t much", he stated.

4. He felt guilty most of the time concerning social behavior 
he had engaged in while drunk and spent a great deal- of time worrying 
about what he might have done on the last drunk. He proceeded to 
punish himself by further drinking.

5. Anxiety and nervous apprehension occupied his moods most 
of the time. He lived in constant fear of "messing it up again" and 
kept his anger at others inside and bottled up for fear of "going 
out of control like a wild man", he stated.

6. The client felt frustrated at his lack of skill in dealing 
with his social life and with his drinking and would either passively 
withdraw from social contacts or become wildly drunk in order to feel 
"brave enough to meet people".

Self-reports and self-concepts. The client reported the 

following concept held of himself at therapy’s onset:

I was a dismal creature and had no confidence unless I 
was high or drunk. I was depressed all of the time, really a 
lot. I was goal-less and had a lousy self-image. Most 
other people were looked at as backstabbing enemies. Every
one was out to get me. I hated and feared other people.
They were bastards one and all and bothered me all the time.
I hated work and was very low on self-sufficiency. I shook 
when I had to dance with a girl. I planned my Friday and
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weekend drunks from Monday on. I drank since I was in 
high school in order to be comfortable with other people.
I was always a social drunk but it got away from me, I 
went to that clinic on the west coast and spent lots of 
money to vomit and it didn't help me. I just wasted my 
time and my parent's money. It was a lousy place, just 
like me.

Instrument data personality description, nre-therapy, No F- 

Sort was administered to the client as it was not deemed approrpiate. 

The client’s BPI scores were as follows:

Neurotic Tendency BIN 95%

Self-Sufficiency B2S 24%

Introversion/Extreversion Bar 94%

Dominance/Submission B4D 6%

Self-Confidence FlC 97%

Sociability F2S 78%

The reader is referred to Chapter 3 for a more detailed description of 

score implications. To briefly summarize: The client appeared to be

high in neurotic tendencies, evidencing feelings of miserableness and 

inferiority. Self-sufficiency was quite low and the client tended to 

live within himself in an introverted manner. He was quite submissive 

in social situations when sober and he was hamperingly self-conscious, 

having little confidence in himself. He seemed rather non-social.‘
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Therapeutic Applications

Exposures,, The client was seen- four times weekly for the first 

two weeks; two times weekly for the second through the sixth week; and 

once weekly for the seventh and eighth weeks totaling twenty exposures. 

The implosive exposures were instituted at both the client’s and 

the parent's requests. The parents were leaving on a long vacation and 

were concerned that the client have a meaningful activity for each day. 

The client was interested in multiple exposures, because he stated 

"I want to lick this thing".

Procedures, timing, situation, and justification. Empathetip 

participation in the description of his emotions was done throughout 

the process of therapy. A vigorous, no-nonsense approach seemed 

appropriately client-centered for nA.

Feeling talk and assertive exercises were instituted, as well 

as a daily diary, at therapy's onset. Several sessions were spent in 

discussing what it really meant to express and describe a feeling, 

for this seemed like a mysterious baffling process to the client.

Behavior rehearsal sessions aided the client to realize that 

he could express his feelings, aided by his acute sense of humor, 

which he had previously buried and disowned. Emphasis was placed 

throughout therapy on participant congruence. The counselor and client
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enacted many different "backstabbers" and "phoney friends". The client 

began to slowly realize that the people he was afraid of were really 

quite pathetic and believed in a value system at odds with his beliefs. 

"With friends like that I don't need enemies, do I?",the client asked.

Two texts were assigned for bibliotherapy purposes, Salter's 

Conditioned Reflex Therapy and Maltz' Psvchocybernetics. The client 

was absorbed with the ideas in these texts and spent many sessions in 

discussion of the ideas and concepts which he found meaningful.

After approximately ten exposures, alcohol was never mentioned 

by the client. He stated that he wanted to "know about girls" and 

"how to talk to them" and "what to do right".

At this point in therapy, relaxation exercises were instituted. 

The reader will recall the procedures used with client f^. The 

same procedures were followed, except, bricks instead of light books 

were used and photographs were of outdoor scenes which the client found 

pleasant. Client nA requested that emphasis be placed during these 

relaxation sessions upon sexual performance and girls. The counselor, 

and client gradually went from meeting a girl, talking casually with 

a girl, dancing with her, taking her for a ride on his motorcycle, 

getting to know her ideas and beliefs, and then to sleeping with her. 

Emphasis was placed, while the client was in the relaxed state, upon 

not frightening a girl with "predatory" behavior but upon establishing
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a warm, affectionate friendship with a girl, from which sex may or 

may not naturally follow. This was done for purposes of gaining the 

natural friendship and affection which were needed to dismiss the 

degree of loneliness felt by the client. He stated that: "I can just

get a kick out of- talking quietly with a girl now. I don't even have 

to try and take her to bed. I never■would have imagined that this was 

fun before."

The counselor attempted to make use of the client's wry 

sense of humor in all therapeutic applications. He became able to look 

at social situations that were previously threatening and make both 

the counselor and himself laugh. This humor seemed to be a positive 

therapeutic force.

This concludes the first two considerations for each client. 

There follows the third section for each client described previously.
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CLIENT fA

Perceived Descriptive Results of 
Therapeutic Applications

Symptomatic relief from stated concerns and discomforts and 

overt behavioral . changes. Client gradually began to take interest 

in her personal appearance. Towards the thirtieth session, the male 

counselor jokingly and sincerely remarked that the client's appearance 

was like a "daily fashion show". Bi-weekly trips to the hairdresser 

and a weekly manicure seemed to be evidenced regularly at this point 

in therapy. She was able to drive alone in the car to quite a few 

different places. Her social life appeared quite busy. She seemed 

to find affectionate companionship with several other ladies who were 

also in therapy. They met weekly for discussions of mutual emotions 

and concerns.

©ne particular incident seemed meaningful concerning her former 

space and time disorientation. The usual entrance to 317 Traphagen 

Hall was locked one day and she was observed in finding an alternate 

route, even though she had previously needed to be escorted to a 

waiting car.

According to daily evaluation logs kept by the writer, the . 

daily fear became lessened and was rarely mentioned. Depressive 

episodes seemed to be negligible. The client stated that she had
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learned to "read" her moods and feelings as very important messages.

For example, if she felt bored, she interpreted the message from her 

feelings descriptively as a direction to find a project or an under

taking which she chose to do for her own personal pleasure, not 

because someone else told her to "get a hobby". She ho longer seemed 

afraid of her moods. She perceived that she could descriptively 

experience a feeling state, bring it to conscious awareness, and 

effectively deal with depression and fear, for example.

Very little mention was made of personal insolvable problems;. 

The client seemed eager to discuss child-rearing practices that would 

help her children express feelings honestly and effectively. She began 

to take a greater degree of responsibility in handling the children.

She began to express concerns for other people, and to inquire into 

various jobs and situations in which she might be helpful to other 

people, At the time this paper is being written, she was helping her 

children's teacher several mornings a week, writing an emotional auto

biography intended for descriptive sharing with others, is searching 

for a. part-time job that would be of a low-pressure interpersonal 

nature, and planning to audit college counseling courses in the summer.

She has taken numerous outings with her husband, all described 

with apparent pleasure and no evident fear or apprehension. She 

reported many incidents to which she responded in a spontaneous,
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excitatory manner. Her behavior during therapy towards the end of the 

forty-two sessions was often marked by laughter, teasing of the 

counselors, smiles, and the telling of jokes and humorous family 

incidents. The client stated that she often "forgot" to take her 

medication, "I get so busy the pills don’t occur to me,"

Self-reports and self-concepts. The client reported her post- 

therapeutic concept as being "much less fearful". She felt more 

confident of finding her way around without direction. She felt a 

"much more valuable person", both to herself and to her husband. She 

stated that her husband no longer spoke of "having an affair" now that 

she was "better", because "he didn't want to lose her now". She 

stated that she was "much happier about everything" and realized that 

"my husband needs me as much as I need him". "I'm worthwhile enough 

to love now", concluded client She related several very assertive

behaviors with previously threatening neighbors, friends, and associates 

in which she had strongly disagreed on an emotional level. She 

evidenced humor and self-pleasure at the skill with which she handled 

these previously threatening situations. "I don't take as much crap 

as I used to", client f^ affirmed. "I even am thinking of trying to 

be alone one of these days", she stated, "Not because I should, but 

because I want to try it,"



Instrument.data personality descriptions; post-therapy. Client

f^1s F-Sort revealed a seventy percent proportion of positive self

statements and thirty percent negative statements about self, showing 

a distinct increase in positive self regard. The BPI instrument scores 

were as follows:

Neurotic Tendency BIN 51%

Self-Sufficiency B2S 45%

Introversion/Extroversion B3I 50%

Dominance/Submission B4D 45%

Self-Confidence FlC 45%

Sociability F2S 15%

For a detailed description of score implications, please see

Chapter 3 concerning the BPT. Summarized briefly, there was a forty- 

eight point drop in neurotic tendency. A- forty-four point gain in 

self-sufficiency was registered. In terms of introversion/extroversion, 

a forty-four point rise towards a more extroverted behavior was noted.

A forty-four point rise in dominant tendencies, away from passive 

submission was gained. Confidence in self scores evidenced a fifty- 

four point acquisition. The sociability score varied only one point 

These gains could be interpreted as barometric indicators of improve

ment. They seemed especially meaningful due to the fact that the 

pre-therapy BPT scores went off the scale four times.



The description of Client f̂ -'s therapeutic progress might be 

summarized in terms of Roger's perceptions of outcomes in personality 

and behavior during therapy. The counselors felt that each Rogerian 

point was a comparative scale on which the client's behavior and self

conception progressed positively.

1. The client is more Congruent, more open to his 
experience, less defensive.

2. He is consequently more realistic, objective, 
extensional in his perceptions.

3. He is consequently more effective in problem solving.

4. His psychological adjustment is improved, being closer 
to the optimum.

a. This is owing to, and is a continuation of, the 
- changes in self-structure described in B7 and B8.

5. As a result of the increased congruence of self and 
experience (C4 above) his vulnerability to threat is reduced,

6. As a consequence of Cl above, his perception of his 
ideal self is more realistic more achievable.

7. As a consequence of the changes in C4 and CS his self 
is more congruent with his ideal self.

8. As a consequence of the increased congruence of self 
and ideal self (C6) and the greater congruence of self and 
experience, tension of all types is reduced— physiological 
tension, psychological tension, and the specific type of 
psychological tension defined as anxiety.

9. He has an increased degree of positive self-regard.

1®. He perceives the locus of evaluation and the locus of 
choice as residing within himself.

a. As a consequence of C9 and Cl® he feels more 
confident and more self-directing.
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b „ As a consequence of Cl and CIO, his values are 
determined by an organismic valuing process.

11, As a consequence of Cl, and C2* he perceives others more 
realistically and accurately.

12, He experiences more acceptance of others, as arconse- 
quence of less need for distortion of his perceptions of them..

13, His behavior changes in various ways.
a. Since the proportion of experience assimilated into 

the self-structure is increased, the proportion of 
behaviors which can be "owned" as belonging to
the self is increased.

b. Conversely, the proportion of behaviors which are 
disowned as self-experiences, felt to be "not myself," 
is decreased.

c. Hence his behavior is perceived as being more within 
his control.

14, His behavior is perceived by others as more socialized, 
more mature,

15, ,As a consequence of Cl, 2, 3, his behavior is more creative, 
more uniquely adaptive to each new situation, and each new problem, 
more fully expressive of his own purposes and values.
(Rogers, 1959:218-219),

Client perceptions of what was most meaningful to them in 

therapy. At the termination of the daily exposures, the client 

reported the following perceptions of therapeutic processes in 

terms of what she found most meaningful in a personal sense. Her 

narrative is paraphrased below.
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The two of you helped me see myself as a worthwhile human 
being. You listened. You made me feel important. You did a 
different kind of listening than the psychiatrist. You tried 
to understand. You looked at my point of view, as if I had 
legitimate problems, I was a person not an object to you, I 
wasn't just "sick". Before in therapy I had been treated as an 
object. I was done to. I got pills, I got shock.. I was told: 
"You can too walk uptown. Just do it." You never asked me to 
do anything I couldn't do or didn't want to do. If you had asked 
such a thing, I 'd have felt free to refuse and that would have 
been ok with you. You gave me encouragement to go ahead with 
my feelings even if my husband or others rejected them. I felt 
that for once it was all right to even have feelings. I gained 
confidence in my right to have feelings because you accepted 
me as I was where I was. The little girl's face was very 
important to me and meant a lot. It was the practice in living 
in the present, not the past or the future, that probably made 
the biggest difference to me. I now see things going on around 
me, thanks to that picture, because children are the most 
important things in my life.

Client recommendations. Client f^ described her opinions as 

to improvements in mental health in general and counseling specifically. 

Her comments are listed below:

I' think that there should be more people trained in 
Montana State's counseling department and less psychiatrists.
I wish they would start a mental health clinic and run it 
right and then I could be a receptionist and help other people.
I'd like to see a community-wide supportive service for people 
who have had experiences like mine. We could talk to each other 
and we could get supportive help when we felt it necessary 
during the course of our lives. The whole community should be 
involved in helping and supporting each other, sick or not.
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CLIENT fB

Perceived Descriptive Results of 
Therapeutic Applications

Symptomatic relief from stated concerns and discomforts and 

overt behavioral changes» Client seemed to be free from drugs 

and sexual promiscuity. She stated that she wouldn't even "touch an 

asprin". She felt that she had learned how to achieve "a natural high" 

with feeling talk exercises. She described her post-therapeutic situ

ation in terms of walking down a road. On either side of the road were 

"the mod squad" (which refers to the 'elite' social group in the 

school" and "the hippie chicks" (which refers to the 'lower class' drug- 

oriented school group). The client felt that neither sub-group 

allowed her to be herself so she had chosen to walk her "own road".

The client stated that she was in a school play, worked in the 

main school office answering the phone during study halls, was tutoring 

elementary school students, was helping in the class for the mentally 

retarded in the junior high school, had gone out for track, and was 

taking driver’s training. "I’m not depressed any more because I don't 

have time", she reported. She learned how to play a guitar and 

accompany her own singing and entertained the counselor several times. 

Her figure became slim and was a source of pride to her. Her grooming 

and dress were appropriate and occasionally striking.
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Self-reports and self-concepts. The client stated that she had 

"never been so happy in my life". She said that she felt that now 

she could describe her feelings and that she knew herself better. llAnd 

that self is just ok with me", she said„ "I was such a fool before but 

now I have built up trust in myself and my parents trust me tooV  The 

client felt as if she could have any friend that she wanted but that 

her newly-gained independence was more peaceful so she chose not to 

"run with any certain group". The client seemed to be very close to 

her own organismic experiencing. She was not afraid to express anger, 

and did so in an effective and often humorous fashion. "I can really 

handle teachers now", she reported. The client seemed to enjoy a life 

of action filled with events and interpersonal relationships.

Instrument data personality descriptions; post-therapy. At 

therapy's termination, client f£/s F-Soft evidenced eighty-seven percent 

positive self-statements and thirteen percent negative self-statements. 

"I'm working on that thirteen percent", the client related.

The client's BPI scores were as follows:

Neurotic Tendency BIN 18%

Self-Sufficiency B2S 95%

Introversion/Extroversion B3I 25%

Dominance/Submission B4D 91%



Self-Confidence 14%FlC
Sociability F2S 44%

These scores indicated a seventy-seven point decrease in neurotic 

tendencies, a sixty-three point rise in self-sufficiency. A seventy- 

four point gain in extroverted behavior was evidenced and a seventy- 

seven point trend towards overcoming submissive inferiority was noted. 

Eighty-four points were gained on the self-confidence scale and twenty 

seven points showed an increase in sociability. The reader is 

referred to Chapter 3 for a more detailed score description.

Client description of what was most meaningful to them in 

therapy. Client _f£ stated that learning to do feeling talk was the 

most meaningful part of therapy for her. "It's a good feeling to 

be unclogged", she stated. "I really liked the ways in which I could 

learn to handle people by those plays we put on", the client reported. 

"Another thing I liked was that you (the counselor) [sic] didn't fool 

around— You really came out and said that you accepted drugs and crap 

but didn't necessarily approve and that you were against any kind of 

enslavement that hurt my freedom", the client described.

Studies done by W. Lewis., et al. revealed that students who 

perceive a relationship with the counselor that is in the direction 

of an ideal therapeutic relationship will make greater progress than
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those students who perceive a non-therapeutic relationship. Counseled 

students evidenced positive academic, social, and emotional change 

(1965:646-648).

The client asked that the counselor include a description of 

pain from her feeling diary. "Tell them that this is how well I have 

learned to express all my feelings", she said. The client's description 

follows:

I broke and sprained my left ankle. When I look back on it, 
this is the pain I remember. I slipped, I fell. Something snapped. 
It burned! God did it bum! and the thorns that ran up and 
down my leg and spine tore me apart. The back of my head hurt 
and I didn't want to open my eyes. All the pain that could 
ever be put in my body seemed to be on a little micro of a spot 
on my ankle. Nothing could decrease the pain. I rested in the 
wildest agony that I had every experienced. Calming myself so 
I could figure things out. It was dark when I opened my eyes and 
the music from the band swarmed around my head, kissing and caras- 
sing my feelings and thoughts. ,My stomach unknotted, I took a 
deep breath, I felt my muscles slowly unravel into ache, but 
the ache was good. If I would lie back and just think of 
relaxing and not move my foot.and feel everything that was 
happening in my body I could think of where I was. I didn't 
get a cast put on until about thirteen hours later. When I 
got home and went to bed the pain came again. I woke up 
hearing screaming. It was mine. I hobbled out of bed and slept 
in a chair for the rest of the night. I remember that I never 
really got all the way to sleep. The pain felt more soggy now.
The little micro of pain now covered my toes to the middle of my 
calf. It felt like it was wrapped in its own warm blankets.
My fingers ran slowly, cautiously and ever so softly down my 
leg to my ankle. It started getting warmer and warmer as I 
progressed. I touched, it. I threw off the covers and looked 
at it. It was like a purple orange. It was shiny and I 
pressed softly and the lightening stabbed up my leg, spine, and 
neck. I rubbed my hand over it softly, letting the coolness 
of my hand take the fevering hotness and soak in a little 
coolness. I moaned.
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At this point, it is necessary to describe an additional 

therapeutic application which applies to client f^'s recommendations, 

to the therapeutic applications for clients and and to previously 

described clients.

The counselor instituted a weekly group meeting for the teen

age clients in addition to their individual therapy sessions„ The 

positive momentum of each teenager was used to form this group so that 

active participation in a meaningful group activity could be exper

ienced. Topics dealt with in the group meetings entailed many concepts 

from Chapter 2 and were presented as if the teenagers were "in a col

lege seminar". They took notes, had regular assignments, and seemed 

to respond positively to the work load. Poetry books were complied 

which dealt with emotional expression of feelings. The BPI and the 

F-Sort were rewritten as a group project to be semantically appropriate 

for use with younger children.

Video-taping of group interaction led to increased sensitivity 

to the feelings and ideas of other group members. Participant congru

ence possibilities were enhanced by the presence of six teenagers.

Many skits of family, school, social, and counseling situations were 

enacted, with props, and often amid much laughter. The teenagers 

gradually came to view certain authority figures in a more understanding 

compassionate light. "Well, being a parent isn't all that easy",

\
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one "father" dramatist remarked after a particularly difficult situa

tion had been enacted with his "two teenage children",

The further the teenage girls progressed toward gaining a 

greater control over their inner emotional worlds and over their social 

environment, the more they seemed to reach out to other friends whom 

they perceived as being in the same emotional trouble they had come 

through. They became especially concerned with the proper handling of 

discussions with these friends due to their keen awareness of how 

they themselves had despised the advice-giving sermons received from 

well-intended friends and families. The teenagers were determined not 

to repeat the same mistakes in dealing with the emotions of friends as 

had been made with them.

Work in the group meetings was done on identification and 

description of emotions and the traps of being problem-centered instead 

of feeling-centered. Role-playing of improper advice-giving and moral

izing pointed up the absurdity of such procedures and enabled the. 

teenagers to perceive parents in a more human light. The teenagers 

found that sharing, feelings with friends helped dismiss the loneliness 

of friends as well as making themselves feel worthwhile and confident» 

Productive and practical procedures such as working for the welfare of 

others helped take advantage of the restless energy and momentum of 

young people and to creatively direct their desire to be effective,
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competent, and. helping, people (Zunker and Brown, 1966:738),- The teen

age client, via the therapeutic relationship, becomes able to partici

pate in a new peer group which was formed because of the empathy 

between the therapist and himself.

Norman Cameron called this a, "miniature community" (1947:34) . 

Through the miniature community of a group experience, the individual 

teenager gained support, sensed a cohesive strength, and gained 

intellectual, and emotional feedback from his fellow participants. The 

miniature community was an experience of intimate and full communication 

wherein the teenager found help in adding new dimensions to his own 

personality and gained a new sense of freedom to draw upon his own 

intellectual and emotional capacities in a healthy growing process. In 

other words, the peer group pressure was positive and growth-oriented.

In gaining acceptance from a group oriented to the natural needs of 

human beings, energies for creative uses were released.

Client description of what was most meaningful to them in 

therapy. Client stated simply that what was most important to her 

in therapy "was the chance to talk to someone who wouldn't yell and 

scream and who listened".

Client recommendations. Client _f£ reported that she "wished ' 

that there could be many groups like ours, even if you weren't in
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trouble"„ "I had the best time disagreeing with others without 

getting angry„ I think I really learned to listen to other kids,"

CLIENT fc

Perceived Descriptive Results of 
Therapeutic Application

Symptomatic relief from stated concerns and discomforts and 

overt behavioral changesi Client f£ seemed to be able to talk more 

freely with both her boyfriend and her family. "I just sat down with 

my boyfriend and we talked it all out. I am too. young to be engaged 

and he doesn't own me." Her parents reported that she was much more 

cooperative about helping in the home. Her father stated that she 

was "returning his love". Her mother -found her "much more pleasant 

tc live with". The client stated that she felt more calm. She learned 

to reflect the feelings of her family when a crisis situation arose, 

thus helping everyone "calm down".

Self-reports and self-concepts. Client f£_offered the follow

ing summaries of her post-therapeutic self-concept and behavior.

Now I don't bitch all the time, only when I understand why, 
then I bitch in a softer voice than before. I do bitch when I 
have to get up in the morning. I am not as squirrley and I do 
not put on a phoney act. I am more assertive now and not so 
aggressive. I can accept other people’s emotional honesty 
now where before I would have run away from it. Don't blow up 
so much,.instead I describe my feelings and say why I feel that
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way instead of popping off at the handle. I am more willing 
to help with housework. My mood swings are getting softer 
and less pointy and drastic.

I have a job now. I work for my mother around the house 
now that she has a business of her own. I am making, money 
to pay for a new record player and I am really proud of myself 
as I am proving to myself and to my parents that I am capable.
I feed and water my dad's stupid pigeons, dogs, and animals with
out too much complaining. I am reaching out now for his affection. 
I am almost always honest about my feelings. I have fewer masks.
I feel more times when I am peaceful and calm and I am practicing 
relaxation exercises when I go to bed. I still like to have fun 
and fool around. I don't ever want to be dull and boring. My 
moods are still jagged sometimes but sometimes they are more 
flowing and smooth.

Right now I'm glad I was able to counsel. So far I have been 
learning to express my temper„ I've learned not to be so bull- 
headed and understand people more = My mom and dad are gradually 
coming around and I'm trying to accept discipline more. I've 
stayed out of a lot of trouble but not all. And I've been 
going to school more often. I can express myself much easier 
now. I really feel it helped me learn a lot about myself.

In the future, my goal is to understand life more, to be 
able to accept things I can't always have, to be able to express 
my feelings more as an individual, to get along with my parents 
and others whom I disagree with'.

Instrument data personality descriptions: post-therapy. The

client's F-Sort at therapy's termination revealed a seventy-five per

cent proportion of positive statements about self and a twenty-five 

percent proportion of negative statement's about self. Gain in positive 

self regard seemed evident.

Her BPI scores were as follows:
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Neurotic Tendency BIN . 19%
Self-Sufficiency B2S 89%
Introversion/Extroversion B31 14%
Dominance/Submission B4D 60%
Self-Confidence FlC 11%
Sociability F2S 49%

The reader is referred to Chapter 3 for a detailed score summary, A 

brief description of score gains and losses are as follows: The

client decreased eight points in neurotic tendencies and had a twenty- 

eight point gain in self-sufficiency, She moved twenty points towards 

a more extroverted tendency and thirty-three points were lost from 

dominant behavior = This latter move from high dominance to a lower 

dominance did not seem to hamper her apparent leadership qualities as 

observed in the group meetings. This move seemed only to temper her 

"bullheadedness", to use the client’s word. Self-confidence scores 

revealed an eight point increase towards greater self-confidence and 

her sociability score remained the same. Even though client _f£_ did not 

evaluate on the pre-BPI as a disturbed personality:, her post-BPI 

revealed even stronger personality integration.

Client description of what was most meaningful to them in 

therapy. The following is client f^’s summary of what meant the most 

to her during the process of therapy.
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I feel that the most helpful part of therapy was just being 
able to express myself and be the real me. The group meetings 
I really enjoyed. There were six of us and counselor. We had 
memory exercises, skits where we acted as counselor and clients 
and then we just rapped, also we did relaxing exercises. What 
I liked best I'll have to say were the skits and rap. sessions 
we had. • Everyone expressed themselves and it was really 
interesting. Also I enjoyed talking with other people, being 
able to express myself as well as they expressing themselves 
to me.

Client recommendations.

Some recommendations I would make for counseling in schools 
is if we could get more counselors. It seems now if you have 
a problem you have to wait two or three days to get an appoint
ment. I really think it would be great if at home you could 
counsel your family. It seems things would get a lot better 
being able Co express feelings freely. This way more people 
would be open and more people would stay out of trouble„

CLIENT ■ fD

Perceived Descriptive Results of 
Therapeutic Applications

Symptomatic relief from stated concerns and discomforts, and 

overt behavioral changes. Client f£_ appeared to be relatively free 

from previous psychosomatic disturbances. She had made the choice to 

live with her grandparents and appeared to be relatively happy.with 

the choice. She made many overtures to them in terms of asking them 

to accompany her to school events and talking to her grandfather about 

a driver's license, for example. She expressed appreciation to her 

grandparents for the material luxury they gave her. She began to
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make friends, especially with girls involved in the weekly group meet

ings. She brought several friends to the counselor in hopes that 

"you could help them too". She began advising her friends to practice 

feeling talk and assertive exercises. She volunteered to help in the 

University Child Development Center several days a week. She was able 

to make up schoolwork lost through previous illnesses and expressed 

pride in her grades. She seemed to be quite talkative. Her grand

mother humorously asked the counselor: "We’ve finally got her to talk,

now how do we turn her off?"

Self-reports and self-concepts. The client offered the 

following summary of her post-therapeutic self-image:

When I first started going to therapy I didn’t know what 
it was going to be like and when it came and it was fun I think 
the thing I liked best"was role playing and pretending that you 
were someone else in your family. After it was over I felt 
like a flower that just bloomed and I felt better in my self 
and outside too. To this point of therapy I am wanting to 
help other people and to understand people. But I think what 
I learned the most was how to show how you feel.

Instrument data personality descriptions: post-therapy.

Client f^’s post-therapy F-Sort showed eighty percent positive state

ments about self and twenty percent negative statements about self. 

These results seemed to show an improvement in positive self-regard, 

The BPI score's were as follows:
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Neurotic Tendency BIN 25%

Self-Sufficiency B2S 54%

Introversion/Extroversion B3X 21%

Dominance/Submission B4D 49%

Self-Confidence ElC 59%

Sociability F2S 10%

The reader is referred to Chapter 3 for a detailed description of BPI 

scores, To summarize briefly: There was a twenty-four point drop in

neurotic tendencies and a twenty-seven point gain in self-sufficiency„ 

A thirty-seven point trend towards greater extroversion appeared and 

there were only three points difference in ddminance/submission which 

seemed to fall in the middle range of this scale. The client's self- 

confidence gained thirty score points but sociability remained 

essentially the same with only a one point difference,

Client description of what was most meaningful to them in 

therapy. The client reported that being able to talk, "jdst talk", 

to someone who listened and understood was a major important factor to 

her in therapy. She offered the following summarization of her 

preferences concerning the group meetings, which she found particularly 

meaningful.

Every Wednesday night at 5:00 p.m. a group of us would get 
together and would read roles of helping people who were having
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problemso We practiced relaxation and putting out how you 
feel and how it is really inside of you. I liked the group 
role playing the best because you feel inside that you 
helped someone very special and yourself too.

Client recommendations. Client f£_ offered the following

statement for purposes of counseling and society in general:

I feel if people would be their own selves and let 
other people too, everything would work, out a lot better. 
That’s my conclusions for everything.

CLIENT fE

Perceived Descriptive Results of 
Therapeutic Applications

Symptomatic relief from stated concerns and discomforts and 

overt behavioral changes. Client _f̂ 's appearance gradually altered.

Her skin became clear and her cheeks had a rosy hue. She began; to curl 

her hair and her clothes seemed cleaner. Her nails were allowed to 

grow and make-up evidenced itself. She did not find complete freedom 

from drugs but compared to her previous habits, great improvement was 

evidenced.

Before therapy I was on dope quite a bit. I’d go for 
a three-week stone on speed and then come down and go on 
acid a couple times. Every so often I’d take a break of 
sleeping. My whole life consisted of getting money for it.
I still slip up with dope, mostly grass, now, but only 
about once a month.

She seemed to be smiling more frequently and her school work 

improved by one grade level. She began working with her little sister
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on expressing feelings. She was able to talk to her parents about 

ideas and her opinions. "They really notice a change in me", she 

stated. During the final therapy sessions, she never stopped talking. 

In the group sessions, she began to take an active part, even to the 

point of teasing the other members of the group. "My parents and I 

started communicating and I wasn't getting kicked out of the house so 

much", the client reported.

She joined an art group and began to break away from her old 

drug-culture friends. She found it increasingly possible to refuse dope 

from her friends on an emotional level. "I don't take the free stuff 

at concerts any more because then the music wouldn't be my own", she 

said. She stated that drugs were no longer "my life style". "I 

began enjoying the simple things in life", the client reported. "I 

really express my feelings to myself and to others a lot now and I’m 

not so closed up," She became involved in raising money for a local 

teen center. "Life is still not what I want it to be but I am coming 

a lot closer", stated the client.

Self-reports and self-concepts. The client offered the 

following summary of her post-therapy self-image:

I am much, much more sweet and innocent now. I am no longer 
afraid of the judgments of others. I feel reassured that my 
past will not wreck my future for I am no longer dwelling and 
fearing what happened yesterday. I am not worried about my 
future either for no one knows what will happen. I am only
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thinking of today. Tomorrow will come when it's today.
When I look into a mirror I am pleased with what I see. 
Personal grooming is very important now. I enjoy wearing 
pretty clothes and keeping my hair clean. I like people 
to think of me as attractive, to like me, and to accept me 
for what I am because I, do. I am able to make up my own 
mind without being influenced by others and to come to a 
good decision and stick to it. I like people to think of 
me as having my head together for I think I do. I can 
express anger better now. I like to help other people and 
I try and help them express their feelings. I explain about 
feeling talk to them. I like to get deep inside myself and 
other people, I am happy with myself and I can enjoy these 
feelings of being happy. I'd like to help the world be this 
way— fresh and cool and clean like getting out of a cool 
shower in the summertime.

Instrument data personality descriptions; post-therapy. The 

client's F-Sort at therapy's termination revealed a seventy-five 

percent proportion of positive self-statements and a twenty-five 

percent proportion of negative statements about self. The client 

seemed to hold herself in greater esteem.and positive regard. Her.BPI 

scores were as follows: <

Neurotic Tendency BIN 45%

Self-Sufficiency B2S 60%

Introversion/Extroversion B3I 56%

Dominance/Submission B4D 50%

Self-Confidence FlC 40%

Sociability F2S 5%

The reader is referred to Chapter 3 for a detailed score description. 

To summarize briefly: The client evidenced a forty point drop in

rV
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neurotic tendency and gained thirty-one points towards greater self- 

sufficiency, There was an eighteen point increase in extroverted 

behavior and a twenty-six point rise from submissive, passive behavior. 

Self-confidence showed a forty-nine point rise and sociability varied 

only by two points. There seemed to be an over-all improvement from 

inhibitory to excitatory behavior as evidenced by these score changes.

Client descriptions of what was most meaningful to them in 

therapy. According to Client fE ,- "the best part of therapy was feeling 

talk and being with the counselor for she kept my spirits up". "Feel

ing talk helped me learn to express feelings and feelings are fun to 

express", the client stated. She felt that the most meaningful part of 

the group sessions was "the spirits it lifted and the confidence you 

got. I think our little group really helped each other".

Client recommendations. Client f̂ _ made the following recom

mendations for counseling in general:

What I'd like to see done in counseling is to have more 
of these centers and little groups acrss the U.S. In a school 
system we need more counselors that are closer to our age and 
that will be understanding and listen and give good advice and 
help you express your feelings. Not just throw grades in your 
face.
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CLIENT mA

Perceived Descriptive Results of 
Therapeutic Applications

Symptomatic relief from stated concerns and discomforts and' 

overt behavioral changes. Client mA had not had a drink since the 

onset of therapy„ He stated that he had learned that "that old will 

power skit just didn't work". He had learned to choose not to have a 

drink and often went into bars and lounges and had a coke or seven-up 

and stated: "It was fun to watch those other fools getting plastered

and not be doing it myself„" He was observed talking to other clients 

and other counselors quite at ease.

He enrolled in school and at the time this paper was written 

was taking an individual counseling course and several physical educa

tion classes for the purpose of "getting into shape so I can chase 

girls better". He expressed a future interest in summer counseling 

courses and a possible job in alcoholic rehabilitation work. "Guys 

like me need someone our own age to talk to about booze", he stated.

He spent his weekends dancing with strange girls and no longer felt 

nervous or shaky when he did so. He told of several meaningful 

encounters with girls. "One even told me that she could lose 'disre

spect ' and she had done so for me since I quit drinking," He took a
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trip to the west coast over spring break and found the experience 

exhilarating and had no trouble staying sober..

Self-reports and self-concepts. Client offered the follow

ing summary of his post-therapeutic self-image:

I have more confidence. I don’t like work as I realize 
that it isn't right for me but I don’t hate it so much. I 
can dance with girls without booze now and that is just fine 
with me. I score more often with girls now. I don't need 
booze as a social crutch now. I think of it now and then 
but it does not control my thoughts. I have broken many 
boring routines I had in the past. My self-image has 
changed for the better. I don't make an ass out of myself 
by drinking now. I am excited to be back in school. I'd 
like to do something for other drunks now. This stuff 
(counseling) [sic] is better than that vomit clinic..

Instrument data personality description: post-therapy. Client

mA's BPI scores were as follows:
Neurotic Tendency BIN 60%

Self-Sufficiency B2S 75%

Introversion/Extroversion B3I 55%

Dominance/Submission B4D . 63%

Self-Confidence FlC 45%

Sociability F2S 60%
Z

The reader is referred to Chapter 3 for a detailed description of

score implications. To summarize briefly. it appeared that there

was progress from inhibition to excitation. There was a thirty-five 

point drop in neurotic tendencies and a fifty-one point gain in
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self-sufficiency„ A thirty-eight point rise towards a more extroverted 

behavior pattern was evident and a fifty-seven point rise from submis

sive inferiority towards a more leading role in social situations was 

noted. Self-confidence rose fifty-two points and sociability scores 

rose by eighteen points.

Client description of what was most meaningful to them in 

therapy. Client nA summarized the most important parts of therapy as 

follows:

At first writing the journal every day was great because 
I learned that I could verbally swear on paper, without getting 
into trouble. The relaxation exercises were what turned the 
comer for me and I practiced them every night on my own and 
before I danced with a girl. This counseling was better than 
that clinic because they just treated the fact of drinking, 
not why. Their approach was completely physical and this 
approach was emotional and it worked for me.

Client recommendations. Client nA felt that there should be 

more counselors of his age range. "I don't1 like to talk to people 

who are a lot younger or older than I am,"

Summary

Chapter 4 was concerned with data and client descriptions and 

empirically perceived results of therapeutic applications. For pur

poses of clarity and as a safeguard against possible misinterpretation 

of Active Emotive Therapy as a collection of mechanical techniques the 

following organizational groupings were followed:
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1. Empathetic Matrix

2. Participant Congruence

3. Multiple Therapy

4. Client Descriptions

5. Therapeutic Applications

6. Perceived Descriptive Results,

The first three entities mentioned above were described prior to the 

client section for purposes of creating a background matrix against 

which each client description, therapeutic application, and perceived 

result could be seen. This preceded the client section for purposes 

of clarity and to avoid repetition. Client descriptions and thera

peutic applications were described for Clients fB, fC, f^, f\ and 

nA in sequence. Perceived descriptive results for each client in 

sequence followed as a separate section.

Consideration is now given to a summarization of this paper.

Also considered are recommendations, and conclusions.



Chapter 5

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary

The effects of neurotic anxiety and" its various symptomatic 

manifestations were considered deleterious to individual enhancement 

as well as to society as a whole. Due to the- problems of anxiety and 

alienation facing mankind in twentieth century society, this study 

seemed urgently needed.

A description of Active Emotive Therapy (AET) was offered in 

hopes that the selected concepts put forth may prove useful to 

practitioners in the field of counseling who deal with the unfortunate 

victims suffering from learned and excessive neurotic anxiety,

A primary purpose of thoroughly investigating AET was to 

stimulate other practitioners to test the described phenomena, to 

refine what they find useful, to discard entities which are found 

wanting, and in general to help in determining the particular advan

tages and shortcomings of various methods and procedures presented.

The essential motivation of this research was to bring about thera

peutic changes in the hope that changes so produced will stimulate
i

further research.

Various problems were conceptualized in this descriptive 

research in terms of purported effectiveness of AET, conditions



conducive to therapeutic application, and descriptive results of 

therapeutic application. Also conceptualized were recorded and 

verbalized client concerns throughout the progress of therapy and 

characteristics and qualifications deemed important for counselors who 

may feel congruent with the orientation of AET. An additional problem 

dealt with in this study concerned descriptive empirical effects of 

the application of selected and synthesized AET concepts, ideas, and 

practices with selected clients who have expressed a variety of 

symptoms and emotional discomforts.

Selected writings of noted practitioners in the field of 

counseling and psychotherapy germane to fhe formulations of AET were 

discussed in detail. A brief historical background sketch and overview 

of five counseling approaches were formulated as a backdrop of his

torical indebetedness. Four basic foundations of AET which followed 

the- historical backdrop were: scientific research and learning theory,

philosophical orientation of existential-phenomenology, Rogerian 

personality theory, and insights, which if developed in therapy, 

were believed conducive to behavioral change. Apparently germane 

entities from previously isolated and unique theories formed a prag

matic synthesis of therapeutic implications which had not been 

previously recorded. A gestalt of usage section served as a justifi

cation for this pragmatic.synthesis.
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Clarification was stressed continually throughout this research 

to guard inasmuch as possible against misinterpretation of AET as a 

mechanical technique approach to therapy or as a panacea to all 

emotional problems.

This study was conducted with therapy as the cardinal concern 

and with research as a barometric indicator. The clients remained 

the primary ethical concern throughout the course of the research.

The writer hoped that further research will be stimulated by this 

paper to ascertain whether or not the described behavioral changes of 

selected clients described herein were statistically significant.

Descriptive data were collected by means of an original F-Sort 

instrument, audio and video tapes, the Bernreuter Personality Inven

tory, client feedback, evaluation logs, logistic schedules, and client 

self-reports. These data were summarized in terms of therapeutic 

implications as related to a client-centered emphasis. Each datum was 

used as a barometric indicator of client progress, lack of progress, 

or as an indication of a plateau or leveling-out process during the 

course of therapy from its onset to its termination„ Stringent 

supervisory consultation by Dr. S'. G. Simpson, of Montana State Uni

versity, chairman of this research and counselor supervisor, as well 

as audio and video tapes, client feedback, and weekly staff meetings 

were examples of precautions taken for accuracy. Replications of 

therapeutic tools can be found in the appendix of this paper.
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Collected data were described in terms of individual clients, 

including entities such as: physical, background sketch, referral
t

procedure, psychological, symptomatic concerns and discomforts, self- 

reports and self-concepts, and instrument data personality descriptions 

at therapy’s onset. Data were further described in terms of thera

peutic applications such as exposures (number, time period., and 

frequency) and procedures, timing, situation, and justification. These 

data were described for selected clients in sequential order.

Concluding description of collected data for each selected 

client focused upon perceived descriptive results of therapeutic 

application under the following categories: symptomatic relief from

stated concerns and discomforts and overt observed behavioral changes, 

self-reports and self-concepts, instrument data personality descriptions 

at therapy's termination, client perceptions of what was most thera

peutically meaningful, and client recommendations.

Each therapeutic entity discussed was considered against a 

matrix of emotional honesty, genuine affection, and empathetic regard, 

the essential therapeutic components of AET. The writer felt that 

emotional honesty enabled a client to learn to know himself and thus 

trust his own natural, organismic responses in congruent spontaneity. 

Affection, if genuine and based upon unconditional positive regard, 

freed the client to accept himself and have genuine affection for 

himself. Empathetic regard functioned in breaking the neurotic habit
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patterns of self-defeating behavior and aided in dismissing the abject 

loneliness felt by most sufferers of anxiety and alienation.

The descriptive science of emotional honesty may lend a focus 

to aid inhibited people seeking therapy to regain a natural and 

healthy spontaneity. These concepts may also be useful to people 

who are interested in achieving a greater degree of self-actualization 

and spontaneity.

The fundamentals of AET were applied to clients ranging from 

severely neurotic individuals to people who wished to lead a more 

effective life. These clients included an alcoholic, teenagers 

involved with drugs, teenagers with psychosomatic concerns, teenagers 

with sexual problems, teenagers evidencing aggressive behaviors and/or 

passive withdrawal behaviors, and a housewife who was absolutely 

unable to function effectively in life.

The outcomes of therapy with the above clients, as measured 

by the Bemreuter Personality Inventory, the F-Sort instrument, self- 

reports, and empirically observed behavioral changes were evidenced 

in terms of freedom from alcohol and liberation from drugs and 

sexual promiscuity. Further empirical scrutiny revealed relief from 

psychosomatic ailments, socially assertive behavioral responses, 

increased pleasurable responses to life’s events, and ability to handle

the environment in a more effective manner.
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The problems of and need for this- study were put forth. The 

germane scholarly foundations of AET were investigated. Data were 

collected and assessed in terms of participatory empathy. Selected 

clients were described and therapeutic applications and behavioral 

changes empirically noted. The writer’s conclusions, based upon ■ 

concepts formulated in preceding chapters, follow below:

Conclusions

Human beings, when self-concept and self-identity are lost 

through social inhibitions or the inability to express feelings, tend 

to be burdened with incomplete emotions and may go through life being 

misunderstood both by others and by themselves = Such people may 

become emotionally upset and less able to function effectively in life.

Salter summarized the need for helping the unfortunate victims 

of inhibition, anxiety, and neuroses:

Unless the overwhelming proportion of humanity is 
freed from its shackles of inhibition, and made 
considerably more excitatory, the earth may be doomed to 
fear, hatred, hypocrisy, misery, war,, and destruction.
Qnly through excitation can we eliminate the fundamental 
unhappiness that haunts the entire earth (1961:46).

Bettelheim pointed to a possible direction that help for our 

society’s unhappiness should take:

Heart and reason can no longer be kept in their separate 
places. Work and art, family and society, can no longer 
develop in isolation from each other. The daring heart must 
invade reason with its own living warmth, even if the symmetry 
of reason must give way to admit love and the pulsation of
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life 0 No longer can we be satisfied with a life where 
the heart has its reason, which reason cannot know.
Ou t hearts must know the world of reason, and reason 
must be guided by an informed heart (1960:viii).

Hopefully, AET, the descriptive science of emotional honesty, 

may contribute another possible focus to aid the unhappy people who 

seek therapy. Perhaps AET concepts may also be useful to human beings 

who may be interested in achieving a higher level of emotional 

functioning and who may wish to become self-actualized to a greater 

degree.

There are four main components inherent in the descriptive 

science of emotional honesty: completing emotions, syllogisms,

self-image, and excitatory exercises. Each fully functions in its 

own right, but simultaneously intertwines with the other components. 

Taken as a descriptive gestalt, human behavior in terms of inhibition 

or in terms of excitation may be empirically summarized with clarity, 

insight, and understanding leading to an enhancement of therapeutic 

effectiveness and/or an additional level of self-understanding and 

self-realization.

The skill of completing emotions should be the first consider

ation in therapy and a primary factor in all human communication. The 

inhibitory personality has been taught to distrust his spontaneous 

responses and has learned to disown, to repress, to disassociate, 

and to bury his true emotions.
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The incompleted emotions, the buried or disowned feelings of an 

inhibitory personality are generally confused. Self-knowledge is 

usually absent or less than complete. When a person does not know 

himself, he may find it difficult to entertain any degree of self- 

trust. The resultant anxiety of incongruence between the emotional, 

intellectual, and visceral levels of organismic experiencing may lead 

to alienation. Such alienation may be from affectionately positive, 

social relationships with significant others, from the environment, 

and from self„

The inhibitory person suffers from emotional constipation and 

has never had the experience of excitation that is derived from 

emotional honesty. His world is one of loneliness and lacks affection, 

both from others and from himself. His inwardly-turned mind tends to 

introspect and brood in an unhealthy, selfish way. He worries about 

the future, regrets the past, and has forgotten, how to live fully in 

the present moment. The inhibitory person is enslaved because he 

cannot- deal with his own emotions or reach out to others in a helping 

generous way. Hls environment is perceived as a negative and hostile 

entity. Behavior towards the environment and towards others may be , ,

marked by aggression, attention-getting responses, withdrawal, or 

psychosomatic manifestations.

I Through the process of an emotive and an active therapy, the

clogged emotions of the inhibitory personality can be liberated from
t

C
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their enslavement through an empathetic participatory encounter with 

another authentic human being. The client's emotional world, seen 

from the phenomenological vantage point of the client, may be des

cribed and shared in a non-judgmental accepting manner The emotional- 

growth of a client is freed for natural development once accurate self- 

knowledge of emotions is obtained, owned, and described for what those 

emotions really represent.

The client can learn to complete his own emotions. This is 

usually such an enhancing process that the client will insatiably per

petuate the affectionate excitement of completing emotions with himself 

and with others. The natural goal-directedness of the organism will 

lead a client to an appropriate goal, once the acquisition of self- 

knowledge has begun. The psychic disequilibrium regains a natural 

creative balance and unnaturally protective mechanisms are discarded 

as unnecessary.

The excitatory personality experiences, accepts, and describes 

all emotions flowing continually within himself. He can be totally 

congruent on an emotional, intellectual, and visceral level. The 

self-knowledge of an excitatory personality is-relatively complete.

As a result, trust of self allows spontaneous responses to all 

significant others and environmental events. The excitatory personality 

could be likened to a willow tree that can flexibly respond to inner 

and outer forces, keeping itself fully intact as opposed to the dead
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pine tree that will be destroyed and broken by the first storm. Life 

for the excitatory personality becomes a continual flowing process 

concerned with the present moment.

Semantic appropriateness and a sense of social timing marks 

the sensitive excitatory personality, as opposed to the easily bruised 

insensitivity of the inhibitory personality. Other people are 

attracted by the happy exuberance of the excitatory personality 

because the contagious excitement of emotionally honest responses 

is healthy and refreshing. A healthy selfishness, where emotionally 

honest rights are asked for and obtained, marks the excitatory 

personality and congruent, socially altruistic responses are character

istic modes of behavior. The excitatory personality can sincerely 

love others because he has a healthy non-narcissistic love of self, 

based on appropriately honest, emotional self-knowledge. The 

emotionally honest person is willing to experience any emotion and 

does so without being afraid that an emotion will destroy him.

The second component of the descriptive science of emotional 

honesty is that of syllogistic thinking.= The unconscious mind is 

both subjective and deductive. Values, attitudes, and beliefs 

underlying behavior are put forth in the form of syllogisms. Words 

and symbols, in the form of syllogistic beliefs, values, and attitudes, 

create moods or feeling states. These moods in turn, influence visual 

images and thought processes which may be either positive or negative.
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If the subconscious mind is operating in an emotionally honest 

manner, as is the case in an excitatory personality, the syllogisms 

are accurately based oh values, attitudes, and beliefs which are 

natural to the organism. Enhancing, protective, and goal-directed 

behaviors will be perpetuated and will maintain, a creative tension of 

equilibrium that is uniquely suited to the needs of that individual 

human being. Syllogisms based upon naturally complementary needs of 

the organism may be analogous to a well-functioning automobile which 

is receiving the proper fuel and maintenance and a constant, natural 

recharging of its batteries. An additional analogy might be phrased 

in terms of the growth of a seed. The growth of plants, if not 

interrupted by inappropriate, unhealthy forces will be a continual 

cycle of process, enhanced by the satisfaction of natural needs.

In the excitatory personality, new ideas, concepts, attitudes, 

and beliefs are not seen as threatening to the equilibrium of the 

organism. The natural gyroscopic fluidity can investigate, describe, 

and evaluate new environmental and social forces on the basis of what 

is natural to and healthy for the enhancement of the organism.

The inhibitory personality, on the other hand, operates on a 

reversal of natural behavior in terms of syllogistic thinking.

Usually, the subconscious deductive mind of the inhibitory personality 

is preoccupied with negative and self-defeating syllogistic formu

lations, which may have come from early and inappropriate environmental
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responses and teachings. The uninvestigated attitudes, values, and 

beliefs cause every environmental force or social concept to be per

ceived as a potential threat to the inhibitory personality's organism. 

A rigid self-structure has no gyroscopic equilibrium. Artificial 

protective mechanisms seek to maintain a false degree of balance. 

Behavior may, for example, take the form of psychosomatic illnesses, 

aggressively biased prejudice, or perhaps a meek withdrawal from any 

new experience in life..

If negative syllogisms are combined with an inhibitory beta 

personality, where early word and symbol learning were semantically 

reversed and inappropriate, the values, attitudes, and beliefs will 

be perpetuated into an iron-clad self-structure. The organism will 

perceive these concepts as protective. Any rationally conscious 

effort to break the vicious circle will result in the amplification of 

the symptomatic behaviors.

In the process of emotional descriptive participation, and by 

surreptitious teaching, the negative syllogisms of the inhibitory 

personality may gently and gradually be brought' into conscious aware

ness by means of non-volitional, affectionately empathetic sharing. 

Once an attitude, value, or belief becomes conscious, it may be inves

tigated and considered for what it is and retained or discarded in 

accordance.with the natural needs of the organism. These beliefs,
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values, and attitudes need no longer be an uncomfortable, mysterious, 

controlling dictation of every action.

The third component of the descriptive science of emotional 

honesty is that of imagination and self-imagery. The reader will 

recall the schematic pattern of words and symbols which create moods 

and feeling states, which in turn effect thought processes and visual 

imagery.

The childhood learnings of an inhibitory person, in terms of 

words and symbols, created negative syllogistic patterns and perhaps 

a beta personality. Semantic clarification of natural responses was 

disallowed or reversed. Feeling states or moods were disowned, 

disassociated, and were not owned in organismic congruence. The 

thought processes of an inhibitory personality are self-defeating and 

negative. The self-image of the inhibitory personality is no different. 

A negative perception of self and a distrust of self usually obsesses 

the inhibitory personality. Pessimism and apprehension are constant 

companions of the inhibitory personality resulting from inaccurate 

self-knowledge and a conception of the future as a very worrisome pros

pect, black, hopeless,and threatening.

The four internal controls of protection, equilibrium, enhance- . 

ment, and goal-directedness are upset and operating at cross purposes  ̂

which fills the inhibitory personality with even more anxiety and 

alienation. The natural gyroscopic mechanism has no appropriately
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hopeful target for which to aim because the inhibitory personality is 

convinced that he is unworthy. He is so fearful of himself he cannot 

trust any natural talent he might have to operate. If an inhibitory 

personality never finishes or attempts an enterprise or a social 

relationship, the judgment of others can never term him a failure.

The inhibitory personality is protected from perceived possible hurts 

and may gain secondarily from his symptomatic neuroses, but he loses 

the zest and depths of life in the process.

The self-image of the excitatory personality takes advantage 

of the creative imagination natural to every human being. Self-image 

for an uninhibited organism is based on a realistically accurate 

conception of self, gained through congruent emotional honesty. The 

excitatory personality knows himself intimately and can trust the four 

internal controls to operate in an enhancing, appropriately goal- 

directed manner. The apperceptive schema of the excitatory personality 

is broadly flexible and each moment is lived in spontaneous anticipa

tory excitement, optimistic that events, environmental forces, and 

other human relationships can be authentically encountered and organ- 

ismically experienced.
I

The excitatory personality realizes that he is limited only.by 

his own imagination and his mind operates at full efficiency. A 

problem is considered an opportunity for a creative emotional
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encounter, out of which the excitatory personality enjoys experiencing 

and thinking his way.

Therapeutic implications of a client possessed with a negative 

self-image (based upon non-volitional childhood learnings) are con

cerned with acceptance, not necessarily with approval. The counselor 

accepts, even though he may not approve of the neurotic enslavement, 

the entire being of the client as he is at that moment. This 

affectionate empathy can be therapeutically building of a shattered 

self-image, for it may be the first time that a client has.felt that, 

he is not uniquely weird and lonely. The client may perceive that at 

last someone knows what he is going through, that he is not as oddly 

unique as he had formerly believed.

A client involved in an active emotive relationship with a 

counselor may gradually learn to accept and know himself. The imagin

ation of an inhibitory personality is already hard at work operating 

negatively and inappropriately. This momentum can be turned towards 

the positive during the empathetic participatory description of 

therapy. Active participant congruence also encourages the growth of 

positive self-image as the client learns new and appropriate ways- of' 

relating to himself and to others. Positive social and environmental 

feedback help enhance the feeling of confidence and self-sufficiency.

The fourth component of the descriptive science of emotional 

honesty is that of the excitatory exercises. Through the process
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of practicing these exercises, the inhibitory personality may be led 

back to the excitatory and natural state of being with which humans 

are born. Excitatory exercises are based on socially assertive 

behaviors and emotional,honesty. The exercises serve to recharge dead 

emotional batteries and to focus the mind on the moment. The mind 

focused on living in the present moment can be liberated from its 

previous preoccupation with past regrets and future worries.

The mind operating in the present moment will have memories 

from the past and fictitious guides to future happenings but will not 

be concerned with the negative learnings of the past or have every 

future action dictated by impossibly detailed planning. The mind 

concentrating on each current moment will enjoy the creativity and 

concentration at its disposal. The mind was intended to live only one 

moment at a time.

Excitatory exercises serve to resensitize the inhibitory 

personality to environmental stimuli', to people, to event's, and to 

individual organismic experiencing. The excitatory exercises serve 

to lead to the acquisition of or the maintenance of a natural child

like spontaneity. Child-like spontaneity is not a new concept in 

therapy but an entity recognized, valued, and applied by philosophers 

and teachers of the past.

Perhaps this refreshing, seemingly-new approach has been part 

of man's cultural heritage for centuries, but social factors and
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cultural forces have forgotten or ignored the healthy teachings of 

the past. Actually, none of the four components basic to the des

criptive science of emotional honesty are new concepts.

The Bible spoke of emotion completion in many ways such as 

mutual rejoicing over a happy event and empathetic sorrow in times 

of tragedy. Self-love and love of neighbors were described in both 

the old and new testament. Ancient Chinese philosophers acknowledged 

the wisdom of self-knowledge. The Rabbinic prophets told of self- . 

image or imagination as leading to optimal functioning. Poets, musi

cians, and artists of every culture and every century have preached, 

if not practiced, emotional honesty and excitatory exercises,

Picasso and Stravinsky were obvious examples of child-like spontaneous 

creation.

Perhaps mankind is at a crossroad at this point in history 

and may rediscover and redefine the implications of the descriptive 

science of emotional honesty and implications for mental health. The 

roots of Active Emotive Therapy are firmly embedded in history, science, 

philosophy, the arts, and all aspects of healthy and natural living.

Based upon concepts described in previous sections and upon the 

above summary conclusions, several recommendations for further 

research foci were listed. These recommendations follow:
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Recommendations

For purposes of further research intended to clarify,’ define, 

or confirm concepts described in this paper and for. purposes of 

furthering improvements- in the field of mental health, in order to aid- 

unfortunate victims of neuroses and anxiety, the following recommenda

tions are put forth:

Recommendations will be grouped into five major ■ categories: 

Client-oriented research suggestions, existentially-formulated 

concepts, educationally-focused research possibilities, bibH o thera

peutic procedures, and scientific counseling entities that appear 

promising for further study,

Client-oriented recommendations are as follows:

1. That the audio tapes of client f^ be- analyzed according 
to the counseling leads of Lyle Miller (197.0) and correlated results 
checked against therapeutic growth,

2. That the video tapes of client f^ be viewed and analyzed 
according to therapeutic growth or the lack of therapeutic growth.

3. That the audio tapes of client f^ be analyzed according 
to Carl Rogers' criteria (1959:218-219) for positive outcomes in 
personality and behavior.

4. That the audio tapes of client f^ be analyzed according 
to Salter's inhibition at therapy's onset and Salter's excitation 
at therapy's termination (1961).

5» That all emotions mentioned in the audio tapes of client 
fA be evaluated as to empathetic responses of counselors and the 
possible effects on client responses.
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6„ That the audio tapes of client be analyzed semantically 
and correlated with a Wolpeian hierarchy of fearss including pre- 
therapeutic and post-therapeutic chartings„

7 o That the audio tapes of client f^ be transcribed into a 
readable and understandable typed transcript for purposes of 
counselor training.

8, That the audio tapes of client f^ be analyzed in terms of 
the four internal controls and the six components of loneliness# 
affection, apperceptive schema, guilt-punishment, anxiety, and 
frustration.

9. That the audio tapes of client f^ be studied in relation 
to the ten Adlerian summary statements and correlated with possible 
therapeutic change and growth.

10. ■ That F-Sort Instrument results and Bemreuter Personality 
Inventory Scores be statistically validated as to whether or not 
behavioral change was measurable at a significant level for all 
clients.

11. That longitudinal follow-up studies be made of all clients 
selected for this research to test whether or not the therapeutic 
changes described were permanent.

Existentially-oriented recommendations x are as follows:

1. That a program be instituted in the training of teachers 
which incorporates existential attitudes towards education and student 
satisfaction with the approach to be measured and analyzed.

2. That further research be instituted into operational 
definitions of and a statistical analysis of therapeutic results of 
existential conceptions such as ontogeny, freedom, and personal 
responsibility and choice.

3. That Kierkegaard's three stages of man's emotional growth 
be operationally defined and tested on. individual clients during the 
process of therapy and social implications of the movement be 
considered,

4. That a Feifel-based philosophical study be instituted at 
the University level, comparing different academic disciplines as to 
how career choice had been influenced by attitudes of each individual 
towards death.
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5„ That the writings of existentialist religious theologians 
such as Buber, Tillich, Marcel, Maritian, etc. be studied as to 
their possible influence on presently-practiced religious thought»

6» That teacher attitudes towards the work of Kneller, Carroll, 
Green, Butler, Morris, Nichols, and other educational existentialists 
be compared before student teaching and after student teaching.

7. That a Maslow-based study be instituted as to the degree 
clients reached self-actualization as a result of therapy, both in 
terms of operational definitions of counselor perceptions and client 
self-reports.

Educationally-oriented research recommendations are as follows:

1 . That a community survey be conducted in the Gallatin Valley 
as to public attitudes towards counseling specifically and mental 
health in general.

2. That a future-oriented study be done on an ideal school 
system which would encourage creative and effective expression of 
emotions, especially the emotion of anger. This study could be 
oriented around a topic such as "Schools With Love".

3. That a field research project be implemented for the 
training of high school and junior, high students for work as "mini
counselors" and the results of over-all school behavior of students 
so involved be validated over an entire school year.

4. That a community study of the Bozeman schools be instituted 
as to self-image of children and possible correlation with academic 
success as measured by Q-sort instruments and letter grades.

5. That counselors in training be studied as to the level of 
inhibition and incongruence before training and the level of 
excitation and congruencetafter,training is completed.

6. That personal changes and the process of professional 
growth of counselors be analyzed and studied.

7. That an in-depth performance of Moreno's psychodrama be 
instituted as part of teacher and counselor training and student 
perceptions of such training be measured in terms of self-growth 
and levels of excitation.
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Bibliotherapeutic research recommendations are as follows:

1. That Biblical quotations be analyzed and listed in
exhaustive detail for the original surmised intent of being conducive 
to mental health and positive behavioral changes, Also: how social
inhibition may have misinterpreted the original Biblical intent..

2. That contemporary literature, poetry, music, and other art 
forms be surveyed descriptive of excitation and congruence,and 
inhibition and incongruence as related to adults, young adults, and 
children.

3. That syllogistic formuations present in the public broad
casting media be studied and collected which seem to create social 
inhibition and that seem inconducive to optimal mental health.

4. That an historical survey be made of literary and poetic 
allusions,to the efficacy of Salterian exercises and Maltz's visual 
imagery.

5. That a" bibliotherapeutic study be made of present litera
ture available to Bozeman school students and possible effects upon 
career choice and apperceptive schema be surmised.

6 . That a comprehensive collection of bibliotherapeutic 
materials be made and compiled in workbooks for therapeutic use in 
counseling appropriately divided by age groupings.

7. That a photographic portfolio be compiled of pre- and 
post-client appearance and correlated to Q-Sort scores as well as 
self-description reports, both before and after therapy,

8 . That a large sample catalogue of examples of feeling 
talk be collected for bibliotherapeutic use, including both inappro
priate ways of handling emotions, especially anger, and appropriately 
effective ways of handling emotions.

9. That an artistically appropriate portfolio be made of 
emotions with both written descriptions and accompanying pictures 
reflecting the descriptions for bibliotherapeutic use.

10. That feeling diaries be collected from cooperative clients, 
duplicated in appropriate.descriptive form, and used both for biblio
therapeutic and teaching purposes.
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Scientific counseling concepts research suggestions.are as

follows:

1. That a descriptive study be instituted as to therapeutic 
procedures that seem to be helpful in building self-confidence and 
self-sufficiency.and ■ the results, measured by means of the Bernreuter 
Personality Inventory and observed behavioral changes.

2. That the four aspects,of intelligence and how they are 
provided for in schools be studied and conclusions and recommendations - 
for possible improved procedures be put forth.

3. That the beta process, as it relates to syllogistic 
thinkingj be studied in detail in both counselors in training and 
clients ip therapy.

4. That an historical survey be made in the field of compar
ative psychology as to the,separation of body and mind concepts; where 
did the phenomenon originate and what are.present implications for 
religion and counseling.

5. That a thorough review of available literature be con
ducted on.the apparent similarities or possible differences between 
hypnotherapy semantics, and empathetic concentration..

6 . That the semantic process of connecting word with event, 
word with emotion.in.a descriptive sense be studied as.related to 
social training, inhibition, and excitation.

7. That the implications of unexpressed anger or poorly 
managed anger.be descriptively evaluated in detail, including 
intensive analysis of psychosomatic evidencing of buried anger.

8 . That the dietary and nutritional effects on the organism, 
especially as related to unexpressed or expressed.emotions, be 
thoroughly compiled from available■references,in the fields of nutri
tion and medicine and counseling implications drawn from the data.

9. That a descriptive survey be made on the available.research 
relating to the acquisition of learning in infants, showing the 
gradual changes in historical thought over the past four decades from 
the fields of counseling and child development.
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Summary

In Chapter 5, an introductory section put forth illustrations 

©f the urgent need for aiding the unfortunate victims of inhibition, 

anxiety, and neuroses. Practitioners were quoted as to their views 

concerning this felt need. AET represented a tentative attempt to 

focus- upon one possible source of help for human unhappiness. Pre

viously described concepts germane to AET were summarized.

A concluding review of selected entities described in previous 

chapters was based upon the four main components inherent in the 

descriptive science of emotional honesty (completing emotions, 

syllogisms, self-image, and excitatory exercises). The four components 

of AET were described as firmly embedded in history, science, philos

ophy, the arts, and all aspects of healthy and natural life.

Recommendations for purposes of further research were put 

forth in the hope that clarification, definition, or confirmation of 

concepts put forth in this paper would provoke further exploration and 

research. Hopefully, improvements in the field of mental health work 

in general and counseling specifically may result.
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The questions on this blank are intended to indicate your interests and attitudes. I t  is not an intel
ligence test, nor are there any righ t or wrong answers.

In  fron t o f each question you w ill find: “ Yes No ?”

I f  your answer is “ Yes,”  draw a circle around the “ Yes.”  I f  your answer is “ No,”  draw a circle 
around the “ No.”  I f  you are entirely unable to answer either “ Yes”  or “ No”  to the question, then 
draw a circle around the question mark.

I. Yes No
2. Yes No
3. Yes No
4. Yes No
5. Yes No
6. Yes • No
7. Yes No
8. Yes No
9. Yes No
10. Yes No
11. Yes No
12. Yes No
13. Yes No
14. Yes No
15. Yes No
16. Yes No
17. Yes No
18. Yes No
19. Yes No
20. Yes No
21. Yes No
22. Yes No
23. Yes No
24. Yes No
25. Yes No
26. Yes No
27. Yes No
28. Yes No
29. Yes No
30. Yes No
31. Yes No
32. Yes No
33. Yes No
34. Yes No
35. Yes No
36. Yes No
37. Yes No
38. Yes No

? Does it make you uncomfortable to be "different” or unconventional?
? Do you day-dream frequently?
? Do you usually work things out for yourself rather than get someone to show you?
? Have you ever crossed the street to avoid meeting some person ?
? Can you stand criticism without feeling hurt?
? Do you ever give money to beggars ?
? Do you prefer to associate with people who are younger than yourself ?
? Do you often feel just miserable?
? Do you dislike finding your way about in strange places?
? Are you easily discouraged when the opinions of others differ from your own ?
? Do you try to get your own way even if you have to fight for it?
? Do you blush very often?
? Do athletics interest .you more than intellectual affairs?
? Do you consider yourself a rather nervous person?*
? Do you usually object when a person steps in front of you in a line of people?
? Have you ever tried to argue or bluff your way past a guard or doorman?
? Are you much affected by the praise or blame of many people?
? Are you touchy on various subjects?
? Do you frequently argue over prices with tradesmen or junkmen?
? Do you feel self-conscious in the presence of superiors in the academic or business world ?
? Do ideas often run through your head so that you cannot sleep ?
? Are you slow in making decisions?
? Do you think you could become so absorbed in creative work that you would not notice a lack of intimate friends ?
? Are you troubled with shyness ?
? Are you inclined to study the motives of other people carefully?
? Do you frequently feel grouchy ?
? Do your interests change rapidly ?
? Are you very talkative at social gatherings ?
? Do you ever heckle or question a public speaker ?
? Do you very much mind taking back articles you have purchased at stores?
? Do you see more fun or humor in things when you are in a group than when alone?
? Do you prefer travelling with someone who will make all the necessary arrangements to theadventure of travelling alone?
? -Would you rather work for yourself than carry out the program of a superior whom you respect ?
? Can you usually express yourself better in speech than in writing?
? Would you dislike any work which might ,take you into isolation for a few years, such as forest ranging, etc. ?
? Have you ever solicited funds for a cause in which you were interested ?
? Do you usually try to avoid dictatorial or “bossy” people?
? Do you find conversation more helpful in formulating your ideas than reading?
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39. Yes No
40. Yes No
41. Yes No
42. Yes No
43. Yes No
44. Yis No
45. Yes No
46. Yes No
47. Yes No
48. Yes No
49. Yes No
50. Yes No
51. Yes No
52. Yes No
53. Yes No
54. Yes No
55. Yes No
56. Yes No
57. Yes No
58. Yes No
59. Yes No
60. Yes No
61. Yes No
62. Yes No
63. Yes No
64. Yes No
65. Yes No
66. Yes No
67. Yes No
68. Yes No
69. Yes No
70. Yes No
71. Yes No
72. Yes No.
73. Yes No
74. Yes No
75. Yes No
76. Yes No
77. Yes No
78. Yes No
79. Yes No
80. Yes No
81. Yes No
82. Yes No
83. Yes No

? Do you worry too long over humiliating experiences ?
? Have you ever organized any clubs, teams, or other groups on your own initiative?
? If you see an accident do you quickly take an active part in giving aid ?
? Do you get stage fright?
? Do you like to bear responsibilities alone?
? Have books been more entertaining to you than companions ?
? Have you ever had spells of dizziness ?
? Do jeers humiliate you even when you know you are right?
? Do you want someone to be with you when you receive bad news ?
? Does it bother you to have people watch you at work even when you do it well ?
? Do you often experience periods of loneliness?
? Do you usually try to avoid arguments?
? Are your feelings easily hurt?
? Do you usually prefer to do your own planning alone rather than with others?
? Do you find that telling others of your own personal good news is the greatest part of theenjoyment of it?
? Do you often feel lonesome when you are with other people?
? Are you thrifty and careful about making loans ?
? Are you careful not to say things to hurt other people’s feelings ?
? Are you easily moved to tears ?
? Do you ever complain to the waiter when you are served inferior or poorly prepared food?
? Do you find it difficult to speak in public ?
? Do you ever rewrite your letters before mailing them?
? Do you usually enjoy spending an evening alone ?
? Do you make new friends easily?
? If you are dining out do you prefer to have someone else order dinner for you?
? Do you usually feel a g!*eat deal of hesitancy over borrowing an article from an acquaintance?
? Are you greatly embarrassed if you have greeted a stranger whom you have mistaken for anacquaintance ?
? Do you find it difficult to get rid of a salesman?
? Do people ever come to you for advice?
? Do you usually ignore the feelings of others when accomplishing some end which is important to you?
? Do you often find that you cannot make up your mind until the time for action has passed ?
? Do you especially like to have attention from acquaintances when you are ill ?
? Do you experience many pleasant or unpleasant moods ?
? Are you troubled with feelings of inferiority ?
? Does some particularly useless thought keep coming into your mind to bother you?
? Do you ever upbraid a workman who fails to have your work done on time ?
? Are you able to play your best in a game or contest against an opponent who is greatly superior to you ?
? Have you frequently appeared as a lecturer or entertainer before groups of people?
? Are people sometimes successful in taking advantage of you?
? When you are in low spirits do you try to find someone to cheer you up ?
? Can you usually understand a problem better by studying it out alone than by discussing itwith others ?
? Do you lack self-confidence?
? Does admiration gratify you more than achievement ?
? Are you willing to take a chance alone in a situation of doubtful outcome?
? Does your ambition need occasional stimulation through contact with successful people?
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84. Yes No ? Do you usually avoid asking advice?
85. Yes No ? Do you consider the observance of social customs and manners an essential aspect of life?
86. Yes No ? If you are spending an evening in the company of other people do you usually let someone else decide upon the entertainment?
-87. Yes No ? Do you take the responsibility for introducing people at a party?
88. Yes No ? If you came late to a meeting would you rather stand than take a front seat?
89. Yes No ? Do you like to get many views from others before making an important decision?
90. Yes No ? Do you try to treat a domineering person the same as he treats you ?
91. Yes No ? Does your mind often wander so badly that you lose track of what you are doing?
92. Yes No ? Do you ever argue a point with an older person whom you respect?
93. Yes No ? Do you have difficulty in making up your mind for yourself ?
94. Yes No ? Do you ever take the lead to enliven a dull party ?
95. Yes No ? Would you “have it out” with a person who spread untrue rumors about you?
96. Yes No ? At a reception or tea do you feel reluctant to meet the most important person present?
97. Yes- No ? Do you find that people are more stimulating to you than anything else?
98. Yes No ? Do you prefer a play to a dance?
99. Yes No ? Do you tend to be radical in your political, religious, or social beliefs ?
100. Yes No ? Do you prefer to be alone at times of emotional stress ?
101. Yes No ? Do you usually prefer to work with others?
102. Yes No ? Do you usually work better when you are praised?
103. Yes No ? Do you have difficulty in starting a conversation witha stranger?
104. Yes No ? Do your feelings alternate between happiness and sadness without apparent reason?
105. Yes No ? Are you systematic in caring for your personal property?
106. Yes No p Do you worry over possible misfortunes?
107. Yes No p Do you usually prefer to keep your feelings to yourself ?
108. Yes No ?. Can you stick to a tiresome task for a long time without someone prodding or encouraging you?
109. Yes No p Do you get as many ideas at the time of reading a book as you do from a discussion of it afterward?
HO. Yes No p Do you usually face your troubles alone without seeking help?
111. Yes No p Have you been the recognized leader (president, captain, chairman) of a group within the last five years?
112. Yes No p Do you prefer making hurried decisions alone?
113. Yes No ? If you were hiking with a group of people, where none of you knew the way, would you probably let someone else take the full responsibility for guiding the party?
114. Yes No ? Are you troubled with the idea that people on the street are watching you?
115. Yes No ? Are you often in a state of excitement?
116. Yes No ? Are you considered to be critical of other people?
117. Yes No ? Do you usually try to take added responsibilities on yourself ?
118. Yes No ? Do you keep in the background at social functions?
119. Yes No ? Do you greatly dislike being told how you should do things?
120. Yes No ? Do you feel that marriage is essential to your present or future happiness?
121. Yes No ? Do you like to be with people a great deal ?
122. Yes No ? Can you be optimistic when others about you are greatly depressed ?
123. Yes No ? Does discipline make you discontented ?
124. Yes No ? Are you usually considered to be indifferent to the opposite sex?
125. Yes No ? Would you feel very self-conscious if you had to volunteer an idea to start a discussion among a group of people?
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F-SORT

I. I like people to think I. am intelligent.
2« I like people to think of me as attractive.
3« When I look in the mirror, I am pleased with what I see.
4. I enjoy wearing pretty clothes.
5. I wake up every morning feeling refreshed.
6 . I feel that the future governs my life more than the present.
7. I feel that I can't live up to certain religious ideals.
8 . I would rather worry about something than do it.
9. I view myself as a frightened person.

10. I find myself often dwelling on and fearing what happened yesterday.
11. I wake up every morning feeling worried.
12. I am afraid that my past life will someday catch up to me and cause 

unhappiness and trouble.
13. I am constantly fearful of what might happen in the future.
14. I often volunteer praise of myself when I feel that it is deserved.
15. I feel that something terrible is going to happen because of 

something I did.
16. I feel that everything I do should turn out perfectly.
17. I feel intellectually inferior to everyone.
18. I feel that guilt is a cleansing experience.
19. My future looks very confused and dark.
2 0 . I hate to be alone.
21. I feel that there is little true affection in my life.
2 2 . I feel lonely almost all of the time.
23. Being honest about my own feelings is one of my strong points.
24. I am not comfortable unless I ami worrying about something.
25. I am constantly fearful that something terrible is going to 

happen.
26. I feel anxious every moment of the day.
27. I am afraid to feel good or enjoy myself because I know that

it can't last.
28. If something isn't difficult, it usually is not worth doing 

or having.
29. I feel that suffering makes you a better person,
30. I often wish I could re-live or re-do certain situations from 

my past life.
31. In the fable of the grasshopper and the ant3 I picture myself 

more like the ant.
32. I feel that I cannot control the events in my life.
33. No one knows what I am going through. .
34. I am terrified that no one will understand what I feel or 

what I am trying to say.
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35 o I feel that I can never do all the things I hoped to do.
36. I am overwhelmed by what I am asked to do.
37. I often feel trapped, with nowhere to go.
38. I feel that my life is like a dead-end street— a road without any 

end.
39. I am very frightened when I have to do something on my own.
40. I can’t bear the feeling of not knowing exactly what is going to 

happen in the future down to the last detail.
41. When I am praised for doing a job well, it makes me feel good.
42. Feeling any strong emotion really upsets me.
43. If people really knew me well, they wouldn't like me.
44. No one else has ever felt as depressed or as hopeless as I feel.
45. When I am feeling bad, I get more attention than when I am 

feeling good.
46. When I see someone else lose control, it makes me feel very 

frightened
47. I am not the kind of person I would like to be.
48. I feel that I can’t do anything effective about the things that 

might happen to me.
49. "Loose ends" make me very anxious.
50. I feel that I air a totally.worthless human being.
51. When something unexpected happens, I don't know what to do.
52. Personal grooming is very important to me. ,
53. I think of myself as a very religious person.
54. I feel that other people think I am strange.
55. Someday I would like to be truly happy.
56. I feel that I tend to judge other people quite harshly.
57'. I am terrified of being judged by others.
58. I try and avoid the judgment of other people at all costs.
59. I can't find happiness in my present life.
60. It is better to feel nothing than to get angry about something.
61. I feel that other people like me.
62. I have never been jealous of anyone else.
63. I have never felt resentful.
64. I rarely feel sorry for myself.
65. It is better to punish yourself before God does it.
6 6 . It bothers me when 'I feel jealous.
67. I have never hated anyone.
6 8 . Anger seems like a weakness to me.
69. I rarely get angry.
70. I never lose my temper.
71. Someday I would like to be free of fear.
72. I don't feel very attractive to anyone.
73. No one understands how I feel.
74. I really don't like to get excited about things.
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75 o
76.
77.
78.
79.
80. 

81.

82.

83.

84.

85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.

91.
92.
93.

94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99. 
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
106. 
107.

I tend to become disoriented easily.
I hate to be left alone.
I really think that there is something basically wrong with me.
I feel that the things I' worry about are very important.
I tend to set unrealistically high goals for myself which are 
impossible to attain.
It is very important to me to do everything perfectly the first 
try.
I often feel like a pressure cooker with a plug in the steam 
valve.
When I feel churning inside about something unfair that has 
happened, I. usually keep it bottled up.
If I had to draw a picture of myself, it would not look very 
pretty.
I often feel very irritated by little things but don't know 
what to do about them.
When I feel strongly about something, I tend to keep my 
feelings about it bottled up inside of myself.
I view myself as a competent person.
If anything good ever happens to me, I feel that I don't 
deserve it.
I don't feel like a very worthy person.
My image of myself is not a positive one.
I often feel that someone has picked me out of the crowd to 
suffer and worry.
Things that happen to me often seem very unfair and unjust to me, 
I cannot bear to leave things undone.
I often feel like a coke bottle being shaken up with someone's 
thumb over the top of the bottle.
I sometimes wish I could stop worrying.
I don't care, what people think of how I look.
I feel that when bad things happen it is always my fault.
I am very easily bruised by what other people say or do.
I resent my family.
I feel rotten to the, core.
I wish that I could feel reassured that my past would not dictate 
my future.
I am always thinking about myself.
I am very selfish.
I often don't knew what is going on around me.
I am insensitive to the feelings and needs of others.
I love to wear new and attractive clothes.
I enjoy keeping my hair in a becoming style.
I don't care what people think of what I do. .
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EVALUATION LOG

PHYSICAL
eyes________._____________________________________________  '

skin_____________________________________________________

Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri.

hair

dress

gestures

nails

smell

NON-VERBAL CLUES 
hands_________

facial

posture

CLIENT'S EXPRESSED- CONCERN 
past____________________

present_________________

future__________________

CLIENT'S UNEXPRESSED EMOTION 7

COUNSELOR'S MOOD 
physical______

intellectual

emotional

MANIPULATIONS
counselor

client
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MANIPULATIONS 
why________

topic

COUNSELOR'S ORIENTATION 
client __________

problem

level of participation 

conversation__________

reflection

clarification

EVALUATION LOG 

Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Ffi.

participation___________

CLIENT '. S ■ DEVELOPED . 
INSIGHT, CHANGES 
DURING SESSION - verbal

non-verbal

level of co-operation

reception to growth 
summary of session 
on tape__________ ._____

homework accomplishment 
how handled by 
counselor______ ■_____.

TOPICS COVERED 
loneliness

affection

apperceptive schema
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EVALUATION LOG '

TOPICS COVERED
guilt_____________ '_____________. _______________________________

Mon. Tueso Wed. Thurs, Fri.

punishment-

anxiety__________________
frustration
(depressive - aggressive)

other_____________________

TENTATIVE PLAN FOR NEXT 
SESSION
tape session for homework 

summary of session on tape

F-sort cards______

feeling diary_____

physical exercises 

relaxation tape 

schedule__________

weight manipulation 

sensitization- exercise
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LOGISTIC SCHEDULE

Bay

7:00 AM 12:15 5:30

' 7:15. 12:30 5:45

7:30 12:45 6 :00

7:45 1:00 6:15

' 8:00 1:15 ' 6:30

8:15 1:30 6:45

8:30 1:45 7:00

8:45 2:00 7:15

9:00 2:15 7:30

9:15 2:30 7:45

9:30 2:45 8:00

9:45 3:00 8:15

10:00 3:15 8:30

10:15 3:30 8:45

10:30 3:45 9:00

10:45 4:00 9:15

11:00 4:15 9:30

11:15 4:30 9:45

11:30 4:45 10:00

11:45 5:00 10:15

N00N 5:15 10:30
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FEELING DIARY SELECTIONS

Define, describe and give an analogy for. each emotion.

Positive Neutral Negative

Clean Determination Abused Insecure
Compassionate Fatigue■ Anger Jealous
Confident. Mischievous Anxiety Lacking Confidence
Controlled Pity Apprehensive Manipulated
Encouraged Reluctant Bewildered Neglected
Enthused Sympathetic Bitterness Nervous
Excitation Bland Gut of Control
Free Bored Overwhelmed
Fulfilled .Confusion Pain
Happy Constipated Pampered
Horny Defiant Panic,-
Joy Depressed Perplexed
Love Discouraged Persecuted
Loved Disgust Regret
Powerful Distrust Rejected-u
Relaxed Enslaved Revenge... u.
Satisfied (Accomplished) Embarrassed Resentful
Secure Envy Restricted
Sexually Aroused Fear Shame.
Spontaneous Frustrated Shock
Strong Grief Stubborn
Superior Guilt Suspicious.c
Worthy Hate Threatened -.

Helpless Unclean-dirty
Hostile Used
Inferior Weak

.'T a Y J \
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